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FOREWORD

The Covid-19 pandemic has been a formative experi-

ence of all humanity, perhaps the biggest since the era 

of globalization began. For the OSCE region, which saw 

infections and fatalities grow across countries and con-

tinents in the first half of 2020, it continues to be both 

disruptive and destabilizing. For some time, the pain of 

losing lives that could not be mourned in person took 

precedence. However, the effects of the pandemic and 

their implications for our societies are more far-reaching 

than anticipated and will last well into the coming dec-

ade. Indeed, we are only just beginning to make sense 

of the magnitude of the crisis, as we move beyond mit-

igating the impact to developing concepts and models 

for the time “after the pandemic.”

The OSCE was established at a time of global trans-

formation to support and strengthen human security 

across the Northern Hemisphere. The 57 countries 

of the OSCE region now number more than 1.2 bil-

lion people, and in our interconnected world, policies 

and practices developed and applied here have global 

significance.

In its founding documents, OSCE participating States 

recognized the essential role of human rights, the rule 

of law and democratic institutions for our common se-

curity and the prosperity of our peoples. The pandemic 

has put these commitments to the test in a short space 

of time. As scientists worked to collect data and get a 

better understanding of this new common threat facing 

humanity, governments had to act quickly. For elected 

officials across the region, and indeed worldwide, this 

was an unprecedented challenge of leadership, co-or-

dination and communication.

Within a matter of weeks, the majority of states across 

the OSCE region declared various kinds of emergency 

regimes, ordering lockdowns, shutting down transport 

links, closing borders and imposing states of emergen-

cy. This action was taken to protect people and halt the 

exponential growth of the new threat, whose nature we 

still do not fully understand. Some countries enforced 

strict stay-at-home orders, while others decided on a 

more consensual approach, but all depended on the 

understanding and solidarity of citizens as they strug-

gled to adapt to the new reality.

The sudden changes to our lives affected people dif-

ferently, but as so often, those already vulnerable have 

been harmed disproportionately. This refers to peo-

ple in greater danger of becoming seriously ill with the 

disease, such as the elderly, the poor, or those with 

pre-existing medical conditions. But it also includes 

those who have suffered from the secondary effects of 

the pandemic as millions lost their jobs, were isolated 

from friends and families, trapped with abusive partners, 

or became victims of hate crime as prejudices tipped 

over into discrimination and sometimes violence.

While much of this has been recognized by states and 

a great deal has been done to counter this negative 

impact, the challenges across the region will last for 

years, if not decades, and will have to be guided by the 

global goals of “leaving no one behind and reaching 

those furthest behind first.”

This report aims to help states learn lessons from the 

current pandemic in order to strengthen their institu-

tions ahead of future challenges – not only potential 

health emergencies, but also the growing threat of 

climate change, as well as human-made conflicts. It 

begins with an overview of obligations when declaring 

a state of emergency and any attendant restrictions on 

fundamental freedoms and human rights, and goes 

on to describe the impact of the emergency measures 

implemented around the OSCE region on democratic 

institutions and human rights. It is hoped that the de-

tailed recommendations contained in the report will be 

adapted for use in the different countries across the 

region, now and in the time to come.

The effectiveness of the response to the pandemic has 

been determined above all by the level of trust in the 

society, the commitment of political leaders to learn, 

collaborate, consult, and take principled decisions in 

times of uncertainty. This openness and commitment to 

the common good often decided the degree of public 

trust in leaders and institutions, which in turn affected 
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citizens’ willingness to comply with the major restric-

tions to their daily lives. The pandemic can therefore be 

seen not only as a misfortune, but also as an oppor-

tunity. An opportunity to rebuild confidence within our 

societies, renew the social contract within our nations, 

and to foster collaboration between states and citi-

zens, while restoring the faltering trust between states 

at a time when international co-operation, integrity and 

commitment to common values is so sorely needed. 

This is our common responsibility, for the benefit of us, 

the people.

Ingibjörg Sólrún Gísladóttir
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INTRODUCTION

On 30 January 2020, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) declared a Public Health Emergency of 

International Concern (PHEIC) as the novel coronavi-

rus SARS-Cov-2 spread across the world. It quickly 

became a global crisis, threatening human security, 

endangering international trade and co-operation, and 

affecting human rights, fundamental freedoms and the 

stability of democratic institutions worldwide.

The virus was first detected in the OSCE in January, and 

quickly spread to countries across the region.1 By early 

June 2020, when around 400,000 patients had died 

from Covid-19 around three quarters were from OSCE 

participating States.2 Faced with the rapid expansion of 

the disease in February and March, participating States 

found themselves having to take quick decisions to 

protect the health and safety of the population.

This enormous responsibility to take all necessary 

measures to prevent and mitigate the health emergen-

cy stems from states’ obligations to guarantee the hu-

man rights to life and health of the population. At the 

same time, states needed to balance the emergency 

measures with their impact on fundamental freedoms, 

human rights, and economic well-being all while avoid-

ing excessive collateral damage and secondary harm.

Ever since the PHEIC was declared, the WHO has been 

providing recommendations on how to best limit the 

spread of the disease, and these have supported the 

justification for the restrictive measures introduced in 

many places. While all states received the same in-

formation and recommendations from the WHO, their 

public health responses have differed significantly. 

However, it gradually became clear that overcoming 

1 The first cases of Covid-19 were initially confirmed in Italy 
and Spain on 31 January. Later, it emerged that it had 
spread to France and the United States even earlier.

2 Within the OSCE region, by early June 2020, roughly half of 
the people officially recorded as having died with Covid-19 
were in the United States and the United Kingdom, 
with the combined number of casualties in Italy, France, 
Spain, Belgium and Germany making up another third. 
Source: WHO.

the pandemic and maintaining the confidence of the 

general public required a fast and consistent response 

that was above all based on effective co-operation. At 

the national level, governments needed to work togeth-

er with scientists, health agencies, local authorities and 

civil society, while at international level, consultation 

with other governments and trustful collaboration within 

the framework of international organizations was vital 

to protect the health, security, and rights of all citizens.

The OSCE’s comprehensive security approach rests 

on the three pillars of the political and military, the eco-

nomic and environmental, and the human dimension. 

ODIHR is the largest of the OSCE’s institutions respon-

sible for the human dimension, and the OSCE com-

mitments in this area give it a special responsibility to 

serve as a clearing house for information on states of 

emergency and other aspects relevant to the Covid-19 

response. However, ODIHR’s role since the outbreak 

of the pandemic has been far more extensive, as it has 

also been called upon to provide a broader overview of 

the human dimension challenges that present a threat 

to comprehensive security.

30 years ago in Copenhagen, the OSCE’s participat-

ing States expressed their conviction that the protec-

tion and promotion of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms is one of the basic purposes of government, 

and reaffirmed that the recognition of these rights and 

freedoms constitutes the foundation of freedom, justice 

and peace. They also emphasized the fact that the rule 

of law does not only refer to a formal legal framework, 

but also to the concept of justice based on the full ac-

ceptance of human dignity.

The implementation of human dimension commitments 

has presented an increasing challenge for many years 

now. The anniversaries of the Charter of Paris and the 

Copenhagen Document this year offer an opportunity 

to recall the roots of the human dimension commit-

ments and renew the optimism of that period of global 

transformation three decades ago. Taken together with 

the context of the current pandemic and linking the cri-

sis management that has evolved in recent months to 
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the human dimension of comprehensive security, there 

are clearly valuable lessons to be learned that can help 

prepare the OSCE well for the coming years.

The detailed overview of measures taken to manage 

the public health crisis that are provided in this report 

aims to help states compare and learn from each other 

concerning the difficult choices they have been making 

to balance human rights and fundamental freedoms 

with the exigencies of the pandemic. This report builds 

upon and complements the work undertaken within the 

framework of other international organisations, first and 

foremost the United Nations, but also other regional 

bodies such as the Council of Europe, the EU, and 

others, as well as the work undertaken by civil society 

throughout the OSCE region.

This report highlights the relevance of the OSCE’s hu-

man dimension commitments to addressing the current 

crisis. However, while some emergency measures may 

still be in place at the time of publication, many of them 

will have been lifted. An effort has therefore been made 

to identify ways in which ODIHR and the OSCE as a 

whole can increase their ability to support participating 

States in the future.

ODIHR is mandated to gather and analyse factual infor-

mation on the state of implementation and to conduct 

programmes that assist States to develop and uphold 

a democratic culture that respects and promotes the 

ideals expressed in the OSCE human dimension com-

mitments. The ODIHR’s assistance to states generally 

falls into four categories: (i) disseminating knowledge 

of the commitments; (ii) monitoring and reporting on 

implementation of commitments; (iii) providing technical 

assistance to enhance their implementation; and (iv) 

organizing and holding human dimension meetings to 

allow for collective review of implementation.3

The general monitoring mandate of the Office encom-

passes the entirety of the human dimension, although 

it focuses on areas not covered by the mandates of 

either the High Commissioner on National Minorities or 

the Representative on Freedom of the Media. There are 

3 See, Common Responsibility, Commitments and 
Implementation, ODIHR Report to the Ministerial Council 
in Brussels, 2006

also large OSCE field operations in some places with 

a human rights monitoring mandate. The institutions of 

the OSCE alone, however, cannot substitute a broad 

understanding that implementing human dimension 

commitments is the collective responsibility of all par-

ticipating States.4

ODIHR was designated by the Concluding Document 

of Helsinki (1992) as the OSCE’s clearing house for 

information on states of public emergency. After SARS-

Cov-2 was designated a pandemic, ODIHR issued 

notes verbales5 to participating States recalling their 

specific obligations, in particular to paragraphs 24 and 

25 of the Copenhagen Document (1990) and paragraph 

28 of the Moscow Document (1991), which stipulate that 

participating States must notify ODIHR when a state 

of emergency is declared or lifted, as well as of any 

derogation made from the state’s international human 

rights obligations resulting from the state of emergency.

When OSCE participating States introduced various 

kinds of emergency regimes in response to the pan-

demic, ODIHR was on hand to remind them of their 

commitments. At the same time, it started to collect 

relevant information to be shared between states and 

used in the development of national responses. ODIHR 

also offered all possible support within its mandate in 

dealing with related human dimension issues, including 

the review of legislation or policies related to declaring 

a state of emergency, as well as legislation impacting 

human dimension commitments.

The present report contains information received from 

participating States, as well as other pertinent infor-

mation collected by ODIHR using a variety of sources. 

This includes personal first-hand testimonies, primar-

ily through personal (online) interaction with partners, 

including governments, international organizations, 

academic bodies and analytical centres, civil society 

and people living in OSCE states. Media reports from 

credible sources were also drawn upon, and informa-

tion received was corroborated to the extent possible. 

The examples and specific incidents mentioned in this 

report serve to illustrate the broader trends impacting 

4 Ibid.
5 Notes Verbales to all participating States were issued on 

20 March, 9 April, 30 April, 22 May and 16 June 2020.

https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/c/1/22912.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/c/1/22912.pdf
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the human dimension across the OSCE region, and are 

not intended to single out specific participating States 

for violations of their commitments or their obligations 

in international human rights law.6 Likewise, specific 

challenges highlighted with examples from participating 

States do not represent an exhaustive list, but rather 

serve to provide an illustration in cases where ODIHR 

has received relevant information. It is understood that 

states will report to the respective treaty bodies and 

other mechanisms according to their specific legal obli-

gations, and will thus account for how they have upheld 

human rights and fundamental freedoms during the 

pandemic.

While the report does address in detail particular chal-

lenges in conflict affected regions in the OSCE area, 

reliable information has been limited. Obtaining infor-

mation about these regions from other credible sourc-

es such as independent civil society has also been 

challenging. Consequently, further efforts in this regard 

need to be taken as many people living in these areas 

are likely to have been disproportionally affected by the 

pandemic and its aftermath.

The report contains references to sources wherever 

public material was referred to, and they can be directly 

accessed through the hyperlinks included in the elec-

tronic version of this report. Where country examples 

are mentioned without a specific event or source due 

to space constraints, ODIHR is in possession of more 

detailed information and documentation.

The report is organized into two parts, which are further 

divided into sections and subsections. Part I presents 

an overview of state obligations when declaring a state 

of emergency and derogating or otherwise restricting 

fundamental freedoms and human rights, and relat-

ed questions of oversight and transparency. Part  II 

describes the various impacts of these measures on 

democratic institutions and human rights. The first 

6 Examples are provided from most participating States. 
Where the European Union is referred to as an entity 
it is with the understanding of its sui generis nature in 
international law and the fact that its institutions exercise 
legislative, executive and judicial powers that may affect 
the enjoyment of human rights in the OSCE region, albeit 
without the EU being formally obliged to adhere to the 
OSCE commitments as such.

section addresses the implications on democratic in-

stitutions and processes, for example the functioning 

of parliaments, democratic law-making, justice insti-

tutions, elections and election observation, the role of 

human rights defenders, and national human rights 

institutions. Next it analyses how specific fundamental 

rights and freedoms have been affected (freedom of 

movement, freedom from arbitrary detention and tor-

ture, the freedoms of assembly, association, religion 

and belief, as well as the right to a fair trial). Finally, it 

examines the disproportionate impact of the pandemic 

on some groups and segments of the population more 

closely, focusing particularly on hate crime and discrim-

ination, discrimination and violence against women, and 

groups such as Roma and Sinti, migrants and refugees, 

and victims of trafficking in human beings. Although 

addressed in a larger context throughout the report, 

the right to education and the right to health are not 

specifically addressed under the thematic chapters.

This structure follows and corresponds with the 

ODIHR’s programmatic strategy, which comprises (i) 

democratic institutions that are based on human rights 

and the rule of law, participatory and representative, 

accountable and trusted; (ii) the advancement of hu-

man rights and democracy through civil society; and 

(iii) the promotion of societies that are equal, inclusive, 

resilient and free from all forms of discrimination and 

marginalization.

Recommendations are generally addressed to partic-

ipating States, or to specific institutions or authorities 

as mentioned, for instance courts or national human 

rights institutions. The recommendations should be 

understood within the context of each given country. 

Some are for immediate action in countries in a state of 

emergency, lockdown or other restrictions. Others are 

intended for states emerging from a state of emergency 

and help them prepare for future emergencies. Since 

the impact and emergency measures taken by partici-

pating States differ significantly, no distinction is made 

between short-, medium- and long-term recommen-

dations. It is therefore advised to read the recommen-

dations with flexibility, allowing them to be adapted to 

the different situations states find themselves in. ODIHR 

is pleased to offer its assistance to support individual 

states further should it be requested.
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A note on the terminology:

The terminology used in this report follows general us-

age, although no formal standard has been developed 

in all instances. Wherever possible, the official termi-

nology of the WHO is used, although nothing should 

be inferred or interpreted as being in contradiction with 

any official health authorities. It is noted that the novel 

coronavirus itself is referred to as SARS-Cov-2, where-

as the disease it causes in people infected is referred 

to as Covid-19. When reference is made to “lockdown”, 

“stay-at-home-orders”, “quarantine”, “social/physical 

distancing”, “PPE/masks/face covering”, “testing and 

tracing”, this is always intended to be understood in 

accordance with official WHO terminology. Since the 

terminology used in different languages in different par-

ticipating States varies and is not always consistent, 

and since colloquial terms do not always correspond 

to scientific definitions, an understanding is assumed 

that the meaning of such terms must be sufficiently 

contextualized to use them in referring to specific coun-

try situations.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OSCE participating States faced an unprecedented 

challenge when trying to protect the health and safety 

of the population and prevent the spread of the coro-

navirus. In response, more than third of participating 

States declared an official “state of public emergency” 

and almost all others adopted emergency regimes of 

different intensity, or other restrictive measures. While 

not all states that declared a state of emergency sought 

derogations from international human rights standards, 

derogations were made to the freedom of assembly 

and association, freedom of movement, right to liberty 

and a fair trial as well as rights to privacy, education 

and property. However, the pandemic has shown that 

whether or not a state has declared a state of emer-

gency and chosen to derogate is not necessarily an 

indicator of the severity of the emergency powers in 

effect. Still, formally declaring a state of emergency or 

equivalent status generally triggers greater safeguards, 

oversight and necessary limitations in the duration of 

exceptional powers.

In the Moscow Document (1991), participating States 

committed to notifying ODIHR when a state of emer-

gency is declared, as well as of any derogation made 

from the state´s international human rights obligations. 

In line with this commitment, 28 states informed ODIHR 

of emergency measures taken in the context of the pan-

demic. In fulfilment of its mandate as the OSCE’s clear-

ing house for information on states of public emergency, 

ODIHR notified participating States on four occasions 

of the information received and, in this vein, prepared 

this report. Though adopting relatively similar restrictive 

measures, states came to different conclusions regard-

ing the need to declare a state of emergency and to 

derogate from international treaties, indicating a lack of 

common understanding with respect to the scope of 

the requirements under international law.

International standards provide that derogations and 

restrictive measures that similarly interfere with the 

exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms 

should be temporary and proportionate to the aim of 

such measures, and necessary and limited in duration 

to that which is strictly required by the exigencies of the 

situation. While the pandemic has shown how difficult it 

is to draw the exact line between what is necessary and 

proportionate and what is not, states generally adopt-

ed very stringent emergency measures and extended 

them over several weeks or months. More efforts could 

have been made to weigh and balance other interests 

and consider less restrictive measures, if not at the 

outset, at least at a later stage. The proportionality of 

the emergency measures needs to be ensured over 

time and can shift as circumstances evolve and knowl-

edge about the pandemic develops. ODIHR noted that 

many states made efforts to amend measures that 

had become unnecessary or disproportionate. Further, 

several courts held that the continued application of 

certain emergency measures to be disproportionate, 

for example the continued ban of assemblies with more 

than 10 people, or the continued absolute prohibition of 

gatherings in places of worships when gatherings were 

otherwise eased.

In line with the commitment to lift a state of public emer-

gency as soon as possible and ensure it will not remain 

in force longer than strictly required by the exigencies 

of the situation, the legal frameworks of most of the 

participating States that declared a state of emergency 

or equivalent status generally provide for a maximum 

duration of the exceptional legal regime. Most of legal 

frameworks also contain sunset clauses ensuring that 

all legal acts and measures taken during that period 

cease to have effect at the end of the emergency. In the 

few instances where safeguards to ensure emergen-

cy measures are limited in duration were not in place, 

concerns arose about the prolongation of restrictions to 

human rights and fundamental freedoms after the exi-

gencies of the emergency necessitate such limitations.

In many states, the response to the pandemic has in-

volved the adoption of numerous pieces of complex 

legislation, regulations and administrative decisions, at 

times both at the central and local levels. These acts 

were often quickly drafted, adopted with little or no 

public debate, and in a short period of time repeatedly 

amended, resulting in a large degree of uncertainty 

that affected the implementation of the measures and 
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prevented a clear legal understanding of the relation-

ship between the different measures. On several occa-

sions, further confusion was brought by the executive 

announcing additional rules or exceptions not neces-

sarily reflected in legal texts. In some cases, especially 

at the initial stages of the crisis, restrictive and other 

measures were adopted without legal basis or not in 

accordance with procedural requirements set in the 

constitution or law.

A state of public emergency or other measures adopted 

to respond to the Covid-19 outbreak should be guided 

by the principle of non-discrimination. While there may 

not be many cases of direct discrimination on such 

grounds in the emergency legislation or administrative 

orders, emergency legal frameworks and restrictive 

measures have often resulted in indirect discrimina-

tion, causing unequal treatment or a particular nega-

tive impact on certain groups when put into practice. 

Because Covid-19 disproportionately affects older 

people, and because a large majority of fatal victims 

of the disease are of advanced age, many countries 

introduced special regimes with varying success to 

protect them, some of which may have prevented their 

equal treatment. States also generally failed to intro-

duce measures or promote policies and programmes 

to address the specific needs of women, however, while 

the initial emergency legislation or measures may have 

been gender and diversity-blind, later amendments or 

extension have at times introduced more gender and 

diversity-sensitive provisions.

OVERSIGHT OF EMERGENCY MEASURES

States of emergency and emergency powers can also 

impact constitutional norms pertaining to the separa-

tion of powers, invariably consolidating power in the 

executive. In line with the commitment to ensure effec-

tive oversight, in most participating States, parliaments 

must be immediately notified of declarations of state 

of emergency (or the equivalent) made by the execu-

tive. Parliaments may revoke or may need to approve 

the declaration, or parliament’s authorization may be 

required for an extension of the emergency status. At 

times, there is also a mechanism to ensure that the par-

liament reviews or approves implementing measures 

adopted by the executive. However, where emergency 

measures, even those of the same magnitude, were 

introduced outside of the framework of a state of emer-

gency, parliamentary oversight was not guaranteed to 

the same degree. Further, some parliaments may not 

have been fully able to exercise effective oversight of the 

state of emergency or related measures because their 

activities were suspended or considerably reduced due 

to the pandemic. Courts also provide essential judicial 

oversight, however, the partial or complete closure of 

courts in certain states impeded access to an effective 

remedy, be it for challenging restrictive measures or for 

other matters, especially those to protect the exercise 

of non-derogable and absolute rights.

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCESS TO 
INFORMATION

States have committed, in the context of a state of 

emergency, to inform their citizens, without delay, about 

which measures have been taken. However, during 

the pandemic, the right to seek information has been 

affected by legal or de facto limitations because states 

suspended or extended deadlines for the processing 

of requests or prioritized certain requests for logistical 

reasons, and effective access has not always been 

consistently upheld. While public trust in the institutions 

adopting measures and readiness to follow guidelines 

is dependent on the level of transparency and public 

access to information on relevant data and statistics, 

as well as the decision-making processes, almost all 

states needed to make further efforts to ensure trans-

parency. In particular, concerns about access to infor-

mation for persons with disabilities were noted when 

information is provided on platforms and formats to 

which persons with disabilities may have limited ac-

cess. States have also committed to maintain freedom 

of expression and freedom of information, and not to 

adopt measures aimed at barring journalists from the 

legitimate exercise of their profession other than those 

strictly required by the exigencies of the situation. Still, 

some states imposed restrictions to access to public 

information, on the dissemination of information about 

the pandemic and monopolized the flow of public 

health information. There have also been cases when 

participating States adopted or amended legislation to 

criminalize the dissemination of so-called “false infor-

mation” about the pandemic. While public authorities 

may have a genuine need to combat information that 

threatens public health, such a goal is best achieved by 
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ensuring access to independent and pluralistic sources 

of information.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES AND ELECTRONIC 
SURVEILLANCE

Data collection, statistical analysis and surveillance are 

effective instruments of epidemiological control, and in 

the OSCE region, 38 states introduced some form of 

enhanced electronic surveillance measures in the con-

text of the emergency. In 28 states mobile applications 

aimed at collecting and analysing individuals’ private 

information, geographic location, or related health data 

of those under epidemiological supervision were de-

veloped and are already in use. However, the use of 

technological solutions for outbreak analysis, proximity 

or contact tracing, and as symptom tracking tools, car-

ries significant risks for the right to privacy and personal 

data protection and the exercise of other fundamental 

freedoms, especially for individuals in vulnerable situ-

ations or marginalized groups. This risk is even greater 

when the use of such technologies is not temporary, 

transparent, voluntary at each step, reliable, free of 

commercial interest and proportionate to their primary 

purpose. To address this risk there have been state and 

intergovernmental efforts to ensure the transparency 

of all technology and surveillance measures. Likewise, 

data protection agencies in some states have been 

proactive in raising awareness and providing guidance 

on appropriate use.

FUNCTIONING OF PARLIAMENTS

In most OSCE participating States, parliaments were 

able to continue functioning or resumed functions after 

a short interruption and, as a result, played a crucial 

role in shaping states’ responses to the crisis, by guar-

anteeing the proper representation, effective oversight, 

and the inclusive and transparent adoption of legislative 

measures. To continue functioning in the face of the 

challenges posed by the pandemic, many national par-

liaments took some or all of the following steps: amend-

ed rules of procedures to allow for certain alternative ar-

rangements in their work; limited the number of plenary 

sessions and committee meetings revising the calendar 

and streamlining the work of the parliament; adopt-

ed measures to limit the thematic span of their work; 

reduced the number of deputies having to physically 

attend plenary sessions and committee meetings; and 

introduced innovations and technological solutions al-

lowing legislatures to operate remotely and virtually. Only 

a few legislatures were properly equipped prior to the 

crisis, and many others had legal or constitutional barri-

ers to prevent such practices, but still many parliaments 

provided for much of their work to be carried out online. 

While this is anticipated to have a lasting impact on how 

parliaments function in the future, remote debates still 

fall short of replacing in-person practices. States must 

ensure meaningful discussions, inclusive law-making, 

space for reaching political compromises and safeguard 

the voice of the parliamentary oppositions. A limited 

number of parliaments have been severely impacted 

– directly or indirectly – by the pandemic, ultimately un-

dermining their regular functioning. Despite differences 

in context and measures being adopted, these cases 

have raised concerns regarding the rule of law and the 

balance of powers, depriving decision-making process-

es of parliamentary checks or oversight.

DEMOCRATIC LAW-MAKING

Many states made use of expedited procedures, 

through which legislation was swiftly proposed and 

adopted in order to respond to imminent or pressing so-

cietal needs, to adopt emergency measures. Although 

expedited procedures are often intended for situations 

such as those faced in the context of the pandemic, 

the widespread use of such procedures decreased 

the transparency, inclusiveness and accountability that 

should guide the overall process to ensure that laws 

are legitimate and accessible. ODIHR noted that expe-

dited processes to adopt pandemic related legislation 

often lacked consultations, and sometimes a complete 

absence of meaningful parliamentary debate on the 

proposed legislation, which further distorted allocations 

of legislative power between the executive and legisla-

ture. There were instances during the pandemic when 

states applied accelerated procedures, fast-tracking 

legislation for purposes other than emergency response 

or proposing contentious legislation, with only cursory 

reference to the emergency context, for example on 

pensions, migration and media freedom. Accelerated 

law-making procedures also resulted in omitting other 

aspects of regular legislative processes, such as public 

consultations and impact assessments and did not suf-

ficiently consider the differentiated impact of emergency 
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rules on different parts of society. However, ODIHR has 

noted instances where parliaments took on an effec-

tive oversight function in scrutinizing proposed legisla-

tion where governments would otherwise be granted 

far-reaching authority on matters that require parlia-

mentary control and adding safeguards to proposed 

legislation and necessary temporal and other limitations.

JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS

The pandemic posed particular challenges for states 

to uphold their commitments to guarantee the rule of 

law remains in force at all times, even during a state of 

public emergency, as courts partially or fully closed in 

most participating States. For courts to fulfil key func-

tions related to the right to a fair trial by an independent 

and impartial court, the right to judicial control of dep-

rivation of liberty and the right to an effective remedy, 

many participating States suspended, interrupted or 

expanded procedural deadlines and statutes of limi-

tation and courts had to prioritize certain matters. In 

general, states were not prepared for widespread court 

closures and did not have regulations in place to govern 

access to justice in such circumstances and in many 

places, courts dealt with overlapping and contradictory 

regulations. The pandemic demonstrated the limitations 

faced by judges and court officials to work remotely us-

ing digital technology for communication, to file motions 

and conduct proceedings. Concerns also arose in a 

number of states regarding the use of videoconference 

hearings where not all trial parties had adequate access 

to and familiarity with the respective technology. Still, 

courts had to provide uninterrupted access in urgent 

legal matters, in particular for vulnerable people in cas-

es of domestic violence, trafficking in human beings, 

detention and torture related situations, and remedy 

for cases emerging from excessive or discriminatory 

emergency measures. Even where courts remained 

open in principle, they worked with limited capacity 

and physical access to court buildings was restricted 

significantly in many places. Consequently, individuals 

faced considerable challenges in access to justice in 

civil, criminal and administrative procedures.

ELECTIONS AND ELECTION OBSERVATION

Most elements of an electoral process come under 

pressure in the conditions of states of emergency or 

similar measures, and they have been significantly af-

fected during the pandemic. This included the predicta-

bility of election dates, fulfilling conditions for registering 

as candidates, full opportunities for political actors to 

campaign in a meaningful way, the preparedness of 

election administrations, and the provision of unimped-

ed access for voters. On the whole, the normal conduct 

of elections in compliance with OSCE commitments 

has been put at risk by the pandemic and, in particular, 

the measures taken in response. Further, the effects of 

the limitations imposed on the exercise of a number of 

fundamental rights reconfirmed that elections do not 

take place in the vacuum and freedoms of assembly, 

expression and movement are essential for genuine 

democratic elections. Some of the decisions to either 

postpone elections, suspend the conduct of an already 

ongoing process, or to hold elections in a challenging 

environment, raised questions as to whether a rea-

sonable assessment was made vis-à-vis other state 

obligations, including safeguarding the right to health. 

This put an additional spotlight on the importance of 

genuine public debate and inclusive and transparent 

decision-making processes on matters of public con-

cern. In some cases steps have been taken to amend 

the rules for elections in an expedited manner, which 

has increased risks to the fulfilment of OSCE com-

mitments and may disproportionately affect politically 

disadvantaged groups, such as women, persons with 

disabilities and national minorities. Regarding obser-

vation, while certain temporary adaptations to the way 

observers work might be necessary, the principle of 

transparency that the observers serve to uphold might 

also be challenged if full access to all stages of the 

process is not guaranteed. New trends that emerged in 

the public discussion are, greater attention to the con-

stitutional and legal frameworks governing the principle 

of periodic elections in crisis situations, a heightened 

interest in alternative voting methods, an increase in 

understanding that the ability to effectively enjoy fun-

damental rights is key for genuine elections, and the 

reaffirmation of the crucial role that election observers 

– citizen and international – play in the process.

NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS INSTITUTIONS 
AND HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS

The pandemic highlighted the essential role of National 

Human Rights Institutions, as independent statutory 
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bodies protecting and promoting human rights and in-

tegrity and providing oversight, as well as human rights 

defenders, whether they advocate for transparency, jus-

tice or the rights of marginalized or vulnerable groups. 

During the pandemic, human rights defenders have 

raised public awareness about human rights issues, 

have challenged reprisals and retaliation targeting ac-

tivists and whistle-blowers; and have exposed gaps in 

states’ responses to the health emergency. However, 

ODIHR has received a number of reports of threats 

and attacks targeting human rights defenders, includ-

ing allegations of physical and verbal attacks, along 

with death threats, for reporting on the pandemic or 

for requesting information of public interest related to 

the pandemic. Judicial harassment and detention of 

human rights defenders, including journalists, in re-

taliation for expressing critical views or reporting on 

irregularities concerning a government’s response to 

the pandemic was also noted. Individuals of diverse 

professional backgrounds acted as whistle-blowers to 

uncover information about human rights abuses and 

the mismanagement of public resources. In a number 

of cases these whistle-blowers are facing criminal in-

vestigations or have been detained as a result. NHRIs 

continued monitoring the implementation of human 

rights obligations, informing the public about their rights 

and holding governments to account when violations 

occur. However, emergency measures in many states 

have significantly impacted the ability of NHRIs to carry 

out their mandate and preserve their independence.

FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Restrictions on the freedom of movement included the 

closing of land borders, airports and ports; restrictions 

of movement between cities and/or regions; quaran-

tining of cities or regions; imposition of quarantines at 

borders or in one’s home; permission for internal move-

ment only for specific purposes; and curfews. There 

have also been specific restrictions for certain catego-

ries of people, in particular older people. The speed in 

which international movement restrictions were intro-

duced across the region left some people, including 

migrants, tourists and other travelers stranded at air-

ports and land borders. Further, many states provided 

unclear guidelines or insufficient information about bor-

der restrictions, often impacting non-citizen residence 

permit holders. Most participating States introduced 

enforcement measures to discourage breaking of lock-

downs, curfews or quarantines, some with extreme 

punitive measures, including imprisonment of up to five 

years or extremely high fines. While the aim of internal 

restrictions on movement was generally to protect the 

health and safety of the population, including those 

most vulnerable, excessive restrictions may have led to 

violations of other rights, which may not be proportional 

to the aim nor necessary, as other less intrusive meas-

ures could have achieved the same result. For exam-

ple, complete curfews for certain groups such as older 

people, pregnant women or youth, in several states, left 

them completely reliant on state or volunteer services 

to obtain medicine, food and other essential items, or 

socially isolated, even when they are healthy and able.

FREEDOM FROM TORTURE AND 
ILL-TREATMENT 

The pandemic not only brought to light the pre-existing 

shortcomings in penitentiary systems or other places 

of deprivation of liberty, such as overcrowding, lack 

of or insufficient access to healthcare or unsanitary 

conditions of detention, it also posed additional chal-

lenges to the fight against torture. Persons deprived 

of their liberty are particularly vulnerable to infectious 

diseases and reports from across the OSCE region 

indicate that overcrowded prisons severely limit the 

ability of prisoners to physically distance themselves 

from one another. Further, a lack of personal protec-

tive equipment for prisoners, as well as staff, but also 

access to testing, water and hand sanitizer has been 

noted in many states. There are already numerous le-

gal challenges in the OSCE region, arguing that states 

are failing to protect the health and safety of prisoners 

because of conditions of detention, coupled with the 

heightened risks that the disease poses to often over-

crowded prison populations, which could amount to in-

human or degrading treatment. In addition, many states 

have implemented restrictive measures in prisons, tem-

porarily suspending physical visits from family, friends 

and sometimes even lawyers, despite the fact that the 

denial of family visits can be considered ill-treatment in 

itself. The prevention of torture, in particular in settings 

where people are deprived of their liberty, but also the 

investigation, prosecution and punishment of such acts 

has suffered a setback during the current pandemic. 

This is in part because independent monitoring and 
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oversight of places of detention, one of the key safe-

guards against torture and other ill-treatment, has been 

either completely suspended or is only partially func-

tional in the majority of states. Still, cases of excessive 

use of force by state officials to enforce emergency 

measures were reported in a number of participating 

States, which is incompatible with the absolute prohibi-

tion of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY

The freedom of peaceful assembly is instrumental in 

enabling the full and effective exercise of other civ-

il and political rights. The pandemic posed particular 

challenges to states in this regard, as large gatherings 

and crowds have been identified as particularly prone 

to facilitate transmission of the virus. During the pan-

demic, freedom of assembly was restricted in most 

participating States for generally around three months. 

In some, all public assemblies were banned. In oth-

ers, assemblies were restricted to a certain number 

of participants, or with an obligation for participants 

to adhere to hygiene measures. The right to effective 

remedy to challenge bans or restrictions on assemblies 

is an important safeguard against unjustified restric-

tions and on several occasions, courts struck down 

emergency regulations or individual orders. During the 

pandemic, ODIHR has noted instances of unnecessary 

or excessive use of force by law enforcement in several 

participating States, contrary to the principles of legal-

ity, necessity and proportionality in use of force. While 

online forms of mobilization and protest cannot be con-

sidered a full substitute to the freedom of assembly as 

is guaranteed by human rights norms and standards, 

it is crucial that “new or alternative” ways to gather are 

respected to allow for debate and the joint expres-

sion of opinions. Assembly monitoring has a crucial 

role in ensuring stronger respect for this fundamental 

right, however, across the region, all major actors in 

this regard have faced difficulties and limitations to their 

monitoring activities during the pandemic, except for 

assemblies happening online.

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

Restrictions on the freedom of expression and access 

to information imposed by number of states during the 

pandemic undermined the watchdog function of civil 

society, sidelined critical voices and limited their ca-

pacity to reach decision-makers and impact policies. In 

several OSCE participating States prior to the pandemic, 

associations already faced constraints that included le-

gal and administrative barriers hindering certain types of 

organizations to receive funds, both domestic and for-

eign, blanket restrictions on foreign funding or the intro-

duction of new more stringent reporting and disclosure 

obligations. A few states sought to tighten legislation 

regulating associations in the midst of the pandemic. 

The role of civil society as partners of governments 

when developing emergency policy and legislative re-

sponses, disseminating information accessible to all, 

and providing support and services to marginalized 

communities was reinforced during the pandemic. This 

key role would have been better protected had associa-

tions, particularly those serving marginalized communi-

ties and vulnerable persons, been considered essential 

in all states and therefore exempt from some restrictions 

that prevented them from continuing operations and 

new associations forming during the pandemic.

FREEDOM OF RELIGION OR BELIEF

Since religious activities typically involve the gathering 

of larger groups of people, the imposition of preventive 

measures related to Covid-19 has had a profound im-

pact on the ability of individuals and communities to 

manifest their religion or belief across the OSCE region. 

Most religious or belief communities have complied 

with restrictive measures or have adopted voluntary 

restrictions on their activities and many have contrib-

uted to educating their communities about the virus 

and providing social assistance to vulnerable people. 

Still some communities refused to comply and chal-

lenged physical distancing guidelines or insisted that 

religious activities continue in person. ODIHR noted 

examples of co-operation between state authorities 

and religious or belief communities to undergo careful 

legal assessments of initial bans on public worship and 

review guidelines. Unfortunately, toxic narratives es-

poused by state and non-state actors in certain partic-

ipating States emerged, blaming religious communities 

for the spread of the virus. Further, in a few participating 

States there were incidents of law enforcement raiding 

the homes of individuals belonging to non-registered 

religious or belief communities; actions that were con-

sidered by some to amount to harassment.
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THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL

All participating States have made significant commit-

ments to respecting and protecting the right to a fair 

trial. Even in times of emergency this includes the prohi-

bition of retroactive criminalization; the right of detained 

persons to be brought promptly before a judge; the 

presumption of innocence; the right to a fair and public 

hearing by a competent, independent and impartial 

tribunal established by law; and the right to a hear-

ing within a reasonable time. Participating states have 

faced challenges upholding the fundamental principles 

of a fair trial in the context of the current pandemic, in 

particular in guaranteeing the public nature of hearings; 

in ensuring that defendants have the facilities and ability 

to communicate confidentially with their lawyer to prop-

erly prepare their case; and be present at the hearing 

and examine witnesses. These are all difficult through 

the use of information and communication technologies 

during remote hearings while courts were partially or 

fully closed. While some states broadcasted hearings, 

ODIHR received reports about substantial limitations 

of the right to a public hearing, impacting transpar-

ency and the ability of trial monitors and the media to 

observe the process. Further, emergency legislation 

generally lacked sufficient clarity for court officials to 

ensure the observance of the right to a fair trial.

HATE CRIMES AND DISCRIMINATION

OSCE participating States have committed to address-

ing discrimination and hate crime but the pandemic 

added new layers of complexity to this already diffi-

cult task by exacerbating intolerant discourse and the 

racist scapegoating of minorities. The proliferation of 

reports from across the region highlight pandemic 

related hate-motivated attacks and various forms of 

online intolerance and discrimination that was fueled 

by movement restrictions. In this period, a significant 

amount of intolerance and discrimination was direct-

ed towards persons perceived to be of Asian descent, 

while migrants were also frequently singled out. Ageist 

discourse also appeared, which referred to older peo-

ple as less deserving of societal solidarity and state 

protection. The pandemic also had a disproportionate 

impact on persons with disabilities who faced difficul-

ties in accessing healthcare in some states and feared 

discrimination. Organized hate groups whose activities 

consistently display hostility towards protected groups, 

appeared to exploit the public emergency by spreading 

intolerant discourse and conspiracy theories, assigning 

blame to different minority communities. The work of 

civil society organizations addressing hate crime and 

discrimination was further hampered by physical dis-

tancing and other state-imposed restrictions due to 

the pandemic. Some states, however, recognized the 

need for special support to minority communities and 

announced new health-care support for indigenous 

communities amid the pandemic or carried out other 

symbolically important acts to signal inclusiveness and 

tolerance.

GENDER EQUALITY AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

In the majority of participating States across the OSCE 

region, women have not been sufficiently engaged in 

shaping states’ responses to the pandemic. Women 

have been under represented in Covid-19 related 

decision-making bodies and limited gender analysis 

was conducted within crisis response and recovery 

planning, resulting in policies that exacerbated exist-

ing gender inequalities and discrimination. The emer-

gency measures have often led to adverse social and 

economic consequences, including unemployment of 

part-time, low-income and informal workers, which 

along with the shut-down of schools and institutions, 

largely disproportionately affected women. Further, the 

risk to healthcare workers disproportionately affected 

women, as women constitute a majority of employees 

in healthcare and frontline services sectors. Confined 

living conditions due to lockdowns and self-isolation 

regimes, coupled with increased financial stress, un-

employment and strained community resources, have 

compounded pre-existing violence against women, 

and intensified exposure to abuse at the hands of an 

intimate partner or family member. At the same time, 

opportunities to seek and receive vital support were 

reduced as public services normally available to victims 

of violence, including health services, police interven-

tions, judicial remedies and sheltering services have 

been affected by disruptions. In some cases, pressure 

on referral mechanisms available to victims of violence, 

in addition to restrictions of movement, has been lethal 

for women, with a documented rise in reported cases 

of domestic violence.
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ROMA AND SINTI

States have not taken sufficient measures in line with 

the commitments they made in the Action Plan on 

Improving the Situation of Roma and Sinti within the 

OSCE Area and subsequent Roma-focused Ministerial 

Council Decisions to prevent surges in racism and dis-

crimination against Roma and Sinti people during the 

pandemic. Since the outbreak, ODIHR has received re-

ports of a number of measures adopted by States and 

local authorities that can be considered discriminatory 

towards Roma and Sinti communities, including target-

ed community-wide testing administered by the military, 

discriminatory lockdown and quarantine measures and 

full lockdowns of entire large communities where only a 

handful of individuals were infected. Many Roma live in 

informal settlements, in overcrowded and substandard 

conditions. This, combined with widespread poverty 

and linguistic challenges, make this population particu-

larly vulnerable and hard to reach. Discriminatory and 

disproportionate lockdown measures have also severe-

ly affected economic opportunities for Roma, who often 

depend on informal and unsteady work. Emergency 

measure that included the closing of schools, moving 

all education online, and expecting students to study 

and participate in classes from home, excluded tens of 

thousands of Roma students from educational process-

es as they generally lack the minimum requirements for 

such learning. Some states and municipalities with the 

help of Council of Europe provided special assistance 

packages to Roma communities.

MIGRATION

The unprecedented restriction on movement that states 

imposed in response to the pandemic had a significant 

impact on migrants. The closure of international bor-

ders impacted international mobility and, as such, mi-

grants’ ability to return home or to take up employment. 

Several states automatically extended the residence 

permits of migrants in their territory for the duration 

of the health emergency, including regularization for 

migrants working in the agriculture and domestic work 

sectors, or relaxations of employment restrictions in the 

healthcare sector. Border crossing points that are al-

ready risk areas for migrants in normal times, emerged 

as particularly vulnerable flashpoints for many migrants 

during the pandemic. Reports from civil society high-

lighted the continued use of illegal pushbacks and in-

cidents of violence during the pandemic. Immediately 

following border closures, access to asylum proce-

dures was limited in many countries. However, after 

an initial period of suspension and halting of asylum 

procedures, many countries found ways to resume pro-

cessing applications. The pandemic has also brought 

to light challenges in terms of physical distancing and 

hygienic measures present at collective centres that 

are often subject to overcrowding. While in a few states, 

entire reception centres were locked down and the 

movements of residents curtailed, a number of states 

put in place measures to address the risk of transmis-

sion in collective centre settings and other states opted 

for the release of detainees.

VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF TRAFFICKING 
IN HUMAN BEINGS

The pandemic increased the vulnerability of at-risk 

groups to trafficking in human beings and impacted 

the ability of states to prevent and address the crime 

of trafficking in human beings, from the identification 

of victims, their access to services, protections and 

redress. Victims of trafficking were at increased risk of 

control, violence and isolation by their exploiters and 

had reduced access to assistance. Survivors of traf-

ficking were also profoundly impacted by the psycho-

logical effect of lockdown and self-isolation measures 

and some survivors reported an increase in domestic 

violence, economic insecurity, and fear of traffickers 

being released from prison due to Covid-19. Law en-

forcement agencies in the OSCE region reported in-

creased grooming and exploitation of children through 

the Internet, as well as an exponential growth of child 

sexual exploitation material shared online showing that 

emergency measures contributed to the vulnerability of 

children to trafficking. ODIHR and UN Women conduct-

ed a survey of non-governmental anti-trafficking stake-

holders and survivors of trafficking that revealed the 

vulnerabilities of at-risks groups, victims and survivors 

and difficulties National Referral Mechanisms faced to 

function effectively during the pandemic.
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PART I.
States’ obligations in a time of 
emergency

States responded to the need to protect the health 

and livelihoods of the population in a variety of ways. 

Whether states declared a state of emergency, institut-

ed some other form of emergency regime or adopted 

restrictive measures, these responses carried with them 

responsibilities to protect fundamental freedoms and 

human rights. In the following sections, an overview is 

provided on what measures states took in response to 

the pandemic and how states met their responsibilities 

to ensure the measures were necessary, proportional, 

limited in duration and clearly outlined in law. These 

sections also look at how states met their commitments 

to ensure proper oversight of the state of emergency 

and related measures and that throughout the process 

the right to access to information is respected. Further 

this part analyses the risks, particularly with regards to 

the right to privacy and other fundamental freedoms 

that data collection, statistical analysis surveillance and 

the use of new technologies carries.

In this part of the report, ODIHR endeavours to pro-

vide a thorough analysis of the international standards 

and OSCE commitments relevant in times of emergen-

cy. The analysis looks at the obligations states have 

when derogating or otherwise restricting fundamental 

freedoms and human rights and the impact that such 

restrictions had on non-derogable and absolute rights. 

Further, the section explores what states did or could 

have done to ensure that emergency measures re-

spected the principle of non-discrimination. Examples 

from across the OSCE region are provided to illustrate 

the thematic trend analysis and highlight areas of con-

cern, as well as indicate what may be considered good 

practices. In accordance with relevant OSCE commit-

ments to mainstream a gender perspective into all pol-

icies, measures and activities, this section also takes 

into account the potentially different impact on women 

and men.

Finally, each section concludes with a series of rec-

ommendations, to support participating States in their 

efforts to ensure they fulfil their commitments and re-

spect human rights in their responses to the Covid-19 

pandemic and other emergency situations.
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I.1 STATES OF EMERGENCY AND OTHER EMERGENCY 
MEASURES

I.1.A  SUMMARY OF RELATED INTERNATIONAL 
STANDARDS AND OSCE COMMITMENTS

In light of the pandemic, a significant number of OSCE 

participating States have introduced emergency and/

or other measures that affect human rights and fun-

damental freedoms in an unprecedented manner. In 

response, more than a third of the participating States 

have officially proclaimed a “state of public emergency” 

as envisaged by international law, while others intro-

duced other emergency regimes of different intensity, 

or have adopted other legislative and policy restrictive 

measures without formally declaring such emergency.7 

Some states have considered that the breadth of the 

restrictive measures adopted to respond to this health 

emergency is of such magnitude that such measures 

constitute exceptions to, rather than permissible restric-

tions upon, international human rights standards, and 

have therefore sought to derogate from certain of their 

international human rights obligations.

The responsibility of states to take all necessary meas-

ures to mitigate and suppress the disease through 

effective public health systems, harm reduction, re-

sponse and prevention come from their obligations to 

guarantee the human rights to life and health of their 

population. However, state responses to the pandemic, 

have had an impact on various other human rights and 

fundamental freedoms, including the rights to freedom 

7 For the purpose of this Report, the wording “state of public 
emergency” mentioned in the Moscow Document (1991) 
and Copenhagen Document (1990) is used interchangea-
bly with the term “state of emergency” which features more 
prominently at the international level. Because the precise 
terminology used in respective national legal systems 
differs significantly and there is no single standard criteria 
of what qualifies as a “state of emergency” or procedures 
that lead to its proclamation, the term “status equivalent to 
a state of emergency” is also used to cover special urgent 
and temporary legal regimes of a general nature that usu-
ally allow for a rapid shift of powers towards the executive, 
subject to procedural and substantive safeguards, and 
general suspension of or restrictions to certain human 
rights and fundamental freedoms.

of movement and freedom of peaceful assembly, to 

education, to a fair trial, to participate in public affairs, 

to respect to private and family life, and to freedom of 

expression and access to information. The pandemic 

has shown how difficult it is to draw the exact line be-

tween what is necessary and proportionate and what 

is not. In particular, the considerable uncertainty about 

the virus’s true threat has made decisions about when 

to react and to what extent challenging. Moreover, the 

impacts have been different to various groups of people, 

exacerbating vulnerabilities and deepening inequality. 

State responses have also impacted the work of key 

state institutions, frequently shifting the balance of pow-

er in favour of the executive.

More than one third of the participating States 

officially declared a “state of public emergen-

cy” as envisaged by international law, while 

others introduced other emergency regimes of 

different intensity, or have adopted restrictive 

measures through legislation and policy.

States of public emergency or other measures adopt-

ed in response to the pandemic should be guided by 

human rights and democratic principles, as well as the 

rule of law and should not, under any circumstances, 

be an excuse to introduce undue or disproportionate 

restrictions to international human rights standards and 

OSCE commitments. Indeed, international human rights 

standards remain applicable even in times of interna-

tional or non-international armed conflicts,8 and even 

8 See the case-law of the International Court of Justice 
concerning the inter-relationship between international 
humanitarian law and international human rights law; e.g., 
the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice 
on The Legal Consequences of the Construction of 
a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory of 9 July 
2004, para. 106; see also ECtHR, Hassan v. United 
Kingdom (Application no. 29750/09, judgment of 16 
September 2014), para. 77.

http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/131/1671.pdf
http://www.icj-cij.org/docket/files/131/1671.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-146501#{\
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-146501#{\
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more so during other types of emergency, subject only 

to the derogation or restriction clauses contained in 

international human rights treaties and OSCE commit-

ments. In any case, any such interference with human 

rights and fundamental freedoms should be temporary 

and proportionate to the stated aim of such measures, 

and only to the extent necessary and for the duration 

of the public emergency.

1. DEROGATIONS FROM INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 

STANDARDS

International human rights standards foresee the pos-

sibility, under certain strict conditions, for derogations 

from international human rights obligations in times 

of public emergency “threatening the life of a nation.”9 

OSCE commitments envision derogations during a 

“state of public emergency” that is “justified only by the 

most exceptional and grave circumstances.”10 Two key 

international human rights instruments applicable in 

most participating States contain derogation claus-

es, namely Art. 4 of the International Covenant on 

Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and Art. 15 of the 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). Other key international 

human rights conventions, including the International 

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR) the UN Convention on the Elimination of 

All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), 

the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Racial Discrimination (CERD), the UN Convention on 

the Rights of the Child (CRC), UN Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), and the UN 

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman 

or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT), do 

not contain express derogation clauses and remain 

applicable in emergency situations.11

9 Art. 4 para. 1 of the ICCPR; and Art. 15 para. 1 of the 
ECHR.

10 See Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 25; and Moscow 
Document (1991), para. 28.1.

11 States remain obligated to respect (refrain from interfering 
with the enjoyment of the right), to protect (prevent others 
from interfering with the enjoyment of the right) and to fulfil 
(adopt appropriate measures towards the full realization of) 
economic, social and cultural rights and to eliminate any 
discrimination irrespective of the resources they have. With 
respect to obligations in connection with economic, social 
and cultural rights under international human rights treaties, 

The impact derogations may have on human rights 

and fundamental freedoms in emergency situations is 

clearly distinct from restrictions or limitations normally 

allowed under the ICCPR and the ECHR. Derogation 

clauses afford states, in exceptional circumstances, the 

possibility of temporary departure from certain interna-

tional human rights obligations, in a proportional and 

legally clear manner, beyond the normally acceptable 

standard. In particular, there is a stringent test of what 

is “strictly required by the exigencies of the situation” 

established by the ICCPR, ECHR and OSCE human 

dimension commitments for states seeking derogations. 

The test implies that derogation measures suspending 

rights should be avoided when the situation can be 

adequately dealt with by establishing necessary and 

proportionate restrictions or limitations that are normally 

permitted by international treaties for the maintenance 

of public safety, health and order.12 In these cases, par-

ticipating States specifically committed to “endeavour 

to refrain from making derogations” even where inter-

national conventions provide for derogation.13

Despite some differences in interpretation and appli-

cation by the UN Human Rights Committee (UN HRC) 

and the European Court of Human Rights’ (ECtHR), the 

derogation clauses generally require the following over-

all conditions to be fulfilled for states to validly seek to 

derogate, as also elaborated in the Copenhagen (1990) 

and Moscow (1991) Documents:14

• The existence of an extraordinary situation posing 

a fundamental, real and current or imminent 

threat to a country;15

the principle of “progressive realization” qualifies the obliga-
tions in relation to the availability of resources and thus the 
prevailing circumstances. Still, state obligations associated 
with the core content of the rights to food, health, housing, 
social protection, water and sanitation, education and an 
adequate standard of living and to eliminate any discrimina-
tion irrespective of the resources they have, remain in effect 
even during situations of emergency.

12 UN Human Rights Committee (CCPR), Statement on 
derogations from the Covenant in connection with 
the COVID-19 pandemic, UN Doc. CCPR/C/128/2, 24 
April 2020, para. 2.

13 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.7.
14 See Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 25; and Moscow 

Document (1991), para. 28.
15 Art. 4 para. 1 of the ICCPR and Art. 15 para. 1 of the 

ECHR refer to a public emergency “threatening the life of 
the nation”. While such a notion has been defined by the 
ECtHR as “an exceptional situation of crisis or emergency 

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CCPR/COVIDstatement.docx
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CCPR/COVIDstatement.docx
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CCPR/COVIDstatement.docx
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• The temporary nature of the emergency and of 

the derogation;

• Certain procedural requirements that need to 

be followed by the state in terms of declaration 

and public proclamation in accordance with 

provisions in law, and informing ODIHR and 

formally notifying the UN and the Council of 

Europe;

• The clarity and accessibility of the derogating 

measures;

• The existence of safeguards and oversight 

mechanisms, including to ensure the constant 

which affects the whole population and constitutes a threat 
to the organised life of the community of which the State 
is composed,” (see e.g., ECtHR, Lawless v. Ireland (No. 3) 
(Application no. 332/57, judgment of 1 July 1961), para. 28), 
this notion remains rather uncertain and the ECtHR has 
generally left a wide margin of appreciation to the respec-
tive countries (see e.g., ECtHR, Aksoy v. Turkey (Application 
no. 21987/93, judgment of 18 December 1996), para. 68). 
The UN HRC does not provide a clear definition and notes 
that “[n]ot every disturbance or catastrophe qualifies as a 
public emergency which threatens the life of the nation,” 
emphasizing that careful justification needs to be provided 
if derogations are sought in situations other than an armed 
conflict (see CCPR, General Comment no. 29 on Art. 4 
of the ICCPR, para. 3).

review of the necessity of maintaining a state of 

emergency and any measures taken under it;16

• The strict necessity and proportionality of 

derogating measures in terms of their temporal, 

geographical and material scope, to deal with 

the exigencies of the situation, while excluding 

certain non-derogable rights from their scope of 

application;

• The measures must not be inconsistent with 

other obligations arising under international law, 

including international humanitarian law and 

international refugee law; and

• The non-discriminatory character of the 

derogating measures in law and in practice.

OSCE commitments specifically state that derogation 

cannot be sought for the following “rights from which 

there can be no derogation” according to relevant in-

ternational instruments17 (see table above).

16 Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE), 
Resolution 2209 (2018) State of emergency: propor-
tionality issues concerning derogations under Art. 
15 of the European Convention on Human Rights, 
para. 19.4.

17 Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 25; and Moscow 
Document (1991), para. 28.6.

NON-DEROGABLE RIGHTS UNDER ART . 4 OF THE ICCPR  

AND ITS PROTOCOLS (IF RATIFIED)

NON-DEROGABLE RIGHTS UNDER ART . 15 OF THE ECHR  

AND ITS PROTOCOLS (IF RATIFIED)

Prohibition of discrimination solely on the ground of “race, 
colour, sex, language, religion or social origin” (Art. 4 para. 1)

Right to life (Art. 6)

Prohibition of execution (Art. 1 para. 1 of the Second 
Optional Protocol)

Right to life, except in respect of deaths resulting from lawful 
acts of war (Art. 2)

Abolition of the death penalty in time of peace and limiting 
the death penalty in time of war (Protocol No. 6)

Complete abolition of the death penalty (Protocol No. 13)

Prohibition of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treat-
ment or punishment (Art. 7)

Prohibition of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment (Art. 3)

Prohibition of slavery and servitude (Art. 8) Prohibition of slavery or servitude (Art. 4 para. 1)

Prohibition of imprisonment merely on the ground of inability 
to fulfil a contractual obligation (Art. 11)

Principle of legality in the field of criminal law (Art. 15) No punishment without a law (Art. 7)

Ne bis in idem principle (Art. 4 of Protocol No. 7)

Recognition of everyone as a person before the law (Art. 16)

Freedom of thought, conscience and religion (Art. 18)

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58003
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2f21%2fRev.1%2fAdd.11&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2f21%2fRev.1%2fAdd.11&Lang=en
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Additionally, some other rights have been recognized, 

mainly by the UN HRC, as not being subject to deroga-

tion, including the right to an effective remedy since it is 

inherent to the exercise of other (non-derogable) human 

rights,18 the fundamental principles of a fair trial,19 the 

fundamental guarantees against arbitrary detention20 

and the principle of non-refoulement, which is absolute 

and non-derogable.21

OSCE commitments provide further guidance con-

cerning declarations of state of emergency specifical-

ly. The Moscow Document (1991) introduces several 

requirements and conditions for the declaration of a 

state of emergency, which may be proclaimed “only 

by a constitutionally lawful body” mandated to do so, 

and when this is done by executive authorities, “that 

decision should be subject to approval in the short-

est possible time or to control by the legislature.”22 It 

should also be proclaimed “officially, publicly, and in 

accordance with provisions laid down by law.”23 The 

UN HRC also requires that states “act within their con-

stitutional and other provisions of law that govern such 

proclamation and the exercise of emergency powers”, 

18 See CCPR, General Comment no. 29 on Art. 4 of the 
ICCPR, paras. 14–15.

19 CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and General 
Comment no. 32 (2007), para. 6. These would include the 
right to be tried by an independent and impartial tribunal 
(CCPR General Comment no. 32 (2007), para. 19); the 
presumption of innocence (CCPR General Comment no. 
32 (2007), para. 6); the right to access to a lawyer; and 
the right of arrested or detained persons to be brought 
promptly before an (independent and impartial) judicial 
authority to decide without delay on the lawfulness of 
detention and order release if unlawful/right to habeas 
corpus (CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and 
General Comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and security 
of person), para. 67).

20 CCPR, General Comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and 
security of person), paras. 66–67, which includes the 
right to take proceedings before a court to enable the court 
to decide without delay on the lawfulness of detention.

21 See UN General Assembly, Resolution A/RES/51/75, 12 
February 1997, para. 3. See also UN High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR), Advisory Opinion on the 
Extraterritorial Application of Non-Refoulement 
Obligations under the 1951 Convention relating to 
the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, 26 
January 2007, paras. 12 and 20; ECtHR, Chahal v. United 
Kingdom [GC] (Application no. 22414/93, 15 November 
1996), para. 80; and Saadi v. Italy [GC] (Application no. 
37201/06, 28 February 2008), para. 137).

22 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.3.
23 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.3.

while noting that the official proclamation “is essential 

for the maintenance of the principles of legality and 

rule of law at times when they are most needed.”24 In 

other words, prior official proclamation in accordance 

with the provisions of the national constitution (or lower 

legislation as the case may be) is generally considered 

an essential condition for seeking derogations, though 

the ECHR does not explicitly require it as a precondition 

for a derogation.25 Finally, the Moscow Document ex-

plicitly states that a“de facto imposition or continuation 

of a state of public emergency not in accordance with 

provisions laid down by law is not permissible.”26

Furthermore, even in times of emergency, overall re-

spect for rule of law principles should be ensured.27 

As expressly stated in the Moscow Document (1991), 

states of emergency “may not be used to subvert the 

democratic constitutional order, nor aim at the destruc-

tion of internationally recognized human rights and fun-

damental freedoms”.28 The ECtHR has also empha-

sized that even in a state of emergency, “any measures 

taken should seek to protect the democratic order 

from the threats to it, and every effort must be made 

to safeguard the values of a democratic society, such 

as pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness.”29 This 

means that the fundamental safeguards of the rule of 

law, in particular constitutionality and legality, effective 

parliamentary oversight, independent judicial control 

and effective domestic remedies, must be maintained 

even during a state of emergency.30 Due democratic 

24 See CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 2.
25 The case law of the ECtHR is relatively lenient in that 

respect, referring to the wide margin of appreciation of 
states; the Court has thus accepted various types of dec-
larations by governments which were formal in character 
and whereby governments made public their intention to 
derogate – without further inquiring about compliance with 
constitutional provisions (see e.g., ECtHR, Brannigan and 
McBride v. United Kingdom (Application nos. 14553/89 
and 14554/89, judgment of 25 May 1993), para. 73).

26 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.4.
27 See e.g., CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 2.
28 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.1.
29 See e.g., ECtHR, Hasan Altan v. Turkey (Application no. 

13237/17, judgment of 20 March 2018), para. 210; Şahin 
Alpay v. Turkey (Application no. 16538/17, judgment of 20 
March 2018), para. 180.

30 See e.g., PACE, Resolution 2209 (2018) State of emer-
gency: proportionality issues concerning deroga-
tions under Art. 15 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights, para. 3.

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2f21%2fRev.1%2fAdd.11&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2f21%2fRev.1%2fAdd.11&Lang=en
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/A/RES/51/75
https://www.unhcr.org/4d9486929.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/4d9486929.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/4d9486929.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/4d9486929.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58004
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58004
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-85276
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-57819#{\
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-57819#{\
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-181862
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-181866
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-181866
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
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process, including separation of powers, as well as 

political pluralism and the independence of civil society 

and the media, must also continue to be respected and 

protected.

2. LIMITATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 

STANDARDS

When no derogation is sought, any restriction to the 

above-mentioned rights must comply with the require-

ments provided in international human rights instru-

ments, i.e., (i) be “prescribed by law” and as such be 

clear, accessible and foreseeable;31 (ii) pursue a “legiti-

mate aim” provided by international human rights law for 

the right in question; (iii) be “necessary in a democratic 

society”, and as such respond to a pressing social need 

and be proportionate to the aim pursued; and (iv) be 

non-discriminatory. These requirements are also appli-

cable to derogations.

Some non-derogable rights may be subject to limita-

tions.32 However, there are rights that are absolute, i.e., 

rights that can never be suspended or restricted under 

any circumstances, even in a context of an emergency. 

Absolute rights include the rights to be free from torture 

and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment,33 from slavery and servitude, from impris-

onment for inability to fulfil a contractual obligation, the 

prohibition of genocide, war crimes and crimes against 

humanity, the prohibition against the retrospective op-

eration of criminal laws, the right to recognition before 

the law, the prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of liberty 

and the related right of anyone deprived of his or her 

liberty to bring proceedings before a court in order to 

31 Laws should be defined with sufficient clarity, so as to 
enable an individual to foresee the consequences of his 
or her actions and thereupon regulate his or her conduct 
accordingly.

32 For example, the right to freedom of religion or belief in Art. 
18 of the ICCPR is non-derogable under Art. 4 para. 2 of 
the ICCPR but may be subject to limitations in accordance 
with Art. 18 (3) of the ICCPR.

33 Art. 2 para. 2 of the UN Convention against Torture specifi-
cally states that “[n]o exceptional circumstances whatsoev-
er, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political 
instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked 
as a justification of torture.” See also OSCE Copenhagen 
Document, para. 16.3.

challenge the legality of the detention,34 and the princi-

ple of non-refoulement.35 State obligations associated 

with the core obligations of the right to health, but also 

the rights to food, housing, social protection, water 

and sanitation, education, an adequate standard of 

living and to be free from discrimination also remain 

in effect even during situations of emergency.36 Finally, 

international humanitarian law shall be respected in all 

circumstances.37

34 See Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation 
No. 11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of 
liberty in the context of public health emergencies 
(8 May 2020), para. 5; Report of the Working Group on 
Arbitrary Detention to the UN Human Rights Council, 
A/HRC/22/44, 24 December 2012, paras. 42–51; General 
Comment no. 35 on Art. 9 of the ICCPR (Liberty and 
security of person), para. 67.

35 See Art. 4 of the 1984 Convention against Torture and 
Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment and Punishment 
(CAT), which contains an absolute prohibition of refoule-
ment for individuals in danger of being subjected to torture. 
See also CCPR, General Comment no. 20 on Art. 7 of 
the ICCPR, 10 March 1992, para. 9; and ECtHR case-law 
which incorporates this absolute principle of non-refoule-
ment into Art. 3 of the ECHR, see e.g., Soering v. United 
Kingdom (Application no. 14038/88, judgment of 7 July 
1989), para. 88; and Chahal v. United Kingdom [GC] 
(Application no. 22414/93, judgment of 15 November 1996), 
paras. 80–1.

36 See UN OHCHR, Emergency Measures and Covid-19: 
Guidance (27 April 2020). See also CESCR, General 
Comment no. 3 on the Nature of States Parties’ Obligations 
(1990), para. 10; and General Comment no. 14 (2000), para. 
43. These minimum core obligations include minimum 
essential food which is sufficient, nutritionally adequate 
and safe, to ensure freedom from hunger (CESCR, General 
Comment no. 12 on the Right to Adequate Food (1999), 
paras. 6 and 8); essential primary health care, including 
essential drugs (CESCR, General Comment no. 14 (2000), 
para. 43); essential basic shelter and housing, including 
sanitation (CESCR, General Comment no. 3 (1990), para. 
10 ; and General Comment no. 15 (2003), para. 37) and the 
right not to be arbitrarily evicted from one’s house (CESCR, 
General comment no. 7 (1997), para. 8); access to the 
minimum essential amount of water, that is sufficient and 
safe for personal and domestic uses to prevent disease 
(CESCR, General Comment no. 15 (2003), para. 37).

37 See the four 1949 Geneva Conventions, Common 
Art. 1, which states that “[t]he High Contracting Parties 
undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the present 
Convention in all circumstances”.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCCPR%2fGEC%2f6621&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCCPR%2fGEC%2f6621&Lang=en
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/fre?i=001-57619
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/fre?i=001-57619
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58004
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCESCR%2fGEC%2f4758&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCESCR%2fGEC%2f4758&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f2000%2f4&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f1999%2f5&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f1999%2f5&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f2000%2f4&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCESCR%2fGEC%2f4758&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f2002%2f11&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCESCR%2fGEC%2f6430&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=E%2fC.12%2f2002%2f11&Lang=en
http://www.un-documents.net/gc.htm
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I.1.B  OVERVIEW OF MEASURES ADOPTED BY 
PARTICIPATING STATES

The pandemic has been unparalleled in its scale and 

impact and even though the scope and effect of the 

epidemic vary from one country to another, it has led 

to an unprecedented number of proclaimed public 

emergencies and derogations from international hu-

man rights standards notified to the UN, the Council 

of Europe and the OSCE/ODIHR in a very limited time. 

At the same time, whether a state has declared a state 

of public emergency and chosen to derogate from an 

international human rights treaty is not necessarily an 

indicator of more severe emergency powers in effect in 

comparison with a state not declaring an emergency 

nor derogating.

Whether a state has declared a state of emer-

gency and chosen to derogate from an inter-

national human rights treaty is not necessarily 

an indicator of the severity of the emergency 

powers in effect.

The Moscow Document (1991) requires participating 

States to inform the relevant institution i.e., ODIHR,38 

about the declaration of a state of emergency and of 

potential derogation to international human rights ob-

ligations.39 This refers to both national-level measures 

affecting the entire territory, or partial ones, including 

those declared by sub-national authorities if they may 

impact the state’s ability to fulfil its human rights obli-

gations. Following its note verbale of 20 March 2020, 

ODIHR issued four note verbales on 9 and 30 April, 22 

May, and on 16 June to participating States to inform 

them of relevant measures adopted in other countries 

and encourage them to notify ODIHR as required by 

the Moscow Document (1991). As of 15 June 2020, 

twenty-eight participating States had informed ODIHR 

of emergency measures adopted. Fourteen states com-

municated having declared a nationwide state of emer-

gency or equivalent status, while only some provided 

38 As per the 1992 Helsinki Document, para. 5 (b).
39 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.10.

information on derogations.40 However, not all states 

that declared a state of emergency have sought dero-

gations from international human rights standards.

Some countries do not provide for a system for formally 

declaring a “state of emergency” or the equivalent in 

their constitutions,41 or envisage them for specific types 

of emergencies not including epidemics or health emer-

gencies.42 They have generally relied on existing primary 

legislation regulating state response to communicable 

diseases or epidemics or other mechanisms conferring 

on the executive special powers to deal with exception-

al circumstances.

1. RESTRICTIVE MEASURES OR SPECIAL STATUS NOT 

AMOUNTING TO A STATE OF EMERGENCY

Certain states have adopted restrictive measures with-

out declaring a state of emergency or an equivalent 

status, mainly through existing or newly adopted or 

amended primary legislation to respond to communica-

ble diseases, epidemics or disasters.43 Such legislation 

40 Andorra, Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina (state of 
emergency only in Republika Srpska), Bulgaria, Canada 
(state of emergency or other public health emergency 
status in provinces, territories and certain cities), Cyprus, 
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia (“Emergency 
Situation”), Finland, Georgia, Latvia (“Emergency 
Situation”), Lichtenstein. Lithuania, Luxembourg (“State of 
Crisis”), Malta, Moldova, Netherlands, North Macedonia, 
Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Serbia, 
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland (in bold underlined, 
those which declared a nationwide state of emergency or 
equivalent).

41 For instance, Belgium, Denmark, Iceland, and San Marino. 
In France, the “state of emergency” is not provided in the 
1958 Constitution but in law nr. 55–385 of 3 April 1955, as 
amended.

42 For instance, in Sweden (Chapter 15), Cyprus (Art. 183(1)), 
France (Art. 16 and 36), Greece (Art. 48), Ireland (Art. 
28.3.3°), Latvia (Art. 62), Lithuania (Art. 144), the constitu-
tion only provides for the declaration of state of emergency 
in times of war, imminent danger of war or similar threats to 
the nation, its institutions, or territorial integrity, or is gener-
ally interpreted as such (Malta). In Italy, Parliament has the 
authority to declare a state of war (Art. 78) but delegation of 
powers to the government is possible in case of necessity 
and urgency as per Art. 77 of the Constitution.

43 These include, for instance, Azerbaijan, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Denmark, Iceland, Lichtenstein, Mongolia, Sweden, 
Turkey, which mainly relied on existing sanitation, health 
safety and/or disaster legislation that gives the authority 
to put in place restrictive measures. Monaco adopted 
various ministerial decisions pursuant to the 2016 Law on 
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generally confers on the executive the ability to act or 

legislate more rapidly and allows certain restrictions 

to specific human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

Some of these countries have actually adopted rather 

few legally binding restrictive measures, relying primarily 

on recommendations made to the population.44 Some 

states have relied on specific constitutional provisions 

allowing in extraordinary circumstances a temporary 

delegation of the power to legislate to the executive 

subject to certain safeguards, such as ratification by 

the parliament within a specific (rather short) time-

frame.45 Some countries that initially did not adopt le-

gally-binding restrictive measures, have, at a later stage, 

introduced ad hoc mandatory restrictions or adopted 

legislation or decrees of rather limited scope.46 Ten par-

National Security. Some states declared some forms of 
special public-health related status, not amounting to a 

“state of emergency”, based on existing or newly adopted 
primary legislation, and not on the constitution, such as 
Andorra (“Health Emergency”), France (“State of Health 
Emergency”), Lithuania (“Quarantine”), Malta (“Public 
Health Emergency”), Montenegro (“Coronavirus Epidemic 
posing a Nationwide Threat”), Netherlands (“‘A’ Disease” 
under the 2008 Public Health Act), Poland (“State of 
Epidemic Threat”), Slovenia (“Epidemic”), Switzerland 
(“Extraordinary Situation” under the Epidemics Act) and 
Ukraine (“Emergency Situation”). Certain countries 
adopted specific temporary legislation to respond to 
the Covid-19 pandemic (e.g., Ireland, Norway and the 
United Kingdom). In Kosovo, the government imple-
mented containment measures as of 12 March, and initially 
imposed travel restrictions and a national curfew, but on 31 
March, the Constitutional Court declared these measures 
invalid effective 13 April, though tightened restrictions on 
movement were introduced afterwards. [OSCE disclaimer: 

“Any reference to Kosovo, whether to the territory, its institu-
tions, or population, is to be understood in full compliance 
with United Nations Security Council Resolution 1244”].

44 For instance, Sweden and Iceland.
45 These include e.g., France (the Law n ° 2020-290 of 23 

March 2020 to deal with the Covid-19 pandemic, which in-
troduced a new special “State of Health Emergency” in the 
Public Health Code, and also authorized the government 
to legislate by ordinances in certain listed matters, subject 
to the ratification by Parliament within three months); and 
Greece (Acts of Legislative Content were adopted by the 
President upon the proposal of the cabinet, as contem-
plated by the Constitution, subject to ratification by the 
Parliament within forty days).

46 For example, testing suspected cases and isolation of 
confirmed infected people and those they had contact with, 
and obligatory 14-day self-isolation for people arriving from 
affected countries (Belarus); mandatory use of masks and 
social distancing in public places (Tajikistan); screening 
and quarantine measures, temporary closure of passenger 
traffic, physical distancing, closure of cafes, restaurants 

ticipating States informed ODIHR about such restrictive 

measures or other special statuses not amounting to a 

“state of emergency” to respond to the pandemic (see 

also below for federal states).47

2. STATES OF EMERGENCY OR EQUIVALENT WITHOUT 

DEROGATIONS

Ten participating States declared a state of emergen-

cy or an equivalent status provided in the constitution 

or specific law, without seeking derogations. These 

states considered that the restrictive measures amount-

ed to (normal) limitations to international human rights 

standards.48 Some of these states have also adopted 

specific laws to further regulate the measures adopted 

during their state of emergency or to introduce addi-

tional restrictions not necessarily envisioned in existing 

legislation granting emergency powers.49 Apart from 

Italy, the states of emergency lasted between one and 

a half to three months and some of these countries later 

transitioned to a lower-level emergency status.50 Six 

and entertainment centres (Turkmenistan); quarantines, 
closure of boarders and schools, suspension of public 
transportation, and other restrictions; the introduction by 
the President of stricter penalties for dissemination of false 
information about the virus (Uzbekistan).

47 Andorra, Cyprus, Denmark, Lichtenstein, Lithuania, 
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia and Sweden. 
On 19 June, Lithuania notified ODIHR of the end of the 
quarantine regime, which lasted three months, and on 1 
July, Malta informed ODIHR about the end of the Health 
Emergency.

48 Including Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, 
Italy, Kazakhstan, Luxembourg, Portugal, Slovakia 
and Spain (see Annex 1 for further information).

49 For example, Bulgaria (a specific Law on Measures 
and Actions during the State of Emergency on 23 March 
2020); Finland (most of the restrictive measures were 
adopted through emergency Decrees on the basis of the 
Emergency Powers Act and subsequently upheld by the 
Parliament, though the closure of restaurants necessitated 
a separate Act of Parliament 153/2020). Of note, Andorra 
adopted on 23 March 2020 a new Law 4/2020 on States of 
Alarm and Emergency, though it has not been used in the 
context of the Covid-19 pandemic to date.

50 For instance, Bulgaria (2 months), Czech Republic 
(slightly more than 2 months), Finland (3 months), 
Hungary (more than 3 months), Kazakhstan (slightly less 
than 2 months), Luxembourg (3 months), Portugal (1.5 
month), Slovakia (90 days), Spain (90 days). On 14 May, 
Bulgaria transitioned to a one-month “nationwide epi-
demic situation”; as of 3 May, a “state of calamity” ensued 
in Portugal; as of 18 June, Hungary transitioned to an 
open-ended state of healthcare emergency.
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participating States informed ODIHR about the decla-

ration of a state of emergency or equivalent status, and 

some did so when the restrictions were lifted. Some of 

these states emphasized that they consider the restric-

tive measures adopted to be covered by the normal 

restriction clauses (see also below on federal states).51

In some federal states, federal authorities declared a 

state of emergency (e.g., United States of America) 

or did not (e.g., Austria, Belgium, Canada, Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, Germany, Russian Federation, 

Switzerland), some that did not declare a state of emer-

gency, activated a federal mechanism of crisis manage-

ment. In most cases, when provided for in applicable 

legislation, their federated entities declared a state of 

emergency or other emergency regime, such as a state 

of natural disaster or high-alert regimes. Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, Canada and Switzerland specifically in-

formed ODIHR about the emergency measures adopt-

ed at both the federal level and in federated entities to 

respond to the pandemic, and their lifting (Bosnia and 

Herzegovina). In some cases, even administrative en-

tities below the level of federal constituent units, such 

as counties, regions or cities, adopted measures that 

amount to or were even specifically declared to be 

emergency situations. For lack of detailed information 

of such cases and the large variety of specific local 

contexts, this report cannot address such cases, but 

it should be assumed that the human rights obliga-

tions related to legality, necessity and proportionality, 

as well as non-discrimination, equally apply to such 

local arrangements.

51 Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, Luxembourg, 
Portugal and Spain. As of 15 June 2020, Bulgaria, 
Czech Republic and Portugal have informed ODIHR 
about the lifting of the state of emergency.

3. STATES OF EMERGENCY OR EQUIVALENT WITH 

DEROGATIONS

Eleven participating States declared a state of emer-

gency or an equivalent status, and sought derogations 

from international human rights standards, thus consid-

ering that the measures adopted go beyond (normal) 

restriction clauses.52 Out of these states, nine notified 

ODIHR of a declaration of a state of emergency as re-

quired by the Moscow Document (1991) (para. 28.10), 

though only six provided information on derogations.53

Most of these countries lifted their state of emergency or 

equivalent after one and a half to three months, but only 

Albania, Estonia, Latvia, Moldova, North Macedonia 

and Romania informed the UN and/or the Council of 

Europe about lifting these.54 Some of them transitioned 

to a lower-level emergency status (e.g., “state of alert” 

in Romania, “emergency regime and quarantine” in 

certain areas in the Kyrgyzstan). The state of emer-

gency in Georgia was lifted but emergency legislation 

maintaining certain restrictions was introduced and 

derogations were extended until 10 July 2020. Only 

Estonia, Romania, and Serbia informed ODIHR about 

the lifting of the state of emergency. San Marino, which 

does not have a system for formally declaring a “state 

of emergency”, informed ODIHR that some restrictive 

measures were eased, but the health emergency status 

and other restrictions remain “until the end of the health 

emergency”.

52 Albania, Armenia, Estonia, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, 
Latvia, Moldova, North Macedonia, Romania, San 
Marino and Serbia (see Annex 1 for further information). 
In Kyrgyzstan, derogations were sought for the cities and 
districts where a state of emergency was declared, i.e., the 
cities of Bishkek, Osh and Jalal-Abad and the Nookat and 
Kara-Suu districts of the Osh region and in the Suzak dis-
trict of the Jalal-Abad region from 25 March until 15 April, 
and then later extended until 10 May in the cities of Bishkek, 
Osh and Jalal-Abad, as well as in the At-Bashinsky district 
of the Naryn region.

53 Armenia, Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Moldova, North 
Macedonia, Romania, San Marino and Serbia. 
However, Estonia, North Macedonia and Serbia did not 
explicitly inform ODIHR about derogations.

54 For example, Albania (3 months), Estonia (slightly more 
than 2 months), Georgia (2 months), Kyrgyzstan (1,5 
month), Latvia (close to 3 months), Moldova (60 days), 
North Macedonia (3 months and one week), Romania 
(60 days), Serbia (7 weeks).
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As of 1 July 2020, the following Participating States had declared a state of emergency or an equivalent status and 

have notified that they derogate from the ECHR or/and the ICCPR:

COUNTRIES

DEROGATIONS FROM THE ECHR DEROGATIONS FROM THE ICCPR
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Albania + + + + + + No derogation from the ICCPR

Armenia* (1) ? ? ? ? ?   + + +   

Estonia** + + + + + + +  + + + + + + +   +

Georgia* (2) + + (2) + + + + +   + + + (2) + +   

Kyrgyzstan (3) Not applicable + (3) + (3)   

Latvia* + + + + + (4)  + + + + (4)

Moldova* (5) + + + + (5)    + + + (5) 

North Macedonia** + + + + + No derogation from the ICCPR

Romania* (6) ? ? ? ? ? +   + + + +  

San Marino* (7) ? ? + + +

Serbia** Not specified No derogation from the ICCPR

*  the state has informed ODIHR about the state of emergency (or equivalent) and the derogations.

**   the state has informed ODIHR about the state of emergency (or equivalent) but not explicitly about the derogations to the ECHR and/or the 
ICCPR.

In blue (?): when the derogation to certain articles of the ECHR and ICCPR were implied from the legal texts attached to the notifications to the 
Council of Europe or from information communicated to ODIHR.

(1)  The provisions for which Armenia is seeking derogation were not explicitly stated in the notification to the Council of Europe though this was 
implicit from the attached decision, which referred to several rights, including the rights to personal liberty, freedom of movement, freedom 
of assembly, right to ownership, and freedom of expression and access to information (by prohibiting separate publications and reports 
through the mass media). The information communicated to ODIHR mention derogations from the right to liberty, freedom of movement, 
freedom of assembly and “other rights the limitation of which is foreseen during a state of emergency by the Constitution”.

(2)  The initial information provided by Georgia to ODIHR did not mention derogations but the latest note verbale of 25 May lists the derogations 
to the specific articles of the ECHR and of the ICCPR. The initial notifications to the Council of Europe and to the UN did not mention the 
derogation to the right to a fair trial (Art. 6 of the ECHR and Art. 14 of the ICCPR) though it is stated in the latest notifications to the Council of 
Europe dated 25 May and to the UN dated 23 May, also extending the derogations until 15 July 2020.

(3)  The derogation is sought only for the indicated territories (cities and districts) of Kyrgyzstan where a state of emergency has been declared.

(4)  Latvia notified the Council of Europe of the lifting of the derogations from Art. 11 of the ECHR (on 14 May), from Art. 2 of Protocol 1 to the 
ECHR (on 2 June) and from the remaining provisions (on 10 June) and notified the UN of the lifting of the derogation from Article 21 of the 
ICCPR (on 13 May) and from the remaining provisions (on 9 June).

(5)  Moldova informed ODIHR that it would notify the Council of Europe and the UN about derogations, without specifying the material scope of 
such derogations.

(6)  Romania had initially not informed ODIHR about the derogations, though it did later on.

(7)  San Marino informed ODIHR about derogations to freedom of movement, freedom of assembly and freedom of association, though this was 
not explicitly mentioned in the notification to the Council of Europe.
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Official and public proclamation of the state of 

emergency

In the cases outlined above, states of emergency or 

equivalent statuses have all been officially and public-

ly proclaimed. However, at times, official declarations 

may have been preceded by restrictive measures of 

such a magnitude that they probably should have been 

adopted during an officially proclaimed state of emer-

gency or equivalent to fall under parliamentary scrutiny. 

Similarly, even after the lifting of states of emergency, 

in some cases, some very stringent measures remain 

applicable, without the safeguards that such a regime 

would generally guarantee.

Notification of ODIHR, the United Nations and 

the Council of Europe

Art. 4.3 of the ICCPR, requires states, when notifying 

the UN, to inform “of the provisions from which [a State 

Party] has derogated”.55 The eight participating States 

that have notified the UN have specified the articles 

of the ICCPR being derogated from. In notifications 

of derogations from the ECHR, four states (Armenia, 

Romania, San Marino and Serbia) do not explicitly state 

the human rights being derogated from — though they 

may have attached the underlying legal texts. This ap-

pears contrary to the aim of Art. 15 of the ECHR to 

maximise the transparency of the emergency powers 

and the human rights norms that have been derogated 

from, ultimately to ensure enhanced international over-

sight.56 Further, three states (Albania, North Macedonia 

55 See CCPR General Comment no. 29, para. 17, where the 
CCPR considers this essential “not only for the proper 
discharge of its functions, and in particular for assessing 
whether the measures taken by the State party were 
strictly required by the exigencies of the situation, but also 
to permit other States parties to monitor compliance with 
the provisions of the Covenant.” See also 1984 Siracusa 
Principles on the Limitation and Derogation 
Provisions in the ICCPR, para. 45 (a).

56 Art. 15.3 of the ECHR requires states to “keep the 
Secretary General of the Council of Europe fully informed 
of the measures which it has taken and the reasons there-
fore.” However, in the decision of the Commission in the 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Netherlands v. Greece 
(the “Greek case”), Commission report of 5 November 
1969, the Commission – as distinct from the ECtHR- did 
not find that Art. 15.3 required the state to identify the 
provisions from which it was derogating; and in ECtHR, 
Hasan Altan v. Turkey (Application no. 13237/17, judgment 

and Serbia) which sought derogations from the ECHR 

have not notified the UN about any similar derogation 

from the ICCPR, despite substantial overlap in rights 

protected by both conventions. Moreover, states seek-

ing to derogate should also inform the UN about their 

derogations to the ECHR, which none of the three 

countries have done.57

Furthermore, while paragraph 28.10 of the Moscow 

Document (1991) requires participating States which 

declared a public emergency to inform ODIHR of this 

decision, “as well as of any derogation made from the 

State’s international human rights obligations”, only 

Armenia, Georgia, Latvia, Moldova, Romania and San 

Marino have explicitly done so.

Material scope of the notified derogations

All states that have notified the UN and the Council of 

Europe have sought to derogate explicitly or implicitly 

from the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and to 

freedom of movement. Other rights most affected by 

derogations are primarily the rights to education and 

privacy, and to a lesser extent, the rights to property, 

liberty and security, and to a fair trial. Armenia’s notifi-

cation to the Council of Europe also included provisions 

on restrictions to mass media that were later repealed.

Right to liberty and security of the person – Three 

states (Armenia, Estonia and Georgia) have derogated 

from the right to liberty and security of the person un-

der Art. 9 of the ICCPR and Art. 5 of the ECHR. This 

is notwithstanding the fact that measures to enforce 

physical distancing, such as requirements to stay at 

home for long periods of time and the criminalization 

of non-essential leaving of one’s home, may actually 

trigger Art. 9 of the ICCPR and Art. 5 of the ECHR. 

Whether these measures constitute a deprivation of 

of 20 March 2018), para. 89, the ECtHR accepted that the 
formal requirement had been satisfied even if Turkey had 
not mentioned the specific provisions of the Convention for 
which it sought a derogation.

57 The UN HRC interprets state’s obligation to report about 
the derogations from the ICCPR (under Art. 40 of the 
ICCPR) to cover the duty to inform “on their other interna-
tional obligations relevant for the protection of the rights in 
question, in particular those obligations that are applicable 
in times of emergency” (see CCPR General Comment no. 
29, para. 10).

https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/E/CN.4/1985/4
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/E/CN.4/1985/4
https://undocs.org/pdf?symbol=en/E/CN.4/1985/4
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/app/conversion/pdf/?library=ECHR&id=001-142536&filename=001-142536.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-181862
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liberty or a restriction to freedom of movement de-

pends on the specificities of the measures enacted and 

the distinction is “merely one of degree and intensity, 

and not one of nature or substance”.58 A restriction 

on freedom of movement therefore can constitute a 

deprivation of liberty if it crosses a specific threshold 

of interference, taking into consideration various crite-

ria such as the type, duration, effects and manner of 

implementation of the measure in question, including 

the availability of adequate safeguards.59 As mentioned 

above, the fundamental guarantees against arbitrary 

detention are considered to be non-derogable and ab-

solute.60 It is unclear, however, from the notification by 

Armenia, Estonia and Georgia to what extent the right 

to liberty and security is being restricted or suspended 

and whether emergency measures impact the funda-

mental guarantees against arbitrary detention, which 

should still be respected, even though they have sought 

derogations from the right to liberty (see the sections 

on Freedom of Movement and Detention).

Right to a fair trial – In addition, Estonia and Georgia 

have notified about derogations from the right to a 

fair trial. It is worth emphasizing that the fundamental 

principles of a fair trial have been recognized as being 

non-derogable.61 It is unclear from the notification to 

58 See ECtHR, Guzzardi v. Italy (Application no. 7367/76, 
judgment of 6 November 1980), para. 93. See also CCPR, 
General comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and security 
of person), 16 December 2014, CCPR/C/GC/35, para. 
5, which states that “[d]eprivation of liberty involves more 
severe restriction of motion within a narrower space than 
mere interference with liberty of movement under Art. 12”.

59 ECtHR, Engel v Netherlands (Application no. 5100/71, judg-
ment of 8 June 1976).

60 CCPR, General comment no. 35 on Art. 9 (Liberty and 
security of person), paras. 66–67, which includes the 
right to take proceedings before a court to enable the court 
to decide without delay on the lawfulness of detention.

61 CCPR General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and General 
Comment no. 32 on Art. 14 (Right to equality before 
courts and tribunals and to fair trial) (2007), para. 6. 
These would include the right to be tried by an independent 
and impartial tribunal (CCPR, General Comment no. 32 
(2007), para. 19); the presumption of innocence (CCPR, 
General Comment no. 32 (2007), para. 6); and the right of 
arrested or detained persons to be brought promptly be-
fore an (independent and impartial) judicial authority to de-
cide without delay on the lawfulness of detention and order 
release if unlawful/right to habeas corpus (CCPR, General 
Comment no. 29, para. 16; and General Comment no. 
35 on Art. 9 of the ICCPR, para. 67).

what extent the right to a fair trial is being restricted or 

suspended and whether emergency measures impact 

the fundamental principles of a fair trial. In that respect, 

the ECtHR has previously held that the absence of any 

realistic possibility of being brought before a court to 

test the legality of the detention meant that the detained 

person was left completely at the mercy of those hold-

ing him/her, and that the derogation was therefore dis-

proportionate and constituted a violation of Art. 5 para. 

3 of the ECHR (see the sections on Functioning of the 

Justice System and the Right to a Fair Trial).62

Freedom of Expression – The UN Human Rights 

Council has suggested that a derogation from the free-

dom of expression (Art. 19 of the ICCPR, Art. 10 of 

the ECHR) might not be possible because this right is 

interlinked with freedom of opinion, from which there 

can never be a necessity to derogate even during an 

officially declared state of emergency.63 Armenia’s no-

tification to the Council of Europe contained provisions 

regarding the “prohibition of separate publications and 

reports through mass media,” but did not expressly 

mention the derogation of this right. These provisions 

were later repealed by a government decree.

Conflict-affected and  

non-government-controlled areas

In conflict-affected or non-government-controlled are-

as, those in control of these areas declared states of 

emergency and/or adopted ad hoc restrictive meas-

ures, though they were generally rather slow to do so.64 

62 See e.g., ECtHR, Aksoy v. Turkey (Application no. 21987/93, 
judgment of 18 December 1996), para. 83.

63 CCPR, General comment No. 34: Art. 19: Freedoms 
of Opinion and Expression, UN Doc. CCPR/C/GC/34, 
para. 5.

64 Those in control of the left bank of the Moldovan region 
of Transdniestra declared a state of emergency from 17 
March, later extended until 1 June 2020, and introduced 
a fourteen-day quarantine upon locals returning from the 
right bank. Those in control in non-government-controlled 
areas of eastern and southern Ukraine declared “high alert” 
regimes in mid-March and mandatory quarantine at the 
end of the month while banning non-residents from entry, 
though some of the measures were later eased. While 
restrictive measures were introduced in South Ossetia, a 
strict-lockdown was not enforced apart from the quaran-
tine or self-isolation for persons suspected to be infected. 
In Abkhazia physical distancing and other measures were 
in place, while a state of emergency was in effect only from 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57498
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57479
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/606075?ln=en
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/606075?ln=en
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/606075?ln=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58003
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/34
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/34
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Despite the UN Secretary General’s call for a global 

ceasefire on 23 March,65 violations of ceasefires have 

been reported.66 Given the overall lack of credible ep-

idemiological information from such areas, it is difficult 

to assess on what basis the introduction of restrictions 

was justified. Irrespective of the legal qualifications of 

existing conflicts in international humanitarian law, au-

thorities or bodies exercising control over a territory 

shall comply with international human rights standards, 

including the core minimum right to health enshrined 

in Art. 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights which refers to the “the pre-

vention, treatment and control of epidemic diseases”. 

Additionally, all parties to a conflict shall ensure safe 

and rapid unimpeded access to impartial humanitari-

an organizations to provide assistance and protection 

to the population in conflict-affected areas.67 In that 

respect, it is especially concerning that movement be-

tween government-controlled areas and non-govern-

ment-controlled areas has generally been banned, thus 

limiting access to essential commodities, health and 

other services, and benefits, especially those for elder-

ly people, domestic violence survivors, persons with 

28 March until 20 April, including a curfew; As of the time of 
writing of this report, in both Abkhazia and South Ossetia, 
movement across the administrative boundary lines to and 
from Tbilisi-administered territory (TAT) is prohibited while 
crossings to and from Russian Federation are likewise 
suspended (certain exceptions apply). 

65 UN Secretary General, Appeal for Global Ceasefire (23 
March 2020). In the context of the Geneva International 
Discussions (GID), the Co-Chairs from the EU, OSCE and 
UN made corresponding statements respectively, stressing 
that “… in the spirit of the call of UN Secretary General 
Guterres, (we) strongly urge all the GID participants to set 
aside differences and to refrain from actions that could 
lead to increased tension.” They also urged, inter alia, “all 
GID participants to do their utmost to protect vulnerable 
conflict-affected populations, especially women, men and 
children in areas facing particular isolation.” In the context 
of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, the Co-Chairs of the 
OSCE Minsk Group on 19 March appealed “to the sides to 
reaffirm their commitment to observe the ceasefire strictly 
and refrain from any provocative action that could further 
raise tensions during this period.”

66 See e.g., the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine 
(SMM) Daily Reports.

67 ICRC, Customary International Humanitarian Law, Rule 
55 on Access for Humanitarian Relief to Civilians in 
Need.

disabilities and other marginalized groups (see section 

on freedom of movement in Part II.2).68

Considerations related to declaring 

an emergency

Whether or not to declare or not to declare a 

state of emergency – There are no clearly estab-

lished standards under international law as to whether 

and when a state should declare a state of emergency 

when responding to or preventing the consequences of 

a crisis. While states may have various reasons to avoid 

declaring a state of emergency, introducing far-reaching 

restrictions without formally acknowledging extraordi-

nary circumstances through a state of emergency or 

equivalent status, risks normalizing such emergency 

powers and restrictions, without the procedural and 

substantive safeguards, especially in terms of limited 

duration and oversight mechanisms. In practice during 

the pandemic, though adopting relatively similar restric-

tive measures, states came to different conclusions 

regarding the need to declare a state of emergency and 

to derogate from international treaties. This indicates 

a lack of common understanding with respect to the 

scope of the requirements under international law.

Though adopting relatively similar restrictive 

measures, states came to different conclu-

sions regarding the need to declare a state of 

emergency and to derogate from international 

treaties. This indicates a lack of common un-

derstanding with respect to the scope of the 

requirements under international law.

There may be many reasons for not declaring a state of 

emergency,69 especially if the existing legal framework 

68 See OSCE SMM Daily Reports; UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, 2020 Ukraine 
Emergency response Plan for the covid-19 Pandemic, 
pages 7–9; Statement of the Head of the OSCE 
Mission to Moldova (30 April 2020); UN Resident and 
Humanitarian Coordinator for Georgia, Situation Reports; 
Co-Chairs of the OSCE Minsk Group 19 March.  Co-Chairs 
of the Geneva International Discussions issued a statement 
on 31 March and 18 April 2020..

69 For instance, constitutions may not give states the power 
to declare a state of emergency (e.g., Belgium, Denmark, 

https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/statement/2020-03-23/secretary-generals-appeal-for-global-ceasefire
https://www.osce.org/press-releases/?filters=+im_taxonomy_vid_1:(896)&solrsort=score desc&rows=10
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule55
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule55
https://ihl-databases.icrc.org/customary-ihl/eng/docs/v1_rul_rule55
https://www.osce.org/ukraine-smm/reports
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Ukraine 2020 Humanitarian Response Plan to COVID-19.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Ukraine 2020 Humanitarian Response Plan to COVID-19.pdf
https://www.osce.org/mission-to-moldova/451273
https://www.osce.org/mission-to-moldova/451273
https://reliefweb.int/organization/un-rchc-georgia
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already allows for restrictive measures to be swiftly 

adopted to deal with a pandemic. At the same time, it 

is questionable whether the ordinary legal framework 

should allow restrictive measures of such a magnitude 

as those implemented in the context of the pandemic 

(see Part II.2 and the comments on absolute rights 

below). While some countries may have had to declare 

a state of emergency to introduce stringent restrictions, 

such as a blanket curfew or store closures, others alleg-

edly avoided it mainly for convenience due to the con-

straints it triggers, for instance in terms of limitations to 

organizing elections and/or amending the constitution.70

In any case, analysis of the various measures enacted 

demonstrates that whether or not a state has declared 

a state of emergency gives no indication of the severity 

of the measures it enacted in response to the pandemic. 

Many states, for example, have enacted measures to 

enforce stay-at-home orders, physical distancing rules, 

closure of businesses, and quarantining powers simi-

lar to those states that have formally declared a state 

of emergency. The legislatures in these states acted 

similarly to the legislatures in contexts where a state of 

emergency was formally declared – at times deferring 

to the executive or conferring it with new powers to 

swiftly make laws or regulations (see the section below 

on parliamentary oversight). Under ordinary circum-

stances, fundamental rights and freedoms may only be 

limited by an act of parliament, but a state of emergen-

cy or equivalent status often empowers the executive to 

define the scope of restrictions to certain enumerated 

rights and freedoms by decree or administrative act, 

thus justifying the need for enhanced scrutiny and over-

sight, including (subsequent) approval or endorsement 

by parliament.

Iceland), or at least not to respond to an epidemic/
pandemic (Sweden, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland, 
Lithuania, Malta); the government may not feel that the 
crisis is of sufficient magnitude to warrant a declaration of a 
state of emergency; the government may not wish to send 
the signal that it is departing from constitutional obligations 
such as human rights and the separation of powers or 
other political considerations.

70 For instance, Poland (see ODIHR, Opinion on the Draft 
Act on special rules for conducting the general 
election of the President of the Republic of Poland 
ordered in 2020 (Senate paper No. 99) (27 April 2020), 
para. 17).

In light of the above, irrespective of whether a state of 

emergency is declared or not, any measures restricting 

human rights and freedoms must be subject to the 

same degree of scrutiny as formally and publicly de-

clared states of emergency. It is essential that the legal 

framework regulating a state’s response to health emer-

gencies should clearly define the emergency powers 

and procedures and provide for strong substantive and 

procedural safeguards and effective oversight mech-

anisms, ensuring that exceptional powers are strictly 

limited in time to deal with such an exceptional situation. 

Indeed, it may be the case that these measures have 

a greater propensity of becoming permanent owing to 

the lack of temporariness of a declared state of emer-

gency. Still, formally declaring a state of emergency or 

equivalent status (when powers normally provided by 

legislation to the executive are no longer sufficient) gen-

erally triggers greater safeguards, oversight and neces-

sary limitations in the duration of exceptional powers, 

though the practice has shown that the use of states 

of emergency may also be abused.

To derogate or not to derogate – The breadth of 

the restrictive measures adopted raises the question 

whether they constitute exceptions to, rather than per-

missible restrictions upon, international human rights 

standards, thus requiring a formal derogation and no-

tification to the UN, the Council of Europe, and ODIHR. 

In practice, not derogating from the ICCPR and ECHR 

does not necessarily mean that the measures enact-

ed to confront the pandemic were less impactful on 

human rights than those enacted by states who did 

derogate. Spain, for example, did not derogate from the 

ICCPR and ECHR though it declared a “State of Alarm” 

and had in operation one of the strictest lockdown 

regimes in the Council of Europe area with children, 

for example, confined in their homes for 43 days with 

no exit allowed.71 Failure to derogate risks normalizing 

far-reaching powers and restrictions that should remain 

exceptional and strictly limited to the duration of the 

state of emergency, as well as setting a precedent for 

future emergencies or crises.

71 See EU Fundamental Rights Agency, Country Study 
for Spain – Coronavirus pandemic in the EU – 
Fundamental Rights Implications (4 May 2020), page 3.

https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
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I.1.C  AREAS OF CONCERN AND GOOD 
PRACTICES

1. LACK OF LEGAL CERTAINTY AND ACCESSIBILITY OF 

THE EMERGENCY MEASURES

In most countries, the response to the pandemic has 

involved the adoption of numerous pieces of complex 

legislation, regulations and administrative decisions, at 

times both at the central and local levels. These acts 

were often poorly drafted, adopted with little or no pub-

lic debate, and underwent multiple amendments in very 

little time.72 Effectively this resulted in a large degree of 

uncertainty affecting the implementation of the meas-

ures and preventing a clear legal understanding of the 

relationship between the different measures and their 

effects. This is not in line with the principle of legal 

certainty, whereby legal provisions should be clear and 

precise so that individuals may ascertain unequivocally 

which rights and obligations apply to them and regulate 

their conduct accordingly.73 On several occasions, ad-

ditional confusion was brought by executives publicly 

72 For instance in, Austria (in the first weeks, the government 
introduced revisions of more than 50 statutory laws with 
no public debate); Czech Republic (between 12 March 
and 12 May, the government issued 65 resolutions linked 
to the pandemic, while the Ministry of health adopted 
further measures); France (two days after the adoption of 
the health emergency Law n ° 2020-290 of 23 March 2020, 
twenty-five ordinances of various Ministries were adopted 
by the Council of Ministers, and twelve more within the 
next week); Greece (as of 16 April, Greece had issued 5 
Acts of Legislative Content and 136 Ministerial Decisions 
concerning the pandemic); Italy (after the decree-law 
of 23 February issued by the President of the Council of 
Ministers, multiple legislative and administrative measures 
were passed and enforced at the national, regional, and 
local levels); Russian Federation (various packages of 
regulations/orders, measures and recommendations were 
adopted at the regional and local level as well as by order 
of the Presidium of the Coordinating Council under the 
Government); United Kingdom (the Coronavirus Bill – 359 
pages – was published on 19 March and fast-tracked to 
receive royal assent four parliamentary days later on 25 
March); Slovenia (after the change of government, 18 de-
crees to respond to the Covid-19 pandemic were adopted 
in seven days); and Serbia (following the governmental 
regulation prescribing the first restrictive measures, 26 
other measures were adopted shortly after, some of which 
were amended over ten times).

73 See e.g., ECtHR, The Sunday Times v. the United Kingdom 
(No. 1) (Application no. 6538/74, judgment of 26 April 
1979), para. 49; and Venice Commission’s Rule of Law 
Checklist (2016), para. 58

announcing additional rules or exceptions not neces-

sarily reflected in legal texts.74 Also, in certain instances, 

the underlying legal texts have not been published,75 so 

they are not publicly accessible in contradiction with 

rule of law principles.76 A number of countries used 

the public policy technique of ‘nudging’, urging without 

legally requiring, which often was still interpreted by 

the people as legal restrictions and therefore contrib-

uted to a lack of legal certainty and inconsistencies in 

application.

At times, especially at the initial stages of the crisis, 

restrictive and other measures were adopted without 

legal basis or not in accordance with procedural re-

quirements set in the constitution or other legal texts. 

Occasionally, contrary to basic rule of law principles, 

some parliaments adopted measures with retroactive 

applicability to justify or regularize measures and ac-

tions taken by the executive or other entities before the 

entry into force of the law.77 Also, some states have 

relied on their primary legislation on public order or 

prevention of communicable diseases or epidemics 

to apply restrictions on the whole population, whereas 

some of these laws are designed to apply in an individ-

ualized manner to target specific individuals suspected 

of being infected, but not to impose general lockdown 

or other measures on everyone.

In other cases, rather vague, overly broad and at times 

open-ended legal bases have been used for enacting 

lockdowns and other restrictive measures.78 As a result, 

at times far-reaching and potentially arbitrary powers 

74 For instance, in Austria, the Czech Republic and the 
United Kingdom.

75 For instance, in Turkey all measures were taken with 
administrative decisions generally in the form of presiden-
tial or ministerial circulars, which were not published in the 
Official Gazette, except for one decision declared by the 
President. In Italy, the decree-law no. 6 of 23 February did 
not provide for the publication of the acts adopted by the 
President of the Council of Ministers, the requirement was 
then included in the decree-law of 25 March.

76 See Venice Commission’s Rule of Law Checklist (2016), 
Section II.B.1.

77 See Venice Commission’s Rule of Law Checklist (2016), 
para. 62.

78 For instance, Georgia, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, 
Poland. In Romania, the Constitutional Court expressly 
considered that administrative misdemeanours applicable 
to violation of restrictive measures adopted in the context 
of the Covid-19 pandemic are too broad, their elements 

https://www.venice.coe.int/images/SITE IMAGES/Publications/Rule_of_Law_Check_List.pdf
https://www.venice.coe.int/images/SITE IMAGES/Publications/Rule_of_Law_Check_List.pdf
https://www.venice.coe.int/images/SITE IMAGES/Publications/Rule_of_Law_Check_List.pdf
https://www.venice.coe.int/images/SITE IMAGES/Publications/Rule_of_Law_Check_List.pdf
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were conferred to the executive to respond to the crisis, 

including normative powers. This also generally led to 

inconsistent application of restrictions in practice within 

a country.79 Initial legal shortcomings have sometimes 

subsequently been rectified, for instance in Italy and 

Malta.80 The lack of legal certainty is especially con-

cerning when this involves criminal legislation, which 

needs to comply with the more stringent principle of 

specificity enshrined in Art. 15 of the ICCPR and Art. 

7 of the ECHR.81 For instance, several countries have 

introduced and/or applied provisions to criminalize the 

dissemination of so-called “false information” or “false 

news” about the pandemic.82 The very concept of “false 

information” is inherently vague and ambiguous and 

therefore unlikely to comply with the principle of speci-

ficity of criminal law in all circumstances when invoked 

(see sections on Access to Information and Freedom 

of Association).83

are unclear and as a whole the sanctioned behaviour is not 
predictable.

79 Especially concerning freedom of movement, for instance 
in Belgium, France, Portugal and the United Kingdom. 
In Romania, the Constitutional Court expressly found that 
administrative misdemeanours applicable to violation of 
restrictive measures adopted in the context of the Covid-19 
pandemic are too broad, their elements are unclear and as 
a whole the sanctioned behaviour is not predictable.

80 In Italy, the decree-law no. 6 of 23 February included an 
open-ended residual clause authorizing the President of 
the Council of Ministers to adopt “any containment and 
management measures adequate and proportionate to 
the evolution of the epidemiological situation”, which was 
later changed to a closed list by decree-law of 25 March. 
In Malta, Art. 27(c)(v) of the Public Health Act allowed 
the Superintendent of Public Health to make, amend and 
revoke orders prescribing measures “to guard against or 
to control dangerous epidemics or infectious disease” and 

“prescribing such other matter as the Superintendent may 
deem expedient for the prevention or mitigation of such 
disease”, a provision later amended to limit the potential for 
arbitrariness.

81 Criminal offences and the relevant penalties must be clearly 
defined by law, meaning that an individual, either by him-
self/herself or with the assistance of legal counsel, should 
know from the wording of the relevant provision which acts 
and omissions will make him/her criminally liable and what 
penalty he or she will face as a consequence; see e.g., 
ECtHR, Rohlena v. the Czech Republic [GC] (Application 
no. 59552, judgment of 27 January 2015), paras. 78–79.

82 For instance, Azerbaijan, Hungary, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Russian Federation, Spain, 
Turkey, Uzbekistan.

83 See e.g., International Mandate-holders on Freedom of 
Expression, 2017 Joint Declaration on Freedom of 

More generally, where a state of emergency or equiva-

lent status has not been proclaimed, the constitutional-

ity of executive action at the national and local levels to 

limit fundamental rights to such an extraordinary extent 

may be questionable, especially when the constitution 

expressly states that restrictions to human rights and 

fundamental freedoms have to be provided by law.84 

As addressed above, restrictions of such a magnitude 

should generally be accommodated under a special 

temporary legal regime, such as a state of emergency, 

especially when they seem to de facto amount to a 

suspension rather than a restriction to certain human 

rights.85 This is especially so where the executive may 

have exceeded the material scope of the restrictions 

to human rights foreseen in the law or when the con-

stitution or legislation is clear about the fact that the 

specific legal regime used shall not trigger the limitation 

or suspension of human rights or freedoms.86

In some countries, some emergency measures were 

taken by extra-legal bodies, which did not necessarily 

have the legitimacy or competence to adopt broad 

measures of such a magnitude, especially restrictions 

to human rights and fundamental freedoms.87 This 

Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and 
Propaganda, 3 March 2017, para. 2 (a).

84 For instance, in Belgium, Ukraine, Russian Federation, 
Lithuania and the Netherlands.

85 For instance, when strict lockdown measures with little or 
no exceptions, sometimes accompanied with curfew and/
or excessive administrative or criminal sanctions, have 
been introduced, it may be argued that these constitute 
suspensions rather than mere restrictions of fundamental 
rights.

86 For instance in Ukraine (countrywide “emergency situation” 
as of 25 March is supposed to be a temporary legal regime 
that “does not limit the constitutional rights of citizens” as 
opposed to when a “state of emergency” or “martial law” 
are declared, which are the only two situations where Art. 
64 of the Constitution of Ukraine does not prohibit restric-
tions on human rights); Spain (Art. 55.1 of the Spanish 
Constitution establishes that only in the states of exception 
and siege can some fundamental rights be suspended, but 
not in the “state of alarm”, which was declared to respond 
to the Covid-19 pandemic, during which fundamental rights 
can only be limited).

87 For example, in Croatia (the Civil Protection Headquarters, 
under the Ministry of the Internal Affairs, was designated as 
the main co-ordinating body during the period of execution 
of measures for outbreak prevention and adopted most of 
the restrictive measures); and Slovenia (the crisis was ini-
tially managed through “Crisis Headquarters”/“Crisis Unit”, 
which is not contemplated in the Communicable Diseases 

https://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-151051
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796?download=true
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796?download=true
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796?download=true
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is especially problematic as such entities were often 

established with no legal basis and, thus, had no de-

fined composition, competences and accountability. 

Further, experience from this pandemic has shown 

that where the executive bases their decisions on the 

recommendations or guidance of ad hoc experts or 

scientific bodies, as in France and Turkey, extra effort is 

needed to ensure transparency of the decision making 

process particularly regarding the composition, ap-

pointment modalities and accountability rules of ad hoc 

bodies.88 In this regard, even reliance on established 

institutional arrangements for public health advice have 

been criticized for lack of guarantees of independence 

and transparency, for instance the Scientific Advisory 

Group for Emergencies of the United Kingdom.

2. DURATION OF DEROGATIONS, STATES OF EMERGENCY, 

OTHER EMERGENCY MEASURES AND SUNSET CLAUSES

Duration of derogations – By definition the duration 

of an emergency is hardly predictable. However, UN 

HRC General Comment no. 29 expressly states that 

measures derogating from Art. 4 of the ICCPR “must 

be of an exceptional and temporary nature”.89 The UN 

HRC has also expressed concerns in cases of states 

of emergency without time-limits or which extended 

over a long period of time, without an effective review 

mechanism.90 When notifying of derogations, almost all 

participating States have provided for a specific 

Act and was formed by the government to co-ordinate the 
response to the Covid-19 pandemic, but was disbanded 
on 24 March 2020 due to controversies).

88 For instance, in France (a scientific council was estab-
lished without a legal basis at the request of the President 
to advise the Executive, thus side-lining the institutional 
framework for consultation and health expertise on the 
epidemic risks provided for in the Public Health Code); in 
Turkey (in addition to Public Health Councils under the 
law on the Protection of Public Health, new “Provincial 
Pandemic-Councils” were founded in all provinces, though 
the legal duties and authorities of these councils are not 
specified in any laws or presidential decrees).

89 See CCPR General Comment no. 29, para. 2.
90 See e.g., UN OHCHR, Chapter 16 on the 

Administration of Justice During States of 
Emergency, in “Human Rights in the Administration 
of Justice: A Manual on Human Rights for Judges, 
Prosecutors and Lawyers”, pages 823–824. See also 
e.g., Paris Minimum Standards of Human Rights 
Norms in a State of Emergency (1984).

temporal limit either explicitly or in the attached legal 

texts.91 Serbia, which only sought derogations from the 

ECHR, did not specify any time-limit in its notification 

to the Council of Europe, although the Constitution 

sets a maximum duration of 90 days and, in fact, the 

derogations were lifted after seven weeks.

Legal frameworks of most of the countries that 

declared a state of emergency or equivalent 

status generally provide for a maximum dura-

tion for this exceptional legal regime.

Extension of derogations – The extension of the 

temporal, geographical and material scope of dero-

gations are subject to the same procedural require-

ments – i.e., informing the relevant international and 

regional human rights bodies.92 While an emergency 

may persist over time, the UN HRC and the ECtHR 

generally require that adequate safeguards be in place 

to avoid the extension of derogations over long period 

without justification, such as mechanisms to assess the 

necessity and proportionality of a state of emergency 

and derogations in light of evolving circumstances.93 

91 In their initial notifications: Armenia (30 days to the 
Council of Europe and the UN), Estonia (until 1 May – to 
the Council of Europe and the UN), Georgia (30 days – to 
the Council of Europe and the UN), Kyrgyzstan (until 25 
March – to the UN), Latvia (until 14 April 2020 – to the 
Council of Europe and the UN), North Macedonia (30 
days to the Council of Europe), Moldova (60 days – until 15 
May, to the Council of Europe and the UN), Romania (30 
days – to the Council of Europe and the UN), San Marino 
(until 20 April 2020 to the Council of Europe and until 4 
May to the UN, since it was notified later). In attached text: 
Albania (30 day in the initial notification to the Council of 
Europe).

92 See e.g., CCPR General Comment no. 29, para. 17; and 
ECtHR, Sakik and Others v. Turkey (Application nos. 
87/1996/706/898–903, judgment of 26 November 1997), 
para. 39.

93 See e.g. ECtHR, A. v. United Kingdom, (Application no. 
3455/05, judgment of 19 February 2009), para. 178. where 
the ECtHR held that derogating measures reviewed on 
an annual basis by the Parliament could not be said to be 
invalid on the ground that they were not “temporary”; and 
ECtHR, A. v. United Kingdom, (Application no. 3455/05, 
judgment of 19 February 2009), para. 178. See also PACE, 
Resolution 2209 (2018) State of emergency: propor-
tionality issues concerning derogations under Art. 
15 of the European Convention on Human Rights, 
para. 19.4

http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/training9chapter16en.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/training9chapter16en.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/training9chapter16en.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/training9chapter16en.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/training9chapter16en.pdf
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/jus/humanrights/HUMR5503/h09/undervisningsmateriale/ParisMinimumStandards.pdf
http://www.uio.no/studier/emner/jus/humanrights/HUMR5503/h09/undervisningsmateriale/ParisMinimumStandards.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-58117#{\
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/pages/search.aspx?i=001-91403#{\
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZS5pbnQvbncveG1sL1hSZWYvWDJILURXLWV4dHIuYXNwP2ZpbGVpZD0yNDY4MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS5uZXQvWHNsdC9QZGYvWFJlZi1XRC1BVC1YTUwyUERGLnhzbA==&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTI0Njgw
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In case of extensions of derogations, due justification 

and clear explanation of the additional measures taken 

should be included in any new notifications to support 

their continued necessity and proportionality.94 In that 

respect, when states notified the UN and the Council 

of Europe of extensions of derogations, little informa-

tion was provided as to the justification for the need 

to extend the derogation. In Georgia, the prolongation 

of derogations until 15 July even though the state of 

emergency had been lifted on 22 May has been criti-

cized as it removes the restrictions from the scope of 

the safeguards provided under a state of emergency, 

especially parliamentary scrutiny.95

Even in cases when states did not derogate from their 

international human rights obligations, the commitment 

made in the Moscow Document (1991) that “the state 

of public emergency will be lifted as soon as possible 

and will not remain in force longer than strictly required 

by the exigencies of the situation,” remains relevant.96 It 

is, thus, welcome that the legal frameworks of most of 

the countries which declared a state of emergency or 

equivalent status generally provide for a maximum du-

ration for this exceptional legal regime.97 Most of them 

also contain sunset clauses i.e., that all legal acts and 

measures taken during that period would cease to have 

effect at the end of that state.98 However, Hungary’s 

94 See CCPR General Comment no. 29, para. 17.
95 In Georgia, the state of emergency was declared by 

the President on 21 March 2020 and approved by the 
Parliament on the same day, and was extended twice 
until 22 May inclusive when it ended; on the same day, the 
Parliament urgently adopted the amendments to the Law 
on Public Health granting Government the power to design 
and implement quarantine measures without parliamenta-
ry oversight and amendments to the Criminal Procedure 
Code which established remote court hearings.

96 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.3.
97 For example, in Italy (the temporary nature of the meas-

ures, limit of six months, was clearly indicated in the 
Council of Ministers’ declaration of a public health state of 
emergency of 31 January, while the law on civil protection 
limits public emergencies to a maximum period of one 
year, extendable for another year); Kazakhstan (maximum 
30 days extendable by presidential decree); Latvia (an 
emergency situation may be declared for a predefined time 
period, but no more than three months as per the Law on 
Emergency Situation and State of Exception).

98 For instance, in Georgia (Art. 71 para. 3 of the Constitution 
states that during a state of emergency, presidential 
decrees that have the force of the organic law, shall be 
in force until the state of emergency has been revoked); 

Containment of Coronavirus Act allowed the emergen-

cy regulations of the government to remain in force 

for an unforeseen period – until the end of the state of 

danger, noting that the decision on ending the state of 

danger was within the sole discretion of the govern-

ment, which raises concern.99 The latest Decree-Law of 

31 May 2020 in San Marino provides restrictive meas-

ures that will last “until the end of the health emergency,” 

which is similarly problematic.

Even in countries where no state of emergency was 

introduced, many included clear sunset clauses in 

specific emergency legislation meaning that they are 

not expected, or designed, to create any permanent 

change.100 When relying on existing legislation to fight 

communicable diseases and epidemics however, the 

legislation at times does not provide for clear limitations 

in terms of duration of the emergency measures, even 

if they de facto involve curtailment of human rights.101 

Further, there are concerns in certain states about 

possible permanent changes to legislation brought by 

the executive following the introduction of emergency 

powers or using emergency procedures, to introduce 

provisions that will remain in force even after the end of 

the emergency.102 Finally, it must be emphasized that 

Kazakhstan (Art. 21 of the 2003 Law on State of 
Emergency as amended); Luxembourg (the Constitution 
foresees a general sunset clause according to which all 
measures taken on the ground of Art. 32(4) would cease to 
have effect at the end of the state of crisis).

99 See ODIHR Director’s statement of 30 March 2020 on 
Hungary emergency legislation.

100 For example, in France (the new chapter on “State of 
Health Emergency” of the Public Health Code introduce 
by the Law n° 2020-290 of 23 March 2020 is applicable 
only until 1 April 2021); Germany (sunset clauses are 
entrenched under the federally applicable Infectious 
Disease Prevention Act, but courts have had to step in to 
require sunset provisions and regular democratic review of 
the legislation of particular Länder); Ireland (adoption of 
specific legislation on Covid-19, with a sunset clause of 9 
November, which can be extended); the United Kingdom 
(section 89 of the Coronavirus Act (2020) provides that the 
majority of the provisions will expire after two years).

101 For example, in Iceland (Art. 12(2) of the Infectious 
Diseases Act, the main basis for all of the measures, does 
not mention time limits for the Minister of Health’s powers); 
Poland (the end-date of certain measures is unclear).

102 For example, in the Russian Federation (the provisions 
introducing administrative and criminal liability for “public 
dissemination of knowingly false information about circum-
stances posing a threat to the lives and security of citizens 
and/or about the government’s actions to protect the 

https://www.osce.org/odihr/449311
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time limits alone are not sufficient given the history of 

emergency powers becoming perpetuated. Rather, they 

must be accompanied by opportunities for parliamen-

tary and judicial oversight to ensure this temporariness.

3. PROPORTIONALITY OF EMERGENCY MEASURES

Generally, a restriction impacting fundamental freedoms 

is unlikely to be proportionate if the same result could 

have been attained equally well by other known meas-

ures that were less restrictive of fundamental freedoms. 

Due to the novelty of the coronavirus and the uncertain-

ties about its spread, infectiousness and transmissibility, 

states faced a major dilemma when deciding on what 

would be the optimally effective restrictive measures 

with minimal harmful side-effects. The time constraints 

at the outset of the pandemic made this deliberation 

over the proportionality of measures additionally difficult, 

as delay itself could cause harm during this pandemic. 

As a result, authorities generally adopted very stringent 

emergency measures and extended them over several 

weeks or months without properly weighing and bal-

ancing other interests, including the impact on human 

rights, especially of the most vulnerable and marginal-

ized persons, and economic interests. Likewise, suf-

ficient consideration was not given to less restrictive 

measures, if not at the outset, at least at a later stage. 

While there is no doubt about the efficiency and ne-

cessity of physical distancing to contain the pandemic 

and self-isolation as a crucial measure for slowing virus 

transmission, the precise manner in which to achieve 

such distancing, without excessively infringing on rights 

and freedoms, remained unclear and was specific to 

particular local contexts. The WHO generally advocated 

for timely and strict distancing measures, in addition to 

ramping up testing and contact tracing, but has also 

noted that the threat of criminal sanctions for ensuring 

compliance with public health interventions to prevent 

population” will remain part of the legal system even when 
the pandemic is over); in Estonia (the emergency legisla-
tion package also included new, unrelated or only remotely 
linked provisions – for instance, changes to the pension 
system and stricter controls on migration, which will remain 
applicable even after the end of the emergency situation). 
Other countries have introduced permanent changes in 
legislation to criminalize “false information” about health 
emergencies and/or the violation of restrictive measures 
imposed during a health emergency, which will remain in 
force even after the pandemic (see below).

the transmission of infectious and communicable dis-

eases may not be the most effective.103

Authorities generally adopted very stringent 

emergency measures and extended them 

over several weeks or months without proper-

ly weighing and balancing other interests. The 

impact on human rights, especially of the most 

vulnerable and marginalized people, and eco-

nomic interests were not given sufficient con-

sideration. If considered, less restrictive meas-

ures may have been found more appropriate, if 

not at the outset, at least at a later stage.

Many concerns have been raised regarding the lack of 

proportionality of certain restrictive measures imposed 

on the whole population. One of the most concerning 

developments has been the criminalization of breaking 

pandemic-related measures, often with penalties that 

are disproportionate, such as excessive fines compared 

to the country’s median wage and imprisonment, at 

times for relatively mild offences such as not wear-

ing a mask in public places.104 Similarly, sanctions for 

103 See WHO, Advancing the Right to Health: the Vital 
Role of Law (2017), Chapter 10, p. 156.

104 For instance, though not exhaustive, in Albania (3 to 8 
years imprisonment for violation of preventative measures 
having serious consequences for the health and life of 
the population; 2 to 3 years imprisonment when breaking 
quarantine); Bulgaria (fine ranging from 10,000 to 50,000 
leva (approx. EUR 5,100 to 25,500), or up to five years im-
prisonment for violation of quarantine rules); Canada (fine 
of up to $750,000 (approx. EUR 500,000) and/or imprison-
ment for up to six months for violating the 14-day quaran-
tine, and up to $1 million levy and 3 years imprisonment 
for those who put others at risk); Czech Republic (fine 
of up to CZK 3 million (approx. EUR 107,000) for violat-
ing self-quarantine when coming back from a high-risk 
country); France (fine up to EUR 3,750 and six months 
imprisonment for three lock-down violations within 30 
days); Georgia (administrative fine of approx. EUR 900 
for natural persons and of EUR 4,500 for legal persons 
for violating the rules of isolation and quarantine and if 
committed repeatedly, up to three years imprisonment; up 
to three to six years imprisonment for repeated viola-
tions of rules of the emergency regime); Hungary (up 
to eight years imprisonment for persons interfering with 
the operation of a quarantine or isolation order); Latvia 
(maximum fine was raised from EUR 700 to EUR 2,000 
for natural persons, and from EUR 2,800 to EUR 5,000 for 
legal persons for violation of the rules of epidemiological 

https://www.who.int/healthsystems/topics/health-law/health_law-report/en/
https://www.who.int/healthsystems/topics/health-law/health_law-report/en/
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disseminating so-called “false information” about the 

pandemic often involve severe sanctions – including 

imprisonment (see section on Access to Information).

The proportionality of extremely strict and lengthy lock-

down regimes imposed by some countries on certain 

categories of the population, with a complete prohibi-

tion to exit their homes or only for a few hours weekly 

may also be questionable.105 This particularly relates to 

a categorization by age, such as children and elderly 

people. It also relates to certain categories of people 

living in defined areas, such as Roma settlements or 

migrant facilities. (See respective sections in Part II.3). 

Also, the requirement of prior authorization before leav-

ing one’s home may also appear excessive.106 Similarly, 

safety); Poland (administrative fines up to 30,000 PLN 
(approx. EUR 6,600) for certain violations of the restric-
tive measures, including quarantine); Romania (from six 
months up to seven years of imprisonment for offenses 
related to the health emergency, as per Article 352 of the 
Penal Code); Russian Federation (up to seven years 
imprisonment breaking quarantine rules, introduced by 
Federal Law No. 98-FZ dated 1 April 2020); Tajikistan (be-
tween two and five years imprisonment for first-time offend-
ers who spread the disease in a negligent manner, with up 
to 10 years in case of repeated offence, as introduced by 
a law passed on 10 June; anyone not wearing a mask in 
public or failing to respect physical distancing can be fined 
up to EUR 25); Uzbekistan (15-day jail terms and heavy 
fines for being out without an essential reason or not wear-
ing a face mask, in the latter 1,115,000 Soms (approx. EUR 
100) as per the recently amended Article 53 of the Code of 
Administrative Responsibility).

105 For example, in Spain (children were confined in 
their homes with no exit allowed for 43 days; see EU 
Fundamental Rights Agency, Country Study for Spain 

– Coronavirus pandemic in the EU – Fundamental 
Rights Implications (4 May 2020), page 3); Azerbaijan 
(persons over age 65 have been allowed outside their 
homes on 18 May for the first time since 24 March); Serbia 
(complete confinement of individuals aged 65 and over to 
their homes for over a month, except for a few hours during 
the week on Sundays; and for the rest of the population, 
the curfew was generally in force every day from 5 p.m. to 
5 a.m., except on Saturdays when it ran from 3 p.m. to 5 
a.m.). In Bosnia Herzegovina, the curfew for persons 
younger than 18 and above 65 has been lifted in line with a 
ruling from the Constitutional Court.

106 For example, in Azerbaijan, the Decision of the Cabinet 
of Ministers dated 2 April 2020, on additional measures to 
prevent the spread of coronavirus infection in the territory 
of the Republic of Azerbaijan, introduced a system of per-
mission to leave the place of residence by SMS for a limited 
list of essential trips. Several other countries applied similar 
measures.

strict and lengthy mandatory quarantine regimes may 

be considered disproportionate.107

Several national courts or other independent bodies 

have found certain emergency measures to be dis-

proportionate, for example: the complete prohibition of 

movement of persons below 18 years old and above 65 

years old;108 the procedure for all matters to have one 

judge hear cases rather than a panel;109 the collection 

of data via coronavirus contact-tracing application;110 

the complete ban on traveling to the coast;111 and a 

non-time-limited restriction on freedom of movement.112

The proportionality of the emergency measures needs 

to be ensured over time and the outcome of a pro-

portionality analysis can shift as circumstances evolve 

and knowledge about the coronavirus develops. Any 

measures that become unnecessary or disproportion-

ate must be adapted or removed. In that respect, sev-

eral courts have held that the continued application of 

certain emergency measures was disproportionate, for 

107 See e.g., ECtHR, Kuimov v. Russia (Application no. 
32147/04, judgment of 8 January 2009), para. 96, where 
the Court held that the quarantine should be “a temporary 
measure, to be discontinued as soon as circumstances 
permit” and that “severe and lasting restrictions which are 
of a long duration are particularly likely to be disproportion-
ate to the legitimate aims pursued”.

108 See e.g., Bosnia and Herzegovina, Constitutional Court 
Decision AP 1217/20 of 22 April 2020, which noted that 
the measure did not meet the requirement of proportion-
ality since the challenged provisions did not disclose the 
basis for the assessment of the Federal Civil Protection 
Headquarters that the targeted groups face a greater risk 
of being infected or spreading the infection with SARS-
CoV-2, did not show that the authorities consider the 
possibility of introducing more lenient measures, were not 
time-limited and there was not a mechanism for regular 
review to assess their continued necessity and ensure 
that they are eased or terminated as soon as the situation 
allows for it.

109 See e.g., France, Council of State’s Ordinance of 8 June.
110 E.g., on 12 June, Norway’s Data Protection Authority is-

sued a decision banning data processing associated with 
Covid-19.

111 See e.g., in Germany, on 10 April, Greifswald Higher 
Administrative Court found that the state ban on travel to 
the coast, islands and lakes represented a disproportion-
ate encroachment on personal freedom.

112 See e.g., in Slovenia, where the Constitutional Court’s 
order U-I-83/20-10 of 16 April 2020 reviewed the validity of 
the Governmental decree restricting freedom of movement 

“until cancelation” and considered that it was not limited in 
temporality and therefore disproportionate.

https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/es_report_on_coronavirus_pandemic-_may_2020.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-90433
http://www.ccbh.ba/novosti/sjednice/?id=8df4d385-2c8c-494f-88c0-588d1ce062a2
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-8-juin-2020-juge-statuant-seul-et-recours-a-la-visioconference-a-la-cnda
https://www.datatilsynet.no/contentassets/1c72ac62cac145efa242942ca34c2cd0/20-02058-9-varsel-om-vedtak-om-midlertidig-forbud-mot-a-behandle-personopplysninger---smittestopp.pdf
http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=SKLU296
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instance the continued ban of assemblies of more than 

10 individuals,113 or the continued absolute prohibition 

of gatherings in places of worships whereas gatherings 

elsewhere were eased.114

4. GENDER- AND DIVERSITY-BLINDNESS OF EMERGENCY 

MEASURES

A state of public emergency or other measures adopted 

to respond to the Covid-19 outbreak shall be guided 

by the principle of non-discrimination.115 According to 

Art. 4 para. 1 of the ICCPR and the Moscow Document 

(1991), derogating measures shall “not discriminate 

solely on the grounds of race, colour, sex, language, 

religion, social origin or of belonging to a minority”.116 

While there may not be many cases of direct discrim-

ination on such grounds in the emergency legislation 

or administrative orders, emergency legal frameworks 

and measures (or lack thereof) have often resulted in 

indirect discrimination, resulting in unequal treatment or 

particular negative impact on certain groups when put 

into practice (see also the sections on Roma and Sinti, 

gender equality, discrimination, and trafficking in human 

beings in Part II.3).117 While age is not explicitly listed in 

the grounds for discrimination, a blanket ban for people 

over a certain age to exit their homes,118 may constitute 

discrimination if not justified and the prioritization of ac-

cess to health care for people under a certain age limit 

is a violation of the prohibition of discrimination.

113 See e.g., France, Council of State’s Ordinance of 13 June, 
para. 14.

114 See e.g., France, Council of State’s Ordinance of 18 May.
115 ° See, No exceptions with COVID-19: “Everyone has 

the right to life-saving interventions – UN experts 
say, OHCHR, 2020.

116 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.7.
117 See the case of the Georgian Orthodox Church, where 

authorities have not addressed the lack of compliance 
with emergency laws and mandatory recommendations by 
remaining open across the country and continuing to hold 
ceremonies.

118 For instance, in Azerbaijan (persons over age 65 were 
allowed outside their homes on 18 May for the first time 
since 24 March); and Serbia (complete confinement of in-
dividuals aged 65 and over to their homes for over a month, 
except for a few hours during the week on Sundays). In 
Bosnia Herzegovina, the curfew for persons younger 
than 18 and above 65 has been lifted in line with a ruling 
from the Constitutional Court.

Emergency legal frameworks and measures 

(or lack thereof) have often resulted in indirect 

discrimination, resulting in unequal treatment or 

particular negative impacts on certain groups 

in practice.

Because Covid-19 disproportionately affects the elderly, 

and because a large majority of fatal victims of the dis-

ease are of advanced age, many countries introduced 

special regimes with varying success to protect the 

elderly, in particular those residing in nursing homes. 

There were instances when intensive care was reserved 

for younger, otherwise healthier people, with older peo-

ple falling ill from Covid-19 considered to have a lower 

likelihood of survival. This brought up painful moral 

dilemmas and decisions on prioritizing while conduct-

ing triage, for which few were prepared at this scale. It 

should be emphasized that the dignity of life and the 

right to life are equal rights held by all human beings, 

regardless of age or physical capacities, and that any 

suggestion to “sacrifice the elderly” is incompatible 

with universal human rights.119 States have to be par-

ticularly mindful that health care and medical services 

are equally accessible and actually provided, not only 

refraining from discriminating in terms of gender, ethnic 

origin or minority status, but also in terms of age.

Most of the emergency and preventive response meas-

ures, such as stay-at-home orders, self-isolation, home 

quarantine or physical distancing, may be difficult or im-

possible to implement or put into practise, for instance 

for people who are homeless, persons with disabilities, 

people living in institutions or in custody and older peo-

ple. Also, the mandatory closure of non-essential ser-

vices and the implementation of quarantines, curfews or 

similarly restrictive measures can mean interruptions in 

vital support and assistance services for many persons 

with disabilities, as well as for older adults, potentially 

leading to abandonment, isolation and risk of forced 

institutionalization, as well as of becoming victims of 

abuse and violence.

119 See e.g., the Statement by the Council of Europe 
Commissioner for Human Rights Dunja Mijatović of 24 
March.

https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-13-juin-2020-manifestations-sur-la-voie-publique
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-18-mai-2020-rassemblements-dans-les-lieux-de-culte
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25746&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25746&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25746&LangID=E
http://www.ccbh.ba/novosti/sjednice/?id=8df4d385-2c8c-494f-88c0-588d1ce062a2
https://www.coe.int/en/web/moscow/-/statement-by-the-council-of-europe-commissioner-for-human-rights-dunja-mijatovic
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Stay-at-home orders, isolation or quarantine have 

increased the risk of domestic violence, specifically 

impacting women, children and older people. A ma-

jority of governments failed to take sufficient preven-

tive measures, though in certain countries at a later 

stage, specific legislative provisions or other support 

were introduced to address women’s rights and the 

needs of the most marginalized individuals or groups 

(see section on Discrimination Against Women, Gender 

Inequality and Domestic Violence in Part II.3).

Emergency measures have often led to unemployment 

of part-time, low-income and informal workers, which, 

along with the shut-down of schools and institutions, 

has disproportionately affected women.120 Public au-

thorities have generally failed to introduce measures 

or promote policies and programmes to address the 

specific needs of women and minimize the economic 

impact on women in the informal sector and those 

in a situation of economic precariousness due to the 

pandemic. In addition, there may also be some barriers 

preventing access to preventive public health informa-

tion and to information on emergency restrictive meas-

ures, especially for persons with disabilities, persons 

belonging to national, ethnic and religious minorities, 

non-nationals who do not necessarily speak the official 

language, those with limited or no ability to read or with 

no Internet access. Such barriers should be taken into 

consideration by public authorities when communicat-

ing about the pandemic and emergency responses to 

the public. (See the section on Access to Information). 

In some countries, while the initial emergency legislation 

or measures may have been gender- and diversity-blind, 

later amendments or extension have at times intro-

duced more gender and diversity-sensitive provisions.121

120 See e.g., OHCHR, Guidance on Covid-19 and Women’s 
Human Rights.

121 For example, the Law of 11 May 2020, extending the state 
of health emergency in France, introduced new provisions 
specifically regulating the situation of victims of domestic 
violence in the context of quarantine, isolation and stay-
at-home measures. Certain countries, such as Ireland, 
France, Greece, Slovakia and Poland have automati-
cally extended the validity period of residence permits for 
foreigners. Portugal provided immediate protection of 
vulnerable individuals, such as migrants and asylum-seek-
ers, with pending applications, by considering them in a 
regular situation until 30 June, which granted them access 
to fundamental rights such as healthcare, housing, and 
social support; Poland has also provided that foreigners 

5. STATES OF EMERGENCY AND RELATED MEASURES 

AND ABSOLUTE RIGHTS

Emergency measures within or outside the scope of a 

state of emergency shall not impact absolute rights i.e., 

rights that can never be suspended or restricted under 

any circumstances, even during a declared state of 

emergency. In practice however, irrespective of whether 

a state has sought derogations, their responses to the 

pandemic have, in effect, impacted absolute rights. As 

such, failing to take additional protective measures for 

individuals whose absolute rights are impacted may 

amount to a violation of the respective international 

human rights standards.

In some countries, while the initial emergency 

legislation or measures may have been gender- 

and diversity-blind, later amendments or exten-

sion have at times introduced more gender and 

diversity-sensitive provisions.

Absolute Prohibition of Torture and other Ill-

treatment – The prohibition of torture and other cru-

el, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment is 

particularly relevant in the context of the pandemic as 

insanitary conditions of detention, exacerbated by the 

heightened risks that Covid-19 poses to overcrowded 

prison populations, could amount to inhuman or de-

grading treatment. Similarly, restrictive measures that 

further isolate prisoners from the outside world or place 

them in preventive isolation or quarantine without mean-

ingful human contact also raise concerns with regard to 

the absolute prohibition of torture.122 As such, failure to 

staying in Poland permanently, including refugees and 
beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, will be released 
from the obligation to apply for new residence cards until 
the relevant offices restore regular service, while France 
has extended for three months the certificates of asylum 
application that expired between 16 May and 15 June 2020.

122 See e.g., UN Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture (SPT), 
Advice relating to the Coronavirus Pandemic (25 
March 2020); and European Committee for the Prevention 
of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment (CPT), Statement of principles relating to 
the treatment of persons deprived of their liberty in 
the context of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 
pandemic (20 March 2020).

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/COVID-19_and_Womens_Human_Rights.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/COVID-19_and_Womens_Human_Rights.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
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take appropriate action may constitute a violation of the 

UNCAT, Art. 7 of the ICCPR and Art. 3 of the ECHR (see 

relevant sections in Part II.2). Border closures have also 

impacted effective access to asylum procedures, and 

resulted in unsafe returns to third countries in potential 

contravention to the principle of non-refoulement, which 

is recognized as being absolute.123 In addition, domes-

tic violence is internationally recognized as amounting 

to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and very often 

to physical or psychological torture.124 It is documented 

that stay-at-home obligations and other measures re-

stricting the movement of people have contributed to 

an increase in domestic violence.125 Further, restrictions 

in public services including the closure of shelters and 

limitations in interventions by police or courts to protect 

domestic violence or trafficking victims has made it 

difficult for states to fulfil their obligation to effectively 

prevent, protect against, respond to, prosecute and 

provide redress in cases of domestic violence and traf-

ficking in human beings.126

Prohibition of Arbitrary Deprivation of Liberty – 

The prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of liberty is 

123 See, Convention against Torture and Cruel, Inhumane or 
Degrading Treatment and Punishment (CAT), Art. 4, which 
contains an absolute prohibition of refoulement for individu-
als in danger of being subjected to torture. See also CCPR, 
General Comment no. 20 on Art. 7 of the ICCPR, 10 
March 1992, para. 9; and ECtHR case-law which incorpo-
rates this absolute principle of non-refoulement into ECHR 
Art. 3, see e.g., Soering v. United Kingdom (1989), para. 88; 
and Chahal v. United Kingdom [GC] (1996), paras. 80–81.

124 See, UN Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, Interim 
Report on Relevance of the prohibition of torture 
and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment to the context of domestic violence (12 
July 2019), A/74/148, para. 10.

125 See e.g., OHCHR, Guidance on Covid-19 and Women’s 
Rights, page 1.

126 UN Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, in-
human or degrading treatment or punishment, Interim 
Report on Relevance of the prohibition of torture 
and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment to the context of domestic violence 
(12 July 2019), A/74/148, para. 62; and UN Committee 
Against Torture (CAT), General Comment no. 2: 
Implementation of Art. 2 of the UNCAT by States 
Parties, 24 January 2008, CAT/C/GC/2, para. 18. See 
also UN OHCHR, Recommended Principles and 
Guidelines on Human Rights and Human Trafficking 
(2010), page 81; and ECtHR, Akkoç v. Turkey (Application 
nos. 22947/93; 22948/93, judgment of 10 October 2000), 
para. 77.

absolute and can never be justified, even for rea-

sons related to national emergency, public security or 

health.127 This means that anyone deprived of his or 

her liberty shall have the possibility to bring proceed-

ings before a court in order to challenge the legality of 

the detention.128 Art. 5 (1) (e) of the ECHR specifically 

envisions “the lawful detention of persons for the pre-

vention of the spreading of infectious diseases”, which 

may include quarantine and isolation for a reasonable 

duration, but only of persons who are infected and if it 

is “the last resort in order to prevent the spreading of 

the disease, because less severe measures have been 

considered and found to be insufficient to safeguard 

the public interest.”129 As mentioned above, whether 

the emergency measures to respond to the pandemic 

constitute a deprivation of liberty or a restriction to free-

dom of movement depends on the specificities of the 

measures enacted in each country and the distinction 

is “merely one of degree and intensity, and not one of 

nature or substance.”130

A restriction on freedom of movement, therefore, can 

constitute a deprivation of liberty if it crosses a cer-

tain threshold of interference, taking into consideration 

various criteria such as the type, duration, effects and 

manner of implementation, including the availability of 

adequate safeguards.131 As such, lengthy and extremely 

strict lockdown regimes, requiring people to stay at 

home for long periods of time with no or extremely 

127 See, Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation 
No. 11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of liber-
ty in the context of public health emergencies (8 May 
2020), para. 5.

128 See, Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation 
No. 11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of 
liberty in the context of public health emergencies 
(8 May 2020), para. 5; Report of the Working Group on 
Arbitrary Detention to the UN Human Rights Council, 
A/HRC/22/44, 24 December 2012, paras. 42–51; General 
Comment no. 35 on Art. 9 of the ICCPR (Liberty and 
security of person), para. 67.

129 See e.g., ECtHR, Enhorn v. Sweden (Application no. 
56529/00, judgment of 25 January 2005), para. 44.

130 See e.g., ECtHR, Guzzardi v. Italy (Application no. 7367/76, 
judgment of 6 November 1980), para. 93. See also CCPR, 
General comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and security 
of person), 16 December 2014, CCPR/C/GC/35, para. 
5, which states that “[d]eprivation of liberty involves more 
severe restriction of motion within a narrower space than 
mere interference with liberty of movement under Art. 12”.

131 ECtHR, Engel v Netherlands (Application no. 5100/71, judg-
ment of 8 June 1976), para. 59.

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=INT%2fCCPR%2fGEC%2f6621&Lang=en
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/fre?i=001-57619
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58004
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/COVID-19_and_Womens_Human_Rights.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/COVID-19_and_Womens_Human_Rights.pdf
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/A/74/148
https://undocs.org/CAT/C/GC/2
https://undocs.org/CAT/C/GC/2
https://undocs.org/CAT/C/GC/2
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Commentary_Human_Trafficking_en.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/Commentary_Human_Trafficking_en.pdf
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58905
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-68077
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57498
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-57479
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limited possibility to go out, and the criminalization of 

non-essential leaving of one’s home may amount to 

deprivation of liberty. If such measures are imposed 

without clear legal basis, without clear time limitation 

or without providing for strong safeguards, this may 

qualify as arbitrary deprivation of liberty, which is pro-

hibited by international human rights standards.132 For 

example, the quarantine rules in Ireland and Canada 

and compulsory hospitalization in Poland,133 may not 

provide the safeguards necessary to prevent arbitrary 

detention, including a maximum duration of contain-

ment and procedures to prevent arbitrary application, 

including review by a court.134 Also, the automatic pro-

longation of pre-trial detention without the intervention 

of a judge and without access to a lawyer provided by 

some countries may also constitute an arbitrary dep-

rivation of liberty.135 (For more, see section on Torture 

and Detention in Part II.2)

132 Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation No. 
11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of liberty 
in the context of public health emergencies (8 May 
2020), paras. 10 and 18–19.

133 In Ireland, Section 11 of the Health Act 2020 introduces 
new powers of “detention and isolation of persons in 
certain circumstances” by a “medical officer of health” but 
there is no express time-limit on the duration. In Canada, 
the 2005 Federal Quarantine Act permits the indefinite 
detention of individuals who are on reasonable grounds 
suspected of having a communicable disease, subject to 
review, but only by a ‘review officer’, a medical practitioner 
designated by the minister, though the statute does not 
exclude judicial review and is subject to parliamentary scru-
tiny. In Poland, the COVID Act, which entered into force on 
8 March does not provide for any possibility to challenge 
before a court of law the decision ordering compulsory 
hospitalization.

134 CCPR, General Comment no. 35, paras. 15 and 66; and 
CCPR, General Comment no. 29, paras. 4, 11 and 15–16.

135 Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation No. 
11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of liberty 
in the context of public health emergencies (8 May 
2020), para. 14; and CCPR, General Comment no. 35, para. 
38.

I.1.D  OVERSIGHT OVER STATES OF 
EMERGENCY AND RELATED 
EMERGENCY MEASURES

In this section, an overview is given about how parlia-

ments, judiciaries and other bodies of accountability 

provided oversight specifically of state of emergency 

declarations and related measures. In Part II.1, broader 

analysis of the implications of such measures on the 

functioning of democratic institutions and processes 

is provided.

Participating States have specifically committed to pro-

vide for, in law, control over the decision to impose a 

state of public emergency, as well as over the regu-

lations related to the state of public emergency and 

the implementation of such regulations, and to ensure 

that “the legal guarantees necessary to uphold the 

rule of law will remain in force during a state of public 

emergency.”136 International good practice provides that 

the derogations to human rights and from the regular 

division of powers in emergency situations should be 

limited in duration, circumstances and scope, and that 

parliamentary control and judicial review should contin-

ue throughout the emergency situation.137 There should 

be parliamentary control and judicial review of the exist-

ence and duration of the emergency situation, and the 

scope of any derogation thereunder.138 Participating 

States have also committed to ensure that “the normal 

functioning of the legislative bodies will be guaranteed 

to the highest possible extent during a state of public 

emergency.”139

At the domestic level, states of emergency and emer-

gency powers can impact constitutional norms per-

taining to the separation of powers, in addition to hu-

man rights provisions. This impact on the separation 

of powers invariably sees a consolidation of power in 

the executive. The justification for executive suprem-

acy in a time of public health emergency is generally 

the need for a swift decisive response at the outset 

136 Moscow Document (1991), paras. 28.2 and 28.8.
137 Venice Commission, Rule of Law Checklist, adopted by 

the Venice Commission at its 106th Plenary Session (CDL-
AD(2016)007-e, Venice, 11–12 March 2016), Sub-Section 
2.A.6 on Exceptions in Emergency Situations.

138 ibid.
139 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.5.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2016)007-e
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2016)007-e
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of an emergency. Irrespective of the model chosen, a 

shift towards greater powers for the executive needs to 

be accompanied by appropriate safeguards ensuring 

democratic accountability and scrutiny by other pow-

ers and the public. It is essential that mechanisms of 

legal and political oversight on executive power must 

be in place, including explicit time-limits on emergency 

powers, parliamentary approval of emergency pow-

ers and implementing measures, and judicial review 

mechanisms. It is also important that the legislature and 

judiciary continue to function to carry out their oversight 

functions throughout the public emergency, which is 

essential to ensure the balance of powers, especially 

in crisis situations.

1. PARLIAMENTARY OVERSIGHT

National parliaments need to play a crucial role in shap-

ing the response to the pandemic, especially in terms of 

effective oversight of the executive.140 Indeed, oversight 

functions conducted by national parliaments remain 

an essential requirement of parliamentary democra-

cy, especially at times when states of emergency are 

introduced and greater powers shift towards the exec-

utive. As required by the Moscow Document (1991), “in 

cases where the decision to impose a state of public 

emergency may be lawfully taken by the executive au-

thorities, that decision should be subject to approval in 

the shortest possible time or to control by the legisla-

ture.”141 In that respect, participating States committed 

to “provide in their law for control over the regulations 

related to the state of public emergency, as well as the 

implementation of such regulations.”142

In most countries, parliaments must be im-

mediately notified of declarations of state of 

emergency (or equivalent emergency status) 

made by the executive, and may revoke it, or 

parliament needs to approve the declaration, 

and/or parliament’s authorization is required 

for their extension.

140 Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 5.2.
141 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.2.
142 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.8.

In most countries, parliaments must be immediately 

notified of declarations of state of emergency (or equiv-

alent emergency status) made by the executive, and 

may revoke it, or parliament needs to approve the dec-

laration, and/or parliament’s authorization is required for 

their extension.143 At times, there is also a mechanism 

to ensure that the parliament reviews or approves im-

plementing measures adopted by the executive.144 In a 

few countries, states of emergency or equivalent status 

have to be declared by the parliament itself,145 which 

143 For example, in Albania (the state of natural disaster 
was declared by the executive and was extended with 
the consent of the Assembly as per Article 174 para. 2 
of the Constitution); Armenia (the National Assembly 
has to be convened immediately and shall approve the 
state of emergency and its extensions, as per Article 120 
of the Constitution); Czech Republic (the Government 
shall immediately notify the Chamber of Deputies of 
the declaration of the state of emergency, which may 
revoke the government’s decision to declare a state 
of emergency; any further extension of the state of 
emergency requires the approval of the Chamber of 
Deputies); Georgia (Article 71 par 2 of the Constitution 
of Georgia requires the presidential declaration of state of 
emergency to be immediately presented to the Parliament 
for approval); Latvia (the government’s order declaring 
the emergency situation was approved by the Parliament 
the following day and the Parliament is exercising the 
oversight function over the government’s decisions, as per 
Article 10 of the Law on Emergency Situation and State of 
Exception); Luxembourg (a state of crisis can last max-
imum ten days and can be extended for 3 months (max-
imum duration provided in the Constitution) but only with 
prior authorization of Parliament); Portugal (the decree of 
the President declaring a state of emergency was subject 
to Parliament’s authorization in accordance with Article 
138 of the Constitution, as was the renewal); Spain (each 
extension of the 15-day state of alarm requires the approval 
by the Congress of Deputies); Romania (the Parliament, in 
accordance with Article 93 of the Constitution, endorsed 
the state of emergency decreed by the President within 
three days, and later its extension).

144 For example, Georgia (Art. 71 para. 3 of the Constitution 
requires the presidential decrees adopted during a state 
of emergency to be approved by the Parliament or they 
will become null and void); Latvia (the decision of the 
Government and any amendments with further restrictions 
or extensions are to be notified within 24 hours to the 
Saeima, which is obliged to include this point into the agen-
da without delay and if the Saeima rejects the decision, it is 
repealed, and the measures introduced are to be abolished 
without delay); Luxembourg (the government shall inform 
Parliament on a weekly basis about the adopted measures).

145 For example, Bulgaria (Art. 84(12) of the Constitution); 
Moldova (Art. 66 sub-para. (m) of the Constitution of the 
Republic of Moldova); Serbia (Art. 105 of the Constitution). 
In North Macedonia, it is the Assembly that has the pow-
er to declare a state of emergency as per Art. 125(2) of the 
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may ensure a higher degree of consensus at the na-

tional level. In some countries however, the parliament 

is not required to review the emergency declaration 

itself, and only intervenes at a later stage to approve 

the implementing measures taken by the executive.146 

In some states, in response to the pandemic, there 

has been a delegation of powers to the executive to 

legislate, which is generally subject to parliamentary 

ratification within a limited time-frame.147

One of the major concerns during the pandemic has 

been some parliaments’ reduced ability to exercise 

effective oversight on the declaration of a state of emer-

gency and/or implementing measures because their 

activities were suspended or considerably reduced 

due to the pandemic.148 Modalities for continued work 

during the pandemic, for instance reduced hours of 

Constitution but since it was dissolved in February 2020, 
the President is empowered to do so, as per Art. 125(4) of 
the Constitution.

146 For example, Finland (there is no parliamentary scrutiny 
of the declaration of state of emergency made by the 
Cabinet, jointly with the President of the Republic pursuant 
to Section 6.1 of the Emergency Powers Act; however, the 
government needs to submit decrees concerning the use 
of powers under the Emergency Powers Act to the parlia-
ment, which decides whether they may remain in force or 
should be repealed); Italy (the approval of the declaration 
of state of emergency is not required and urgent temporary 
measures adopted by the Government shall be introduced 
to Parliament for transposition into law within 60 days or it 
shall lose effect from the beginning, as per Art. 77 of the 
Constitution).

147 For instance, Andorra, San Marino (urgent measures 
were adopted by the government through a series of 
decree-laws i.e., regulatory instruments adopted in case 
of necessity and urgency by the government and which, 
within 3 months and under penalty of forfeiture, has to be 
submitted to the Parliament for ratification); France (Art. 
11 III of the Law n ° 2020-290 of 23 March 2020 requires 
that ordinances be ratified by the Parliament within two 
months of their respective publication); Greece (Art. 44 of 
the Constitution requires ratification of acts of legislative 
content within 40 days).

148 For instance, Czech Republic (plenary of the Parliament 
was not in session and only a few Committee meetings 
were taking place remotely); Latvia (the parliament decid-
ed to limit the number of plenary sessions); Serbia (the 
National Assembly did not convene to declare the state of 
emergency and only upheld it six weeks later when it re-
convened, though a week later, on 6 May, it decided to lift 
the state of emergency); Slovenia (the National Assembly 
is only holding extraordinary sessions, while most commit-
tee meetings have been postponed).

parliamentary sitting have not always been conducive 

to effective oversight.149

In a few countries, either the parliament has not been 

involved at all because this is not provided by the con-

stitution or legislation, such as in Armenia, Estonia and 

Slovakia, or it has delegated full powers to the execu-

tive thereby de facto limiting the exercise of effective 

oversight over the emergency response by the exec-

utive.150 Sometimes, even when a state of emergency 

is declared, the role of the parliament remains rather 

minimal as it is only informed about the acts of the 

executive without the possibility to control or repeal 

them, generally because the oversight is carried out 

by another entity such as a prosecutor-general. This is 

generally the case in countries where the prosecution 

service is still construed as an organ of “supervision”, 

a prosecution model still prevalent among a number 

of post-Soviet states.151 Sometimes, however, such a 

safeguard was introduced in implementing legislation 

on a specific state of emergency, such as in Italy.

In some cases, as discussed above, a state of emer-

gency or equivalent status was not declared, side-lin-

ing, in effect, the legislature and limiting accountability 

that its “checks and balances” role would have se-

cured. When no state of emergency or equivalent was 

declared and restrictive measures were introduced 

149 For example, in Lithuania (the activities of the Seimas 
have been limited with only one weekly ordinary sitting and 
urgent hearings to discuss the Government’s draft legisla-
tion related to Covid-19, which is not conducive to effective 
oversight); Portugal (the Parliament adopted a deliberation 
maintaining face-to-face meetings but only once per week, 
and is operating with just one-fifth of the members (the 
quorum limit)).

150 For example, in Bulgaria (on 26 March 2020, Parliament 
took the decision to sit to consider “only Bills pertaining 
to the state of emergency” during the state of emergency, 
which closed the door to effective parliamentary control 
of executive rule-making); Hungary (the Section 3 of the 
Containment of Coronavirus Act, reserves to Parliament 
the ability to prevent the extension of emergency de-
crees, with a simple majority, whereas Art. 53.3 of the 
Fundamental Law provides that decrees issued in a state 
of emergency lose their legal force after 15 days unless 
Parliament affirmatively approves their continuation).

151 For example, Kazakhstan (Art. 44 (1) (16) of the 
Constitution on the presidential powers and 2003 Law on 
State of Emergency, as amended); and Kyrgyzstan (Art. 
64 (9) (2) of the Constitution on the presidential powers in 
terms of states of emergency in individual localities).
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on the basis of existing primary legislation or new ad 

hoc acts, such restrictive measures were often of the 

same magnitude as those adopted under a state of 

emergency and would therefore require parliamentary 

oversight. However, in such cases, the oversight role 

of the parliament has generally been rather minimal or 

non-existent.152 At the same time, in some countries, 

the parliament, nevertheless, has continued to exercise 

its general oversight function, for example by asking 

the government parliamentary questions regarding its 

actions and/or by setting-up dedicated parliamentary 

monitoring commissions in order to monitor and control 

executive actions. However, these mechanisms alone 

are not sufficient and may be less effective compared 

to the checks generally built into states of emergency 

or equivalent legal regimes.153

Finally, parliaments should play a key role in both ex-

tending and lifting the state of emergency or equivalent 

status as soon as they consider that the circumstances 

no longer require such an exceptional regime.154

152 For example, in Austria (the Covid-19 Measures Act does 
not provide rules to involve parliament in the assessment 
of adopted measures); Belgium (the two draft legislative 
(1 and 2) acts of 27 March 2020, which were adopted 
by the federal parliament granting special powers to the 
federal government for three months had initially included 
a requirement for the government to keep the Chamber 
of Representatives informed about the measures taken 
by virtue of its special powers, though this obligation was 
not formalized in the final act); Germany (The Federal 
Government only has to submit an evaluation report on 
the measures taken until March 2021); Montenegro (the 
government adopts all measures without submitting them 
to the Parliament for review of approval).

153 See for example, Belgium (parliamentary questions 
and setting up of the Covid-19 Commission); France 
(on 17 March, the National Assembly decided to create 
a fact-finding mission on the impact, management and 
consequences in all its dimensions of the pandemic); 
Portugal (setting up of a dedicated oversight committee 
with a majority of seats assigned to the minority parties); 
United States (setting up of a special bipartisan commit-
tee to oversee all aspects of the government’s response 
to Covid-19 emergency); United Kingdom (the Joint 
Committee on Human Rights of the United Kingdom 
parliament has announced an inquiry into the human rights 
implications of the Government’s response to the coronavi-
rus crisis).

154 For example, Serbia (the National Assembly lifted the state 
of emergency on 6 May, only a week after finally reconven-
ing, far before the maximum 90 days).

2. JUDICIAL OVERSIGHT

Participating States committed to ensure that “the legal 

guarantees necessary to uphold the rule of law will re-

main in force during a state of public emergency” and 

to “provide in their law for control over the regulations 

related to the state of public emergency, as well as 

the implementation of such regulations.”155 The judicial 

oversight of emergency measures is required by the 

principles of legality and the rule of law and the “fun-

damental requirements of fair trial” must be ensured in 

emergency situations, as must be the right to an effec-

tive remedy, which is inherent in international human 

rights obligations.156

The complete shut-down of courts in certain coun-

tries has de facto impeded any access to an effective 

remedy provided by Art. 2 of the ICCPR and Art. 13 of 

the ECHR, be it for challenging restrictive measures 

introduced to respond to the pandemic or for other 

matters, especially those to protect the exercise of 

non-derogable and absolute rights (see section on 

Justice Systems). At times, for various reasons the 

highest courts were not operational even before the 

outbreak of the pandemic, which affected their ability to 

exercise their oversight functions.157 Having functioning 

courts is also necessary to maintain a viable balance 

of power during a state of emergency. Because vari-

ous measures may impact men and women differently, 

having effective judicial oversight may also safeguard 

against inequality.

Complete shut-down of courts in certain coun-

tries has de facto impeded access to an effec-

tive legal remedy.

A majority of states do not envisage in their constitutions 

specific modalities for seeking legal redress against 

declarations of state of emergency and implementing 

155 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.8.
156 See, CCPR General Comment no. 29, paras. 14 and 16, 

stating explicitly that only court may convict a person for 
a criminal offence and shall decide without delay on the 
lawfulness of detention, and that presumption of innocence 
must be respected.

157 For example, Albania, Armenia and Moldova.
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measures, which should mean that normal judicial 

avenues are applicable. In some instances, Covid-19 

emergency legislation included specific provisions con-

cerning judicial review.158 It is worth noting, though, that 

the participating States have diverse legal traditions 

where judicial oversight is exercised in different ways. In 

some countries, it is possible to challenge new legisla-

tion directly before a constitutional court or comparable 

institution, whereas in others, only the application of 

laws can be challenged in individual cases.

In some instances, judicial oversight was not effec-

tively exercised, for instance because constitutional 

or other courts or similar key institutions considered 

the measures to be excluded from judicial review or 

dismissed the case because it involved an abstract 

review,159 or due to other procedural reasons.160 In other 

cases, such as in Austria, certain restrictive measures 

were introduced using general internal orders rather 

158 For example, in France (newly introduced Art. L. 3131-18 
of the Public Health Code provides that emergency meas-
ures pursuant to such Code may be challenged before the 
administrative judge); Norway (Art. 6 of the Temporary 
Statutory Law to Remedy the Consequences of the 
Outbreak of Covid-19 which specifically states that court 
can adjudicate on both the lawfulness of the individual de-
cision that is made and of the regulations it is made under).

159 For example, in Cyprus, the administrative court dismissed 
a claim challenging the ministerial decree imposing restric-
tions on entry to the Republic of Cyprus for citizens and 
non-citizens alike, primarily because the Court considered 
the measures introduced by the challenged decree came 
within the scope of governmental acts and are as such ex-
cluded from judicial review (see Case 301/2020 of 16 April 
2020). Before the Constitutional Court of Switzerland, 
two judicial challenges against the legality of the COVID-19 
Ordinance 2 of 13 March 2020, one brought to the main 
Administrative Tribunal and the other to the Swiss Federal 
Tribunal were dismissed on the basis that Ordinance 2 
could not be subject to an abstract review; see Federal 
Tribunal’s judgment of 24 April 2020, 6B 276/2020; and 
Federal Administrative Tribunal’s decision of 15 April 2020, 
2C_280 / 2020). In Estonia, no court cases have been 
initiated to check the constitutionality of the emergency 
legislation, partly because of the Estonian system generally 
requires establishing a concrete case of harm.

160 For instance, the Constitutional Court of Czech Republic 
refused to annul the declaration of the state of emergency 
and the follow-up crisis measures, for procedural reasons; 
the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany refused to 
grant interim measures for failure to exhaust legal remedies 
before administrative courts, for instance in cases chal-
lenging the prohibition of a protest (20 March 2020), the 
Bavarian lockdown (18 April 2020) and rules on con-
tact limitation (24 April 2020).

than official regulations, which de facto prevents indi-

viduals from challenging them as such orders are not 

subject to judicial review. At times, cases failed on the 

merits when they were concerning general measures 

rather than individual administrative acts, essentially 

because public interest and the need to adopt meas-

ures to prevent infections weighed heavily on courts’ 

assessment.161

At the same time, there is a large and growing body of 

cases filed against emergency measures across the 

OSCE region, which have been brought before con-

stitutional and administrative courts. Several actions 

before constitutional courts were successful in chal-

lenging the constitutionality of emergency legislation 

or executive decrees or decisions.162 There are also 

several positive examples of how administrative or lo-

cal courts heard cases related to the pandemic and 

effectively controlled the powers of the executive.163 At 

161 For instance, in several decisions of the Federal 
Constitutional Court of Germany (7 April, 9 April 2020, 
10 April 2020).

162 For instance, Bosnia and Herzegovina (in its deci-
sion AP 1217/20 of 22 April 2020, the Constitutional 
Court considered restriction on freedom of movement 
for persons under 18 and over 65 years old, to consti-
tute a human rights violation, which led to the lifting of 
the measures); France (the Constitutional Council in its 
Decision n ° 2020-800 DC of 11 May 2020 held certain 
provisions of the Law extending the state of health emer-
gency to be unconstitutional, and provided interpretative 
reservations for some others); Romania (on 6 May 2020, 
the Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional 
Governmental decrees no.1/1999 and no.34/2020 on the 
regime of emergency measures stating that Presidential 
decree on establishment of restrictive measures should 
be subject to Parliamentary control and approval, and 
expressly declaring that restrictive measures should be 
established only through a law adopted by Parliament); 
Slovenia (the Constitutional Court’s order U-I-83/20-10 
of 16 April 2020 reviewed the validity of the Governmental 
decree restricting freedom of movement “until cancelation” 
and considered that it was not limited in temporality and 
therefore disproportionate). In Kosovo, on 31 March, the 
Constitutional Court declared government’s decision 
imposing restrictions on freedom of movement, privacy 
and freedom of assembly invalid, considering that appli-
cable laws do not authorize the Government to limit such 
constitutional rights and freedoms at the level of the entire 
territory and for the whole population without exception. 
Please see OSCE disclaimer on page 26.

163 For example, in Czech Republic (on 1 April, the Supreme 
Administrative Court ruled that the government acted 
ultra vires when it annulled by-elections to the Senate (the 
upper chamber of the Parliament) which were to take place 

https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-publikasjoner/Vedtak/Beslutninger/Lovvedtak/2019-2020/vedtak-201920-062/
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-publikasjoner/Vedtak/Beslutninger/Lovvedtak/2019-2020/vedtak-201920-062/
https://www.stortinget.no/no/Saker-og-publikasjoner/Vedtak/Beslutninger/Lovvedtak/2019-2020/vedtak-201920-062/
http://www.cylaw.org/cgi-bin/open.pl?file=/administrative/2020/202004-301-20ait300320.html
https://juricaf.org/arret/SUISSE-TRIBUNALFEDERALSUISSE-20200424-6B2762020
https://www.servat.unibe.ch/dfr/bger/2020/200415_2C_280-2020.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/03/rk20200320_1bvr066120.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/03/rk20200320_1bvr066120.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200418_1bvr082920.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200418_1bvr082920.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200418_1bvr082920.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200424_1bvr090020.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200424_1bvr090020.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200424_1bvr090020.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200407_1bvr075520.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200409_1bvr080220.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/qk20200410_1bvq002820.html
http://www.ccbh.ba/novosti/sjednice/?id=8df4d385-2c8c-494f-88c0-588d1ce062a2
http://www.ccbh.ba/novosti/sjednice/?id=8df4d385-2c8c-494f-88c0-588d1ce062a2
https://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr/actualites/communique/decision-n-2020-800-dc-du-11-mai-2020-communique-de-presse
http://www.ccr.ro/press-release-6-may-2020/
http://www.pisrs.si/Pis.web/pregledPredpisa?id=SKLU296
http://www.nssoud.cz/Volebni-senat-rozhodoval-o-existenci-politickeho-hnuti-pritom-se-vyjadril-k-vladou-odlozenym-volbam/art/32769
http://www.nssoud.cz/Volebni-senat-rozhodoval-o-existenci-politickeho-hnuti-pritom-se-vyjadril-k-vladou-odlozenym-volbam/art/32769
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the same time, some of these rulings are only interim 

relief decisions, which do not analyse compliance with 

human rights and fundamental freedoms. For judicial 

oversight to be effective, especially in a crisis context, 

there needs to be emergency procedures to challenge 

controversial measures, such as the petition for protec-

tion of fundamental freedoms before the French Council 

of State, which generally decides cases within 48 hours. 

Otherwise, this may render the judicial oversight mech-

anism meaningless.

There are several positive examples of admin-

istrative or local courts hearing cases related 

to the pandemic and effectively controlling the 

powers of the executive.

Finally, ODIHR has noted in some countries, legislative 

amendments or the emergency legislation itself has 

reduced or sought to reduce general judicial oversight 

functions, for instance pertaining to privacy, surveil-

lance and the gathering of personal data,164 which rais-

es additional concerns.

at the end of March; on 23 April, the Municipal Court in 
Prague annulled some of the restrictive measures issued 
by the Ministry of Health emphasizing that such wide 
restrictions of basic rights may should have been adopted 
by the government as a whole on the basis of the Crisis 
Act and not by the Minister of Health alone; other regular 
courts were able to check some measures issued by the 
executive related to, inter alia, freedom of movement, which 
influenced the government´s decision to ease some restric-
tions in early May); France (Council of State’s Ordinance 
of 8 June quashing the general procedure that before the 
National Court of Asylum cases would be heard by a single 
judge rather than a panel; Ordinance of 13 June suspend-
ing the ban of assemblies of more than 10 individuals ; and 
Ordinance of 18 May ordering the Government to lift the 
general and absolute ban on assembly in places of wor-
ship); Germany (the Federal Constitutional Court held on 
that the prohibition of assemblies in the city of Gießen and 
the refusal by the city of Stuttgart to process requests to 
hold protests/mass gatherings violated the right to freedom 
of peaceful assembly (see judgments of 15 April 2020 and 
of 17 April 2020).

164 For example, in Bulgaria (amendment to the Law on 
Electronic Communication, implemented through the 
Law on Emergency, which allows the police to ask 
Telecommunication companies for an “immediate ac-
cess” to traffic data of users, without judicial oversight); 
Denmark (the initial text of the emergency law was author-
izing the police to enter the homes of citizens, suspected 

3. OVERSIGHT BY NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 

INSTITUTIONS AND CIVIL SOCIETY

By flagging human rights issues and violations in 

emergency times, National Human Rights Institutions 

(NHRIs) effectively complement parliamentary and ju-

dicial oversight mechanisms. Especially when those 

mechanisms are not operational or ineffective, the role 

of NHRIs to hold the executive to account becomes 

essential. Across the OSCE region, NHRIs and inde-

pendent data protection authorities have been very 

active in providing opinions and recommendations on 

emergency measures and draft legislation, at times 

challenging the constitutionality of emergency meas-

ures, when they have the mandate to do so.165 Many of 

their statements and recommendations call the atten-

tion of public authorities to the need to tailor emergen-

cy responses and access to information to the needs 

of the most marginalized and vulnerable persons, in-

cluding older people, persons with disabilities, people 

in detention, homeless people, youth, victims of do-

mestic violence, migrants, asylum-seekers, victims of 

of being contaminated, without the authorization of a mag-
istrate); Slovenia (the Government proposal of the Corona 
Megalaw envisaged a radical expansion of the powers 
of the Police, including a new power to enter a dwelling 
without a court order to pursue the objective of enforcing 
anti-epidemic measures, which was, fortunately, only partly 
adopted once it reached the National Assembly); Poland 
has introduced important administrative fines for 
breach of lockdown orders but the recourse to administra-
tive rather than criminal measures avoids the obligation of a 
court hearing and the opportunity for defence.

165 See, COVID-19 and Human Rights, ENNHRI. For in-
stance, the Ombudsperson of Portugal issued several re-
quests for information and recommendations to the execu-
tive authorities; the NHRI of France provided observations 
to the Prime Minister on human rights concerns associated 
with the emergency measures and issued an opinion on 
the Law extending the State of Health Emergency; the 
NHRI of Monaco provided an opinion on emergency 
legislation and recommendations to Ministry of Health 
and Labour on amendments to labour code, as well as 
submitted an Amicus Curiae Brief before the Constitutional 
Court; the Commissioner for Human Rights of Poland 
provided numerous guidance notes to individuals on their 
rights during the crisis, while also participating in law-mak-
ing process and/or commenting on adopted emergency 
measures; the Avocatul Poporului of Romania challenged 
the constitutionality of Emergency Ordinance 34/2020 
before the Constitutional Court on the grounds that its 
provisions on contraventions and sanctions lack clarity and 
predictability and that the ordinance cannot have effects 
on constitutional rights, freedoms and duties.

https://www.mondaq.com/operational-impacts-and-strategy/938738/compensation-for-damage-incurred-in-relation-to-the-restrictions-implemented-by-the-ministry-of-health
https://www.mondaq.com/operational-impacts-and-strategy/938738/compensation-for-damage-incurred-in-relation-to-the-restrictions-implemented-by-the-ministry-of-health
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-8-juin-2020-juge-statuant-seul-et-recours-a-la-visioconference-a-la-cnda
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-13-juin-2020-manifestations-sur-la-voie-publique
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/ressources/decisions-contentieuses/dernieres-decisions-importantes/conseil-d-etat-18-mai-2020-rassemblements-dans-les-lieux-de-culte
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/rk20200415_1bvr082820.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2020/04/qk20200417_1bvq003720.html
https://verfassungsblog.de/an-emergency-by-any-other-name-measures-against-the-covid-19-pandemic-in-poland/
http://ennhri.org/covid-19/
https://www.rpo.gov.pl/pl/search/node/covid-19?
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trafficking and refugees. (see also sections on Human 

Rights Defenders and NHRIs). Additionally, in some 

countries, independent commissions have been or will 

be set up to review and evaluate the response to the 

pandemic.166

In a context where the parliament may not be able to 

exercise its oversight functions to the fullest extent, for 

instance due to physical distancing requirements, the 

oversight provided by media outlets and civil society 

and their freedom of expression more generally be-

comes especially important. However, civil society over-

sight has been impaired by various restrictive measures 

limiting their freedom of movement and access to the 

institutions they monitor, as well as freedom of expres-

sion and access to information, which have de facto 

prevented them from playing their role as watchdogs 

(see sections on Access to Information, Freedom of 

Association and NHRIs and human rights defenders).

4. OTHER OVERSIGHT MECHANISMS

In certain countries, the prosecutor general’s office 

has an oversight role.167 In such cases, it is essential 

that the said body/institution be independent or auton-

omous from the executive and does not substitute the 

role of the parliament and the judiciary to guarantee 

effective oversight. In other countries, public prosecu-

tors have been playing an active role in investigating 

potential mismanagement of the health crisis by the 

government or public entities.168

166 For example, in Sweden (government announced plan for 
independent commission that will review government han-
dling after the pandemic). In the United Kingdom, there 
have been calls for setting up a specific oversight mech-
anism to control Covid-19 powers similar to the United 
Kingdom’s Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation.

167 For example, in Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan,
168 For example, in Sweden (on 29 April 2020, the Swedish 

National Prosecutor announced that it is investigating 
a workplace environment crime after a nurse working at 
Karolinska University Hospital in Stockholm died of COVID-19, 
especially with regards to the lack of required appropriate 
safety equipment); in France (on 8 June, following the receipt 
of more than sixty complaints, Paris public prosecutor’s office 
opened a preliminary investigation into the criticized manage-
ment of the health crisis by the government).

5. TRANSPARENCY

In the Moscow Document (1991), participating States 

committed, in the context of a state of emergency, to 

“make available to [their] citizens information, without 

delay, about which measures have been taken.”169 Also, 

they committed “to maintain freedom of expression 

and freedom of information, consistent with their in-

ternational obligations and commitments, with a view 

to enabling public discussion on the observance of 

human rights and fundamental freedoms as well as on 

the lifting of the state of public emergency” and not to 

adopt “measures aimed at barring journalists from the 

legitimate exercise of their profession other than those 

strictly required by the exigencies of the situation.”170

A state of emergency should be guided by human 

rights and democratic principles, including transpar-

ency. Access to information, openness and transpar-

ency are necessary conditions for democratic govern-

ance and protection of human rights and should be the 

starting point of any response to emergencies such 

as the Covid-19 pandemic, especially to ensure prop-

er and effective oversight of the emergency response. 

Transparency and the right to access to information 

during a state of emergency require that media free-

dom is protected, as journalism serves a crucial func-

tion during the emergency, particularly when it aims 

to inform the public of critical information and monitor 

government actions.171 It is therefore concerning that 

some countries have explicitly stated that principle of 

decisional transparency will not apply during the state 

of emergency, whereas it is a time when it is probably 

the most needed.172 Also, as mentioned above, con-

169 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.3.
170 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.9.
171 See the Joint Statement of the UN Special Rapporteur on 

the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opin-
ion and expression, the OSCE RFoM and the IACHR Special 
Rapporteur for Freedom of Expression (19 March 2020).

172 For example, in Romania the Emergency Ordinance no. 
34 of March 26, 2020 amending and completing of the 
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 1/1999 on the 
state of siege and the state of emergency, introduced a 
new provision that states: “During the state of siege or the 
state of emergency, the legal norms regarding decisional 
transparency and social dialogue do not apply in the case 
of draft normative acts establishing measures applicable 
during the state of siege or state of emergency or which 
are a consequence of the establishment of these states”.

https://perma.cc/QK93-7ZBE
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/448849
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trary to OSCE commitments, access to public informa-

tion has been constrained in law or in practice173 (see 

173 For example, in Hungary the government does not 
provide public access to the relevant information regard-
ing Covid-19 cases and among other things, because 
briefings with the Emergency Task Force are not held 
in person, journalists must send in questions ahead of 
time and the government answers only selectively; the 
Governmental Decree No. 179 of 2020 (V.4.) on the dero-
gations from provisions regulating data subject requests 
and addressing data processing activities during state 
of danger makes it impossible to access data of public 
interest); the government in the Netherlands announced 
at the end of April that dealing with requests under access 
to information legislation about Covid-19-related policies 
would be put on hold until at least 1 June. In Slovenia, 
the government passed a law suspending most deadlines 

the sections on Access to Information and Democratic 

Law-making).

in administrative proceedings, including those under the 
Public Information Access Act, thus de facto suspend-
ing all freedom of information requests. In the United 
States of America, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) announced in March that they would only accept 
freedom of information requests sent by mail not through 
its online portal, though this has changed since then. 
Other countries such as Moldova, Poland, Serbia and 
the United Kingdom have adopted measures or have 
made announcements concerning the extension of the 
times that public officials have to respond to freedom of 
information requests or may in practice delay obtaining of 
public information.

RECOMMENDATIONS

States of emergency and derogations

• States should clearly identify what provisions of international human rights treaties they are derogating 

from, especially in their notifications to the UN, Council of Europe and ODIHR and ensure the public is 

aware of all derogations.

• States should immediately notify ODIHR of the proclamation of a state of emergency and of the derogated 

provisions of international treaties.

• States of emergency should be proclaimed based on unambiguous legislation, which meets requirements 

of international law, clearly describes powers of the executive, legislature and judiciary and potential re-

striction to human rights and fundamental freedoms.

• States should ensure a regular review mechanism to assess the necessity of the persistence of a state 

of emergency and the necessity and proportionality of the derogation in light of evolving circumstances 

is in place.

• Parliaments should oversee the declaration, prolongation and termination of a state of emergency, as well 

as the application of emergency powers, while ensuring participation of the opposition in such oversight 

mechanisms to ensure wide consensus.

Emergency Powers and Measures

• States should consider carrying out an ex-post review of how national legal regimes were prepared for 

the measures required by the pandemic with a view to maximize their preparedness and legal framework 

for future crises.

• Irrespective of whether a state of emergency is declared or not, measures introduced in such an emergen-

cy period require a solid legal basis, preferably in the constitution or overarching special legislation. The 

underlying legal framework for emergency powers and measures shall always provide a clear definition of 

the emergency powers and procedures, and stringent substantive and procedural safeguards similar to 

the ones provided in the context of a state of emergency. Safeguards should include solid and effective 
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oversight mechanisms, while ensuring that exceptional powers to respond to an emergency are strictly 

limited in time and in scope to what is necessary to deal with such an exceptional situation.

• Any emergency legal regime should provide a maximum duration for the exceptional legal regime and for 

sunset clauses, so that all related legal acts and measures taken during that period would cease to have 

effect at the end of the emergency.

• Irrespective of the legal basis, emergency measures should not confer unfettered discretion on the ex-

ecutive authorities and should lay down explicit conditions and limitations and should never provide an 

open-ended delegation of powers.

• To ensure the proportionality of emergency measures, the public authorities should provide justification 

for the introduction of the measure and their extension, including on the adequacy of the measures, on 

the weighing and balancing of other interests (including the impact on human rights, especially of the 

most vulnerable and marginalized persons or groups), and showing that less restrictive measures were 

considered but found not to be equally effective.

• Oversight mechanisms should be in place to regularly review and ensure the temporariness, appropri-

ateness and proportionality of the emergency legal regime and implementing measures, and that they 

are eased or terminated as soon as the situation allows.

• States are encouraged to refrain from overusing criminal legislation and penal sanctions to enforce compli-

ance with health emergency measures and more generally avoid application of disproportionate sanctions.

• The emergency legal framework and implementing measures should be designed with the aim of miti-

gating specific risks and vulnerabilities and respecting the rights of all, including women, persons with 

disabilities, older people, homeless people, individuals in detention and institutions, migrants, victims 

of trafficking, asylum-seekers, displaced persons and refugees, children and youth, minorities, LGBTI 

people.174

Oversight Mechanisms

• States should ensure the continuous and effective functioning of the parliament and courts to carry out 

their oversight functions, while also ensuring transparency in decision-making and access to information.

• States of emergency or other emergency powers should be proclaimed by the legislature granting ex-

traordinary powers to the executive or by executive decision subject to parliamentary approval.

• Effective oversight mechanisms should be embedded in the legal framework on states of emergency 

and on health emergencies, which should go beyond merely informing parliament and require both the 

approval of the declaration of emergency and implementing measures or serious restrictions, at least 

those that imply suspension of or seriously impact human rights and fundamental freedoms.

• States should ensure that emergency powers, the timeframe and application of the extraordinary meas-

ures are subject to periodic and effective parliamentary oversight.

• Judicial oversight should be available to review both the constitutionality and legality of the declaration 

of state of emergency, and the implementing measures, to evaluate the proportionality of the restrictions, 

as well as procedural fairness of application of the public emergency legislation.

• For judicial oversight to be effective, especially in an emergency context, there needs to be emergency 

procedures to challenge restrictive measures.

174 The Guidance Notes on Covid-19 Response published by the UN OHCHR offer useful practical recommendations and examples 
of good practices, especially on persons with disabilities, older persons, persons in detention and institutions, migrants, 
displaced persons and refugees, children and youth, minorities, gender, women’s rights and rights of LGBTI persons.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Disability/COVID-19_and_The_Rights_of_Persons_with_Disabilities.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Migration/OHCHRGuidance_COVID19_Migrants.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Women/COVID-19_and_Womens_Human_Rights.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/LGBT/LGBTIpeople.pdf
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Transparency

• The executive should strive to ensure transparency in its decision- and law-making processes and public 

debate, to the extent possible given the circumstances, if not at the very initial stage, at least later on, 

for example by publishing the experts’ opinions on which it relied to adopt emergency measures and/or 

broadcasting parliamentary debates and/or setting up platforms for dialogue with individuals.

• Except when certain limitations to access to information are prescribed by law, necessary and propor-

tionate to prevent specific, identifiable harm to legitimate interests, information should be available and 

accessible, especially to those who will be affected by executive decisions and their implementation, as 

well as by those in charge of the oversight to ensure accountability.
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I.2 ACCESS TO INFORMATION

The effectiveness of public health and related emergen-

cy measures depends to a large degree on the level of 

awareness of the target population. At the same time, 

the trust of the public in institutions and their readiness 

to follow guidelines and regulations is dependent on the 

level of transparency and the access of the public to in-

formation such as data, statistics, documentation of de-

liberations and decision-making processes. During the 

pandemic and the introduction of emergency measures 

in participating States, the right to seek information has 

been affected by legal or de facto limitations, and ef-

fective access has not always been consistently upheld.

The ability to seek, receive and impart information ef-

fectively is part of the right to freedom of expression, 

which is protected under international human rights 

law.175 Art. 19 of the ICCPR provides that this right may 

only be subject to such limitations that are provided 

by law and are necessary for the respect of rights and 

reputations of others and for the protection of national 

security, public order or public health or morals. Apart 

from the requirement of following a legitimate aim, lim-

itations must be prescribed by law in a precise, cer-

tain and foreseeable manner, must be necessary in a 

democratic society and proportional to the aim they 

pursue. The scope of the right to freedom of expression 

includes “the freedom to seek, receive and impart in-

formation and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, 

either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or 

through any other media of his choice.”176 According 

to the UN Human Rights Committee, “Article 19, para-

graph 2 embraces a right of access to information held 

by public bodies. Such information includes records 

held by a public body, regardless of the form in which 

the information is stored, its source and the date of 

production.” The jurisprudence of the European Court 

of Human Rights also highlights that denial of access to 

information constitutes an interference with the right to 

freedom of expression.177 While evaluating compatibility 

175 Art. 19 of the ICCPR and Art. 10 of the ECHR.
176 ICCPR, Art. 19.2.
177 See e.g. Sdruženi Jihočeské Matky v. Czech Republic 

(2006), Társaság A Szabadságjogokért v. Hungary 

of the restrictions with the requirements of the ECHR, 

the Court applies a three-part test assessing whether 

restrictions are prescribed by law, aim to protect one 

of the interests listed in Art. 10 (2) and if they are “nec-

essary in a democratic society” to protect that interest.

The UN Human Rights Committee’s General Comment 

No. 34178 and several reports by the UN Special 

Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right 

to freedom of opinion and expression, provide further 

guidance on the freedom of access to information and 

the way an enabling legal framework should be shaped. 

This includes the maximum disclosure principle, the 

presumption of the public nature of meetings and key 

documents, broad definitions of the type of information 

that should be accessible, reasonable fees and time 

limits, independent reviews of refusals and sanctions 

for non-compliance.179 The UN Special Rapporteur’s 

latest report on disease pandemics and the freedom 

of opinion and expression states that “it is not as if a 

health crisis, such as a pandemic, limits the importance 

of access to information or the role of accountability 

in ensuring that government operates in accordance 

with the best interests of its people. To the contra-

ry, a public health threat strengthens the arguments 

for open government, for it is only by knowing the full 

scope of the threat posed by disease that individuals 

and their communities can make appropriate personal 

choices and public health decisions.”180 Several OSCE 

(2009), Youth Initiative for Human Rights v. Serbia (2013), 
Österreichische Vereinigung zur Erhaltung, Stärkung und 
Schaffung eines wirtschaftlich gesunden land- und forst-
wirtschaftlichen Grundbesitzes v. Austria (2013).

178 UN Human Rights Committee General Comment No. 
34, Freedom of Opinion and Expression, CCPR/C/GC/34, 
21 July, 2011.

179 Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of 
Information and Expression to the General Assembly 
on the right to access information (4 September 2013), 
A/68/362, submitted to the UN Human Rights Council, 
14th session, 20 April 2010

180 See the Joint Statement of the UN Special Rapporteur 
on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom 
of opinion and expression, the OSCE Representative on 
Freedom of the Media and the IACHR Special Rapporteur 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-92171
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-120955
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press?i=003-4586825-5545493
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press?i=003-4586825-5545493
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng-press?i=003-4586825-5545493
https://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/gc34.pdf
https://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrc/docs/gc34.pdf
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N13/464/76/PDF/N1346476.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N13/464/76/PDF/N1346476.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N13/464/76/PDF/N1346476.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N13/464/76/PDF/N1346476.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/448849
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documents reinforce participating States’ international 

commitments on seeking, receiving and imparting in-

formation of all kinds.181 In the Helsinki Final Act (1975), 

the participating States committed to making it “their 

aim to facilitate the freer and wider dissemination of in-

formation of all kinds.”182 In the Copenhagen Document 

(1990), participating States committed to safeguard-

ing the right to freedom of expression, including the 

freedom “to receive and impart information and ideas 

without interference by public authority and regardless 

of frontiers.”183 The Istanbul Document (1999) reiterated 

the importance of the public’s access to information.184

It is only by knowing the full scope of the threat 

posed by disease that individuals and their 

communities can make appropriate personal 

choices and public health decisions.

Developments pertaining to the access to information 

and areas of concern in participating States fall within 

the following main categories: restrictions to access 

to public information, restrictions on dissemination of 

information (either by media, NGOs or individuals) about 

the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and monopolizing the 

flow of public health information. During the pandem-

ic, many participating States limited access to public 

information by, for example, stating that information 

requests will not be answered for a specific time period 

or during states of emergency or similar measures or 

by extending the usual deadlines set by legislation or 

by-laws given to public institutions for complying with 

information requests.185 In some participating States, 

for Freedom of Expression (19 March 2020); see also 
Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom 
of Information and Expression- Disease pandem-
ics and the freedom of opinion and expression A/
HRC/44/49 para. 20.

181 Concluding Document of Vienna (1989), para. 34 and 
Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 9.1.

182 Helsinki Final Act (1975) Heading 2. “Information.”
183 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 9.1.
184 Istanbul Document (1999), para. 26.
185 For example, the government of the Netherlands 

announced at the end of April that dealing with requests 
under access to information legislation about Covid-19-
related policies would be put on hold until at least 1 June; 
In Slovenia, the government passed a law suspending 

access was limited on logistical grounds, for exam-

ple, the fact that it was not possible to submit free-

dom of information requests in person.186 Despite not 

amending applicable legislation, the pandemic has, in 

some participating States, led to requests not being 

answered within the required timeframes or at all. Some 

participating States also differentiated between “urgent” 

and “non-urgent” information requests.187 Access to 

information for journalists has been particularly affected 

and regulated under a different scheme in some par-

ticipating States.

Although during a state of emergency States may have 

legitimate reasons for introducing special rules on ac-

cess to particular types of public information, blanket or 

indefinite suspensions are clearly disproportionate. Also, 

overly long deadlines covering all access to information 

most deadlines in administrative proceedings, including 
those under the Public Information Access Act, thus de 
facto suspending all freedom of information requests. In 
the United States, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) announced in March that they would only accept 
freedom of information requests sent by mail not through 
its online portal, though this has changed since then. Other 
countries such as Moldova, Poland, Serbia and the 
United Kingdom have adopted measures or have made 
announcements concerning the extension of the times 
that public officials must respond to freedom of informa-
tion requests or may in practice delay obtaining public 
information. In Georgia, using the powers granted by the 
Presidential Decree of 21 March on State of Emergency, 
the Government suspended deadlines set by legislation 
regarding requests for public information; in Hungary, 
under Decree No. 179/2020, issued on 4 May 2020, the 
period for responding to requests was extended to 45 
days (instead of 15 days), which may then be extended one 
time for another 45 days; In Moldova, the Commission 
for Exceptional Situations, the body that co-ordinates the 
emergency response, extended the time permitted for re-
sponding to requests for public information from 15 days to 
45 days. On 16 April, the People’s Advocate (ombuds insti-
tution), which among other functions is responsible for right 
to information (RTI) oversight, called on the Commission for 
Exceptional Situations to revoke the extended deadline, ar-
guing it was unconstitutional. Romania passed measures 
that have extended the times during which public officials 
must respond to freedom of information from 10 to 20 days.

186 In Hungary, requests for information cannot be submitted 
in-person or orally under Decree No. 179/2020, issued on 
4 May 2020; in Russian Federation, the closure of many 
regional government bodies means it is not possible to 
request information.

187 Italy’s government suspended action on requests that are 
“not urgent and cannot be postponed” from March 8 to May 
31, but did not specify whether Covid-19-related requests 
fall under the “urgent” category,

https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
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requests can, in essence, encroach on the right to ac-

cess to information as some of the submitted requests 

are likely to be time sensitive. This is particularly the 

case for requests made in relation to the pandemic re-

sponse of governments and public institutions. In these 

cases, delaying the response to requests or putting 

all requests on hold without taking into consideration 

their subject matter or their urgency will likely make the 

information of limited use once it is eventually made 

accessible. States should therefore avoid overly broad 

and blanket restrictions, and ensure procedures and 

regulations are developed that will enable them to con-

tinue providing access to public information, including 

to the media, during states of emergency or similar 

measures.188 In particular, and notwithstanding extraor-

dinary circumstances, states should aim at providing 

public information related to the state’s response to 

an emergency situation in the shortest possible time, 

instead of imposing overly board restrictions.

Of particular concern are restrictions related to the 

publishing of information about the ongoing Covid-19 

pandemic. Some countries restricted access to gov-

ernment press conferences or limited opportunities to 

ask questions directly during the pandemic,189 while 

others have specifically forbidden the media from pub-

lishing news on Covid-19 from sources other than those 

released officially by government.190 There have been 

cases when participating States adopted or amended 

188 See, Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom 
of Information and Expression- Disease pandemics 
and the freedom of opinion and expression para. 21.

189 On 7 April 2020, the government of the Federation of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina issued a decision restricting 
access to press conferences for the media. The deci-
sion stipulates that only three media representatives 
can be present at press conferences given by the Crisis 
Management Headquarters. In Serbia the government 
decided to hold daily press conferences on Covid-19 
related updates without the physical presence of journal-
ists. Journalists could send questions via email half an hour 
before the conference. Independent media outlets report-
ed that many of the questions they sent prior to the press 
conference have not been answered, especially those 
related to public procurements and overall transparency.

190 For example, Armenia (Decree on the State of Emergency, 
adopted on 23 March, though this prohibition was lifted 
later, see RFoM statement welcoming Armenia’s lifting 
the ban on COVID- related news from sources other than 
the government; and Serbia (Government Decision of 28 
March 2020).

legislation provisions, or used existing ones, to crim-

inalize the dissemination of so-called “false informa-

tion” on the pandemic. 191 (See section on Freedom of 

Association and Human Rights Defenders)

While the wish of public authorities to combat 

information that may contribute to damaging 

public health is understandable during a health 

emergency, this goal is best achieved by en-

suring access to independent and pluralistic 

sources of information.

States may impose certain restrictions to the freedom 

of expression, inter alia, to protect public health or the 

rights of others. However, they also have an obligation 

to demonstrate the necessity and proportionality of 

means chosen.192 Criminal law is one of the most intru-

sive forms of interference with the freedom of expres-

sion and should be applied only in exceptional circum-

stances. Apart from that, the dominant position of the 

government makes it necessary for it to display restraint 

in resorting to criminal proceedings, particularly where 

other means are available for replying to the unjustified 

attacks of its adversaries and criticisms in the media.193 

While the wish of public authorities to combat informa-

tion that may contribute to damaging public health is 

understandable during a health emergency, this goal 

is best achieved by ensuring access to independent 

and pluralistic sources of information.194 Instead of 

191 For example, Azerbaijan, Hungary, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Russian Federation, Spain, 
Turkey and Uzbekistan. Further, in Bulgaria, the 
President partially vetoed a controversial law on emergen-
cy measures that would have introduced prison sentences 
for spreading false information about infectious diseases. 
The government of the Republika Srpska (Bosnia and 
Herzegovina) issued a decree on 18 March that prohibit-
ed causing “panic and disorder” by publishing or trans-
mitting false news during a state of emergency, which has 
been withdrawn since then. See also, press releases by 
the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media on sev-
eral legislative initiatives trying to stem the dissemination of 

“false information”.
192 General Comment No. 34 on Art. 19: Freedom of opinion 

and expression, para. 35.
193 Castells v. Spain, 1992, para. 46.
194 See, the press release of the OSCE Representative on 

Freedom of the Media on Occasion of World Press 
Day 2020.

https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/449290
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451330
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451330
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451330
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heavy-handed approaches, such as application of crim-

inal or administrative sanctions, states should consider 

confronting alleged or actual disinformation by provid-

ing access to credible and comprehensive data.

Journalism plays a crucial role in the dissemination of 

information, particularly in an emergency, and media 

freedom needs to be protected if the right of access 

to information is to be guaranteed.195 Apart from that, 

such provisions have a chilling effect on associations 

and civil society in general and are incompatible with in-

ternational standards for restrictions on freedom of ex-

pression (see section on the Freedom of Association).196

Moreover, a crucial aspect of ensuring access to re-

liable and open public health information is the effec-

tive and non-discriminatory access to readily availa-

ble information of specific groups of people, including, 

linguistic minorities, migrants and refugees, rural or 

isolated communities or persons with disabilities. 

According to the Convention on the Rights of Persons 

with Disabilities (CPRD), states parties are under an 

obligation to ensure access to “information, communi-

cations and other services, including electronic services 

and emergency services” for persons with disabilities 

on an equal basis with others.197 It is concerning that 

many public information awareness campaign mes-

sages about Covid-19 are on platforms and formats to 

which persons with disabilities may have limited access. 

During the pandemic, it is vital that persons with disabil-

ities have equal access to lifesaving information to help 

them make informed decisions about steps they can 

take to protect themselves and on how they can avail 

195 See, Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom 
of Information and Expression- Disease pandem-
ics and the freedom of opinion and expression A/
HRC/44/49 par 30.

196 See para. 2 (a) of the Joint Declaration on Freedom of 
Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and 
Propaganda (3 March 2017) by the OSCE Representative 
on Freedom of the Media, UN Special Rapporteur on 
Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the Organization 
of American States’ Special Rapporteur on Freedom 
of Expression and the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 
Expression and Access to Information, that calls for the 
abolishment of such provisions.

197 See Art. 9 para. 1b of the Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities

themselves of services and necessities. Governments 

at all levels should provide accurate, accessible and 

timely information about Covid-19, its prevention and 

services offered, as well as about the related emer-

gency measures, movement restrictions and hygiene 

regulations. Telecom companies can also ensure that 

vital information is available in multiple formats such 

as SMS, audio, visual and in disability-friendly formats. 

Therefore, it is recommended for states to implement 

the WHO Guidelines on disability considerations during 

the Covid-19 outbreak.198

GOOD PRACTICES

Some States took positive steps to ensure access to 

information throughout the pandemic, for example the 

government of Ireland has clarified that the authorities 

must comply with the terms of its freedom of informa-

tion legislation despite the pandemic and that deadlines 

cannot be extended or obligations limited due to office 

closures199 and that such laws do not permit for ex-

tending timeframes or otherwise limiting obligations on 

the ground of office closures due to health and safety. 

Some other participating States have made efforts to 

make public information about the Covid-19 pandemic 

accessible to persons with disabilities.200

198 World Health Organization “Disability considerations 
during the COVID-19 outbreak” p 5. See also HCNM 
recommendations on streamlining diversity and on 
short-term responses that support social cohesion.

199 According to the Ireland’s Freedom of Information website, 
the authorities must comply with the terms of the Freedom 
of Information Act, despite the pandemic. This law does 
not permit for extending timeframes or otherwise limiting 
obligations on the ground of office closures due to health 
and safety. The statement also provides that the website 
should be updated to clarify potential disruptions to the 
service due to reduced staffing or closures and to redirect 
requesters towards online channels.

200 France created customized information for persons with 
disabilities. The country’s main website on the pandem-
ic has a section dedicated to persons with disabilities, 
including hotlines for persons with various impairments 
and information presented in Easy-Read format. Germany, 
Italy and Romania have also made efforts to create 
communications in Easy-Read format. The Public Health 
Agency of Sweden too has ensured that key messages 
have reached the visually impaired by publishing three 
different brochures about Covid-19 in braille and as sound 
files. They have also published public health recommen-
dations in numerous languages spoken by its immigrant 
communities, after it emerged that the rate of infection 
among immigrants was disproportionately high.

https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/44/49
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796
https://www.osce.org/fom/302796
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjHz8ae2PfpAhXBrIsKHWNbA_QQFjABegQIAxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Fdocs%2Fdefault-source%2Finaugural-who-partners-forum%2Fenglish-covid-19-disability-briefing.pdf%3Fsfvrsn%3D8a1aa727_1%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1BAlolAP24QiPdmbuVrqa6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjHz8ae2PfpAhXBrIsKHWNbA_QQFjABegQIAxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Fdocs%2Fdefault-source%2Finaugural-who-partners-forum%2Fenglish-covid-19-disability-briefing.pdf%3Fsfvrsn%3D8a1aa727_1%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1BAlolAP24QiPdmbuVrqa6
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/8/a/450433.pdf
https://www.osce.org/hcnm/449170
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Avoid blanket suspensions of access to information requests. Instead, governments should develop 

procedures and regulations that will enable them to continue to provide access to public information, 

including to the media, during state of emergency or similar regimes. In particular, public information 

related to the state’s response to an emergency situation must be provided to the public without delay.

• States should refrain from adopting and repeal any offenses pertaining to the dissemination of so-called 

“false information” or other similar provisions and instead ensure access to independent and pluralistic 

sources of information.

• States should ensure access of readily available, accurate and accessible information for all groups in 

society, including linguistic minorities, migrants and refugees, rural or isolated communities or persons 

with disabilities.
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I.3 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES AND ELECTRONIC 
SURVEILLANCE

Since the outbreak of Covid-19, various technological 

measures and tools have been introduced globally to 

help monitor and track the spread of the virus. These 

tools include outbreak analysis and response, proximity 

or contact tracing, and symptom tracking tools. 201

Despite the potential efficiency of various technologi-

cal means in collecting statistical data and monitoring 

populations, such technologies carry their own risks, 

particularly with regards to the right to privacy and oth-

er fundamental freedoms. Challenges for technologi-

cal solutions include complex data management and 

data storage requirements, sale and use of data for 

commercial purposes, extensive security measures 

combined with aggregation and anonymization of data 

and the possibility of unwarranted surveillance. They 

also carry risks for provision of incorrect medical advice 

based on self-reported symptoms, and the systematic 

exclusion of some members of society who cannot 

access such technologies. In addition, as pointed out 

by the WHO, the effectiveness of these technologies 

“depends largely upon the underlying technology de-

sign and implementation approach but also on other 

factors, such as the level of uptake and the levels of 

confidence and trust that a population may vest in a 

chosen solution.”202 Therefore, digital tools can only be 

effective when integrated into an existing public health 

system that includes health services personnel, testing 

services and manual contact tracing infrastructure.203

201 “To increase the chances that [contact tracing] efforts will 
be effective, trusted, and legal, use of technology in the 
contact tracing space should be conceived of and planned 
with extensive safeguards to protect private informa-
tion from the beginning.” A National Plan to Enable 
Comprehensive COVID-19 Case Finding and Contact 
Tracing in the US, Johns Hopkins University, 2020.

202 Ethical considerations to guide the use of digital 
proximity tracking technologies for COVID-19 con-
tact tracing, WHO, May 2020.

203 Ibid.

Despite the potential efficiency of technolog-

ical means in collecting statistical data and 

monitoring populations, such technologies 

carry their own risks, particularly with regards 

to the right to privacy and other fundamental 

freedoms.

Given the broad implications on the human dimension, 

ODIHR monitored the use of electronic surveillance to 

tackle the spread of Covid-19 in April and May 2020.204 

ODIHR has identified challenges and concerns, as well 

as good practices pertaining to various electronic mon-

itoring regimens introduced in participating States. This 

section analyzes trends and risks connected to the use 

of information technologies, identifies areas of concern 

and provides recommendations to states, aiming to en-

able an effective and human rights compliant approach.

International human rights law provides a clear frame-

work for the promotion and protection of the rights 

to privacy and to protection of personal data. In the 

Moscow Document (1991), participating States recog-

nized “the right to the protection of private and family 

life, domicile, correspondence and electronic commu-

nications.” They further affirmed that “in order to avoid 

any improper or arbitrary intrusion by the State in the 

204 Between 7 April and 11 May, ODIHR monitored the situa-
tion pertaining to the Covid-19 outbreak and the introduc-
tion of electronic surveillance measures in response to the 
pandemic across the OSCE region. The monitoring activity 
was conducted through desk research and verification of 
publicly available information from official communications 
and/or reputable media channels. The exercise focused on 
the assessment of how many States have introduced elec-
tronic surveillance in the context of states of emergency 
or otherwise, the types of surveillance methods that were 
introduced (i.e. mobile applications, geo-location tracking, 
etc.) without the assessment of a specific technology used, 
the nature of mobile applications that were developed 
as a main pandemic response measure, and how it may 
have affected right to privacy. Finally, ODIHR has collected 
information as to the impact of these measures on several 
vulnerable groups.

https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
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realm of the individual, which would be harmful to any 

democratic society, the exercise of this right will be 

subject only to such restrictions as are prescribed by 

law and are consistent with internationally recognized 

human rights standards.”205 The right to privacy is also 

firmly enshrined in international human rights law.206 In 

December 2013, the United Nations General Assembly 

adopted Resolution 68/167207, which raised concerns 

over the possible negative effect of surveillance meas-

ures, interception of communications and the collection 

of personal data, in particular when carried out on a 

mass scale, on the exercise and enjoyment of human 

rights, especially the right to privacy.

The pandemic has justified and indeed necessitated 

the introduction of emergency measures of various 

kinds (see section I.1 above). Many of these measures 

are tied to finding carriers of the virus and tracing their 

contacts and movements. International human rights 

law stresses that any surveillance measures introduced 

must contain safeguards from abuse and minimize in-

terference into private life.208 They should, therefore: 

1) be in accordance with the law, 2) pursue a legiti-

mate aim or aims and 3) be proportionate to the aim 

pursued. Moreover, it is also crucial to ensure that the 

necessary data protection safeguards are implement-

ed when adopting extraordinary measures to protect 

public health. Furthermore, the Interim Guidance of the 

WHO outlines several principles of ethical and appropri-

ate use of surveillance technologies to address the pan-

demic, including time limitation, proportionality, data 

205 Moscow Document (1991), para. 24.
206 As set out in Art. 12 of the UDHR and Art. 17 of the ICCPR. 

The right to privacy is also protected from unlawful and un-
necessary government surveillance by Art. 8 of the ECHR. 
The Council of Europe Convention for the Protection 
of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of 
Personal Data, complements the ECHR by setting up prin-
ciples of data minimisation, proportionality, and accounta-
bility towards data controllers, as well as promotes greater 
transparency of data processing. See Convention for the 
Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic 
Processing of Personal Data, Council of Europe, 1981 “ 
Convention 108”; see its modernised version, Convention 
108+. Forty-seven participating States have acceded to this 
convention.

207 A/RES/68/167, The right to privacy in the digital age, 18 
December 2013.

208 International health regulations – 2nd ed. Geneva; 
WHO, 2005; Surveillance strategies for COVID-19 
human infection: interim guidance, WHO, May 2020.

minimization, voluntariness, transparency and clarity, 

privacy-preserving data storage and accountability.209

ODIHR monitored and analysed types of electronic sur-

veillance (e.g., mobile applications, geolocation track-

ing),210 as well as challenges, concerns, and good practic-

es pertaining to various surveillance regimes introduced in 

participating States as a response to the pandemic. As of 

11 May, 38 States had introduced some form of enhanced 

electronic surveillance measures in the context of the 

emergency and three more expressed the intention to do 

so. The most common rationale of these measures has 

been to monitor compliance with mandated quarantine 

and isolation meant to prevent the spread of the SARS-

CoV-2 virus, to gather information and raise the popula-

tion’s awareness about this infectious disease outbreak.

Twenty-eight states have developed and are 

already using various types of mobile applica-

tions aimed at collecting and analysing individ-

uals’ private information, such as geograph-

ic location or Covid-19 related health data of 

those under epidemiological supervision. 

In order to respond to the pandemic, participating 

States have developed and introduced various digital 

tracking technologies to manage people and identify, 

assess and isolate individuals who may have been ex-

posed to the virus. Among such technologies the most 

widely spread are mobile applications facilitating mo-

bile device geo-tracking.211 Twenty-eight participating 

States have developed and are already using various 

types of mobile applications aimed at collecting and 

analysing individuals’ private information such as ge-

ographic location or Covid-19 related health data of 

those under epidemiological supervision.

209 Ethical considerations to guide the use of digital 
proximity tracking technologies for COVID-19 con-
tact tracing, Interim Guidance, WHO, 28 May 2020.

210 Geolocalization is the identification or estimation of the re-
al-world geographic location of an object, such as a radar 
source, mobile phone, or Internet-connected computer 
terminal. The word geolocation also refers to the latitude 
and longitude co-ordinates of a particular location.

211 Geo-tracking: Identifying a person’s current, physical 
location by obtaining GPS (Global Positioning System) data 
from their smartphones or other GPS-enabled devices.

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=108&CL=ENG
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=108&CL=ENG
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/QueVoulezVous.asp?NT=108&CL=ENG
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/43883/9789241580410_eng.pdf?sequence=1
https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/332051
https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/332051
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
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Among different mobile applications, digital contact trac-

ing (or proximity tracing) enabled applications212 have 

been increasingly adopted by authorities.213 These ap-

plications rely on tracking systems, most often based on 

mobile devices proximity sensors, to determine contact 

between an infected person and another user.214 Among 

participating States that have opted for the use of mobile 

applications, 20 employ them for individual contact trac-

ing and two for monitoring groups and gatherings. Ten 

countries are resorting to self-diagnostic or symptom 

tracking applications where residents can report whether 

they have symptoms of infection, suspect that they con-

tracted the infection or have recovered from it, or report 

that neither is the case. Unlike self-diagnostic applica-

tions, individuals or citizens reporting mobile applications 

developed and employed in two participating States en-

courage people to report fellow citizens for breaking the 

rules of epidemiological supervision (i.e., leaving home 

isolation) or commercial entities for non-compliance with 

precautionary or lock-down measures. Quarantine en-

forcement applications have been launched in five States.

Despite growing popularity among participating States, 

such technologies can lead to serious violations of the 

212 Digital contact tracing: It is a method of contact tracing 
relying on tracking systems, most often based on mobile 
devices proximity sensors, to determine contact between 
an infected patient and a user. It came to public promi-
nence during the pandemic.

213 Use of Mobile Apps for epidemic surveillance and 
response – availability and gaps, Global Security, 2020

214 The Challenge of Proximity Apps For COVID-19 Contact 
Tracing, Crocker, Opsahl and Cyphers, 10 April 2020

right to privacy, particularly when they are not tempo-

rary, transparent, voluntary at each step, reliable, free of 

commercial interest and proportionate to their primary 

purpose.215 The WHO, several NGOs, research centres, 

scientists and experts from across the OSCE region 

have expressed the need to examine the effectiveness 

of such technological solutions, as well as their legal 

and social impact before deploying them at scale.216

Tracking technologies can lead to serious vio-

lations of the right to privacy, particularly when 

they are not temporary, transparent, voluntary 

at each step, reliable, free of commercial inter-

est and proportionate to their purpose.

While enabling the downloading and use of mobile ap-

plications for the digital tracing of infected individuals, 

the free and informed consent of the person in ques-

tion is necessary. At the same time, the use of such 

applications even on a voluntary basis does not sug-

gest that the processing of personal data is necessarily 

based on consent. In the majority of cases, government 

215 The challenge of proximity apps for COVID-19 con-
tact tracing. Electronic Frontier Foundation; 2020.

216 Ethical considerations to guide the use of digital 
proximity tracking technologies for COVID-19 con-
tact tracing, Interim Guidance, 28 May 2020; Muller, C, 
et al (2020), ‘Inzake: COVID-19 tracking- en tracin-
gapp en gezondheidsapp’, Letter sent to Minister-
president, Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport, and 
Minister of Justice and Security, 13 April 2020.

Individual contact tracing

Quarantine enforcement

Citizens reporting

Groups gathering / non-individual tracing

Self-diagnostic / symptom-tracking

2

2
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10

21

Number of states using the application
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https://jglobalbiosecurity.com/articles/10.31646/gbio.39/
https://jglobalbiosecurity.com/articles/10.31646/gbio.39/
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/04/challenge-proximity-apps-covid-19-contact-tracing
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/04/challenge-proximity-apps-covid-19-contact-tracing
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/04/challenge-proximity-apps-covid-19-contact-tracing
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/04/challenge-proximity-apps-covid-19-contact-tracing
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/WHO-2019-nCoV-Ethics_Contact_tracing_apps-2020.1
https://allai.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Online-versie-Brief-Minister-President-Rutte-Ministers-De-Jonge-Van-Rijn-Grapperhaus-de-heerSijbesma-inzake-COVID-19-tracking-en-tracing-en-gezondheidsapps.pdf
https://allai.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Online-versie-Brief-Minister-President-Rutte-Ministers-De-Jonge-Van-Rijn-Grapperhaus-de-heerSijbesma-inzake-COVID-19-tracking-en-tracing-en-gezondheidsapps.pdf
https://allai.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Online-versie-Brief-Minister-President-Rutte-Ministers-De-Jonge-Van-Rijn-Grapperhaus-de-heerSijbesma-inzake-COVID-19-tracking-en-tracing-en-gezondheidsapps.pdf
https://allai.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2020/04/Online-versie-Brief-Minister-President-Rutte-Ministers-De-Jonge-Van-Rijn-Grapperhaus-de-heerSijbesma-inzake-COVID-19-tracking-en-tracing-en-gezondheidsapps.pdf
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officials or private entities across the OSCE region in-

volved in the development of mobile applications did 

not provide adequate information on the duration of 

the monitoring period or on how tracing data would be 

collected, nor on who would have access to the health 

data processed in tracing activities, the method of data 

destruction and the purposes for which the data could 

be used. With the exception of some countries which 

clearly introduced time-bound mobile applications and 

provided information to the public related to data pro-

tection and safeguards such as the data retention and 

data storage,217 it is still unclear how long after removing 

the application from the mobile device the personal in-

formation will be stored and be available for government 

authorities or third parties.

In several countries218 some mobile applications were 

compulsory. This not only raises some equity concerns 

(the population’s access to smartphone devices and 

financial resources to use them) but also poses serious 

risks of arbitrary collection of personal information due 

to the wide range of data-collection capabilities of such 

applications. Often, users are required to provide their 

names, mobile numbers and passport details. Data 

collection, retention and processing should be limited 

to the minimum necessary amount of data that are 

needed to achieve the public health objective and com-

ply with the principle of data minimization. Thus, the 

coerced use of mobile applications can diminish trust 

in the system and undermine the effectiveness of public 

health measures.

In nine participating States, the operators of mobile 

network communications and banks were requested 

to provide citizens’ location data, detailed records of 

telephony, Internet traffic information, bank account de-

tails and transaction data on the use of electronic pay-

ment instruments (bank cards) to specific government 

217 Latvia and Sweden, where the Public Health Agency 
uses mobile data to analyse how people move around the 
country. The authority accesses the information from the 
mobile operator Telia by collecting anonymised and aggre-
gated data from its mobile phone customers. Researchers 
at Lund University created a smartphone app, to map the 
spread of covid-19 by following private persons reporting 
their symptoms on the app.

218 Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Russian Federation and 
Turkey.

authorities often without the individuals’ consent.219 This 

measure was intended as a tracking tool for people di-

agnosed with Covid-19. Four States have already tested 

biometric bracelets220 or rings as means to track individ-

uals’ compliance with isolation and quarantine orders.221 

Some states222 conduct blanket data collection of all 

mobile activity including calls, messages, and related 

metadata (time, destination, etc.). 223

Several countries employed CCTV cameras equipped 

with facial recognition224 to enforce quarantine225 or 

have significantly expanded their video surveillance ca-

pabilities.226 The use of such invasive video surveillance 

and facial recognition systems poses serious privacy 

concerns as they rely on the capture, extraction, stor-

age or sharing of people’s biometric facial data often 

in absence of explicit consent or prior notice. Eight 

219 Europe’s Other Coronavirus Victim: Information and 
Data Rights, BIRN, 24 March 2020. The nine countries 
are Armenia, Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Canada, Estonia, Germany, Italy, and Serbia. To pro-
vide more information on enforcement, additional research 
will be required.

220 Biometric bracelets: Biometrics is the science of measur-
ing biological signs. Biometric bracelets are devices that 
send data on vital bodily metrics such as skin temperature, 
breathing rate and heart rate, etc.

221 Germany, Liechtenstein, Romania, and the United 
States.

222 For example, Serbia. Mobile phone tracking and track-
ing of bank payments were also carried out by Armenia, 
Austria, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Canada, Estonia, 
Germany, and Italy.

223 Europe’s Other Coronavirus Victim: Information and 
Data Rights, BIRN, 24 March 2020.

224 Facial recognition technology is a category of biometric 
software that maps an individual’s facial features mathe-
matically and stores the data as a faceprint. The software 
uses deep learning algorithms to compare a live capture 
or digital image to the stored faceprint in order to verify an 
individual’s identity.

225 As illustrated by the case from the left bank of the 
Moldovan region of Transdniestra: Transnistria uses 
facial recognition to identify quarantine violators, 
Privacy International, 2020.

226 In Russia, authorities were reported to have installed 
100,000 new CCTV cameras, see 100,000 cameras: 
Moscow uses facial recognition to enforce quaran-
tine, France24, 24 March 2020. Activists concerned about 
the use of facial recognition over privacy filed lawsuits 
against Moscow’s Department of Technology which 
manages the capital’s video surveillance program, seeking 
to ban the technology’s use at mass events and protests. 
Russian court says facial recognition tech does not 
violate privacy, April 2020.

https://balkaninsight.com/2020/03/24/europes-other-coronavirus-victim-information-and-data-rights/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/03/24/europes-other-coronavirus-victim-information-and-data-rights/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/03/24/europes-other-coronavirus-victim-information-and-data-rights/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/03/24/europes-other-coronavirus-victim-information-and-data-rights/
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3629/moldova-transnistria-uses-facial-recognition-identify-quarantine-violators
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3629/moldova-transnistria-uses-facial-recognition-identify-quarantine-violators
https://www.france24.com/en/20200324-100-000-cameras-moscow-uses-facial-recognition-to-enforce-quarantine
https://www.france24.com/en/20200324-100-000-cameras-moscow-uses-facial-recognition-to-enforce-quarantine
https://www.france24.com/en/20200324-100-000-cameras-moscow-uses-facial-recognition-to-enforce-quarantine
https://engt.co/3cnsL2T
https://engt.co/3cnsL2T
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participating States used aerial drone surveillance to 

monitor movement and compliance with lock-down 

orders.227 One country was reported to use CCTV foot-

age to monitor compliance with lock-down measures.228

The collection of data about individuals not only repre-

sents privacy risks, but such systems are also vulner-

able to external third-party intrusion. ODIHR identified 

two states that publicly reported that their databases 

containing patients’ information were subjected to cy-

berattacks. Personal data related to Covid-19 patients 

has been leaked from official sources in three partici-

pating States.229 Cyber-attacks and data leaks not only 

represent a grave intrusion into individuals’ privacy, in 

particular of Covid-19 patients, but also put them and 

their families at high risk. In some cases, even data 

227 For example, police in Spain, the Istanbul Police Depart-
ment in Turkey and the office in Osijek of the Civil Protection 
Authorities in Croatia. For the latter, see Croatian Police 
Use Drones to Catch Rule Breakers, 2020

228 In Greece, the use of various video surveillance technolo-
gies, including aerial drone surveillance by law enforcement 
officials is not sufficiently legally regulated to prevent the 
infringement of the right to privacy.

229 In Croatia, unknown actors tried to misuse the emergen-
cy situation for the unlawful collection of personal data. 
Several citizens received messages, supposedly from gov-
ernment officials, through mobile applications requesting 
their personal data to create registries on citizens violating 
self-isolation measures. COVID-19 pandemic adversely 
affects digital rights in the Balkans, EDRi, 15 April 
2020.

anonymization can be less effective if the categories 

of data to be released are not properly identified.230 

Despite being anonymized, in the context of small vil-

lages and cities, such personal details as gender, age 

and the name of the street where the person lives can 

be enough for his/her identification. It is important that 

guarantees against data breaches are provided in the 

legislation governing the deployment of new surveil-

lance technology measures and that such provisions 

are meticulously implemented.

Relevant legislation should always include clear spec-

ification of purpose and explicit limitations concern-

ing the further use of personal data, as well as a clear 

identification of the oversight mechanism in place. If 

such safeguards are not properly reflected in the 

legislation, it may pose serious data protection con-

cerns.231 Measures introduced to curb the spread of the 

230 In Slovakia, information containing people’s gender, age 
and street’s name was published by the national health 
information centre. See, Na webe boli ulice a presný 
vek pacientov s koronavírusom. �tát chybu odmieta, 
alestiahol ich, Zive.aktuality.sk (2020), 30 March 2020; 
Matovič on the coronavirus map: the atmosphere 
does not favour more detailed data, Slovak Spectator 
(2020), 6 April 2020.

231 For example, in Romania, police officers resorted to the 
practice of taking pictures of citizens’ IDs on their personal 
mobile devices while conducting random checks to en-
force the social distancing measures. Despite the fact that 
eventually the police officers refrained from such practice 
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https://bird.tools/live_updates/croatian-police-use-drones-to-catch-rule-breakers/
https://bird.tools/live_updates/croatian-police-use-drones-to-catch-rule-breakers/
https://edri.org/covid-19-pandemic-adversely-affects-digital-rights-in-the-balkans/
https://edri.org/covid-19-pandemic-adversely-affects-digital-rights-in-the-balkans/
https://zive.aktuality.sk/clanok/146149/na-webe-boli-ulice-a-presnyvek-pacientov-s-koronavirusom-stat-odmieta-chybu-ale-stiahol-ich/
https://zive.aktuality.sk/clanok/146149/na-webe-boli-ulice-a-presnyvek-pacientov-s-koronavirusom-stat-odmieta-chybu-ale-stiahol-ich/
https://zive.aktuality.sk/clanok/146149/na-webe-boli-ulice-a-presnyvek-pacientov-s-koronavirusom-stat-odmieta-chybu-ale-stiahol-ich/
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Covid-19 posed particularly heightened security and 

data privacy risks for persons in vulnerable situations 

or marginalized groups. Data privacy risks connected 

to revealing individuals’ sexual orientation and gender 

identity were reported as one of the most prominent 

issues for the LGBTI community and people in prosti-

tution.232 Enhanced surveillance technologies, such as 

GPS tracking, can facilitate abuse when targeting par-

ticular individuals or groups, particularly refugees and 

migrants, as well as Roma and Sinti. To avoid rights vi-

olations, impact assessment should be conducted be-

fore resorting to various surveillance measures. Specific 

safeguards should be developed for tracing vulnerable 

groups to avoid infringement of their human rights.

Measures introduced to curb the spread of the 

Covid-19 posed particularly heightened securi-

ty and data privacy risks for persons in vulnera-

ble situations or marginalized groups.

Various obligatory response measures were reported to 

be used as a pretext to prosecute human rights de-

fenders, journalists, whistle-blowers and citizens 

who express critical views towards authorities.233 In 

this regard, free, active and meaningful participation of 

relevant stakeholders, such as experts from the public 

health sector, civil society organizations and the most 

marginalized groups is crucial.

and eventually resorted to certified police equipment, such 
methods reflect the examples of serious data protection 
concerns. See Poliția Română a ordonat polițiștilor 
să șteargă toate fotografiile declarațiilor pe proprie 
răspundere din telefoanele personale, Mediafax (2020), 
5 April 2020.

232 Statement on the International Day against Homo pho-
bia, Transphobia and Biphobia, OHCHR 17 May 2020.

233 For example, in Kazakhstan, see Rights Defenders 
Accuse Kazakh Authorities of Using Coronavirus 
Restrictions to Stifle Dissent, RFERL, 20 April 2020. The 
Azerbaijan authorities reportedly used the restrictions im-
posed as part of measures to slow the spreading of Covid-19 
(SMS registration system) to arrest opposition activists with a 
pretext of “disobeying the police” or “violating the quar-
antine regime” in order to silence government critics. See 
Azerbaijan government arrests activists for breaking 
lockdown rules, Privacy International, 16 April 2020.

GOOD PRACTICES

Both, open and transparent communication about 

electronic surveillance measures to the public, and a 

genuine and clear effort to ensure the protection of the 

right to privacy, ensure not only greater compliance but 

also encourage responsible behaviours. On 17 April 

2020, the European Parliament adopted a resolution234 

demanding full transparency from state authorities re-

garding the use of new technology to monitor the pan-

demic, so that people can verify the underlying protocol 

for security and privacy of chosen tools.

Data protection authorities play a key role in raising 

awareness and guiding respective governments to-

wards less invasive techniques.235 New technology has 

also been widely used by different stakeholders during 

the crisis to inform and mobilise people. Citizen-led 

community responses played a critical role in helping to 

inform the public about the risks and needed steps.236 

Of specific importance were also joint initiatives to in-

form people during the crisis through technology and 

innovative approaches.237

234 EU co-ordinated action to combat the COVID-19 pandemic 
and its consequences, European Parliament.

235 For example, Lithuania’s State Data Protection 
Inspectorate advised that if only aggregate statistics are re-
quested by a public health authority, data that identifies in-
dividual data subjects should not be provided. It also made 
a narrow distinction between the types of data that could 
be processed or not during the pandemic, emphasising 
the principle of data minimisation. See Personal Data 
Protection and Coronavirus COVID-19. Similarly, the 
Latvian data protection authorities provided support in the 
development of the “Apturi Covid app” ensuring that the 
data will be stored in the app for 14 days, then automatical-
ly deleted. See Data custodians promise to make sure 
that Stop Covid respects your privacy rights.

236 In France, two civil society organisations challenged the 
use of drones by the police with the aim to monitor compli-
ance with lockdown measures. The Conseil d’état recently 
ruled that the operation of drones were unlawful because 
the data collected allowed them to identify the person. 
Ordonnance N°s 440442, 440445 du 18 mai 2020, 
Conseil d’Etat, France.

237 For example, a global virtual hackathon called “Hack 
Covid-19″ was held in Azerbaijan, in co-operation with 
UNDP, to combine technological solutions to combat the 
coronavirus pandemic, as well as to support the “Stay at 
Home” motto. See Hack Covid19.

https://www.mediafax.ro/coronavirus/politia-romana-a-ordonat-politistilor-sa-stearga-toate-fotografiile-declaratiilor-pe-proprie-raspundere-din-telefoanele-personale-19050441
https://www.mediafax.ro/coronavirus/politia-romana-a-ordonat-politistilor-sa-stearga-toate-fotografiile-declaratiilor-pe-proprie-raspundere-din-telefoanele-personale-19050441
https://www.mediafax.ro/coronavirus/politia-romana-a-ordonat-politistilor-sa-stearga-toate-fotografiile-declaratiilor-pe-proprie-raspundere-din-telefoanele-personale-19050441
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25884&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25884&LangID=E
https://www.rferl.org/a/rights-defenders-accuse-kazakh-authorities-of-using-coronavirus-restrictions-to-stifle-dissent/30565971.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/rights-defenders-accuse-kazakh-authorities-of-using-coronavirus-restrictions-to-stifle-dissent/30565971.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/rights-defenders-accuse-kazakh-authorities-of-using-coronavirus-restrictions-to-stifle-dissent/30565971.html
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3687/azerbaijan-government-arrests-activists-breaking-lockdown-rules
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3687/azerbaijan-government-arrests-activists-breaking-lockdown-rules
https://vdai.lrv.lt/en/news/personal-data-protection-and-coronavirus-covid-19
https://vdai.lrv.lt/en/news/personal-data-protection-and-coronavirus-covid-19
https://skaties.lv/zinas/zinatne-un-tehnologijas/datu-uzraugi-sola-parliecinaties-par-lietotnes-apturi-covid-atbilstibu-tiesibam-uz-privatumu/
https://skaties.lv/zinas/zinatne-un-tehnologijas/datu-uzraugi-sola-parliecinaties-par-lietotnes-apturi-covid-atbilstibu-tiesibam-uz-privatumu/
https://www.laquadrature.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2020/05/440442-440445-quadrature-du-net-et-ldh.pdf
https://www.hackcov19.com/
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Implement only those electronic surveillance measures that are provided for by law, are necessary, pro-

portionate, non-discriminatory and time bound, combining the so called “smart” solutions with testing, 

in curtailing the spread of Covid-19.

• Review whether the protection of privacy is sufficiently guaranteed, and assess the risks connected to 

processing of the data, in particular administer data protection impact assessments before implementing 

any surveillance tools;

• Ensure that the collected data is erased immediately after the end of the outbreak, once such information 

is no longer immediately needed for the prevention of the spread of Covid-19 and guarantee that the data 

is not used for any other purposes.

• Plan to phase out emergency electronic surveillance once the current global health crisis is over. Refrain 

from misusing emergency powers and electronic surveillance against human rights defenders, whis-

tle-blowers, journalists and front-line medical personnel who voice criticism about government action. 

Take additional measures to protect data that pertains to vulnerable groups. Protect personal data against 

leaks.

• Refrain from introducing compulsory applications, blanket data collection, citizen reporting applications 

and websites as they are prone to abuse.

• Ensure transparency on how collected data is being stored and shared with third parties.

• Adhere to transparency and accountability standards when introducing any surveillance measures, which 

must pursue a legitimate aim of protection of public health and must contain safeguards against human 

rights abuses.

• Promote inclusive approaches in addressing public the crisis in which civil society organizations, National 

Human Rights Institutions, data protection authorities, representatives of minorities are all represented.
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PART II.
Impacts on Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights

Both the pandemic itself and the state responses have 

had significant implications for the exercise and enjoy-

ment of fundamental freedoms, human rights, and the 

functioning of democratic institutions and processes 

across the OSCE region. In the following sections, an 

overview is provided on how the pandemic has affected 

democratic institutions based on the rule of law and 

participation; specific human rights and civil society; 

and how equality and inclusiveness have been impact-

ed. These three sections are aligned with ODIHR’s 

strategic work and analyse the implications of emer-

gency responses in the different fields of expertise of 

the Office.

This part is further divided in sections. The first ad-

dresses the functioning of parliaments, democratic 

law-making, justice institutions, elections and election 

observation, and National Human Rights Institutions 

(NHRIs) and human rights defenders. The second ex-

amines specific fundamental rights and freedoms that 

have been particularly affected by the emergency re-

sponse, namely the freedom of movement, freedom 

from torture, ill-treatment and arbitrary detention, the 

freedoms of assembly and association, freedom of re-

ligion and belief, and the right to a fair trial. Third, it 

gives a deeper look at the human rights situation of all 

those who have suffered from the negative (and often 

cumulative) consequences of inequality, which includes 

sections on hate crimes and discrimination, discrimina-

tion against women, gender inequality and domestic 

violence, Roma and Sinti, migrants, as well as victims 

and survivors of trafficking in human beings.

Examples from across the OSCE region are provided to 

illustrate the thematic trend analysis and highlight areas 

of concern as well as indicate what may be considered 

as good practices. All observations offered here are 

firmly rooted in OSCE commitments, as well as inter-

national human rights law and other relevant standards. 

The observations are also based on relevant good na-

tional practices, and on previous recommendations 

where applicable. In accordance with relevant OSCE 

commitments to mainstream a gender perspective into 

all policies, measures and activities, this report also 

takes into account the potentially different impact on 

women and men.

Finally, each section will conclude with a series of rec-

ommendations, to support participating States in their 

efforts to ensure they fulfil their commitments and re-

spect human rights in their responses to the Covid-19 

pandemic and other emergency situations.
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II.1 DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS AND PROCESSES

This section aims at identifying prominent trends and 

providing indications of areas of concern, as well as 

good practices, regarding the regular functioning of na-

tional parliaments, justice institutions, electoral process-

es and National Human Rights Institutions in the OSCE 

region. It is beyond the purview of this report to offer a 

detailed and comprehensive record of all the measures 

and processes adopted by participating States during 

the Covid-19 pandemic, also taking into account the 

diversity of parliamentary, judicial and electoral systems 

that exist across the OSCE region.

II.1.A FUNCTIONING OF PARLIAMENTS

The scope of this section is to offer an overview of the 

functioning of national legislatures across the OSCE 

region during the Covid-19 pandemic, providing an 

assessment of the potential limitations that the crisis 

has exerted on the normal exercise of legislative and 

parliamentary oversight powers in participating States. 

National parliaments need to play a crucial role in shap-

ing democratic responses to this unprecedented crisis 

and in ensuring its ability to continue to make decisions, 

by guaranteeing the representation of all voices in so-

ciety, an effective oversight of governments,238 and the 

inclusive and transparent adoption of legislative meas-

ures.239 To this end, participating States have committed 

in 1991 in Moscow “to ensure that the normal functioning 

of the legislative bodies will be guaranteed to the highest 

possible extent during a state of public emergency.”240

Rather than a thorough legal assessment of the na-

tional parliamentary procedures put in place by partic-

ipating States in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, 

this section will review how states have successfully 

ensured the regular functioning of their legislatures, in 

accordance with principles of separation of powers and 

pluralistic democracy.241

238 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 5.2
239 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para 5.8
240 See Moscow Document (1991) para 28.5
241 See also the section on the role of parliaments specifically 

in adopting and controlling the introduction of emergency 
measures, including formal states of emergency, which is 

The 56 national parliaments of the OSCE participating 

States242 have responded in considerably different ways 

to the challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic, 

adapting their functioning through specific measures 

and some unique solutions. Within such a diversity, 

three main observations are possible. First, the data 

collected by ODIHR illustrate national parliaments’ gen-

eral ambition across the OSCE region to continue their 

regular functioning to the extent possible, offering as a 

result a number of good practices and lessons which 

could inform counterparts in other countries and inspire 

inter-parliamentary co-operation. Secondly, however, 

limitations (in some cases rather severe) have impacted 

the functioning of many national parliaments, in regard 

to both procedural and logistical aspects, as well as to 

the substantial scope of their work, curtailing legislative 

functions and limiting oversight. Thirdly, in a limited 

number of participating States, national parliaments 

have been harshly impacted by the crisis, and have 

been unable, to a great extent, to ensure their normal 

functioning. In a few cases, it was up to the point of de 

facto abdicating legislative, representative or parliamen-

tary oversight functions.

Within the diverse spectrum of measures taken by 

parliaments across the OSCE region to ensure they 

continue functioning properly, it is possible to identify 

five main trends that illustrate shared solutions adopted 

to address the challenges posed. While the ultimate 

results of these solutions vary, they point on the one 

hand to the reactiveness of parliaments in dealing with 

the emergency situation, and on the other hand to the 

impact this had on their normal parliamentary work.

discussed in Part I. This section rather looks at how the 
pandemic and emergency measures affected parliaments 
in their normal functioning as democratic institutions.

242 The Holy See does not have a parliament due to the 
specificities of its statehood. The European Parliament, 
while being a full legislative body for 27 Member States, 
is not included here, as the European Union cannot be 
considered a participating State as such. It is recognized 
that the European Parliament was also majorly affected by 
the pandemic and that a series of adaptive measures were 
introduced to ensure its continued functioning.
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The first trend highlights the decision of a number of 

national parliaments to amend their rules of procedures, 

allowing for certain alternative arrangements in their 

work to be introduced under the specific circumstanc-

es of the Covid-19 pandemic.243 Although procedural 

in nature, such a decision has been instrumental and 

necessary to alter the normal functioning of parliamen-

tary work, enabling the introduction of some of the 

other measures that are reported further below. Such 

examples can represent, in their flexibility and respon-

siveness, a valuable practice for those national parlia-

ments that have in their rules of procedure an obstacle 

to introduce necessary measures to continue working 

under emergency circumstances.

A second set of measures put in place by a number of 

legislatures has been to limit the number of plenary ses-

sions and committee meetings, revising the calendar 

and streamlining the work of the parliament. This ap-

proach seems to be aimed, in most cases, at reducing 

the potential health risks of carrying out parliamentary 

work for those parliaments that require physical pres-

ence, usually complemented by additional measures 

for members of parliament and parliamentary staff in-

volving social distancing and voting procedures. More 

than half of the national parliaments of participating 

States have reduced their work during the Covid-19 

pandemic.244

243 Among others in the OSCE region, national parliaments in 
Albania, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Denmark, Germany, Lithuania and Poland and 
Russian Federation have all decided to amend their rules 
in procedure. On 15 May, the House of Representatives of 
the United States Congress changed its rules to allow for 
proxy voting during plenary sessions and remote commit-
tee meetings.

244 This includes parliaments in Austria, Czech Republic, 
Estonia, France, Greece, Iceland, and the 
Netherlands. In Latvia, the parliament decided to limit 
the number of plenary sessions, barring deputies from 
working all together in the session hall and providing eight 
separate parliamentary premises equipped with confer-
ence equipment to ensure social distancing. In Russian 
Federation, the Duma also altered its working schedule 
until the end of August, as to limit the number of plenary 
sessions and mass gatherings. In Slovenia, the national 
assembly held extraordinary sessions, providing at least 
1.5 meters of distance between the participants, while most 
committee meetings were postponed.

Closely related to reduced calendars, several parlia-

ments have also adopted measures to limit the thematic 

span of their work, deciding in most cases to limit their 

functioning in connection to work related to Covid-19 or 

similarly urgent cases. Different degrees of prioritization 

were noted across the OSCE region.245 As a result, the 

pandemic turned out to be a substantial challenge to 

representative democracy across the OSCE region, 

halting or weakening a considerable part of legislative 

processes, parliamentary oversight and scrutiny, as 

well as regular representation of citizens’ concerns and 

interests beyond the immediate crisis-related needs.

A fourth set of measures adopted by a number of par-

liaments was to reduce the number of deputies having 

to physically attend plenary sessions and committee 

meetings, in some cases also lowering the quorum 

necessary for voting and passing legislation.246

However, the most widespread practice emerging 

during pandemic, and perhaps the one with the most 

lasting impact, has been the introduction by several 

parliaments of innovations and technological solutions 

allowing legislatures to operate remotely and virtually. 

Despite only a few legislatures being equipped prior to 

the current crisis to use communication technologies 

to conduct their functions remotely, and with many 

others having legal and constitutional barriers to pre-

vent such practices, many parliaments of participating 

States have allowed for much of their work to be carried 

out online, through videoconferencing and other remote 

systems.247 Moreover, the innovative measures intro-

245 Parliaments in Andorra, Bulgaria, Cyprus and France, 
for instance, limited their work to crisis-related legisla-
tion. Other legislatures adopted a rather less restricting 
approach, such as in Denmark, Germany, Iceland, Italy 
and Portugal, allowing also for other essential and urgent 
legislative functions.

246 National parliaments in Austria, Denmark and Finland 
have all introduced provisions in this direction. In Norway, 
the parliament decided to reduce the number of deputies 
having to attend plenary sessions from 169 to 87 until the 
end of April. In Portugal, plenary sessions of the parliament 
changed their minimum attendance quorum to one fifth of the 
total number of members of parliament, reflecting the propor-
tions of the parliamentary groups. Similarly, in Sweden party 
group leaders agreed that in March and April the number of 
deputies required to pass legislation would be 55 out of 349.

247 For example, in Canada the Standing Committee on 
Procedure and House Affairs has been tasked “to study 
ways in which members can fulfil their parliamentary duties 
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duced in this area by parliaments since March 2020 

have been evolving rapidly. In the majority of cases, 

parliaments have favoured the work of committees to 

be allowed to take place remotely, possibly due to the 

stricter provisions regulating the work of plenary sittings 

in many legislatures.248 A number of parliaments have 

allowed for plenary work to be moved and take place 

remotely, through videoconferencing platforms or other 

innovative solutions.249 Additionally, remote voting dur-

ing committee and plenary sittings was introduced in 

many participating States.250

while the House stands adjourned, including […] techno-
logical solutions”. Similar exploratory work has been carried 
out by parliaments in Georgia and Mongolia.

248 Among others, parliaments in Croatia, Germany, Italy, 
and Luxembourg have all adopted measures to allow com-
mittee meetings to take place remotely and using internet 
technology solutions. The parliament in Albania was one of 
the first to allow for committees to work remotely, through 
electronic means of communication. In Norway, the parlia-
ment suspended until 30 April the requirement for deputies 
to be physically present at committee meetings, allowing for 
remote teleworking. In Ukraine, parliamentary committees 
have been holding their meetings through videoconference, 
allowing also for remote voting by a show of hands or a 
verbal roll call voting. Committees are allowed to meet and 
vote remotely also in Switzerland, either through the polling 
function available in the platform or via nominal roll call.

249 For instance, parliaments in Estonia, Finland, Lithuania, 
Monaco, Slovenia and the United Kingdom have all 
endorsed a certain degree of remote participation for their 
deputies during plenary sittings. In March, for the first time 
the plenary sitting of the Senate in Uzbekistan was held in 
the form of videoconferencing.

250 In Spain, the parliament has interpreted the Covid-19 
pandemic to be a special circumstance under its rules of 
procedure, initially introduced in 2012 to enable legisla-
tors who were sick or on maternity leave to participate in 
voting procedures, authorizing deputies to vote remote-
ly during plenary sessions. In Belgium, the House of 
Representatives decided to consider deputies as present 
at committee meetings and plenary sittings even if not 
physically but only virtually present, and to vote remotely. 
All committee meetings were held using a videoconferenc-
ing platform with parallel interpretation in Dutch/French, 
allowing members to vote through the available function 
‘raise hands’. For plenary sittings, remote voting was made 
possible through a brand-new digital voting system devel-
oped by the parliament. The parliament of Poland has also 
introduced electronic means of communication to enable 
remote working of deputies during plenary sittings, commit-
tees and subcommittees. According to the new measures, 
each deputy received a tablet from the parliament, together 
with individual login credentials and password, allowing 
participation in parliamentary work and e-voting. In Latvia 
the parliament launched its full e-parliament platform in 
May, allowing for all parliamentary work to happen remotely.

The current crisis is playing the role of a catalyst 

towards innovative legislatures that increasingly 

embrace e-parliament features… but video-

conferencing and remote debates still fall short 

of replacing in-person practices.

These examples are evidence that, in many states, the 

adoption of ICT solutions and innovative online plat-

forms has ultimately facilitated the regular functioning 

of parliaments to continue to a certain extent during the 

pandemic. In several respects, this trend can be ex-

pected to continue in the future, with the current crisis 

playing the role of a catalyst towards the innovation of 

legislatures and their increasing embrace of e-parlia-

ment features. It is, however, important to mention the 

challenges that remain when introducing ICT solutions, 

such as the implications remote and online working 

platforms could have in terms of privacy of data, par-

ty patronage, proxy voting, and digital accessibility, 

among others. So far, videoconferencing and remote 

debates still fall short of replacing in-person practic-

es, posing an important question about how virtual 

plenary sittings and committee meetings can ensure 

meaningful discussions, inclusive law-making, space for 

reaching political compromises, and most importantly 

safeguard the voice of the parliamentary oppositions, 

as cornerstones of representative democracies across 

the OSCE region. Further the use of ICT solutions has 

shown to have differing affects on the participation of 

men and women.251

A limited number of parliaments have been severe-

ly impacted – directly or indirectly – by the pandem-

ic, ultimately undermining their regular functioning, 

as required by commitments in the 1991 Moscow 

Document. Despite differences in context and meas-

ures being adopted, these cases have raised concerns 

regarding the rule of law and the balance of powers, 

depriving decision-making processes of parliamen-

tary checks or oversight. In North Macedonia252 and 

251 See the House of Commons Library report from 26 May, 2020.
252 In North Macedonia, the parliament self-dissolved work-

ing on 16 February 2020, in advance of early parliamentary 
elections scheduled for 12 April. A technical “caretak-
er” government, including representatives of the ruling 
and opposition parties, had previously been established 
in January 2020 following the resignation of the prime 

https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/parliament-and-elections/men-and-women-mps-in-the-hybrid-commons/
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Serbia253 for example the parliaments were not function-

ing either because they had been dissolved or were not 

in a position to convene. As a result the declarations of 

a states of emergency and related measures adopted 

by the two governments went without parliamentary 

scrutiny for a significant period of time.

While these examples suffered in part from unfortunate 

coincidence in timing, it points to the possible need to 

reflect upon legal parameters for the dissolution and 

recomposing of parliaments in contexts of emergency. 

In order to ensure that at least some basic functions 

of parliamentary power are maintained, contingencies 

may need to be built into constitutional and legal frame-

works to prevent the complete absence of a legislative 

branch of government in emergency periods.

minister in anticipation of the early elections. Following the 
introduction of a state of emergency on 18 March, the gov-
ernment issued a legally binding decree which suspended 
the electoral process until the termination of the state of 
emergency. There was no functioning parliament for the 
first several months of the pandemic, and the Constitution 
does not foresee parliamentary validation of legally binding 
government decisions during a state of emergency, though 
a high number of requests to review government decisions 
were submitted to the Constitutional Court. On 6 May, the 
Constitutional Court of North Macedonia unanimously 
ruled that the conditions for reconvening the parliament 
were absent, since following its dissolution on 16 February 
the mandate had been given back to the citizens. As a 
result, the parliament in North Macedonia was not function-
ing in this period; new elections were held on 15 July.

253 In Serbia, on 4 March 2020, the President called for new 
parliamentary elections initially set to take place on 26 April 
and later postponed. On 16 March, the President (together 
with the President of the Parliament and the Prime Minister) 
introduced a state of emergency in Serbia. This decision 
was not approved by the parliament, as it was consid-
ered unable to convene due to the government imposed 
COVID-19 or pandemic related restrictions on gathering 
exceeding 50 people. The parliament did not function for 
over 40 days. On 28 April, without clear justification for the 
suspension of its activities, the President of the Parliament 
convened the first plenary session since the introduction of 
the state of emergency. During the plenary the parliament 
approved the declaration of state of emergency from 15 
March along with 44 decrees that were adopted by the 
Government during the state of emergency. On 6 May, 
the parliament again convened in a plenary session, and 
approved the decision to lift the state of emergency.

GOOD PRACTICES

Oversight functions conducted by national parliaments 

remain an essential requirement of parliamentary de-

mocracy, especially at times when states of emergen-

cy are introduced and the balance of power is tilted 

towards the executive. To minimise the risk for abuse 

of these increased powers, as well as to contribute to 

better decision-making, a number of parliaments in 

the OSCE region successfully continued to play their 

constitutional role of oversight, in some cases adopt-

ing dedicated oversight provisions. Some participating 

States’ parliaments have created fact-finding missions 

or special committees to ensure close and timely mon-

itoring of the handling of the crisis and its consequenc-

es.254 Other parliaments allowed for the submission of 

questions in digital form to ensure the continuation of 

this important oversight function255 or have initiated par-

liamentary inquiries.256 Some parliaments have set up 

commissions looking into the human rights implications 

of the government’s overall response to the crisis.257 In 

regard to the transparency of parliamentary work, good 

practices in using the current crisis to raise access to 

information and open data have also been registered 

among a number of participating States.258

254 In France, for example, on 17 March, the parliament de-
cided to create a fact-finding mission on the overall impact, 
management and consequences of the Covid-19 pandem-
ic. This cross-party effort includes all political fractions and 
standing committees. The parliament of Norway has es-
tablished a Covid-19 special committee, with the purpose 
of considering urgent matters relating to the crisis and the 
decisions taken by the government to address it.

255 In Norway, the parliament has ensured that the practice 
of deputies asking questions to representatives of the gov-
ernment can continue during the Covid-19 crisis, allowing 
questions and answers to be submitted digitally.

256 In the United Kingdom, on 30 March, the committee on 
women and equalities launched an inquiry on Covid-19 
responses with regard to people with protected character-
istics and has issued a call for evidence.

257 In the United Kingdom, a significant inquiry has been 
launched by the joint committee on human rights.

258 In Albania, for example, the decision to allow committee 
meetings to take place remotely using videoconferencing 
platforms has allowed for the side-effect of making the 
livestreaming of these meetings available to the wider pub-
lic. In Estonia, the parliament decided to reinforce its level 
of transparency during the Covid-19 crisis and arranged 
to also livestream the parliamentary question-time on its 
Facebook page, with recordings of plenary sittings being 
available on the parliamentary YouTube channel.

https://committees.parliament.uk/call-for-evidence/94/unequal-impact-coronavirus-covid19-and-the-impact-on-people-with-protected-characteristics/
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• States should ensure the regular functioning of parliaments by providing for emergency situations in the 

rules of procedure, considering among other things physical arrangements, quorums, remote sessions, 

and the use of ICT solutions.

• As states come out of emergency situations, they should conduct an assessment of the application of 

ICT solutions to support the work of parliament in periods of emergency and beyond, evaluating the risks 

and benefits, impact on the participation of women and men and what needs to be introduced in the 

legal framework to facilitate the use of new technologies.

• Parliaments should ensure full transparency of their work and decisions regarding how they will function in 

emergency periods to offer clarity to citizens and may consider allowing citizens to submit on-line petitions 

to parliaments and their members addressing emergency related legislation/problems.

• Parliaments should conduct special hearings/debates on emergency related issues and states should 

ensure that parliaments are in the lead in designing policy responses in a transparent and accountable 

way (rather than allowing the executive to issue decrees without scrutiny).

II.1.B DEMOCRATIC LAW-MAKING

While parliaments, elected on the basis of genuine elec-

tions, exercise the legislative function in constitutional 

democracies, democratic law-making involves more 

than just the mechanical functioning of legislatures. The 

ICCPR (in Article 25), provides a legal foundation for the 

inclusive participation of every citizen in the conduct 

of public affairs. The UN HRC noted specifically in this 

respect that “citizens also take part in the conduct of 

public affairs by exerting influence through public de-

bate and dialogue with their representatives or through 

their capacity to organize themselves”.259 Furthermore, 

the UN General Assembly has recognized the right of 

individuals to participation in their government and in 

the conduct of public affairs, inter alia. This implies the 

right of petition, submitting proposals for improving the 

functioning of governmental institutions and drawing at-

tention to any aspect of their work.260 On a regional level, 

the Council of Europe has advised that governments 

at all levels should ensure, without discrimination, the 

259 UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 25 
(1996), Art. 25 (Participation in Public Affairs and the Right 
to Vote) – The Right to Participate in Public Affairs, Voting 
Rights and the Right of Equal Access to Public Service.

260 Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, 
Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect 
Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms, Art. 8, UN General Assembly Resolution 53/144 
of 9 December 1998.

effective participation of NGOs in dialogue and consul-

tation on public policy objectives and decisions.261

The ECtHR has held that the review of draft legislation 

that limits or restricts the exercise of fundamental rights, 

before being enacted by the legislature, and not only 

afterwards by the judiciary, makes such restrictions 

easier to justify and that the “quality of the parliamen-

tary and judicial review of the necessity of the measure 

is of particular importance”.262 The lack of substantive 

debate about issues by members of the legislature 

could result in a failure to meet the proportionality test 

applied by the Court.263 In addition, the EctHR has also 

held that policy-making decisions “must necessarily 

involve appropriate investigations and studies in order 

to allow them to strike a fair balance between the vari-

ous conflicting interests at stake.”264 The principles are 

261 See Recommendation on the Legal Status of NGOs in 
Europe (Art. 76), Committee of Ministers on 10 October 
2007 at the 1006th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies, CM/
Rec (2007)14.

262 ECtHR, Animal Defenders International v. the United 
Kingdom, 48876/08, 22 April 2013, para. 108.

263 ECtHR, Hirst (No. 2) v. the United Kingdom, 74025/01, 
6 October 2005, para. 79. Where, when applying the 
proportionality test, the Court looked into the extent of par-
liamentary debate on the issue of prisoners’ right to vote 
and observed that “it cannot be said that there was any 
substantive debate by members of the legislature on the 
continued justification in light of modern-day penal policy”

264 ECtHR, Hatton v. the United Kingdom, 36022/97, 8 July 
2003, para. 128; See also Evans v. the United Kingdom, 
6339/05, 10 April 2007, para. 86. About the absence of real 

http://www.associationline.org/guidebook/section/standards/action/read/chapter/14
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-119244
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-119244
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-70442
file:///C:\Users\alcha\Downloads\36022\97
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-80046
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applicable also to decisions that need to be taken as a 

matter of urgency, albeit with the need to find a good 

balance between expediency and participation.

Principles of democratic law-making are firmly rooted 

in OSCE commitments. The Copenhagen Document 

(1990) and the Moscow Document (1991) specify that 

legislation should be “adopted at the end of a public 

procedure, and regulations will be published, that being 

the condition for their applicability” and that “legislation 

will be formulated and adopted as the result of an open 

process reflecting the will of the people, either direct-

ly or through their elected representatives”.265 OSCE 

participating States have also committed to ensure 

that the normal functioning of legislative bodies will be 

guaranteed to the highest possible extent during a state 

of public emergency.266 States have further committed 

to “secure environments and institutions for peaceful 

debate and expression of interests by all individuals and 

groups of society”,267 as well as to enable non-govern-

mental organisations to contribute to matters of public 

debate and, in particular, to the development of the law 

and policy at all levels, whether local, national, regional 

or international.268

Legislative and policy decisions should also be in-

formed by the recognition of the diversity inherent 

in societies, groups, gender and individual identities. 

The OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities’ 

(HCNM) noted in this respect that “diversity is a feature 

of all contemporary societies and of the groups that 

comprise them” and recommended that “the legislative 

and policy framework should allow for the recognition 

parliamentary debate since the adoption of a statute, which 
took place in 1870.

265 Among those elements of justice that are essential to the 
full expression of the inherent dignity and of the equal 
and inalienable rights of human beings are (…) legislation, 
adopted at the end of a public procedure, and regulations 
that will be published, that being the conditions of their 
applicability. Those texts will be accessible to everyone;” 
(Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 5.8) “Legislation 
will be formulated and adopted as the result of an open 
process reflecting the will of the people, either directly or 
through their elected representatives” (Moscow Document 
(1991), para. 18.1).

266 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.5. For a detailed analy-
sis of the role of parliaments, see the previous section.

267 Maastricht Ministerial Council (2003)
268 See Moscow Document (1991), para. 43

that individual identities may be multiple, multi-layered, 

contextual and dynamic.”269 The Council of Europe’s 

Framework Convention for the Protection of 

National Minorities also recognizes the obligation 

of signatory states to create the conditions necessary 

for the effective participation of persons belonging to 

national minorities in public affairs, in particular those 

affecting them.270

In general, the legislative process should adhere to the 

principles of democracy and the rule of law, core ele-

ments of which are legality, transparency, accountability 

and respect for human rights. Rule of law “promotes 

democracy by establishing accountability of those 

wielding public power and by safeguarding human 

rights, which protect minorities against arbitrary ma-

jority rules.”271 Further, a transparent and accountable 

law-making process supports anti-corruption efforts, 

reinforces good governance, and contributes to inter-

national development efforts, including in achieving the 

UN Sustainable Development Goals.272

AREAS OF CONCERN

In times of crisis, authorities are often inclined or com-

pelled to shorten procedures, circumventing normal 

legislative processes, adopting laws and policy de-

cisions in an expedited manner, avoiding meaningful 

discussions and public consultations. The pandemic 

prompted most participating States to resort to states 

of emergency or other extraordinary measures, which 

justified utilizing fast and simple legislative processes, 

269 See OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities 
(HCNM), Ljubljana Guidelines on Integration of Diverse 
Societies (2012), Principle 5, pages 14–15 and the Lund 
Recommendations on the Effective Participation of 
National Minorities in Public Life (1999).

270 Art. 15 of the Framework Convention for the Protection of 
National Minorities, February 1995. Similar principles are 
expressed in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons 
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic 
Minorities, adopted by General Assembly resolution 47/135 
of 18 December 1992.

271 Rule of Law Checklist, Venice Commission 106th Plenary 
Session (CDL-AD(2016)007-e, Venice, 11–12 March 2016.

272 Goal 16 aims to promote peaceful and inclusive societies 
for sustainable development, provide access to justice for 
all and build effective, accountable and inclusive insti-
tutions at all levels. Target 16.7 is to ‘ensure responsive, 
inclusive, participatory and representative decision-making 
at all levels’.

http://www.associationline.org/guidebook/section/standards/action/read/chapter/14
http://www.associationline.org/guidebook/section/standards/action/read/chapter/14
https://www.osce.org/hcnm/ljubljana-guidelines?download=true
https://www.osce.org/hcnm/ljubljana-guidelines?download=true
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/peace-justice/
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swiftly adopting laws in order to provide a legal basis for 

urgent public health measures and to address the con-

sequences of the pandemic across all sectors of soci-

ety. At the same time, there have been instances when 

states applied accelerated procedures, fast-tracking 

legislation for purposes other than the emergency re-

sponse. Furthermore, processes that lacked consulta-

tions, and sometimes a complete absence of meaning-

ful parliamentary debate on proposed legislation, further 

distorted allocations of legislative power between the 

executive and legislature.

Most participating States have a regulatory framework 

in place that governs urgent or accelerated procedures 

(sometimes referred to as extraordinary or emergency 

procedures) through which legislation can be swiftly 

proposed and adopted in order to respond to immi-

nent or pressing societal needs. It is without doubt that 

circumstances during the pandemic justify the use of 

expedited mechanisms, as has been the case in the 

vast majority of OSCE countries.273 While these pro-

cedures generally allow certain aspects of the regular 

legislative process to be passed over, the principles of 

transparency, inclusiveness and accountability should 

guide the overall process to ensure that laws are legiti-

mate and accessible, as well as compliant with human 

rights and the rule of law.

Even in times of emergency, the principles of 

transparency, inclusiveness and accountability 

should guide legislative processes to ensure 

that laws are legitimate and accessible, as well 

as compliant with human rights and the rule 

of law.

In a few instances, where national legislation provides 

for safeguards or conditions for the use of an acceler-

ated legislative process, states’ emergency measures 

were adopted in contravention to these procedures.274 

273 See Part I of this report for a detailed analysis of the rele-
vant legal frameworks on states of emergency.

274 For example in Poland, an important, extensive bill on 
regulating the conduct of the presidential elections 
was passed through the lower house in a matter of days, 
notwithstanding parliamentary rules of procedure and 
international electoral standards.

Similarly, some participating States used such proce-

dures for proposing contentious legislation, with only 

cursory reference to the emergency context, and/or to 

adopt legislative or other measures completely or par-

tially unrelated to the emergency needs, for example on 

pensions, migration, and media freedom.275 ODIHR has 

noted that in some states, emergency legislation cov-

ered cross-sectional issues resulting in omnibus legis-

lation (or legislative packages).276 While in emergency 

situations this law-making tool provides an opportunity 

to act rapidly and address several areas at once, it rep-

resents a risk with regard to the law’s compliance with 

OSCE commitments, constitutional requirements and 

human rights principles. These issues have far-reach-

ing consequences for societies and, in the absence 

of an objectively justifiable reason of urgency, should 

be subjected to a rigorous and participatory legislative 

process.

In a number of states, accelerated legislative processes 

have also been used to adopt legislative acts in order 

to retroactively provide a legal basis for government 

action already undertaken or being implemented. This 

was noted both for issues such as the imposition of 

fines, as well as the overall regulatory framework for the 

emergency response.277

275 For example, in Estonia where the coalition introduced 
in an emergency legislation package provisions on the 
change of the existing pension system and stricter controls 
on migration; in Poland the emergency legislative package 
included provisions amending the Penal Code and com-
mon court system; these amendments were considered by 
many to be unrelated to the Covid-19 pandemic response. 
See Access to Information section above for further exam-
ples related to media freedom.

276 In Hungary, a provision in an omnibus legislation passed 
on 18 May 2020, made it impossible for transgender 
persons to legally change their gender. The law will make it 
impossible for transgender and gender diverse persons to 
legally change their sex and/or gender marker since Art. 33 
provides that all references to “sex” will now instead refer 
to “sex assigned at birth” in the national registry and on 
identity documents; in Turkey the omnibus legislation sus-
pended collective bargaining processes for three months.

277 For instance, in Belgium (at some point, municipalities 
were fining people who did not respect lockdown meas-
ures without a legal basis, a measure authorized later on by 
the federal government); in Croatia (The Civil Protection 
Authority adopted quarantines measures and movement 
restrictions based on legislation that says such measures 
should be adopted by the Minister of Health. The situation 
was retroactively addressed by Parliament, potentially 
contravening the general prohibition of retroactive effect 

https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8660/file/373_ELE_POL_27Apr2020_en.pdf
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In a few participating States, legislation was fast-tracked 

with little parliamentary scrutiny, resulting in measures 

that have disproportionate impact on fundamental free-

doms and human rights. These measures ranged from 

hefty (and perhaps disproportionate) penalties for viola-

tions of lockdown measures, to widening of surveillance 

powers or other regulations infringing on the privacy of 

individuals that were subjected to only a few hours of par-

liamentary discussion. Furthermore, some far-reaching 

measures were imposed amidst serious doubts about 

the legal basis and questions on whether risks and ne-

cessity of such measures had been weighed properly.278

of legislation under Art. 90 of the Constitution ‘unless for 
exceptionally justified reasons’, which were not stated 
during in this law-making process); Germany (a ban on 
assemblies in public spaces and the prohibition of religious 
services in the presence of a congregation adopted by 
local authorities was not expressly provided by Art. 28 of 
the Federal Infection Protection Act, which was then later 
amended); Lithuania (the Government acted in a manner 
of urgency, adopting the quarantine measures that were 
not prescribed by the Law on Contagious Diseases and 
the Seimas( parliament) had to amend the Law retro-
actively giving legitimacy to the Quarantine Resolution 
adopted weeks earlier); Portugal (the most significant 
measures were introduced by Decree-Law 10-A/2020 
enacted by the Government on 12 March although there 
was no prior delegation by the Parliament nor a proper 
legal basis provided in law; the Decree-Law was ratified 
ex post facto even though the Art. 18(3) of the Constitution 
bans the retroactive restrictions of fundamental rights); 
in the Russian Federation (the Federal Law No. 68-FZ 

“On Protection of the Population and Territories against 
Emergency Situations of Natural and Technogenic Nature” 
dated 21 December 1994 did not explicitly allow Regions 
to order their residents to self-isolate at home; moreover, at 
the time of the enforcement of the Mandatory Lockdown 
Amendment, the definition of the emergency situation in 
the Federal Law, which was the legal basis for adopting 
such measures did not include the spread of dangerous 
diseases, which was only added later with the adoption 
of the Federal law No. 98-FZ dated 1 April 2020). Similar 
examples can be found for example in Italy, where a de-
cree was quickly converted into law by parliament resulting 
in legal uncertainty due to lack of understanding of the 
hierarchy between the announced measures, which was 
later corrected through amendments; in Switzerland, the 
government offices’ measures raised doubts regarding the 
legal basis; and in Malta, after a period of confusion as to 
the legal basis for the Superintendent to take certain meas-
ures, including on suspension and altering legal and judicial 
time limits, an Act was adopted to retroactively validate any 
subsidiary legislation made under the Public Health Act.

278 For example, Armenia passed amendments to “Legal 
Regime of the State of Emergency” and “Electronics 
Communication”, giving authorities broad surveillance 
powers, with only a few hours for consideration of the 

ODIHR noted instances where parliaments assumed a 

correcting role in the law-making process, for instance 

by taking up an effective oversight function in scruti-

nizing proposed legislation where governments would 

otherwise be granted far-reaching authority on mat-

ters that require parliament’s legitimization and adding 

safeguards to proposed legislation by ensuring the in-

volvement of experts and necessary temporal and other 

limitations.279

Another area of concern relates to the accessibility 

and publication of adopted legislation and other reg-

ulations.280 In certain instances, the underlying legal 

texts or documentation on which decisions were based 

(scientific models, statistics, etc.) have not been pub-

lished, which does not meet commitments that call for 

legislation to be published following a public procedure. 

Swift legislative responses and accelerated law-making 

procedures also result in omitting other aspects of a 

regular legislative process, such as public consultations 

and impact assessments.

A significant number of participating States do not 

appear to have included either experts, civil society 

final draft on 31 March; in Georgia amendments to the 
Criminal Procedure Code introducing harsh penalties for the 
violation of quarantine rules were adopted through urgent 
procedure, with three readings in one day; in Montenegro 
the government body in charge of the response to health 
concerns related to the pandemic adopted a decision to 
publish personal data of individuals who have been required 
to self-isolate; in Poland a phone app was launched by the 
government that allows police to monitor individuals’ com-
pliance with quarantine with the possibility to impose a fine; 
and in Romania, the government decree declaring the state 
of emergency, simply referred the human rights and funda-
mental freedoms it would restrict for a period of a month.

279 For example, in Norway, parliament managed to add safe-
guards to ensure that the Government would not be able 
to pass legislation without involvement of Parliament; in 
Canada, the opposition struck down provisions to include 
in a statute responding to the financial dimension of the 
crisis, including the power to spend, borrow and tax with-
out Parliamentary approval until December of 2021; in the 
Netherlands the number of legislative proposals that were 
classified as ‘urgent’ during the pandemic was reduced.

280 Good practices can be drawn from the following examples: 
in Ireland the government has published an easy-to-un-
derstand overview of the next steps in the government’s 
plan and what citizens should or should not do and in 
Iceland the government provides timely, accessible and 
easy-to-understand information on what is not allowed in 
the current situation.
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representatives or the general public in the legislative 

and decision-making process when adopting emergen-

cy legislation.281 Other participating States even explicit-

ly restricted public debates on non-emergency related 

issues they included in their emergency legislation.282

Both the coronavirus pandemic itself and the immedi-

ate consequences of the response, be it in the form of 

emergency measures or their socio-economic impact, 

have exacerbated inequalities and sharpened differ-

ences between groups in society.283 It would therefore 

be equally important to reflect the potential or intended 

impact of any newly adopted rules and regulations on 

different groups. ODIHR has found that states often 

either bypassed impact assessments or conducted 

these in a limited manner, which did not sufficiently 

consider the differentiated impact of emergency rules 

on different parts of society.284 Where the impact of 

281 For example, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Denmark and Georgia.
282 For example, in Armenia a bill giving authorities broad 

surveillance powers was passed without sufficient time for 
input by the public or civil society; in Austria, where gov-
ernment actions were taken in stages, little room was left for 
public debate on the measures adopted in response to the 
pandemic; in Denmark amendments to the Epidemics Acts 
were rushed through parliament in 12 hours; in Georgia, im-
mediately after state of emergency was lifted, the Parliament 
adopted amendments to the Law on Public Health granting 
the government broad powers to design and implement 
unspecified quarantine measures without parliamentary 
oversight; in Norway, the government prepared a draft 
emergency bill without the involvement of experts or holding 
a public discussion; in Portugal, the Emergency Decree 
suspended the right to participate in the drafting of new 
labour legislation (enshrined in the Constitution for trade un-
ions and in the Labour Code for trade unions and employers 
associations) insofar as the exercise of such right may delay 
the entry into force of urgent legislative measures provided 
for in this Decree; in Romania, a new provision to the gov-
ernment emergency ordinance was added, providing that: 

“During the state of siege or the state of emergency, the 
legal norms regarding decisional transparency and social 
dialogue do not apply in the case of draft normative acts 
establishing measures applicable during the state of siege 
or state of emergency or which are a consequence of the 
establishment of these states.”

283 This is discussed in detail in Part I, as well as subsequent 
sections of this Part, analysing the negative impacts of the 
crisis on the rights of marginalized or discriminated groups 
or parts of society.

284 For example, in Finland, decrees issued under the 
Emergency Powers Act lacked a proper assessment of 
the measures’ compatibility with international human rights 
obligations. Similarly in Latvia, the Government decision on 
an emergency situation and subsequent related legislation 

emergency legislative responses cannot, due to urgent 

public health requirements or other legitimate reasons, 

be analysed prior to their adoption, it is of importance 

to conduct an ex post facto evaluation of the impact on 

vulnerable groups. This should include a gender and 

diversity analysis to ensure that the rights of women 

and children, older people, persons with disabilities,285 

migrants and Roma and Sinti, amongst others, are duly 

respected. Such analysis and refinement of the regula-

tory framework should be done in a participatory and 

inclusive manner and should be informed by independ-

ent and unbiased analysis of impacts on various groups.

In some countries, while the initial emergency legisla-

tion or measures may have been gender- and diversi-

ty-blind, later amendments or extensions have at times 

introduced more gender and diversity-sensitive meas-

ures.286 Evidence-based gender and diversity analysis 

is essential to increase the effectiveness of responses 

do not foresee an individual assessment of restrictions of 
human rights, such as the right to respect for private and 
family life, the freedom of assembly, the right to education 
and the freedom of movement.

285 For example, in terms of a good practice, Canada estab-
lished the Covid-19 Disability Advisory Group (CDAG) to 
advise the government on the real-time lived experiences 
of persons with disabilities during the crisis, including 
disability-specific issues, challenges, systemic gaps and 
recommendations; The Covid-19 Law (enacted March 
26, 2020) in the United Kingdom is an example of a law 
with serious implications for the rights of persons with 
disabilities. The law grants authorities emergency powers 
and needs to be renewed by parliament every 6 months. 
The law seems to lower the threshold for detention on 
mental health grounds by requiring only one doctor’s 
recommendation instead of two under the Mental Health 
Act. The Covid-19 Law also makes it harder for adults with 
disabilities and their caregivers to have their needs met as 
a result of the effective suspension of the Care Act 2014. 
As the Bill is a temporary, emergency law, a formal impact 
assessment was not required; however, the government 
did carry out an equalities assessment though no mention 
of persons with disabilities is made in the assessment.

286 For example, the Law of 11 May 2020, extending the state 
of health emergency in France, introduced new provisions 
specifically regulating the situation of victims of domestic 
violence in the context of quarantine and confinement. 
Certain countries, such as France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Poland and Slovakia have automatically extended the 
validity period of residence permits for foreigners. Poland 
has also provided that foreigners staying in Poland perma-
nently, including refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary 
protection, will be released from the obligation to apply 
for new residence cards until the relevant offices restore 
regular service.
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to the pandemic, as well as inform preparedness and 

response plans in other contexts and future health 

emergencies. In that respect, experts and civil society 

groups should be involved with relevant parliamenta-

ry committees in the overall decision-making process, 

and given a role in evaluating the legislative impact.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• States should refrain from considering legislation that is not of urgent nature, while parliamentary functions 

are not fully operational and when certain civic and political rights are restricted, especially legislation that 

may impact fundamental freedoms and human rights.

• To the extent possible and using innovative approaches, states and parliaments should follow ordinary leg-

islative processes, including public consultations (organised online if necessary) and review the impact on 

under-represented persons or groups of emergency and non-emergency legislation adopted in this period.

• Ensure inclusive public hearings and consultations to the extent possible, including through the use of 

online platforms.

• Ensure a parliamentary approval process for emergency response legislation and other regulatory actions.

• Ensure that safeguards are in place in relevant legislation on the functioning of democratic institutions.

• Conduct an evidence-based gender and diversity analysis of the measures adopted in response to the 

pandemic and review documentation of the gender- and diversity-specific human rights impacts of the 

emergency measures to inform preparedness and response plans for future emergencies.

II.1.C JUSTICE INSTITUTIONS

The observance of the rule of law “based on respect 

for internationally recognized human rights, including 

the right to a fair trial, the right to an effective remedy, 

and the right not to be subjected to arbitrary arrest or 

detention” may never be more relevant than in times of 

crises and emergency.287

In order to ensure these goals, and access to justice 

more broadly, participating States have committed to 

pay due attention to the efficient administration of jus-

tice and proper management of the court system.288 

Judicial independence has repeatedly been recognized 

by participating States as a prerequisite to the rule of 

law and as a fundamental guarantee of a fair trial.289

To this end, participating States have pledged to con-

tinue and enhance efforts to strengthen the rule of law 

287 Decision No. 12/05 of the Ministerial Council on Upholding 
Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Criminal Justice 
Systems, Ljubljana, 6 December 2005.

288 Decision of the Ministerial Council No. 5/06 on Organized 
Crime, Brussels, 5 December 2006, para. 4.

289 Brussels Declaration on Criminal Justice Systems of the 
Ministerial Council, 5 December 2006.

in a range of related areas, including the effective ad-

ministration of justice, the right to a fair trial, access to 

court and the right to legal assistance.290 The specific 

role of constitutional courts as an instrument to ensure 

the principles of the rule of law, democracy and human 

rights has also been emphasized.291

In the context of restrictions and derogations, partic-

ipating States have committed to ensure that “legal 

guarantees necessary to uphold the rule of law will 

remain in force during a state of public emergency” and 

“to provide in their law for control over the regulations 

related to the state of public emergency, as well as the 

implementation of such regulations.”292

The pandemic posed particular challenges to upholding 

these commitments, not only because of the wide-

spread and catastrophic implications for the general 

population, but also in order to ensure the safety and 

health of people serving in justice sector institutions 

290 Decision No. 7/08 of the Ministerial Council on Further 
Strengthening the Rule of Law in the OSCE Area, Helsinki, 
5 December 2006, para 4.

291 Ibid.
292 Moscow Document (1991), para. 28.8.
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themselves. Judges, lawyers, prosecutors and court 

staff, as all human beings, have the right to life and 

right to health, which requires states to set measures 

to ensure their protection.293 At the same time, judges 

and others working in the justice sector may justifiably 

be asked to accept a higher degree of risk than other 

individuals who do not hold public office, in a similar 

way as medical staff, police and fire-fighters.294

Key functions of courts reflected in international law 

relate to the right to a fair trial by an independent and 

impartial court (Art 14 ICCPR), the right to judicial con-

trol of deprivation of liberty (Art 9(3) and (4) ICCPR) and 

the right to an effective remedy (Art 2(3) ICCPR). These 

rights are mirrored in specific OSCE commitments and 

principles.295 All three functions are essential in times of 

emergency or crises. Courts deliver a particularly cru-

cial role with regard to the protection of non-derogable 

rights and absolute rights.296

Even where courts remained open in principle, 

they worked with limited capacity and physical 

access to court buildings was restricted sig-

nificantly in many places. As a consequence, 

individuals faced considerable challenges in 

access to justice in civil, criminal and adminis-

trative procedures.

The judiciary also plays a crucial role in keeping checks 

on the other state powers, in particular the execu-

tive, which tends to increase its power during states 

of emergency. As the UN Special Rapporteur on the 

293 It is worth noting that the mortality rate of the virus seems 
to increase with age, and that in many judiciaries a relative-
ly high proportion of judges are older, compared to other 
professions.

294 Guidance Note of International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), 
The Courts and COVID-19, 6 April 2020

295 See, in particular, Moscow Document (1991) paras. 18 to 
23.

296 In the ICCPR context, non-derogable rights include the 
prohibition of torture, prohibition of slavery, right to life, the 
presumption of innocence in criminal proceedings, the pro-
hibition of retrospective criminal law and the availability of a 
remedy (Human Rights Committee, General Comment 29, 
para. 14). Also, guarantees of fair trial may never be made 
subject to measures of derogation that would circumvent 
the protection of non-derogable rights.

Independence of Judges and Lawyers has emphasized, 

national courts must remain competent and capable to 

evaluate and if necessary, nullify any unlawful imposi-

tion or unjustified extension of emergency measures.297

Courts have a vital function during and after the pan-

demic in providing an effective remedy against exces-

sive or discriminatory emergency measures in indi-

vidual cases. Uninterrupted access to courts is also 

required in other urgent legal matters, in particular for 

vulnerable people in cases of domestic violence, traf-

ficking in human beings, detention and torture related 

situations.298 As violations of quarantine and lock down 

measures carry significant criminal penalties, includ-

ing imprisonment, in a number of countries, access to 

courts in essential in these matters as well.

States of emergencies, curfews and lock-down meas-

ures during the pandemic have created considerable 

challenges for the functioning of courts and access 

to them. In most participating States, the pandem-

ic has resulted in (partial) closures of courts and the 

suspension of procedures, except for urgent cases. 

Even where courts remained open in principle, they 

worked with  limited capacity.299 Physical access to 

297 UN Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges 
and Lawyers, Report to the UN General Assembly, 12 
August 2008, UN-Doc. A/63/271, paras. 16–19, 66.

298 This is discussed in more detail in the respective sections 
of Part II below.

299 Examples of states in which court operations were limited 
to urgent cases during lock-down measures include 
Azerbaijan, Canada, Denmark, Greece, Kyrgyzstan, 
Moldova, the Netherlands, Slovenia, Switzerland and 
Uzbekistan. In Ireland, a range of courts (e.g. District 
Courts, Circuit Civil and Family Law Courts, High Court, 
Supreme Court, Court of Appeal) continued regular oper-
ations, however scaled back their work to urgent matters 
in response to Government directions to minimize social 
contact. In Hungary, an extraordinary judicial vacation was 
introduced from 15 to 30 March; however, court operations 
resumed on 31 March. Based on a Government decree 
(No 74/2020), proceedings continued, mainly by written 
procedure and remote hearings. In criminal cases with the 
requirement of personal presence, hearings were held with 
social distancing measures. In Germany, decisions to car-
ry out court hearings remained within the judicial discretion 
of each judge. However, most courts (including the Federal 
Court of Justice, the Federal Administrative Court and the 
Federal Constitutional Court) decided to keep visitor traffic 
to a minimum. Whether or not court proceedings were to 
be postponed under these circumstances, however, was 
decided by the judges within their judicial discretion.

https://www.icj.org/icj-guidance-on-the-courts-and-covid-19/
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court buildings was restricted significantly in many 

countries.300

As a consequence, individuals faced considerable 

challenges in access to justice in civil, criminal and 

administrative procedures. Lawyers were largely unable 

to represent their clients effectively and faced obsta-

cles in accessing clients in detention, women subject 

to domestic violence and persons with disabilities.301 

Unrepresented defendants and applicants struggled to 

navigate the changes in already complex legal proceed-

ings as a result of emergency measures.302 In response 

to these challenges, many participating States sus-

pended, interrupted or expanded procedural deadlines 

300 In Austria, for example, an ordinance of the Minister of 
Justice limited the movement of parties (“Parteienverkehr”) 
to the exercise of elementary procedural rights of parties. 
These included the inspection of files and the timely sub-
mission of applications and other submissions to the court. 
Courts tried to compensate by handling queries of parties 
by phone or email. Another example is Bulgaria, where 
the Supreme Judicial Council prohibited citizens, parties to 
cases, experts, translators, attorneys and all other persons 
from access to court buildings, except for those sum-
moned in the context of explicitly listed types of cases.

301 In Kazakhstan, for example, civil society organizations 
consistently reported difficulties for lawyers to effectively 
defend their clients, including due to difficulties to submit 
procedural motions. As a result of the quarantine in the 
cities of Nur-Sultan and Almaty on 28 March 2020, visiting 
court buildings to participate in court sessions could be 
considered a violation of the quarantine.

302 Albania’s Normative Act, adopted on 25 March 2020, for 
example, provided that deadlines for lawsuits and on any 
procedural action shall be suspended in administrative, civil 
and criminal cases; however, if the deadlines started during 
the suspension period, they were postponed “until the end 
of the epidemic”. The Normative Act went on to provide a 
list of cases in which the suspension of deadlines does not 
apply; for example, in administrative cases, the subject of 
which is the adjudication of measures on securing lawsuits 
in the event that the court deems that the examination 
after the deadline determined in the prior article of the law 
could cause serious and irreparable damages to parties. In 
Romania, most Courts have restricted their activities with 
the public, indicating that petitions should be submitted 
by regular post and email. However, it was reported that 
the servers and email addresses of the Courts quickly 
became unavailable, due to limited capacity. (Source: EU 
Fundamental Rights Agency, Coronavirus COVID-19 out-
break in the EU Fundamental Rights Implications: Romania, 
23 March 2020)

and statutes of limitation.303 Jury trials have also been 

suspended.304

States have used a range of different sources of law in 

order to regulate these and other changes in the judi-

cial system as a result of the pandemic, including laws, 

ordinances by ministries of justice and government 

decisions, as well as resolutions of judicial councils 

and instructions issued by court administrations. As 

a consequence, judges and court users often faced 

an abundance of instructions from a host of different 

sources, at times overlapping or even contradictory. 

Videoconference hearings have been introduced or 

expanded, from some to all types of procedures (civil, 

criminal and administrative) in a large number of juris-

dictions, although often without clear legal basis and/ 

or without much preparation or guidance to judges and 

court users.

Courts faced new types of cases as a result of the 

pandemic and ensuing emergency legislation, in par-

ticular complaints and other remedies for individuals 

sanctioned for breach of quarantine rules. The defini-

tion of such offences, as well as the sanctions, often 

lacked clarity, contrary to the principle of legal certainty. 

Furthermore, quarantine measures resulted in increas-

ing family disputes, in particular in terms of domestic 

violence but also with regard to other family-related 

conflicts. Labour disputes and insolvencies are also ex-

pected to increase considerably in the aftermath of the 

pandemic and will likely result in an additional caseload 

for already strained court personnel and infrastructure.

While state and court practices across the OSCE region 

differed, certain commonalities emerged with regard to 

cases and procedures considered urgent and hence 

to be continued despite the (partial) closure of courts. 

These typically included procedures related to persons 

deprived of their liberty and cases related to vulnerable 

individuals (children, women, older people and persons 

303 Such measures were put in place in a large number of 
participating States, of which Austria, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (Republika Srpska), Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Czech Republic, France, Italy, Poland, Serbia, Spain 
and Ukraine are illustrative. A smaller number of states did 
not suspend procedures, such as Sweden.

304 Examples of this practice include Ireland, Kazakhstan, 
the United Kingdom and the United States.
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with disabilities), in particular in the context of their need 

of injunctive relief against violence.

In many participating States, cases of individuals in 

pre-trial detention or eligible for probation were re-

viewed with a view to their release from detention. This 

measure served as a means to protect these individuals 

from the risk of infection in closed quarters, as well as 

with a view to reducing the burden on the penitentiary 

and the judiciary systems during the pandemic.305

However, judicial systems were not always able, or even 

required, to adjudicate in a timely and effective manner 

on remedies against sanctions for breach of emergen-

cy measures, prompting concern especially in cases 

relating to non-derogable rights. Judicial self-governing 

bodies and general assemblies of courts also faced 

challenges in decision-making as a result of quaran-

tines and social distancing requirements, including 

when seeking to determine emergency measures. In 

many jurisdictions, rules of procedure of such bodies 

do not envisage remote deliberation or decision-mak-

ing. Following the peak of the pandemic, re-opening 

courts faced challenges in establishing protocols of 

social distancing, including arrangements relating to 

public attendance of hearings.

305 For example, in France, some 11,500 people who 
were within three months of completing their sentenc-
es or awaiting trial were released from prison to ease 
overcrowding and reduce the risk of infection with the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus. In Norway, 194 prisoners benefited 
from early release measures approved on 16 March. In 
Germany’s federal state of Hesse, 268 prisoners were 
released by 12 April 2020, and in more than 3,600 cases, 
the execution of prison sentences was postponed. In the 
United Kingdom, by contrast, by 27 April 2020, only 33 
out of 4,000 prisoners in England and Wales eligible for 
early release had indeed been freed, and initial proposals 
for early release of offenders under certain conditions were 
eventually shelved by the government. For recommenda-
tions on reducing the number of detainees and release 
of vulnerable detainees and low-level offenders see for 
example the statement of UN High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, on 25 March 2020 and the Subcommittee 
on Prevention of Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (SPT), Advice of 
the Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture to States 
Parties and National Preventive Mechanisms relating to the 
Coronavirus Pandemic, 25 March 2020.

CONCERNS RELATING TO THE RULE OF LAW AND ACCESS 

TO JUSTICE

The pandemic demonstrated limitations in the ability 

of judges, court personnel, lawyers, judicial self-gov-

erning bodies and other justice stakeholders to work 

remotely using digital technology for communication, 

to file motions and conduct proceedings via videocon-

ference,306 and with a view to decision-making in mat-

ters of judicial administration. Judicial systems in many 

participating States also lack provisions for judges to 

access files remotely while providing data security, and 

to authenticate themselves through electronic or digital 

signatures in order to validate decisions. Women justice 

stakeholders faced obstacles working from home while 

still bearing the main care-taking responsibilities for 

children and other family members.

The lack of clarity on the processing of pending cases 

and inconsistencies within jurisdictions, and even with-

in courts, resulted in considerable legal uncertainty. 

Concerns arose in a number of states regarding the 

legality of the use of videoconference hearings due 

to lack of a (clear) legal basis, and regarding the use 

of videoconference hearings even where not all trial 

parties had adequate access to and familiarity with the 

respective technology. Other concerns related to data 

protection and privacy issues.

Various fair-trial related problems occurred in the con-

text of videoconference hearings, including lack of 

meaningful participation during online hearings, short-

comings in terms of the ability of trial participants to ob-

serve non-verbal cues of individuals being summoned, 

problems with the examination of evidence, and lack of 

confidential client-lawyer communication during online 

hearings. Some judges or courts sought to compen-

sate access of the public (partially) by broadcasting 

hearings, however, shortcomings remained, including 

access of trial monitors.307

306 See, e.g., European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 
Coronavirus Pandemic in the EU – Fundamental 
Rights Implications, Bulletin 1 (1 February – 20 March 
2020)

307 For example, in Georgia, a civil society organization 
requested permission from the High Council of Justice to 
carry out remote monitoring of criminal proceedings, yet 
the request was rejected, on the basis of technical issues. 

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/03/1060252
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2020-coronavirus-pandemic-eu-bulletin-1_en.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2020-coronavirus-pandemic-eu-bulletin-1_en.pdf
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In some jurisdictions, concerns have been raised in 

the context of judicial administration during states of 

emergency, in particular the selection of judges or court 

chairpersons through procedures that were irregular 

and/or not transparent as a result of the pandemic.308 In 

Information about the court sessions was posted on the 
court website, except for sessions on ‘First Appearance of 
the Accused’. However, only the defence and the pros-
ecution could attend the hearing. Issues were eventually 
resolved with Tbilisi City Court on 4 May, but not at four 
other courts (Kutaisi, Batumi, Telavi, Rustavi) that also 
rejected monitoring by the civil society organization for 
technical reasons.

308 In Ukraine, civil society organizations reported that they 
were unable to monitor the work of the High Council of 

a number of participating States, judicial stakeholders 

have voiced concern regarding the ability of courts to 

deal with the backlog of cases following the pandemic 

and recommended to ensure that any prioritization in 

the adjudication of cases be fair, non-discriminatory 

and transparent.

Justice because it had closed its doors to the public and 
did not broadcast its sessions. Videoconference sessions 
of the Council were eventually conducted, however not 
in disciplinary cases. In Georgia, the new Chair of the 
Supreme Court was appointed during the state of emer-
gency, a process criticized due to the use of an accelerat-
ed and non-transparent process, which did not allow for 
public discussion of the candidate (the candidate’s identity 
was only disclosed at the voting stage).

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Courts need to remain functional to discharge key functions while preserving the right to life and health 

of judges and judicial staff, as well as for all users of court services. Key functions of courts include the 

review of legality of emergency measures, judicial review of emergency legislation with regard to con-

stitutionality and compatibility with international law, and urgent legal matters where delay would cause 

irreparable harm.

• Emergency measures relating to courts and judicial procedures need to preserve judicial independence 

and should be consulted with judicial stakeholders, such as judges’ associations, judicial self-governing 

bodies, lawyers, notaries and trade unions, where applicable.

• Standards of judicial independence need to be observed at all times, including adherence to national 

rules and international standards for the appointment, promotion and disciplinary procedures of judges.

• Avoid a ‘hyper-production’ of laws, decrees, regulations and instructions on emergency measures for the 

judiciary from different branches of power (legislative, executive, judicial), and make sure provisions are 

not contradictory, vague or incomplete.

• Clear criteria should be established, preferably in law, with a margin of appreciation for judges, for the 

determination of urgent cases, which should be continued even during lockdown measures. These 

include cases relating to individuals deprived of their liberty; individuals requiring immediate protection 

from (domestic) violence; urgent family disputes; complaints against sanctions for violation of emergency 

measures and other cases where effective remedies are required by international human rights law. The 

prioritisation of cases should ensure gender equality and protection of the most vulnerable.

• Online tools and technology should be used to deliver the key functions of courts, however weighing the 

interest in continuing the procedure despite shortcomings of videoconference hearings as compared to 

an actual trial hearing. ICT-solutions must never undermine the right to fair trial.

• Judicial self-governing bodies and judges’ associations should engage in discussions on preparing for 

the restoration of court activities at the end of lock-down measures, including on ways in which to reduce 

the backlog of cases.

• Protocols should be discussed in a timely manner before the end of emergency measures to determine 

an organized and safe return to court for judges, parties, lawyers, witnesses, etc.

• A dialogue should be established and continued between different judicial stakeholders, in particular 

judges and lawyers, to discuss safety measures such as physical distancing protocols at court.
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• Training for judges should be initiated to build the capacity of the judiciary relating to the new types of 

cases arising as a result of the pandemic, including international law and the requirements of necessity 

and proportionality of sanctions for breach of emergency measures.

• Provide the necessary resources for justice systems to deliver their functions during and in the aftermath 

of the pandemic, including adequate safety measures at courts and other justice sector infrastructure.

• Where judges are subject to periodic evaluation, such processes should take into account lower numbers 

of procedural conclusions as a result of the pandemic. Covid-19-related delays must never infringe the 

security of tenure of judges.

• Systematically collect and analyse information about court operations during and in the aftermath of 

the pandemic in order to capture lessons learned. This should include an assessment of the impact of 

emergency measures on their outcome, including remote hearings.

II.1.D ELECTIONS AND ELECTION OBSERVATION

In line with the ODIHR’s specific election-related 

mandate, this section takes account of the emerging 

challenges to the OSCE commitments, takes stock 

of the already noticeable and prospective trends and 

approaches by participating States, and provides rec-

ommendations that could help states ensure their elec-

tions are in line with OSCE commitments, including if 

held during the pandemic, or similar circumstances in 

the future.

Greater attention is being paid to the constitu-

tional and legal frameworks governing elections 

in crisis situations. There is also a heightened 

interest in alternative voting methods and an 

increase in understanding that the ability to 

effectively enjoy fundamental rights is key for 

genuine elections.

Elections are both a political and a technical exercise 

that involves a multitude of stakeholders and take place 

over a number of stages. Most elements of the elec-

toral process come under pressure in the conditions 

of states of emergency or similar measures, and they 

have been significantly affected during the pandemic. 

This included, for instance, the predictability of election 

dates, fulfilling conditions for registering as candidates, 

full opportunities for political actors to campaign in a 

meaningful way and their ability to communicate with 

voters, the preparedness of election administrations 

to conduct necessary operations, and the provision of 

unimpeded access for voters. On the whole, the normal 

conduct of elections in compliance with the OSCE’s 

election-related commitments has been put at risk by 

the pandemic and in particular the measures taken in 

response. The impact of the pandemic on the elements 

mentioned above threatens to diminish the capacity 

for elections to serve as a mechanism to genuinely 

reflect the will of the people. Increased uncertainty, es-

pecially with election dates, may also pose questions 

to the legitimacy of the incumbents. The effects of the 

limitations imposed on the exercise of a number of fun-

damental rights that are key for elections reconfirmed 

that elections do not take place in the vacuum and 

freedoms of assembly, expression and movement are 

essential for genuine democratic elections.309

National authorities can and have tried to overcome 

some of the election-related challenges, but many will 

remain. While the validity of election-related commit-

ments and other international obligations and standards 

is not in question, even in times of emergency, authori-

ties of participating States have been forced to balance 

them with public health requirements, which sometimes 

override other considerations. Some steps have been 

taken to amend the rules for elections in an expedited 

manner, which has increased risks to the fulfilment of 

OSCE commitments. Politically disadvantaged groups, 

such as women, persons with disabilities and national 

minorities, may be disproportionately affected.310 New 

trends that emerged in the public discussion across the 

OSCE region are greater attention to the constitutional 

309 See also Council of Europe’s Venice Commission compi-
lation of opinions and reports on states of emergency.

310 See also International Foundation for Electoral Systems 
(IFES) paper on Safeguarding Health and Elections.

https://rm.coe.int/16809e38a6
https://rm.coe.int/16809e38a6
https://www.ifes.org/sites/default/files/ifes_covid19_briefing_series_safeguarding_health_and_elections_may_2020.pdf
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and legal frameworks governing the principle of peri-

odic elections in crisis situations, a heightened interest 

in alternative voting methods, an increase in under-

standing that the ability to effectively enjoy fundamental 

rights is key for genuine elections, and the reaffirmation 

of the crucial role that election observers – citizen and 

international – play in the process. It is important for 

the OSCE participating States to ensure that measures 

to temporarily adjust to the imperatives of maintaining 

public health do not undermine adherence to existing 

commitments related to elections.

Apart from the postponement and suspension of elec-

tions in some participating States, the immediate effect 

of the pandemic on the respect of election-related com-

mitments is difficult to assess at this stage. Planned 

and future ODIHR election-related activities will provide 

such assessments, focusing both on the electoral leg-

islation and its implementation, including through prac-

tical arrangements considering public health require-

ments. Still, the challenges to the fulfilment of some 

commitments are already now perceptible as a result of 

the pandemic and conditions imposed to curb it.

As elections are a multi-faceted process, effects of 

Covid-19 on many aspects of civic and political par-

ticipation are additionally covered in other parts of this 

report. Most importantly, genuine democratic elections 

are contingent on the respect of fundamental rights, 

such as the freedoms of assembly, expression or move-

ment. Non-discrimination and the protection of vulner-

able or marginalized groups are essential for the inclu-

siveness of democratic processes. Under the current 

conditions, citizens of the OSCE participating States 

may also face challenges with access to effective rem-

edy, including when their electoral rights are violated. As 

the conduct of elections is guided by the relevant legal 

framework, attention should be given to the legislative 

powers and the law-making process and to the ques-

tion whether the lawmakers take unnecessary or politi-

cally convenient shortcuts. ODIHR has underscored on 

multiple occasions that care should be taken to have 

rules governing the conduct of elections adopted and 

amended on the basis of a broadly inclusive, trans-

parent and effective consultation and with due regard 

to the principles of stability of electoral legislation.311 

Below, specific consideration is given to how the pan-

demic affects adherence to particular election-related 

commitments in general, with specific references to 

countries to illustrate the matter. Thorough analysis of 

a particular state’s compliance with OSCE’s election 

related commitments will be provided in the course 

of regular ODIHR election-related activities including 

Election Observation Missions and Assessments.

OSCE participating States committed to “hold free elec-

tions at reasonable intervals, as established by law.”312 

The concept of periodic elections emanates from the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights and is reflected 

in other international standards and OSCE commit-

ments. In the context of the pandemic, the principle of 

periodic elections had to be balanced against other ob-

ligations of states, particularly ensuring the right to life 

and the right to health and, thus, taking urgent meas-

ures to contain the pandemic. Postponement or sus-

pension of elections under a state of emergency does 

not necessarily contravene human rights obligations of 

states, but highlights the importance of safeguards to 

prevent misuse.313 Importantly, the “suspension of elec-

toral rights is only permitted to the extent required by 

the situation and the suspension must therefore meet 

a proportionality test.”314 The principle that reasonable 

intervals need to be established by law has been chal-

lenged as the legislation in a number of participating 

States did not provide for the postponement of sched-

uled elections in a state of emergency.315 At times, when 

such provisions were in place, decisions were taken 

311 See also ODIHR Opinions on The Draft Act on Special 
Rules for Conducting the General Election of the 
President of the Republic of Poland Ordered in 2020, 
paragraphs 12 – 16, (April 27, 2020) and on The Draft Act 
on special rules for the organisation of the general 
election of the President of the Republic of Poland 
ordered in 2020 with the possibility of postal voting, 
paragraph 10, (29 May 2020).

312 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.1.
313 See also IFES paper on “Legal Considerations When 

Delaying or Adapting Elections” and the Council of 
Europe’s “Elections and COVID-19”.

314 See para. 100 of the Council of Europe Venice 
Commission’s report “Respect for Democracy, Human 
Rights and the Rule of Law During States of Emergency 

– Reflections.”
315 For example, postponement of local elections in England 

and Wales required adoption of a law by the Parliament.

https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/d/3/450856.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/d/3/450856.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/d/3/450856.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/e/0/453333_2.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/e/0/453333_2.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/e/0/453333_2.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/e/0/453333_2.pdf
https://www.ifes.org/sites/default/files/ifes_covid-19_briefing_series_legal_considerations_when_delaying_or_adapting_elections_june_2020.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/election-and-covid-19/16809e20fe
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2020)005rev-e
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not to declare the state of emergency,316 which either 

made the postponement of elections a legal uncertainty 

or necessitated the creation of ad hoc context-specific 

solutions.317 Some of the ad hoc decisions to either 

postpone the elections, suspend the conduct of an 

already ongoing process, or to hold elections in a chal-

lenging environment, raised questions as to whether 

a reasonable assessment was made vis-à-vis other 

state obligations, including safeguarding the right to 

health. Such decisions put an additional spotlight on 

the importance of genuine public debate and inclusive 

and transparent decision-making processes on matters 

of public concern.

Where elections were already taking place at the outset 

of the pandemic, participating States faced particu-

lar challenges with regard to their commitment to en-

sure that law and public policy work to permit political 

campaigning to be conducted in a fair and free atmos-

phere.318 It was particularly challenging to ensure that 

no “administrative action […] bars the parties and the 

candidates from freely presenting their views and qual-

ifications, or prevents the voters from learning and dis-

cussing them”.319 Public gatherings, door-to-door visits 

and distributing campaign materials, all a traditional way 

for candidates to reach out to voters and for the voters 

to impart information or demonstrate their support, may 

be restricted due to public health considerations.320

Advantages of the incumbency and abuse of 

state resources, including through policies and 

initiatives related to the crisis and its socio-eco-

nomic effects, might be especially pronounced 

when those in power have not only a duty to 

respond to the Covid-19 crisis but also a polit-

ical role to play in the elections.

316 See Part I for details.
317 For example, Poland declared a “state of epidemic” and 

not one of the possible types of a “state of emergency” that 
would have precluded the holding of an election.

318 See also the ODIHR statement from 7 April 2020 on the 
importance of genuine campaign and public debate 
for democratic elections.

319 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.7
320 See Para. 103 of the Council of Europe Venice 

Commission’s report “Respect for Democracy, Human 
Rights and the Rule of Law During States of Emergency 

– Reflections.”

Previous ODIHR election observation reports show that 

restrictions on the conduct of election campaigns may 

often be accompanied by discretionary enforcement 

by the authorities.321 As the public health considera-

tions may continue to dictate restrictions on campaign 

methods, this calls for a greater attention to whether 

and how participating States will “provide … the nec-

essary legal guarantees to enable [political parties and 

organizations] to compete with each other on a basis of 

equal treatment before the law and by the authorities.”322 

Advantages of the incumbency and abuse of state re-

sources, including through policies and initiatives relat-

ed to the crisis and its socio-economic effects, might 

be especially pronounced when those in power have 

not only a duty to respond to the Covid-19 crisis but 

also a political role to play in the elections.

In most participating States, media coverage was dom-

inated by significant coverage of the developments 

around the pandemic and the responses of govern-

ments and the officials leading the crisis management. 

In the context of elections, this gives rise to some con-

cerns regarding the commitment of participating States 

to provide conditions for “unimpeded access to the 

media on a non-discriminatory basis for all political 

groupings and individuals wishing to participate in the 

electoral process.”323 Whether the electoral contestants 

are able to use the media to convey their messages 

to the voters will certainly depend on how previously 

identified media-related shortcomings are rectified, on 

the impact of the economic downturn on the media 

landscape, but also on the willingness of those in pow-

er to not abuse their prominence in the context of the 

pandemic to gain an unfair advantage over political 

competitors. At the same time, they may be ‘punished’ 

by voters if they are seen as having failed to lead effec-

tively during the crisis.

321 See, for example, the ODIHR Final Report on 2018 Early 
Presidential and Parliamentary Elections in Turkey, the 
ODIHR Final Report of 2019 Early Parliamentary Elections 
in Belarus, the ODIHR Final Report on 2018 Presidential 
Election in the Russian Federation, the ODIHR Final 
Report on 2018 Early Presidential Election in Azerbaijan, 
the ODIHR Final Report on 2019 Early Presidential 
Election in Kazakhstan.

322 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.6
323 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.8

https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/449695
https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/449695
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2020)005rev-e
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/9/4/397046_0.pdf
https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/belarus/447583
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/2/4/383577_0.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/2/5/388580_1.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/2/5/388580_1.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/2/7/434459_0.pdf
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The principles of universal and equal suffrage were also 

challenged regarding both the longer-term process-

es, such as voter and candidate registration, and the 

methods of voting. OSCE commitments to “guarantee 

universal and equal suffrage to adult citizens” 324 may 

be challenged if voter registration or verification efforts 

are halted due to public health concerns. Movement 

of people caused by health concerns (such as when 

people choose to leave their place of residence to join 

their family) or economic effects of the pandemic (when 

people move because of losing a job) may necessitate 

the revision of voter lists.

While few countries allow for electronic submission of 

required documents, in a number of participating States 

the registration of electoral contestants is premised on 

an in-person collection, submission and verification 

of supporting signatures, which may be problematic 

in the conditions of social distancing or restrictions to 

assembly or movement. Substituting signature collec-

tion by alternative requirements for registration, such 

as monetary deposits, might disproportionally affect 

politically underrepresented groups, such as women 

or national minorities in certain countries, or pose ad-

ditional financial burdens on those already hit by the 

economic downturn.

While traditional voting mechanisms may pose threats 

to public health, alternative solutions to voting in polling 

stations may, in turn, endanger the principle of universal 

and equal suffrage, as well as secrecy of the vote. A 

number of previous ODIHR election observation reports 

noted that homebound voting or casting ballots in such 

specially designated locations as prisons, hospitals 

or elderly homes raised concerns of undue influence 

on the voter.325 Facilitating voting by those subject to 

quarantine with the aim to uphold the principle of uni-

versality is a particular challenge in the current situation. 

Adherence to the commitments in such cases may 

be ensured by effective legal and practical safeguards 

against wrong-doing and the development of adequate 

324 See Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.3
325 See, for example, ODIHR Final Report on 2013 

Presidential Election in Montenegro, Final Report on 2013 
Partial Repeat Parliamentary Elections in Ukraine, Final 
Report on 2019 Parliamentary Elections in Belarus.

staff capacities and technical skills within election man-

agement bodies.

Some alternative voting methods may also pose a risk 

to the fulfilment of the commitment to “ensure that 

votes are cast by secret ballot or by equivalent free 

voting procedure.”326 Allowing or expanding proxy vot-

ing, which has been consistently identified by ODIHR 

as falling short of commitments to an equal and secret 

ballot, would not be a solution to address the prevailing 

health concerns. Women, older people and people with 

disabilities may be particularly vulnerable to undue co-

ercion and their right to secrecy may be compromised 

if introduction of postal voting or other alternative voting 

methods is not accompanied by adequate safeguards.

Women, older people and people with disabil-

ities may be particularly vulnerable to undue 

coercion and their right to secrecy may be 

compromised if introduction of postal voting 

or other alternative voting methods is not ac-

companied by adequate safeguards.

OSCE participating States have agreed that “the pres-

ence of observers, both foreign and domestic, can en-

hance the electoral process for States in which elec-

tions are taking place.”327 The deployment of observers, 

both citizen and international, has been challenging in 

the conditions imposed by the pandemic. While cer-

tain temporary adaptations of the ways for citizen and 

international observers to conduct their activities might 

be necessary, the principle of transparency that the 

observers serve to uphold might also be challenged. 

Limitations on access to the meetings of election man-

agement bodies may be remedied to a certain extent 

with proactive outreach, including by means of infor-

mation and communication technologies, but effective 

observation of the procedural integrity of election day 

operations may nonetheless be difficult. This may par-

ticularly threaten the commitment to have votes “count-

ed and reported honestly with the official results made 

public.”328

326 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.4
327 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 8.
328 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 7.4.

https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/3/f/103093.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/a/1/110818.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/6/4/447583.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/6/4/447583.pdf
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During the pandemic, a number of participating States 

postponed or suspended elections or revised spe-

cific elements in the timeline of electoral activities. In 

most of the countries where elections were planned 

to take place after the declaration of the global health 

emergency or a national state of emergency, decisions 

were taken to postpone or suspend them; a number 

of countries, however, kept the election day as initially 

planned.329 Although a decision to hold, postpone or 

cancel an election in times of a pandemic is a matter 

each participating State has to decide for itself and 

in full consideration of public health requirements, it 

should be taken in line with OSCE commitments and 

other international obligations and standards. In most 

cases, such a decision required modification of a coun-

try’s legal and even constitutional framework.

In many participating States, a postponement of the 

election day was possible due to the declaration of a 

state of emergency (or equivalent measures) during 

which elections could not be conducted. In other cases, 

the existing legal apparatus and the types of declared 

states of emergency required the adoption of a special 

legal framework for the cancellation or postponement 

of elections and consequent extension of the mandate 

of institutions in place.330 In some participating States, 

329 Elections in the OSCE region were postponed as following: 
local elections in Kyrgyzstan (originally scheduled for 12 
April), second round of local elections in France (originally 
scheduled for 22 March, moved to 28 June), parliamentary 
elections in North Macedonia (originally scheduled for 12 
April, moved to 15 July), parliamentary and local elections 
in Serbia (originally scheduled for 26 April, moved to 21 
June), local elections in Romania (originally scheduled 
for June 2020), local elections in the United Kingdom 
(England and Wales, originally scheduled for 7 May 2020, 
moved to 6 May 2021), local elections scheduled for some 
federal states in Austria on 15 and 22 March have been 
cancelled. The first round of local elections in France took 
place on 15 March; Germany’s state of Bavaria conducted 
first round of local elections on 16 March 2020 and second 
round on 29 March 2020. Poland decided to introduce 

“state of epidemic” instead of “natural disaster” or “state 
of emergency” that would allow for postponement of the 
presidential election which was to take place on 10 May 
2020 but was eventually found to be not possible to occur. 
The presidential election was then held on 28 June and 12 
July (second round). Other elections, such as presidential 
elections in Belarus, Iceland and the United States, 
parliamentary elections in Mongolia and local elections in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina are maintained on schedule.

330 For example, postponement of local elections in the 
United Kingdom (England and Wales) required the 

legislative processes and the adoption of laws were 

undertaken in a rushed manner, in the absence of a 

meaningful public and inclusive consultation among 

key electoral stakeholders, challenging the principles of 

legality and stability of election law.331 While the Council 

of Europe’s Venice Commission notes that “late amend-

ments to the electoral legislation applicable only for 

concrete elections do not necessarily go against the 

European principles of electoral law,”332 substantial 

amendments of the fundamental elements of the elec-

toral law shortly before an election may influence the 

outcome of an election. It is equally important to uphold 

the principle of legality by adhering to a country’s con-

stitutional provisions when making any decision related 

to elections.

In some participating States, the likelihood of early 

elections increased as a result of the impacts of the 

pandemic and related measures on the economy and 

prevailing attitudes in the population. Both the opposi-

tion and the incumbents started focusing their political 

rhetoric on the effectiveness of combatting the pan-

demic and its social and economic effects. In some 

cases, the incumbents may be more willing to time the 

elections in accordance with their preferences.

Some participating States that decided to proceed 

with their planned elections introduced alternative 

voting methods with the stated aim to mitigate risks 

adoption of a law by Parliament. In France, the Election 
Code provides that mayors are elected for six years and 
their renewal should take place in March at a date set by 
Ministerial Council decree at least three months in advance. 
The law does not have any provision to deal with an eventu-
al postponement/cancelling of an election, not even under 
exceptional circumstances, related to the fact that the law 
does not provide for a competent authority entitled to take 
such decision. A special law postponing the second round 
by six months was adopted by the parliament, following 
broad consultations with health officials and an agreement 
between political forces. Serbia and North Macedonia 
introduced states of emergencies followed by government 
decrees suspending the organization of elections.

331 For example, on 6 April 2020, the lower chamber of the 
parliament of Poland adopted the “Draft Act on special 
rules for conducting the general election of the President 
of the Republic of Poland ordered in 2020”. It was passed 
within one day and with a narrow majority.

332 See para. 115 of the Council of Europe Venice 
Commission’s report “Respect for Democracy, Human 
Rights and the Rule of Law During States of Emergency 

– Reflections.”

https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-PI(2020)005rev-e
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of contagion posed by social contact.333 Decisions 

were taken either by extending already existing le-

gal provisions or through developing additional ones. 

Preparations for an exclusive vote by mail would clearly 

be best applied in countries with a record of having 

conducted such processes for some categories of vot-

ers. This would, therefore, benefit from comprehensive 

analysis of different factors that may impact the likeli-

hood of voters receiving ballots by mail and the possi-

bility to return them in time. In principle, good practice 

suggests that alternative voting methods should be 

introduced gradually, well in advance of elections and 

based on appropriate testing and consultations with 

election stakeholders.

Women and other politically disadvantaged groups, 

such as people with disabilities, may be disproportion-

ately affected by using alternative voting methods, such 

as postal voting. While such measures may increase 

the participation of women voters, the older people, 

voters with disabilities and those living in remote are-

as, the main challenge arising from postal voting is to 

maintain the secrecy and equality of the vote, since 

the voter receives a ballot that is to be marked in an 

uncontrolled environment outside of the polling station. 

In addition to this, reports of a worldwide increase in 

the number of domestic violence cases as a result of 

stay-at-home orders and confinement pose a question 

about whether vulnerable persons could be subjected 

to undue influence when making their electoral choic-

es.334 Considerations that provide real equal oppor-

tunities for all should therefore be taken into account 

when introducing new voting methods. Civil society 

organizations focused on the electoral rights of politi-

cally underrepresented groups should be involved in the 

introduction of new voting methods. Their expertise and 

lessons previously learned throughout the OSCE region 

with regard to protecting electoral rights of vulnerable 

groups might be valuable for all voters. The equality of 

opportunity to cast ballots with the use of alternative 

333 Germany’s state of Bavaria conducted the second round 
of local elections using the postal vote for all. Shortly before 
the election, Poland’s parliament adopted a law introduc-
ing the possibility of postal voting for all voters.

334 See also a statement by the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations António Guterres on Gender-Based 
Violence and Covid-19. More details on this aspect are 
discussed in the section on Gender Equality in Part II.

methods might encounter specific challenges when 

voting is organized for those residing abroad when reg-

ulations of both the host country and the participating 

State organizing elections may apply.

At the initial stages of the pandemic, public opinion fo-

cused on the possibility of employing new technologies 

for casting and counting of ballots, such as Internet 

voting. It is, however, noteworthy that decision-makers 

in most participating States have not made any sub-

stantive moves toward such alternative solutions, in part 

due to the realization that introduction of new voting 

technologies requires substantial time and resources 

and, therefore, may not present the short-term solution 

for the challenges associated with the pandemic.

In many participating States, adjustments to election 

management were necessitated by safety considera-

tions in light of threats posed by the pandemic. For in-

stance, the recruitment and training of polling staff have 

proven to be more difficult. Additional safety meas-

ures, including provision and use of personal protec-

tive equipment, were introduced through legislation or 

sub-legal acts. Restrictions on gatherings have led to 

holding meetings of election management bodies be-

hind closed doors, challenging transparency. Positively, 

some election commissions decided to stream their 

sessions online and increased the amount of informa-

tion available on their websites.335 Some adaptations of 

election management placed additional responsibilities 

on the bodies outside of election administration, such 

as postal services or municipalities, at times without 

adjustment of the legal framework, allocation of appro-

priate resources or ensuring proper training. Specific at-

tention should be paid to voter education and outreach 

by the election management bodies.336

In several cases when the participating States decid-

ed to proceed with planned elections either without 

335 For example, the Republic Electoral Commission of 
Serbia, the Central Election Commission of Moldova and 
the Central Election Commission of Belarus decided to 
conduct all their sessions online while the Central Election 
Commission of Russian Federation continued the prac-
tice of streaming their session online.

336 See also International IDEA’s “Elections during 
COVID-19: Considerations on how to proceed with 
caution.”

http://webtv.un.org/watch/antónio-guterres-un-secretary-general-on-gender-based-violence-and-covid-19/6146979361001/
https://www.idea.int/news-media/news/elections-during-covid-19-considerations-how-proceed-caution
https://www.idea.int/news-media/news/elections-during-covid-19-considerations-how-proceed-caution
https://www.idea.int/news-media/news/elections-during-covid-19-considerations-how-proceed-caution
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changing the date or re-starting the process, some 

elements of the electoral process were adapted and 

revised. Specific examples include revision of timelines 

pertaining to the collection of supporting signatures,337 

voter registration updates, and the duration of the cam-

paign period. Some procedural deadlines for the or-

ganization of voting and counting were altered due to 

the introduction of alternative voting methods. As with 

changes to the date of elections, such changes were in 

some cases made without consultation with or debate 

among electoral stakeholders.

During the pandemic, freedoms of movement and 

assembly have been restricted in many participating 

States.338 Public rallies, door-to-door canvassing, and 

in-person distribution of materials are all standard cam-

paigning methods that had to be limited. A number of 

political actors shifted their activities to the media and 

online sphere. This further increased the role of social 

networks and heightened attention to the transparen-

cy of political finance and the ability of voters to form 

opinions independently and without manipulative inter-

ference.339 Some participating States faced the situation 

when legal provisions pertaining to campaigning or 

placing paid advertisement in online media or social 

networks were lacking.

337 Poland (2nd amendment), Romania, Serbia.
338 For a detailed overview, see the section on Freedom of 

Movement below.
339 Para. 19 of the UNHRC 1996 General Comment No.25 

to the ICCPR states that “Persons entitled to vote must 
be free to vote … without undue influence or coercion of 
any kind which may distort or inhibit the free expression of 
the elector’s will. Voters should be able to form opinions 
independently, free of violence or threat of violence, com-
pulsion, inducement or manipulative interference of any 
kind.”

Travel restrictions across the OSCE region, as well as 

the duty of care for observers by international organiza-

tions, have resulted in temporary suspension of ODIHR 

observation missions.340 The level of access to all as-

pects of the electoral process was also lowered. Citizen 

observers faced similar difficulties in their activities. 

While travel and health protocol restrictions across the 

OSCE region posed challenges to deployment of ob-

servation missions, ODIHR was able to deploy special 

election assessment missions and other election-relat-

ed activities to a number of participating States holding 

elections, highlighting its ability to deliver on its man-

date even in these extraordinary circumstances.

A number of participating States have engaged in fol-

low-up activities, at times in order to strengthen their 

response to the challenges posed by the pandemic. At 

times, these responses were premised on addressing 

previous ODIHR recommendations. However, some 

states did not take into account previous ODIHR re-

ports and recommendations and proposed legislative 

and practical measures that risk weakening their elec-

tion processes. Based on requests from participating 

States, ODIHR strengthened its focus in this period on 

providing assistance to states in their efforts to follow-up 

on previous assessments and recommendations.341

340 ODIHR has suspended the Election Observation Mission 
deployed for the 12 April early parliamentary elections 
in North Macedonia and cancelled the deployment of 
Election Observation Mission for the 26 April parliamentary 
elections in Serbia and the Limited Election Observation 
Mission for the 10 May presidential election in Poland.

341 The successful completion of electoral reform in Albania is 
an example for such fruitful co-operation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Refrain from fundamental changes to the electoral law shortly before an election in order to ensure sta-

bility of the law. The more fundamental the change, the more time before an election should be allowed.

• Should legal amendments or new legislation be introduced to regulate any elements of an electoral 

process during a pandemic or state of emergency, it is of utmost importance that electoral stakeholders, 

political forces, civil society, health authorities and other pertinent institutions are engaged in a consultative 

process and that laws are adopted at the end of a democratic debate.

• In participating States where there are no legal provisions for postponing or cancelling elections, con-

sider amending the legal framework to allow such actions under exceptional circumstances, including 

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%252fC%252f21%252fRev.1%252fAdd.7&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%252fC%252f21%252fRev.1%252fAdd.7&Lang=en
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the competent authority entitled to take the decisions. Furthermore, states should consider introducing 

legal provisions that would guarantee continuity of the mandate of the institutions beyond the legal term, 

under exceptional circumstances for a reasonable period of time.

• Countries should use the opportunity to review their electoral legislation and assess the extent to which it 

covers situations like the pandemic just experienced, and to fill in the gaps in preparation of future similar 

emergency situations.

• If alternative voting methods are introduced, consideration should be given to adopting a gradual ap-

proach and piloting prior implementation of these methods nationwide, as well as providing comprehen-

sive awareness raising, in particular to politically vulnerable groups (women, older people, persons with 

disabilities).

• With a view to ensure transparency and accountability, genuine consideration should be given to enabling 

citizen and international elections observation.

• States should develop and maintain contingency plans as an integral part of election management. Proper 

attention should be given to the preparedness of authorities other than election management bodies.

• If socio-economic recovery plans are developed, make sure the distribution of state aid does not create 

an impression of favouring incumbent political forces or vote buying by introducing clear, fair and objective 

criteria to identify those who are eligible for the aid, as well as making sure the timeline of the distribution 

of aid is not adjusted to the period of electoral campaigning.

II.1.E NHRIS AND HUMAN RIGHTS 
DEFENDERS

Independent, accountable and effective institutions and 

an active civil society, independent media and the abili-

ty of individual citizens to hold authorities to account are 

essential for democracy and democratic governance. 

National human rights institutions (NHRIs), as independ-

ent statutory bodies protecting and promoting human 

rights, as well as human rights defenders, whether 

they advocate for transparency, justice or the rights of 

marginalized or vulnerable groups, play a particularly 

important role in this regard.

In line with the UN Declaration on Human Rights 

Defenders, people who individually or in association 

with others act to promote and protect human rights 

and fundamental freedoms by peaceful means and 

without discrimination shall be considered ‘human 

rights defenders’.342 They are, therefore, first of all de-

fined by their actions and can include associations, 

342 UN General Assembly Res. 53/144, “Declaration on the 
Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs 
of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms” (Declaration 
on Human Rights Defenders), UN Doc. A/RES/53/144 
(9 December 1998). See also, The ODIHR Guidelines on 
the Protection of Human Rights Defenders.

institutions as well as individuals of any professional 

background, including journalists or medical personnel. 

ODIHR has observed that during the Covid-19 pandem-

ic, numerous organizations and activists continued to 

actively promote human rights, raising critical issues 

of public interest. Furthermore, individuals of diverse 

professional backgrounds in a number of participating 

States stepped in to act as whistle-blowers to uncover 

information about human rights abuses, mismanage-

ment of public resources or other acts of corruption in 

relation to governments’ responses to the pandemic.

NHRIs are also considered human rights defenders and 

play a crucial role in advancing and protecting human 

rights.343 They can act as a bridge between civil soci-

ety and the state, linking the responsibilities of states 

to the rights of citizens. The importance of NHRIs and 

their mandate to protect and promote human rights is 

recognized in OSCE commitments. In Copenhagen 

(1990), participating States pledged to “facilitate the es-

tablishment and strengthening of independent national 

institutions in the area of human rights and the rule of 

law.” States are encouraged to strengthen the role of 

independent NHRIs and their mandate in accordance 

343 For more about how NHRIs exercised their oversight func-
tion over emergency measures, see Part II.1.

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N99/770/89/PDF/N9977089.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N99/770/89/PDF/N9977089.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
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with the Paris Principles.344 The General Observations 

to the Paris Principles refer to the state of emergency 

and emphasize that in the situation of a state of emer-

gency, “it is expected that an NHRI will conduct itself 

with a heightened level of vigilance and independence, 

and in strict accordance with its mandate.” 345

The role of civil society, as recognized in the OSCE com-

mitments, remains key during times of crisis. During the 

pandemic, human rights defenders have raised public 

awareness about human rights issues, including per-

taining to public health; have challenged reprisals and 

retaliation targeting activists and whistle-blowers; and 

have exposed gaps in states’ responses to the health 

emergency, thus contributing to accountability for vio-

lations and abuses. The UN Special Procedures have 

also reiterated the key role played by civil society organ-

izations in responding to the crisis, including by provid-

ing support to vulnerable populations and promoting 

access to public health. They further highlighted that 

“no country or government can solve the crisis alone” 

and thus “civil society organizations should be seen as 

strategic partners in the fight against the pandemic.”346

During the pandemic, human rights defend-

ers have raised public awareness about hu-

man rights pertaining to public health; have 

challenged reprisals and retaliation targeting 

activists and whistle-blowers; and have ex-

posed gaps in states’ responses to the health 

emergency.

NHRIs have been playing a similarly important role 

in responding to the extraordinary circumstances of 

the pandemic. They continued monitoring the imple-

mentation of human rights obligations and to hold 

344 Principles relation to the Status of National Institutions 
(the Paris Principles), UN GA Resolution 48/134, 20 
December 1993; and ODIHR Guidelines on the 
Protection of Human Rights Defenders, 2014.

345 General Observations is an interpretative tool of the Paris 
Principles, for application during the accreditation process, 
aiming to assist NHRIs in developing their own practices 
and procedures in compliance with the Paris Principles.

346 See, e.g., States responses to Covid 19 threat should 
not halt freedoms of assembly and association, 
OHCHR, 14 April 2020.

governments to account when violations occur. Many 

NHRIs published guides, notes or other documents to 

inform the public about their rights and governments’ 

restrictive measures.347 Several NHRIs established tele-

phone hotlines to provide the public with information 

but also to file complaints.348 Many NHRIs also further 

issued recommendations and advice to their govern-

ments emphasizing the need to uphold human rights 

standards and protect vulnerable groups during the 

Covid-19 pandemic.349

On the basis of its monitoring of the situation of human 

rights defenders, including journalists, whistle-blowers 

and NHRIs, from March to May 2020, ODIHR has iden-

tified a number of challenges, as well as good practices, 

pertaining to the role played by human rights defend-

ers and the need for their protection. ODIHR has also 

formulated recommendations to participating States to 

address identified gaps.

AREAS OF CONCERN

ODIHR has received a number of reports of threats 

and attacks targeting human rights defenders, report-

edly connected to their human rights work during the 

pandemic. These included allegations of physical and 

verbal attacks, along with death threats, for reporting 

on the pandemic350 or for requesting information of 

347 See, e.g., Frequently Asked Questions about human 
rights standards during a pandemic by the Public 
Defender in Georgia.

348 These include NHRIs from Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Greece, Lithuania, Portugal, 
Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain. ENNHRI, The rule of law 
in the European Union, 11 May 2020, p. 27.

349 See, for example, Bosnia and Herzegovina – 
Recommendations on the protection of human 
rights of vulnerable categories of citizens, 31 
March 2020, available; Norway – Letter on the pro-
tection of human rights during the covid-19 pan-
demic to Ministry of Health, Directorate of Health, 
Norwegian Institute of Public Health, 6 April 2020.

350 See, for example, North Macedonia, AJM and SSNM: 
Acibadem Sistina’s reaction to IRL is a pressure on 
journalists and an attempt for censorship, safe-
journalists.net, 30 March 2020; Russian Federation 

– Journalist at risk after receiving death threat: 
Elena Milashina, Amnesty International, 17 April 2020; 
Tajikistan – Attack on and threats against Avazmad 
Ghurbatov, Frontline Defenders, 13 May 2020.

https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/Pages/ParisPrinciples.aspx
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
https://nhri.ohchr.org/EN/AboutUs/GANHRIAccreditation/General Observations 1/EN_GeneralObservations_Revisions_adopted_21.02.2018_vf.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
http://www.ombudsman.ge/res/docs/2020031720023331997.pdf
http://www.ombudsman.ge/res/docs/2020031720023331997.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-rule-of-law-in-the-European-Union-Reports-from-NHRIs-11-May-2020-public.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-rule-of-law-in-the-European-Union-Reports-from-NHRIs-11-May-2020-public.pdf
https://www.ombudsmen.gov.ba/Novost.aspx?newsid=1513&lang=SR
https://www.ombudsmen.gov.ba/Novost.aspx?newsid=1513&lang=SR
https://www.nhri.no/2020/ivaretakelsen-av-menneskerettigheter-under-covid-19-pandemien./
https://www.nhri.no/2020/ivaretakelsen-av-menneskerettigheter-under-covid-19-pandemien./
https://www.nhri.no/2020/ivaretakelsen-av-menneskerettigheter-under-covid-19-pandemien./
https://www.nhri.no/2020/ivaretakelsen-av-menneskerettigheter-under-covid-19-pandemien./
https://safejournalists.net/ajm-and-ssnm-acibadem-sistinas-reaction-to-irl-is-a-pressure-on-journalists-and-an-attempt-for-censorship/
https://safejournalists.net/ajm-and-ssnm-acibadem-sistinas-reaction-to-irl-is-a-pressure-on-journalists-and-an-attempt-for-censorship/
https://safejournalists.net/ajm-and-ssnm-acibadem-sistinas-reaction-to-irl-is-a-pressure-on-journalists-and-an-attempt-for-censorship/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur46/2172/2020/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur46/2172/2020/en/
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/attack-and-threats-against-avazmad-ghurbatov
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/case/attack-and-threats-against-avazmad-ghurbatov
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public interest related to the pandemic.351 Threats and 

attacks targeting journalists, including gender-based 

insults directed at women defenders, allegedly came 

from both state and non-state actors, including on 

social networks, in the media or through anonymous 

phone calls.352

Furthermore, emergency measures adopted by par-

ticipating States to combat Covid-19 have significantly 

impacted the ability of NHRIs to carry out their mandate 

and preserve their independence. These include free-

dom of movement restrictions, including restrictions on 

access to places of deprivation of liberty, limiting NHRIs’ 

monitoring function; suspension of core public services; 

and risk of funding cuts.353

Emergency measures to combat Covid-19 

have significantly impacted the ability of NHRIs 

to carry out their mandate and preserve their 

independence.

ODIHR further noted reports of judicial harassment 

and detention of human rights defenders, including 

journalists, in retaliation for expressing critical views 

or reporting on irregularities concerning governments’ 

responses to the pandemic. For example, restrictions 

imposed to slow down the spread of the coronavirus, 

including limitations to freedom of movement imposed 

under a lockdown regime, were allegedly used to si-

lence government critics and prosecute activists who 

denounced the poor conditions of state-run quarantine 

facilities or called for the provision of adequate social 

programs and financial compensation to people eco-

nomically affected by the crisis.354 Several journalists 

faced criminal charges in retaliation for their coverage of 

351 Seven organizations call on the Slovenian govern-
ment to stop harassing an investigative journalist, 
Reporters Without Borders, 27 March 2020.

352 Ibid. See also, for example, a social media post by a 
Belgian/Romanian journalist writing about the rule of law in 
Hungary.

353 See, for example, Affirming the work of NHRIs in times 
of crisis, Asia Pacific Forum of NHRIs, 24 April 2020.

354 See, for example, Azerbaijan – Crackdown on Critics 
Amid Pandemic, Human Rights Watch, 16 April 2020.

the pandemic, including on social media.355 Particularly 

worrisome were reports of journalists being targeted for 

pointing out shortcomings in the public health system, 

such as lacking protective gear or inadequate prepar-

edness in medical institutions.356

Judicial harassment and detention of human 

rights defenders, including journalists, in retal-

iation for expressing critical views or reporting 

on irregularities in governments’ responses to 

the pandemic has taken place.

There are numerous accounts of whistle-blowers and 

activists across the OSCE region facing criminal in-

vestigations or being detained as a result of undue 

application of newly adopted emergency laws, or ex-

isting legislation, criminalizing the dissemination of false 

information during a state of emergency. Under such 

laws, investigations were initiated against activists who 

reported (often on social media platforms) about pub-

lic concerns relating to the ‘inadequate’ quarantine 

measures implemented in certain health facilities, or 

denounced on social media alleged cases of corruption 

and mismanagement of resources in the context of the 

pandemic response.357 In some participating States, in-

dividuals who raised doubts about the official statistics 

of Covid-19 related infections or deaths were arrested 

over allegations relating to the spread of ‘fake news’ 

about the pandemic.358

355 See, for example, Turkey – COVID-19 pandemic 
increases climate of fear for journalists, Amnesty 
International, 1 May 2020.

356 See, for example, Serbia – Reporter’s Arrest Over 
Pandemic Article Draws PM’s Apology, Balkan Insight, 
2 April 2020. In this case, a journalist was arrested (but 
released the following day) for reporting about the lack of 
adequate protective gear for medical personnel in health 
facilities. Allegedly, her apartment was searched and her 
private assets seized.

357 See, for example, Russian Federation, Activist 
Says She’s Hit By First Investigation Under ‘Fake’ 
Coronavirus News Law, Radio Free Europe Radio 
Liberty, 5 April 2020; Kazakhstan detains government 
critic for ‘spreading false information’, Reuters, 18 
April 2020.

358 See, for example, Montenegro, Police arrest man for 
spreading fake coronavirus news, mia.mk, 12 March 
2020; Turkey – detains more than 400 for Covid-19 
social media posts, France24, 27 April 2020.

https://rsf.org/en/news/seven-organisations-call-slovenian-government-stop-harassing-investigative-journalist.
https://rsf.org/en/news/seven-organisations-call-slovenian-government-stop-harassing-investigative-journalist.
https://twitter.com/UdrescuMaria/status/1246005927020507137
https://www.asiapacificforum.net/news/affirming-work-nhris-times-crisis/
https://www.asiapacificforum.net/news/affirming-work-nhris-times-crisis/
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/16/azerbaijan-crackdown-critics-amid-pandemic
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/16/azerbaijan-crackdown-critics-amid-pandemic
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/turkey-covid19-pandemic-increases-climate-of-fear-for-journalists/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/turkey-covid19-pandemic-increases-climate-of-fear-for-journalists/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/02/serbian-reporters-arrest-over-pandemic-article-draws-pms-apology/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/02/serbian-reporters-arrest-over-pandemic-article-draws-pms-apology/
https://www.rferl.org/a/russian-activist-says-she-s-hit-by-first-investigation-under-fake-coronavirus-news-law/30532116.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/russian-activist-says-she-s-hit-by-first-investigation-under-fake-coronavirus-news-law/30532116.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/russian-activist-says-she-s-hit-by-first-investigation-under-fake-coronavirus-news-law/30532116.html
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-kazakhstan-politic/kazakhstan-detains-government-critic-for-spreading-false-information-idUKKBN2200MH
https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-health-coronavirus-kazakhstan-politic/kazakhstan-detains-government-critic-for-spreading-false-information-idUKKBN2200MH
https://mia.mk/police-in-montenegro-arrest-man-for-spreading-fake-coronavirus-news/?lang=en
https://mia.mk/police-in-montenegro-arrest-man-for-spreading-fake-coronavirus-news/?lang=en
https://www.france24.com/en/20200427-turkey-detains-more-than-400-for-covid-19-social-media-posts
https://www.france24.com/en/20200427-turkey-detains-more-than-400-for-covid-19-social-media-posts
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ODIHR also noted alarming reports of doctors or other 

medical staff being interrogated or intimidated after 

raising concerns on social media platforms about the 

situation in health facilities.359 Medical personnel have 

faced retaliation for informing the media about public 

health issues in the framework of the pandemic. In 

a number of cases, they have been prevented from 

speaking out, including by being threatened with disci-

plinary actions.360 There have been numerous reports of 

nurses or other staff in medical or nursing facilities ex-

posing shortfalls in the availability of protective gear, in-

adequate procedures or missing equipment. Frequently, 

such criticism was reprimanded by the management of 

health institutions or even the authorities.361

ODIHR has also been noted the acute vulnerability of 

those human rights defenders who remain in detention 

and other closed facilities. While some inmates have 

been released as a measure to cope with the spread 

of Covid-19 in prisons (for details, see the section on 

Detention below) a number of human rights defend-

ers and political prisoners have remained in jail.362 Civil 

society organizations and international organizations 

called for the release of activists from detention facilities, 

where their health is at serious risk due to their great 

exposure to infectious diseases, including Covid-19.363

359 See, for example, Belarus, faces growing criticism for 
dismissive coronavirus response, Financial Times, 7 
April 2020.

360 See, for example, United Kingdom, NHS staff forbid-
den from speaking out publicly about coronavirus, 
The Guardian, 9 April 2020.

361 See, for example, Poland, Dyrektor szpitala zwolnił 
położną, bo alarmowała na Facebooku, że brakuje 
maseczek i sprzętu [Hospital director fires midwife 
because she raised alarm on Facebook that masks and 
equipment were missing], wyborcza.pl, 24 March 2020. A 
nurse was fired by the director of a hospital after denounc-
ing on social media the lack of protective gear in hospitals 
and posting pictures of her homemade surgical mask on 
social media.

362 Defending rights during an epidemic: The impact 
of Covid-19 on the safety and functioning of human 
rights defenders, Frontline Defenders, 17 April 2020. 
See also Turkey, Imprisoned journalists, human rights 
defenders and others, now at risk of Covid-19, must 
be urgently released, Amnesty International, 30 March 
2020.

363 See, e.g., Kyrgyzstan, health of prisoner of con-
science at risk: Azimjan Askarov, Amnesty International, 
22 April 2020. See also Kyrgyzstan must uphold its 
human rights obligations and release human rights 

In March and April, human rights defenders from a 

number of participating States were subject to online 

smear campaigns as a result of their pandemic-related 

journalistic activities.364 For example, several journalists 

and media outlets were the target of negative portrayals, 

including by state officials, and labelled as ‘traitors’ or 

‘provocateurs’, ‘spreading lies’, ‘misleading the public’, 

‘attempting to cause panic’ or ‘someone to be protected 

against’.365 In one instance, a defender and the mem-

bers of his family faced online smear attacks and other 

forms of harassment as a result of the activist’s calls for 

the provision of social assistance to individuals affected 

by the pandemic.366

Undue application of or overly restrictive emergency 

legislation introduced by governments across the OSCE 

region during the pandemic is likely to have produced 

a chilling effect on freedom of expression and freedom 

of the media, potentially hindering access to informa-

tion of public interest.367 For example, between March 

and May, ODIHR observed instances in which online 

media outlets were arbitrarily blocked after publishing 

Covid-19 related news, as a result of the application 

of regulations pertaining to the dissemination of false 

information.368 In other cases, investigative journalists’ 

defender Azimjan Askarov, says UN expert, OHCHR, 8 
May 2020.

364 OSCE Media Freedom Representative urges public 
officials in Slovenia to refrain from pressure on inde-
pendence of public broadcaster, OSCE Representative 
on Freedom of the Media, 27 March 2020. See also 
United States.

365 See, e.g., Repressive laws, prosecutions, attacks… 
Europe fails to shield its journalists against the 
abuse of the COVID-19 crisis, Reporters Without 
Borders, 8 April 2020.

366 See, e.g., Azerbaijan, Urgent action: harassment of 
activist and family must stop, Amnesty International, 9 
April 2020.

367 On occasion of World Press Freedom Day 2020, OSCE 
Media Freedom Representative calls on States to let 
journalists work freely without fear or favour, OSCE 
RFoM statement, 2 May 2020. See also, for example, 
Kazakhstan, authorities threatened the media with 
criminal liability, Analytical Center for Central Asia, 18 
March 2020; Hungary, Journalists fear coronavirus 
law may be used to jail them, The Guardian, 3 April 
2020; Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bosnia Trying to 
Censor Information About Pandemic, Journalists 
Say, Balkan Insight, 8 April 2020.

368 Site-uri sancționate pentru știri false. Unul dintre 
ele, blocat pentru că „a publicat constant informații 
false, cu scopul de a dezinforma și a induce panica”, 

https://www.ft.com/content/925c16e9-bd18-4678-936a-0539588facfa
https://www.ft.com/content/925c16e9-bd18-4678-936a-0539588facfa
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/apr/09/nhs-staff-forbidden-speaking-out-publicly-about-coronavirus
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/apr/09/nhs-staff-forbidden-speaking-out-publicly-about-coronavirus
https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,25814624,dyrektor-zwolnil-polozna-z-pracy-powod-alarmowala-ze-w-szpitalu.html?disableRedirects=true
https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,25814624,dyrektor-zwolnil-polozna-z-pracy-powod-alarmowala-ze-w-szpitalu.html?disableRedirects=true
https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,25814624,dyrektor-zwolnil-polozna-z-pracy-powod-alarmowala-ze-w-szpitalu.html?disableRedirects=true
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/statement-report/defending-rights-during-pandemic-impact-covid-19-safety-and-work-human-rights
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/statement-report/defending-rights-during-pandemic-impact-covid-19-safety-and-work-human-rights
https://www.frontlinedefenders.org/en/statement-report/defending-rights-during-pandemic-impact-covid-19-safety-and-work-human-rights
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/turkey-imprisoned-journalists-human-rights-defenders-and-others-now-at-risk-of-covid-19-must-be-urgently-released/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/turkey-imprisoned-journalists-human-rights-defenders-and-others-now-at-risk-of-covid-19-must-be-urgently-released/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/turkey-imprisoned-journalists-human-rights-defenders-and-others-now-at-risk-of-covid-19-must-be-urgently-released/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur58/2195/2020/en/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur58/2195/2020/en/
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25872&LangID=E.
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25872&LangID=E.
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25872&LangID=E.
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/449287
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/449287
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/449287
https://rsf.org/en/news/rsf-calls-trump-end-attacks-journalists-encourages-news-outlets-assess-coverage-covid-19-briefings
https://rsf.org/en/news/repressive-laws-prosecutions-attacks-europe-fails-shield-its-journalists-against-abuse-covid-19
https://rsf.org/en/news/repressive-laws-prosecutions-attacks-europe-fails-shield-its-journalists-against-abuse-covid-19
https://rsf.org/en/news/repressive-laws-prosecutions-attacks-europe-fails-shield-its-journalists-against-abuse-covid-19
https://www.amnestyusa.org/urgent-actions/urgent-action-harassment-of-activist-and-family-must-stop-azerbaijan-ua-52-20/
https://www.amnestyusa.org/urgent-actions/urgent-action-harassment-of-activist-and-family-must-stop-azerbaijan-ua-52-20/
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451330
https://acca.media/en/in-kazakhstan-authorities-threatened-the-media-with-criminal-liability/
https://acca.media/en/in-kazakhstan-authorities-threatened-the-media-with-criminal-liability/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/03/hungarian-journalists-fear-coronavirus-law-may-be-used-to-jail-them
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/03/hungarian-journalists-fear-coronavirus-law-may-be-used-to-jail-them
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/08/bosnia-trying-to-censor-information-about-pandemic-journalists-say/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/08/bosnia-trying-to-censor-information-about-pandemic-journalists-say/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/08/bosnia-trying-to-censor-information-about-pandemic-journalists-say/
https://www.paginademedia.ro/2020/03/alte-doua-site-uri-sanctionate-pentru-stiri-false
https://www.paginademedia.ro/2020/03/alte-doua-site-uri-sanctionate-pentru-stiri-false
https://www.paginademedia.ro/2020/03/alte-doua-site-uri-sanctionate-pentru-stiri-false
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requests to access information were not granted but 

followed by threats and smear attacks against them.369

Several NHRIs reported that they were facing difficul-

ties in carrying out their investigation and monitoring 

work due to the freedom of movement restrictions.370 

Several NHRIs had to suspend their monitoring of plac-

es of deprivation of liberty, including the ones exercising 

their mandate as the National Preventive Mechanism 

(for more, see the section on Detention and Torture 

Prevention, below).371 Furthermore, with the tempo-

rary closure of public services, NHRIs had reduced 

access to the individuals in need of their support, es-

pecially with regard to “walk-in” opportunities to file a 

complaint.372

ODIHR observed that in some participating States’ 

governments did not communicate with their NHRIs 

or follow their recommendations in the context of the 

[Websites that have been penalised for fake news. One of 
them was blocked because ‘it constantly published false 
information with the purpose of spreading disinformation 
and creating panic’], Paginademedia.ro, 26 March 2020; 
OSCE Representative Désir concerned by several 
cases of restrictions on media publication linked to 
�false information� on COVID-19 in the Russia, OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media, 2 May 2020.

369 Seven organisations call on the Slovenian govern-
ment to stop harassing an investigative journalist, 
Reporters Without Borders, 27 March 2020.

370 Especially NHRIs from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands emphasized several challenges and barriers 
in relation to carrying out their investigation and monitoring 
function. ENNHRI, The rule of law in the European 
Union, 11 May 2020, p. 27.

371 Ibid.
372 In this context, some NHRIs reported an increase of 

complaints during the time of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
including, for example, Armenia, Bulgarian, Estonia, 
Slovenia, Montenegro and Russia. Other NHRIs have 
experienced a decrease, such as the Netherlands and 
North Macedonia. ENNHRI, State of the rule of law in 
Europe, 29 June 2020, p. 36.

Covid-19 pandemic.373 Many NHRIs have submitted 

recommendations to their governments, raising specific 

concerns about, for example, the freedom of move-

ment restrictions, intimidation of journalists, domestic 

violence or the treatment of people with disabilities, 

children, and people deprived of liberty.374

GOOD PRACTICES

ODIHR has observed a number of good practices per-

taining to the protection of and support for human rights 

defenders. For example, some participating States, in-

cluding Romania and Slovakia, have collaborated with 

civil society to develop websites providing up-to-date 

information about Covid-19 and the measures taken by 

governments to respond to the spread of the disease.375 

In Norway, the local authorities have supported a civil 

society initiative launched to assist people, through a 

hotline, in accessing information of public interest on 

Covid-19 in different languages.376

In April, a number of participating States that are part 

of the Group of Friends on Safety of Journalists within 

the OSCE co-signed a joint statement to highlight the 

need to ensure the safety of journalists and access to 

information during the pandemic. They called upon all 

states to protect media representatives and guarantee 

unhampered access to information, both online and 

offline.377

373 See, e.g., Slovakia, Ombudsmanka: Rozprava v 
parlamente vo mne vzbudila obavy o práva žien, 
[Ombudsman: Parliament’s debate has raised concerns 
about women’s rights], dennikn.sk, 22 May 2020.

374 COVID-19 Guidance, OHCHR. For more specific exam-
ples of the recommendations see Bulgaria’s example of 
how NHRIs are responding, ENNHRI

375 Collecting Open Government Approaches to 
COVID-19, Open Government Partnership.

376 Ibid.
377 Joint statement on safety of journalists and access 

to information during the COVID-19 crisis, 16 April 
2020.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ensure that attacks and threats faced by human rights defenders, including journalists and whistle-blow-

ers, are investigated and addressed in a prompt, thorough and efficient manner.

https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451324
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451324
https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/451324
https://rsf.org/en/news/seven-organisations-call-slovenian-government-stop-harassing-investigative-journalist
https://rsf.org/en/news/seven-organisations-call-slovenian-government-stop-harassing-investigative-journalist
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-rule-of-law-in-the-European-Union-Reports-from-NHRIs-11-May-2020-public.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/The-rule-of-law-in-the-European-Union-Reports-from-NHRIs-11-May-2020-public.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ENNHRI-State-of-the-Rule-of-Law-in-Europe-June-2020.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/ENNHRI-State-of-the-Rule-of-Law-in-Europe-June-2020.pdf
https://dennikn.sk/1903015/ombudsmanka-rozprava-v-parlamente-vo-mne-vzbudila-obavy-o-prava-zien/?cst=fd5810e3c58ed27a3087ce537b666ee2bca62b34&fbclid=IwAR0g97EjGDHtjBO20PyfMXo8OH2XhVfBfBenBjsNUFIwmMON8ZCwDylRkQw
https://dennikn.sk/1903015/ombudsmanka-rozprava-v-parlamente-vo-mne-vzbudila-obavy-o-prava-zien/?cst=fd5810e3c58ed27a3087ce537b666ee2bca62b34&fbclid=IwAR0g97EjGDHtjBO20PyfMXo8OH2XhVfBfBenBjsNUFIwmMON8ZCwDylRkQw
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/COVID19Guidance.aspx
http://ennhri.org/covid-19/#Bulgaria
http://ennhri.org/covid-19/#Bulgaria
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/collecting-open-government-approaches-to-covid-19/#examples
https://www.opengovpartnership.org/collecting-open-government-approaches-to-covid-19/#examples
https://www.government.nl/documents/diplomatic-statements/2020/04/16/joint-statement-on-safety-of-journalists-and-access-to-information-during-the-covid-19-crisis
https://www.government.nl/documents/diplomatic-statements/2020/04/16/joint-statement-on-safety-of-journalists-and-access-to-information-during-the-covid-19-crisis
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• Investigate promptly, independently, impartially and effectively any reported cases of administrative or 

judicial harassment of human rights defenders, including journalists and whistle-blowers. Ensure access 

of human rights defenders to effective remedies.

• Publicly condemn attacks and threats against human rights defenders, including journalists and whis-

tle-blowers, and raise public awareness of the positive role played by civil society in the context of the pan-

demic. Acknowledge the key role of civil society in promoting awareness, accountability and the respect 

for human rights, fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law, especially during times of crisis.

• Ensure that human rights defenders, including journalists and whistle-blowers are protected from retalia-

tion and any form of administrative or judicial pressure, including through undue application of legislative 

and other measures adopted in response to the Covid-19 outbreak.

• Ensure that information of public interest, including related to Covid-19 and governments’ response to 

the crisis, is made available online on a regular basis and is provided to civil society upon their request.

• Ensure adequate public funding for NGOs and access to financial and other resources for civil society 

organizations, in particular smaller ones working at the grassroots level, during the pandemic.

• Ensure meaningful participation of civil society and NHRIs in decision-making processes pertaining to 

governments’ responses to Covid-19.

• Improve co-operation and communication with NHRIs when developing and implementing measures to 

combat Covid-19.

• Ensure effective implementation of NHRIs’ recommendations, including those related to the public health 

response and emergency measures. Inform the public on a regular basis of the implementation progress.

• Ensure that NHRIs may exercise their monitoring functions, especially when freedom of movement re-

strictions are still in place.

• Refrain from cutting financial resources allocated to NHRIs and secure sufficient financial and other re-

sources for NHRIs to ensure that they may exercise their mandates effectively and independently.
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II.2 SPECIFIC HUMAN RIGHTS CHALLENGES

The interconnectedness and indivisibility of human 

rights implies that the impacts of something as mas-

sive as the present pandemic are complex and extend 

across the whole range of the human rights canon. 

However, a number of rights and freedoms were par-

ticularly affected by the emergency measures taken to 

contain the spread of the virus, mostly in states’ efforts 

to stem the pandemic with the aim to protect the right 

to life and the right to health. The rights and freedoms 

analysed more in depth here are all gateway rights, in 

the sense that their exercise conditions the enjoyment 

of other rights. For instance, the freedom of movement 

is intrinsically connected with the right to work, the right 

to education, the right to health and other social, eco-

nomic and cultural rights, as well as civil and political 

rights. The freedom from torture and arbitrary deten-

tion is closely connected with the right to health, and 

the freedoms of assembly and association are key for 

democratic participation and elections. The freedom of 

religion and belief, in particular regarding the manifesta-

tions of one’s religion in community with others, was an 

early and obvious victim of various distancing rules and 

restrictions. The right to a fair trial is essential for the 

rule of law, not only with regard to the implementation of 

emergency measures but any other rights guaranteed 

by international law and commitments.

II.2.A FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

The coronavirus was able to spread globally, easily 

traveling across borders and into remote areas, by 

taking advantage of unprecedented human intercon-

nectivity and movement. Freedom of movement both 

within countries and across international borders was 

therefore an early victim of responses and emergency 

measures as states scrambled to slow transmission of 

the virus. Movement drastically slowed down in most 

countries, both as a result of enforced lockdowns and 

voluntary measures.378

378 For a detailed analysis of mobility data, see, for instance, 
Google Mobility Trends: How has the pandemic 
changed the movement of people around the world?, 
Hannah Ritchie, 2 June 2020

As early as 1975, OSCE participating States committed 

to “facilitating freer movement and contacts…among 

persons institutions and organizations of participating 

States,” and recognized this as an important element in 

the strengthening of friendly relations and trust among 

peoples.379 In Vienna (1989), participating States further 

committed to “fully respect the right of everyone to free-

dom of movement and residence within the borders of 

each State” and “the right to leave any country,” which 

was reiterated in Copenhagen (1990).380 Freedom of 

movement is therefore a core commitment of the OSCE 

acquis and has become a reality taken for granted by 

hundreds of millions across the region. Freedom of 

movement is also firmly enshrined in international hu-

man rights law. Art. 12 of the ICCPR stipulates the right 

of persons to move freely within a state, the right to 

leave a country and the right to return to one’s country. 

General Comment 34 underlines that all residents, in-

cluding aliens, are protected by the Covenant. Freedom 

of movement standards can also be found under Art. 

13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

Art. 2, Protocol 4 of the ECHR. Freedom of movement 

is also a prerequisite for the enjoyment of a broad range 

of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights, 

including non-derogable rights such as the right to life, 

the right to be free from torture and other inhumane or 

degrading treatment or punishment.

When most states introduced drastic movement re-

strictions, including lockdowns and border closures, 

they justified these actions on the basis of the need to 

protect the population from harm, and to guarantee 

the right to life and the right to health. While certain 

restrictions on freedom of movement are permissible in 

times of emergency and under international law, includ-

ing for reasons of security and public health, they, like 

other derogations or restrictions, must be strictly nec-

essary for that purpose, proportionate to the interest 

to be protected and non-discriminatory. (See Part I for 

379 Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, 
“Helsinki Final Act” , Helsinki, 1 August 1975

380 Concluding Document of the Third Follow-up Meeting , 
Vienna 29 June 1990.

https://ourworldindata.org/covid-mobility-trends
https://ourworldindata.org/covid-mobility-trends
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/a/7/40881.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/a/7/40881.pdf
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further information on derogations.) They also must be 

provided in law, must be the least intrusive instrument 

for the desired result, consistent with other rights and 

limited in time.

General Comment No. 27 of the ICCPR elaborates that 

restrictions to the right to freedom of movement (Art. 

12) are permitted, but any restrictions must be provided 

for in law that specifies the conditions and duration un-

der which the rights may be limited (the duration should 

in any case be ‘expeditious’) and the legal remedies 

that are available due to such restrictions. Any legisla-

tion or policies on freedom of movement of participating 

States should follow these legal tests if derogations or 

restrictions are invoked or applied. Finally, in situations 

of conflict, in addition to human rights standards, rele-

vant provisions under the law of armed conflict, and soft 

law documents such as Guiding Principles on Internal 

Displacement381 provide a framework for parties of 

any given conflict to follow in relation to freedom of 

movement.

Eight participating States formally derogated from 

Article 12 of the ICCPR,382 while six have derogated 

from Article 2 Protocol 4 of the ECHR during the pan-

demic.383 Participating States have placed a number of 

restrictions on international freedom of movement (be-

tween states) and internal freedom of movement (within 

states) to curb the outbreak of the virus. Restrictions 

include the closing of land borders (both incoming and 

outgoing), airports and ports, restrictions of movement 

between cities and/or regions, the quarantining of cities 

or regions, the imposition of quarantines at borders or 

in one’s home and/or curfews, and the permission of 

internal movement only for specific purposes including 

inter alia grocery shopping, medical visits, visits to the 

pharmacy, and exercise. Moreover, there have been 

specific restrictions for certain categories of people, in 

particular people of advanced age.

381 The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement (E/
CN.4/1998/53/Add.2) restate and compile human rights 
and humanitarian law relevant to internally displaced 
persons.

382 Albania, Armenia, Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Moldova, 
Romania, and San Marino.

383 Albania, Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Moldova and North 
Macedonia.

Some participating States have restricted international 

movement through the suspension of flights from spe-

cific countries or regions, particularly high-risk areas, 

closing land border crossings with certain countries 

and allowing movement only within a specific region. 

Others have employed a stricter approach fully closing 

their land borders, ports and airports, allowing passage 

only to diplomats for humanitarian reasons or for repa-

triation. Some regional approaches have been taken in 

the OSCE area, such as the recommendations issued 

by the European Commission on 16 March 2020, to EU 

Member States to apply a 30-day restriction of non-es-

sential travel from third countries into the EU.384 These 

recommendations were endorsed and applied by most 

EU Member States and non-EU Schengen countries385 

and were renewed for another 30 days.386

Upon departure or arrival, some states required that 

passengers have their temperature measured. Some 

states provided for state quarantines at entry points or 

required self-isolation (usually 14-day) quarantines in 

order to permit entry, or only once persons who may 

possibly be infected were identified. Quarantines were 

often monitored by telecommunications systems (i.e., 

GPS, mobile applications or CCTV) or simply through 

frequent police visits.387 Several countries required neg-

ative tests for visitors before being allowed to enter.388

Starting at the end of April, a number of States decid-

ed to reopen their international borders, or developed 

384 “Communication from the Commission: Temporary 
Restriction on Non-Essential Travel to the EU”. 16 
March 2020.

385 Currently, the Schengen Area consists of 26 member coun-
tries. Iceland, Norway, Switzerland and Liechtenstein 
are associate members of the Schengen Area but are not 
members of the EU. Monaco, San Marino, and Vatican 
City/Holy See have opened their borders with, but are not 
members of the visa free zone.

386 “Communication from the Commission to the 
European Parliament, The European Council and the 
Council and the Council on the second assessment 
of the application of the temporary restriction on 
non-essential travel to the EU”, 8 May 2020.

387 For example in Poland, see “Poland: App helps police 
monitor home quarantine”, Privacy International, 19 
March 2020.

388 For example in Austria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Greece, Iceland, Portugal, Slovakia, 
Slovenia, and Switzerland.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/IDPersons/Pages/Standards.aspx
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:115:FIN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=COM:2020:115:FIN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf.
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf.
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3473/poland-app-helps-police-monitor-home-quarantine
https://privacyinternational.org/examples/3473/poland-app-helps-police-monitor-home-quarantine
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regional approaches (“bubbles”) to ease travel.389 On 

15 April, the European Commission called for a co-or-

dinated approach towards the lifting of restrictions pri-

oritizing internal movement (restoration of the Schengen 

area) and easing restrictions with third countries as 

a second stage.390 However, many travel restrictions 

remain in place across the OSCE region at the time of 

reporting, likely to continue throughout the duration of 

the pandemic.

In addition to travel restrictions and conditions of entry, 

participating States have introduced internal freedom 

of movement restrictions in their efforts to curb the 

spread of the pandemic. Measures introduced have 

generally shifted depending on specific country de-

velopments and have varied in severity. They include 

389 Examples include border openings between the Baltic 
states and with neighbouring countries. For example, 
Estonia’s government on 8 May decided that the restric-
tions for border crossings between Estonia and Finland 
would be eased as of Thursday, 14 May. Austria opened 
its borders with Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary 
(17 May), and travel restrictions were lifted between certain 
countries in the Western Balkans as of June 15.

390 ‘A Joint European Roadmap towards lifting COVID-19, 
15 April 2020. The document prioritizes co-ordination on 
cross-border travel and seasonal workers but also working 
together to plan summer holiday travel. It prioritizes internal 
movement before restrictions at the external borders can 
be relaxed in a second stage.

general curfews or curfews for specific parts of the 

population, physical distancing, self-isolation, self-in-

duced quarantines, the quarantines of specific cities 

or establishments, the permission of movement only 

for specific purposes and/or during specific times and 

within specific geographic proximities. Public and pri-

vate transport has also been affected to varying de-

grees. These measures have been monitored through 

various methods, including mobile phone applications, 

GPS signals, police checks on quarantines, drones, 

CCTV, location bracelets, or police patrols. (A more 

detailed account and implications of such monitoring 

systems can be found in Part I.3) In some states in con-

flict situations (including post-conflict), additional meas-

ures and restrictions on internal movement including at 

crossing points were introduced by different parties.391

391 For example, in eastern Ukraine, a number of people were 
stuck at crossing points in mid-April unable to return to 
their homes after visiting family and exposed to active fire.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication_-_a_european_roadmap_to_lifting_coronavirus_containment_measures_0.pdf
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The variety of restrictions on internal movement introduced by participating States and enforcement mechanisms are 

schematically summarized in the table below:

CURFEWS

RESTRICTIONS ON  

INTERNAL MOVEMENT

QUARANTINES AFTER 

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL,  

OR CONTACT WITH 

INFECTED PERSON TRANSPORTATION

During specific times during 
the day/evening.

Social distancing guidelines – 
no to minimal enforcement.

14 days – Self-isolation – not 
monitored

No disruption, distancing and 
face covering required

Complete or for specific 
dates that are deemed 
risky (eg. Public holidays 
lasting the duration of, 
for example 48 hours or 
60 hours). Monitored by 
law enforcement, lack of 
adherence may result in fines 
or imprisonment.

Movement allowed but 
only for reasons allowed by 
government (usually for work, 
medical needs, groceries, 
exercise, assistance to 
vulnerable people, charity 
work, etc.). No permission 
or permission required (via 
applications, papers, etc,) 
Enforcement by police, 
penalties vary from fines to 
imprisonment.

Number of times able to 
move from dwelling vary from 
once a day to indefinite times 
per day.

14 days self-isolation – 
monitored by the police or 
via online applications/web 
surveillance systems, CCTV.

Non-compliance resulting in 
fines or imprisonment.

Some disruption or 
restrictions of number of 
people within train carriage, 
bus, tram.

Fewer available routes.

Restriction of use of bicycles.

Complete curfews for certain 
parts of population, people 
aged above 65–70, people 
with underlying health 
conditions, pregnant women

Geographical limitations 
– movement for reasons 
specified, allowed only near 
place of residence (e.g., going 
for a walk within 2 km from 
one’s house), within the same 
municipality.

14 days, organized by state at 
borders for new entrants from 
high-risk countries or other 
criteria.

No public transport.

Residency limitations: People 
only allowed to move inside 
their place of residence. 
Enforced by police.

Quarantines of entire cities/
municipalities enforced by the 
state.

Use of private vehicle: 
Permission required through 
various means including 
obtaining a permit in the 
government transport offices 
or via applications. Enforced 
by police – failure to comply 
vary from fines, confiscation 
of driver’s license for 
varied periods of time, and 
confiscation of license plates.

Restrictions in crossing 
administrative boundary lines 
in contested territories.

Quarantine in migration 
centres or other settlements, 
enforcement by army/police
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AREAS OF CONCERN

During the early phases of the pandemic, the closures 

of borders and air-travel were imposed very quickly 

by most participating states (becoming effective with-

in 24 to 48 hours), leaving people including migrants, 

tourists and other travellers stranded at airports and 

land borders, unable to leave and return to their place 

of residence, when they did not reach the borders or 

airports on time. Reports include cases of evictions at 

airports when travel was not made possible.392 Some 

countries in the EU provided unclear guidelines on the 

right of third country (non-EU and EEA), residents to 

enter irrespective of holding a permanent residence 

permit, and required medical examinations and reg-

istry with the epidemiological authorities, a measure 

not necessary for permanent residents from the EU 

and EEA countries.393 Further, outside of the EU, some 

states introduced mandatory quarantines run by the 

state at facilities such as hotels.394

Any discriminatory practice conditioning return for cer-

tain groups due to Covid-19 is not in line with interna-

tional standards and OSCE commitments. Other con-

cerns include the well-being of persons with expiring 

documents (resident permits, visas, etc.), who could 

not leave in before their documents expired. While the 

aim of internal restrictions on movement was generally 

to protect persons from contamination, including those 

most vulnerable, excessive restrictions can lead to vi-

olations of other rights, which may not be proportional 

392 ODIHR received reports of 300 migrants, including 
approximately 200 from Tajikistan, stuck for up to two 
weeks at an airport in the Russia. There were also reports 
of migrants stuck at the border between Uzbekistan and 
Kazakhstan at the end of March. Local residents and the 
local administration provided food and tents.

393 EU Fundamental Rights Agency, Coronavirus Pandemic 
in the EU — Fundamental Rights Implications, 
1 February to March 2020, and Hungary, Consular Service 
(2020), Information on entry requirements due to COVID-19 
situation, 25 March 2020

394 For example, North Macedonia and Albania, where 
permanent residents entering the country were required to 
undergo a 14-day quarantine. Some civil society reports 
have pointed to concerns of discriminatory practices in this 
requirement, namely applying to persons from the Roma 
community. See, for instance, a report on Roma being 
quarantined at the border to North Macedonia. See also 
the section on Roma and Sinti, below.

to the aim and may not be necessary, as other less 

intrusive measures can achieve the same result.

Complete curfews on certain groups could 

leave people completely reliant on state or vol-

unteer services to obtain medicine, food and 

other essential items, or socially isolated, even 

when they are healthy and able.

For example, internal movement restrictions on care 

providers in at least one participating State reportedly 

led to the death of the elderly or the seriously ill, which 

could have been averted with clear instructions for 

care-workers.395 The decision to impose a complete 

curfew on certain groups such as the elderly, pregnant 

women or youth, which has been the practice in several 

participating States, could leave them completely reliant 

on state or volunteer services to obtain medicine, food 

and other essential items, or socially isolated, even 

when they are healthy and able. Single pregnant wom-

en could also be left particularly vulnerable. In addition, 

older people, may be in good health and/or may require 

exercise for their particular health condition. Complete 

bans on movement for these groups may be dispropor-

tional to the legitimate aim.

While the aim of internal restrictions on move-

ment was to protect people’s health, including 

those most vulnerable, excessive restrictions 

can lead to violations of other rights, which may 

not be proportional to the aim and may not be 

necessary, if other less intrusive measures can 

achieve the same result.

Most participating States introduced enforcement 

measures to discourage the breaking of curfews and/

or quarantines. As indicated in the schematic over-

view above, some countries introduced imprisonment 

or monetary fines. Extreme punitive measures includ-

ed imprisonment of up to five years or extremely high 

395 EU FRA, Coronavirus Pandemic in the EU – Fundamental 
Rights Implications, 1 February to March 2020

https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2020/covid19-rights-impact-april-1
https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2020/covid19-rights-impact-april-1
http://www.errc.org/news/roma-quarantined-at-the-border-to-north-macedonia
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fines.396 While these sanctions may serve as a disincen-

tive, it is important that policies introduced are propor-

tional and necessary. It is also important for states to 

note that as provided in the UN OHCHR Guidance on 

the use of force by law-enforcement personnel in times 

of emergency, “breaking a curfew, or any restriction on 

freedom of movement, cannot justify resorting to exces-

sive use of force by the police; under no circumstances 

should it lead to the use of lethal force.”397

Other concerns related to the right to privacy and the 

publicly published data of infected persons, or cases 

where ‘warning labels’ were placed on the doors of res-

idents to indicate infection.398 Most states used some 

form of surveillance, varying from mobile applications 

(voluntary or compulsory), GPS systems, CCTV, moni-

toring bracelets and drones, to monitor compliance with 

lockdowns or quarantines. EU Member States agreed 

on a protocol to ensure cross-border interoperability 

of voluntary contact tracing apps, so citizens can be 

warned of a potential infection when they travel within 

the EU.399 The long-term implications of these measures 

on privacy and other rights are still unknown, however, 

it is important that legislation provide safeguards and 

security measures to preclude leaks of personal data 

or third party access to such data, and limitations on 

the duration that data is stored. (See also section on 

surveillance in Part I).

In some participating States public transport restric-

tions impacted medical and other essential staff from 

reaching their work. Persons wishing to return home 

from state quarantines at land borders also struggled 

where no public transport was available. Some coun-

tries confiscated drivers licenses and vehicle license 

396 For example in Albania and Bulgaria. See also Chapter 
I for more information on sanctions for violating restrictive 
measures.

397 Office of United Nations High Commissioner for Human 
Rights, 17 April 2020, COVID-19 security measures no 
excuse for excessive use of force, say UN Special 
Rapporteurs.

398 EU Fundamental Rights Agency, Coronavirus Pandemic in 
the EU — Fundamental Rights Implications, 1 February to 
March 2020, Section 1.1.1 Enforcement and penalties

399 Communication From the Commission to the European 
Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and 
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 
Tourism and transport in 2020 and beyond, 13 May 2020

plates for violating restrictions.400 While this can be seen 

as a means to discourage movement, the impact such 

a measure could have on the ability of people living in 

isolated areas to shop for food, reach medical services 

or to buy medicine, may be disproportional, if other 

less intrusive measures can be imposed to achieve the 

same result.

In some states, with active conflicts, some people 

were stuck at checkpoints that were closed, making 

them unable to return home and potentially exposing 

them to active fire.401 This is of particular concern to 

their right to life, but also their right to leave and re-

turn. Furthermore, certain populations were prevent-

ed from accessing healthcare and medical facilities 

and some difficulties with the movement of medical 

personnel. In some post-conflict countries, popula-

tions including elderly returnees living in remote areas 

were not able to access healthcare, medicine or other 

provisions.402

GOOD PRACTICES

Many participating States organized repatriation charter 

flights for nationals or residents, in some cases subsi-

dizing flights.403 ‘Emergency corridors’ were introduced 

across certain land borders and airports to allow per-

sons transiting countries to pass through for specific 

periods of time.

In order to prevent hardships which could arise for mi-

grants or travellers with expiring documents, such as 

residency permits or visas who could not return, many 

countries automatically extended all ID documents and 

residency permits for the duration of the Covid-19 cri-

sis, or for specific periods (ranging from one to three 

months).404 Some countries introduced systems to reg-

ularize irregular migrants for the period (See also the 

400 For example, in Greece and Albania.
401 See, for example, a report on eastern Ukraine: Dozens 

Stranded in a War Zone – Authorities Close Crossing 
Points in Eastern Ukraine Due to COVID-19.

402 Examples have been reported from Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Isolation from public services is a problem 
in many rural and remote areas but is exacerbated as a 
long-term effect of conflict.

403 For example, in the United Kingdom or Sweden.
404 Euronews, Portugal grants temporary citizenship 

rights to migrants, 29 March 2020.

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-commission-tourism-transport-2020-and-beyond_en.pdf
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/02/ukraine-dozens-stranded-war-zone
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/02/ukraine-dozens-stranded-war-zone
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/02/ukraine-dozens-stranded-war-zone
https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/29/coronavirus-portugal-grants-temporary-citizenship-rights-to-migrants
https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/29/coronavirus-portugal-grants-temporary-citizenship-rights-to-migrants
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section on migration, below). The EU issued a clarifi-

cation on the obligation of its Member States to allow 

entry not only to all nationals, EU and EEA residents 

but also to third country nationals who are residents 

in the EU.405

Many participating States did not introduce curfews or 

restrictions for specific age groups or groups perceived 

vulnerable, but instead provided recommendations and 

guidelines while applying the same rules for everybody. 

Several States introduced schemes for vulnerable per-

sons including developing volunteering networks to de-

liver food and supplies, hotlines for emergency services, 

online shopping platforms targeting only such groups, 

schemes that provide medical stock for a two-month 

period, or introduced shop opening times only allocat-

ed for elderly and vulnerable groups.

405 Communication From the Commission to the European 
Parliament, the European Council and the Council on the 
second assessment of the application of the temporary 
restriction on non-essential travel to the EU, 8 May 2020

Regarding data-protection and the use of tracking 

devices and other surveillance methods, the EU de-

cided that any measures introduced that would affect 

the rights to private life and data protection should be 

grounded in law, necessary, proportionate, and should 

cease at the end of the pandemic. Data collected dur-

ing the emergency should also be treated according to 

ordinary procedures.406

Co-operation among different sides of conflicts in 

some regions on the transportation of sick people 

across administrative boundary lines via liaison officers 

and the introduction of measures to allow quaran-

tine-free passage of medical personnel living on either 

side of the relevant territories was also noted as a 

good practice.407

406 See European Parliament article on “Covid-19 tracing 
apps: ensuring privacy and data protection” from 15 
May 2020.

407 Such examples have been reported from Kosovo. Please 
see OSCE disclaimer on page 26.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Provide timely information about land and sea border openings and closings and on airport travel restric-

tions through official government and consular websites, radio and television communication. Continued 

arrangements should be made to repatriate persons who would otherwise be stranded via special flights, 

and subsidized, when possible, for people requiring this. Return for all legal residents should be facilitat-

ed without discrimination and communicated accordingly. Timely information should be provided to all 

returnees on the pandemic-related measure upon arrival, including quarantine and other requirements, 

contact details and hotlines in all relevant languages.

• When state quarantines are imposed, border guards and other relevant personnel should be trained 

to impose isolation measures in a non-discriminatory fashion. State-run quarantine premises should 

ensure that health standards are able to be maintained. Travel home from state-run quarantines should 

be facilitated through the continuation of public transport or other means, as long as appropriate safety 

measures are observed due to the elevated risks of infection in public transport.

• A thorough analysis of lessons learned from agreements reached and practices to facilitate the passage 

of persons through land borders designating corridors for return should be conducted. These lessons 

could help to develop rules that are practical and feasible for travellers and border authorities, and relevant 

authorities should be trained accordingly on providing necessary information to travellers at border points.

• Extend residency permits, work permits, IDs and other expiring documents to facilitate the legal stay 

in case return is not desired or possible. States should also explore possibilities to provide temporary 

residence for irregular migrants.

• Complete curfews or lockdowns for the elderly, pregnant women and or/youth should be avoided, instead 

governments should provide recommendations on risks associated to each group, while allowing at least 

minimum movement, determined by consultations with the target groups, or lessons learned. Services 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/assessment-application-temporary-restriction-travel_en.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20200429STO78174/covid-19-tracing-apps-ensuring-privacy-and-data-protection
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/headlines/society/20200429STO78174/covid-19-tracing-apps-ensuring-privacy-and-data-protection
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should be arranged through hotlines, to provide support to people unable to care for themselves, in-

cluding the acceptance of referrals to ensure that no-one is left without necessary supplies. All available 

measures should be widely advertised in languages that will reach the entire population. Comprehensive 

information on all services and the necessary contact information should be provided through a desig-

nated government website, and other tools to disseminate the information as widely as possible and in 

a format that is accessible.

• Guidelines for care providers should be drafted and communicated to ensure that vulnerable persons 

are not endangered due to freedom of movement restrictions.

• States should abstain from introducing disproportionate punitive measures, instead opting for propor-

tionate fines as a penalty for violating internal movement restrictions or through encouraging voluntary 

compliance. States should also ensure that police or other state actors, including the army, do not use 

excessive force when enforcing measures. Training on this should be organized by the state, and com-

plaint mechanisms should be widely advertised.

• In situations of conflict, people stuck at checkpoints, or who wish to return to their homes, should be 

allowed to cross and, if necessary, quarantined for the required period. Special arrangements for medical 

staff should be made. Crossings for medical purposes should still be facilitated, including through inter-

mediaries, such as the Red Cross. Returnees living in remote areas, unable to move, should be assisted 

by state and non-state actors

II.2.B FREEDOM FROM TORTURE AND ILL-
TREATMENT AND ARBITRARY DEPRIVATION 
OF LIBERTY

The freedom from torture and ill-treatment are funda-

mental rights enshrined in international human rights 

law408 and have since been further elaborated by a 

number of international human rights instruments at 

the international and the regional level, including OSCE 

commitments. The prohibition against torture is abso-

lute and non-derogable.

The prohibition of torture means that “no exceptional 

circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or 

a threat of war, internal political instability or any other 

public emergency, may be invoked as a justification 

of torture.”409 The prohibition against torture includes 

the obligation of states to actively prevent torture 

and other ill-treatment through different preventive 

408 See, Art. 9 of the UDHR.
409 See, for instance, Copenhagen Document (1990), 

para.16.3; see also: UNCAT, Art. 2(2) and ICCPR, Art. 4 
and 7; Emergency Measures And Covid-19: OHCHR 
Guidance; and Statement of UN Special Rapporteurs, 

‘COVID-19 security measures no excuse for exces-
sive use of force, say UN Special Rapporteurs’, 17 
April 2020.

measures.410 Factors that place detainees and pris-

oners in situations of vulnerability (and increase the 

risk of torture or other abuse) include: “a power imbal-

ance between detainees and those in charge of them, 

an almost complete dependency upon the institution 

which has deprived them of their freedom or limits their 

movements, weakened social ties and stigmatization 

related to detention.”411 The prevention of torture, in 

particular in settings where people are deprived of 

their liberty, but also the investigation, prosecution 

and punishment of such acts have suffered a setback 

during the current pandemic.

The prevention of torture, in particular in set-

tings where people are deprived of their liber-

ty, but also the investigation, prosecution and 

punishment of such acts have suffered a set-

back during the current pandemic.

410 OSCE participating States have committed to “prohibit 
torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment and take effective legislative, administrative, 
judicial and other measures to prevent and punish such 
practices;” (Vienna 1989)

411 See ATP’s page on groups in situations of vulnerability.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25802&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25802&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25802&LangID=E
https://www.apt.ch/en/knowledge-hub/detention-focus-database/groups-situations-vulnerability
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The pandemic not only brought to light the pre-existing 

shortcomings in penitentiary systems or other places of 

deprivation of liberty, such as overcrowding, lack of or 

insufficient access to health care or unsanitary condi-

tions of detention, which could amount to ill-treatment 

or even torture. It also posed additional challenges to 

the fight against torture. For instance, in addition to 

existing places of deprivation of liberty,412 new places 

of detention have emerged in the course of the current 

crisis, such as quarantine centres or places where peo-

ple are not allowed to move freely. In fact, the meas-

ures taken in response to the pandemic have placed 

much of the population in participating States in some 

form of isolation, confinement or quarantine. In this ex-

traordinary situation, deprivation of liberty has taken on 

new dimensions. In addition, one of the key safeguards 

against torture and other ill-treatment, the independent 

monitoring and oversight of places of detention, has 

been either suspended completely or has been only 

partially functional since the beginning of the pandemic 

in the majority of states.413

412 This includes prisons, pre-trial detention facilities, police 
custody, interrogation centres, military detention facilities, 
immigration detention centres, elderly homes and psychi-
atric institutions. According to Article 4 Optional Protocol 
To The Convention Against Torture (OPCAT), places of 
detention means: “any place […] where persons are or 
may be deprived of their liberty, either by virtue of an order 
given by a public authority or at its instigation or with its 
consent or acquiescence (hereinafter referred to as places 
of detention). […] deprivation of liberty means any form of 
detention or imprisonment or the placement of a person in 
a public or private custodial setting which that person is not 
permitted to leave at will by order of any judicial, adminis-
trative or other authority.”

413 With regard to National Preventive Mechanisms, decisions 
to undertake or suspend visits to places of deprivation of 
liberty fall within the prerogatives of NPMs themselves, and 
not of national, or subnational, authorities. Monitors are 
impacted by the restrictive measures for the general popu-
lation (such as physical distancing and restrictions of move-
ment, as well as the lockdown of places of deprivation of 
liberty). In the OSCE region, most NPMs (out of the 39) 
have decided to suspend in person visits from mid-March. 
Only in Italy have onsite visits continued without limitations. 
There are examples in APT/ODIHR Guidance on Monitoring 
Places of Detention through the COVID-19 pandemic, 3 
June 2020.

Measures taken in response to the pandemic 

have placed much of the population in partic-

ipating States in some form of isolation, con-

finement or quarantine. In this extraordinary 

situation, deprivation of liberty has taken on 

new dimensions.

Places of deprivation of liberty became further isolat-

ed from the outside world during the pandemic as a 

result of the preventive health measures leading to a 

situation where torture or ill-treatment may occur be-

hind closed doors, out of sight of monitors, inspectors, 

civil society organizations, lawyers and the public.414 

Current limitations to the effective functioning of state 

institutions and the judiciary across the OSCE region 

may pose additional challenges to the investigation, 

prosecution and punishment of acts of torture or other 

ill-treatment, thereby decreasing accountability for such 

acts and fostering impunity.

This section cannot examine all ways in which the pan-

demic has complicated efforts to eradicate torture and 

ill-treatment in the OSCE region. It highlights some im-

mediate concerns about a) conditions of detention and 

effects of restrictive measures in places of detention 

that could amount to ill-treatment or even torture and 

b) key challenges that inhibit the prevention of torture 

or its effective investigation.

States have a “heightened duty of care to protect the 

lives of individuals deprived of their liberty”415 and they 

must provide medical treatment to protect and promote 

the physical and mental health and wellbeing of pris-

oners.416 As stated by the Committee against Torture, 

414 Ibid., See for example blog on living-in prison officers 
in Georgia (a practice also implemented in Malta and the 
Russian Federation); and the introduction of living-in 
prison officers in Malta, the Russian Federation and in 
Georgia.

415 UN Human rights committee, General Comment no. 36, 
para. 25. “The duty to protect the life of all detained individ-
uals includes providing them with the necessary medical 
care and appropriately regular monitoring of their health, 
[89] shielding them from inter-prisoner violence, [90] pre-
venting suicides and providing reasonable accommodation 
for persons with disabilities. [91]”

416 ODIHR/PRI Guidance Document on the Nelson Mandela 
Rules: Implementing the UN Revised Standard Minimum 
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (2018), Chapter 6, 

https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/gulagechoes/2020/04/20/living-in-prison-responses-to-covid-19-in-georgias-penal-system-and-implications-for-how-we-think-about-the-inside-and-the-outside/
https://www.prison-insider.com/en/articles/europe-coronavirus-la-fievre-des-prisons#russie
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/gulagechoes/2020/04/20/living-in-prison-responses-to-covid-19-in-georgias-penal-system-and-implications-for-how-we-think-about-the-inside-and-the-outside/
https://blogs.helsinki.fi/gulagechoes/2020/04/20/living-in-prison-responses-to-covid-19-in-georgias-penal-system-and-implications-for-how-we-think-about-the-inside-and-the-outside/
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overcrowding, poor hygiene in prisons and the lack of 

appropriate medical treatment “aggravate the depriva-

tion of liberty of prisoners (…) making of such depriva-

tion cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment.”417

In the OSCE region, overcrowding and poor hygiene in 

prisons endanger the health of prisoners and provide 

fertile ground for the spread of communicable diseases 

like Covid-19.418 Persons deprived of their liberty are 

particularly vulnerable to infectious diseases because 

of their inability to protect themselves because of the 

often-limited access to healthcare and the lack of nec-

essary hygiene, sanitation and medical equipment, as 

well as their underlying health conditions.419 In closed 

facilities, people are under the care and control of au-

thorities for most aspects of their daily lives. In such 

contexts, failing to protect persons deprived of liberty 

from a serious disease as a result of a lack of precaution 

or due diligence may amount to ill-treatment.420 Women 

prisoners face a specific and additional set of 

para. 1; See also Nelson Mandela Rules 24, 25, 27 and 
30: As part of their commitment to treating individuals 
in detention with humanity and respecting their inherent 
dignity, participating States have committed to observing 
the internationally recognized standards relating to the 
administration of justice and the human rights of detainees, 
including the Standard Minimum Rules (SMR) for the treat-
ment of prisoners, nowadays called the Nelson Mandela 
Rules (Vienna 1989); Kudla v Poland (no. 30210/96, ECHR 
2000-XI).

417 Statement by the Committee against Torture, A/56/44. 
Statement by the Committee against Torture, A/56/44, 
Para. 95f; see also ECtHR jurisprudence on violations 
of Article 3 relating to prisoners’ health-related rights; on 
the hygienic conditions of cells see: Clasens v. Belgium 28 
May 2019 or Petrescu v. Portugal 3 December 2019; on 
personal space in multi-occupancy cell and prison over-
crowding see: Varga and Others v. Hungary 10 March 2015 
or Torreggiani and Others v. Italy; on solitary confinement 
see: Öcalan v. Turkey (no. 2) 18 March 2014.

418 Infection rates for tuberculosis are between 10 and 100 
times higher than in the community, as has been docu-
mented by a number of reports.

419 See for instance, “Building our response on COVID-19 
and Detention – OMCT guidance brief to the SOS-
Torture Network and partner organisations”; on the 
right to health and hygiene or on the special focus on 
health in prisons.

420 See ECtHR jurisprudence above. See also UN Special 
Rapporteur on torture and other cruel inhuman or degrad-
ing treatment, ‘Interim report’, A/68/295, 9 August 2013, 
para. 50: or OHCHR COVID-19 Dispatch – Number 2.

challenges.421 Another concern is that people from 

marginalised and impoverished backgrounds are over-

represented in prison422 and they may be even more 

vulnerable to such diseases for various reasons.423 

Reports from across the OSCE region indicate that 

overcrowded prisons severely limit the possibility for 

prisoners to physically distance themselves from one 

another.424 A distinct lack of personal protective equip-

ment for prisoners, as well as staff, but also access to 

testing, water and hand sanitiser has been noted in 

many states.425

Persons deprived of their liberty are particularly 

vulnerable to infectious diseases because of 

their inability to protect themselves because 

of the often-limited access to healthcare and 

the lack of necessary hygiene, sanitation and 

medical equipment, as well as their underlying 

health conditions.

Numerous legal challenges have already been started 

in the OSCE region that argue that states are failing 

to protect the health and safety of prisoners because 

of conditions of detention, coupled with the height-

ened risks that Covid-19 poses to (overcrowded) prison 

421 As noted by PRI, “women in prison have complex health 
needs with disproportionate rates of underlying health 
conditions compared to women in the community. This fact 
coupled with overcrowded and unhygienic prisons (…) puts 
women at great risk of contracting Covid-19. High numbers 
of women also enter prisons pregnant or having recently 
given birth, as drug users and/or with serious physical and 
mental effects of violence and related trauma.”

422 Ibid. and see the report on global prison trends by 
Penal Reform International (PRI), p. 7.

423 In the United States, for instance, minorities, including 
African-Americans, are disproportionately represented, 
both among the prison population and among those 
succumbing to Covid-19. On 29 May, UN human rights 
experts urged the United States to do more to prevent 
major outbreaks of Covid-19 in detention centres.

424 Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, 
Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Romania, 
Russian Federation, Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey, United 
Kingdom and United States. See also a graph of pris-
on overcrowding across Europe.

425 For example: Armenia, Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, 
United States and Turkey. For the latter, see for instance, 
Covid-19 Spreading Fast in Turkey’s Prisons, Rights 
Defenders Warn.

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N01/577/27/IMG/N0157727.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N01/577/27/IMG/N0157727.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/FS_Prisoners_health_ENG.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/PRI-Global-prison-trends-report-2019_WEB.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/PRI-Global-prison-trends-report-2019_WEB.pdf
https://www.omct.org/files/2020/04/25784/omct_covid19_prisonsresponse_en.pdf; https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Executions/HumanRightsDispatch_2_PlacesofDetention.pdf
https://www.omct.org/files/2020/04/25784/omct_covid19_prisonsresponse_en.pdf; https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Executions/HumanRightsDispatch_2_PlacesofDetention.pdf
https://www.omct.org/files/2020/04/25784/omct_covid19_prisonsresponse_en.pdf; https:/www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Executions/HumanRightsDispatch_2_PlacesofDetention.pdf
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/FINAL-Briefing-Coronavirus.pdf
https://www.penalreform.org/resource/global-prison-trends-2019/
https://www.penalreform.org/resource/global-prison-trends-2019/
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/FS_Prisoners_health_ENG.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/A/68/295
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Executions/
https://www.penalreform.org/blog/coronavirus-and-women-in-detention-a-gender-specific/
https://cdn.penalreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Global-Prison-Trends-2020-Executive-Summary-in-English-.pdf
https://ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25912&LangID=E
https://ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25912&LangID=E
https://infogram.com/prison-overcrowding-across-europe-1hd12y0epvew6km
https://infogram.com/prison-overcrowding-across-europe-1hd12y0epvew6km
http://bianet.org/english/human-rights/224129-covid-19-spreading-fast-in-turkey-s-prisons-rights-defenders-warn
http://bianet.org/english/human-rights/224129-covid-19-spreading-fast-in-turkey-s-prisons-rights-defenders-warn
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populations, which could amount to inhuman or de-

grading treatment.426 While restrictive measures im-

plemented by most states may be necessary and in 

the public interest, they need to be properly assessed 

in conjunction with the fundamental rights and free-

doms that are curtailed in order to be proportionate 

and, therefore, in accordance with international human 

rights standards and OSCE commitments.

To limit the spread of Covid-19, many states 

have implemented restrictive measures in pris-

ons, temporarily suspending physical visits 

from family, friends and sometimes even law-

yers – despite the fact that the denial of family 

visits can be considered ill-treatment in itself.

Contact with the outside world is crucial to the material 

and psychological health and well-being of prisoners 

and other persons deprived of liberty and acts as a 

key safeguard against torture or other ill-treatment. It 

also provides opportunities for reporting human rights 

violations, including torture or other ill-treatment.427 To 

limit the spread of Covid-19, many participating States 

have implemented restrictive measures in prisons, tem-

porarily suspending physical visits from family, friends 

and sometimes even lawyers – despite the fact that the 

denial of family visits can be considered ill-treatment in 

itself.428 As stated by the UN Subcommittee on the pre-

vention of torture, in situations where visiting regimes 

426 For an example from the United Kingdom, see Hafeez vs. 
UK; Manning, R. v (Rev 1) [2020] EWCA Crim 592 (30 April 
2020), giving the lead judgment in the Court of Appeal, the 
Lord Chief Justice considered that the impact of a custo-
dial sentence is likely to be heavier during the coronavirus 
pandemic than it would otherwise be, and that this was a 
factor that judges and magistrates can and should keep in 
mind when sentencing; Similarly, a report on a claim from 
Canada; an example about legal action in France; and 
an account about a law suit in the United States; which 
claimed inmates are unable to socially distance and have 
insufficient access to personal protective equipment and 
cleaning supplies, as well as inadequate medical treatment. 
Similar cases were also opened in Spain.

427 ODIHR/PRI, Guidance Document on the Nelson 
Mandela Rules, Chapter 5, para. 13–15.

428 UN Special Rapporteur on torture, Report to the Human 
Rights Council on observations on communications trans-
mitted to Governments and replies received, 12 March 
2013, A/HRC/22/53/Add.4, para. 20.

are restricted for health-related reasons, states must 

“provide sufficient compensatory alternative methods 

for detainees to maintain contact with families and the 

outside world, for example, by telephone, Internet/email, 

video communication and other appropriate electronic 

means. Such contacts should be both facilitated and 

encouraged, be frequent and free.”429 Although there 

are many positive examples of how OSCE participat-

ing States introduced innovative compensatory meas-

ures,430 there are also worrying reports that they are 

often not satisfactory. In some countries, there is a 

lack of telephones or videoconferencing equipment 

and calls are not offered for free or for an extended 

period of time.431

The pandemic and resulting restrictive measures lead-

ing to heightened isolation have caused widespread fear 

and confusion among prison populations, for instance 

due to the lack of masks and poor communication 

about the nature and scope of preventive measures.432 

Across the region, there have been hunger strikes433 

and prison protests or riots434 as an expression of an-

ger against the suspension of visits (and conditions 

of detention). In some contexts, the suppression of ri-

ots has resulted in alleged excessive use of force by 

429 Advice of the Subcommittee on Prevention of 
Torture to States Parties and National Preventive 
Mechanisms relating to the Coronavirus Pandemic 
(adopted on 25th March 2020).

430 See e.g., ODIHR/APT, Monitoring Places of Detention 
Through the COVID-19 Pandemic p. 23. Italy; other ex-
amples of extended phone times and videoconferencing 
include using Skype (Albania) or Zoom (United States 

– Pennsylvania), United Kingdom secure video calls 
at distribution of pre-paid phonecards (Spain) or tablets 
(Norway); more access to TV, radio and press (Poland, 
Estonia); Prison service allows family members to 
pay money at post offices for the benefit of their 
relative in prison that can be used for phone calls 
(Ireland); or the distribution of one laptop computers for 
every 100 inmate aiming to give prisoners access to remote 
visits via video conferences (Belgium).

431 Austria, Hungary and Italy. There are also worrying 
reports about monitoring prisoner phone calls for 
mentions of Covid-19.

432 See APT/ODIHR Guidance on Monitoring Places of 
Detention through the COVID-19 pandemic

433 Croatia, Luxembourg, and a hunger strike in the United 
States.

434 Belgium, France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Romania, Spain, Switzerland and 
United States.

https://www.cp24.com/news/convicted-murderer-sues-feds-over-prison-conditions-during-covid-19-1.4935680
https://www.euronews.com/2020/03/26/coronavirus-inmates-in-france-hit-out-over-prison-hygiene-amid-covid-19-fears
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/21/politics/covid-19-supreme-court-prisoners-rights/index.html
https://www.cbs19news.com/story/42121878/doc-reaches-settlement-in-lawsuit-over-prison-conditions
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/secure-video-calls-to-help-prisoners-maintain-family-ties;
https://www.irishprisons.ie/lodging-money-prisoner-account/
https://www.irishprisons.ie/lodging-money-prisoner-account/
https://www.irishprisons.ie/lodging-money-prisoner-account/
https://theintercept.com/2020/04/21/prisons-inmates-coronavirus-monitoring-surveillance-verus/
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
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law enforcement officials, the use of solitary confine-

ment as a punishment and accusations of torture or 

ill-treatment.435

Another measure that many participating States have 

resorted to is the preventive isolation or quarantine of 

prisoners suspected to be infected with Covid-19, as 

well as a 14-day quarantine for newly arrived prisoners. 

In order to ensure that this type of quarantine does not 

constitute de facto solitary confinement,436 “the person 

concerned should be provided with meaningful human 

contact every day.”437 In many states, whether prisoners 

are quarantined or not, access to out of cell time,438 out-

door and other educational or group activities has been 

further limited as a result of restrictive measures.439 The 

consequences of these limitations (leading to more iso-

lation) on the physical and psychological health of per-

sons deprived of liberty are not yet fully understood.440

435 France, Russian Federation and Switzerland.
436 “The predominant method of isolation and social exclusion 

is ‘solitary confinement’, which is defined as ‘the con-
finement of prisoners for 22 hours or more a day without 
meaningful human contact’. Under international human 
rights standards, solitary confinement can only be imposed 
in exceptional circumstances, and ‘prolonged’ solitary con-
finement, in excess of 15 consecutive days, is regarded as 
a form of torture or ill-treatment. The same applies to fre-
quently renewed measures which, in conjunction, amount 
to prolonged solitary confinement. Even more extreme 
than solitary confinement is so-called ‘incommunicado de-
tention’ which deprives the inmate of any contact with the 
outside world, particularly to medical doctors, lawyers and 
relatives, and has repeatedly been recognized as a form of 
torture.” A/HRC/43/49; Solitary confinement is prohibited 
for children, pregnant or breastfeeding women and people 
with mental disabilities (see e.g. Nelson Mandela Rules). 57.

437 Statement of principles relating to the treatment of 
persons deprived of their liberty in the context of the 
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, Council of 
Europe

438 Examples can be found in a report from Canada; an 
example from the United Kingdom, or in Portugal due 
to staff shortages.

439 In Austria, the time outside in the open air was reduced 
from one hour to 15 minutes. Similar reports were received 
from Croatia, Denmark, Italy, United Kingdom, where 
a report on short scrutiny visits to young offender institu-
tions holding children

by the Chief Inspector of Prisons recommended between 3 
hours and 40 mins only outside of cells; as well as the 
United States.

440 See, for instance, a report from the United Kingdom, 
Alarm over five suicides in six days at prisons in 
England and Wales, The Guardian, 28 May 2020.

Outside of the criminal justice system, people held in 

other places of detention, such as immigration deten-

tion centres, psychiatric institutions and elderly homes, 

are similarly affected by the pandemic, and resulting 

restrictive measures, limiting contact with the outside 

world. Based on currently available information, certain 

people are considered more vulnerable to the Covid-19 

virus, such as people over 60 years of age or who have 

health conditions like lung or heart disease, diabetes 

or conditions that affect their immune system, as well 

as pregnant or breastfeeding women.441 The effect of 

increased isolation on persons in vulnerable situations 

is concerning.442 The UN has recalled that “no-visitor 

policies in nursing homes and home care exacerbate 

the risk of violence, ill-treatment, abuse and neglect of 

older persons and others living in institutions.”443

In many countries across the OSCE area, migrants live 

in overcrowded camps, shelters or reception centres 

in unsanitary conditions, lacking minimal protection 

against infection. New restrictions on movement, as 

part of efforts to stem the spread of Covid-19, pre-

vent migrants housed in temporary reception centres 

from maintaining the distance from others necessary 

to safeguard both their health and their dignity.444 In 

some cases, migrants were locked in their cells for up 

to 21 hours each day without activities provided for 

out-of-cell hours.445

441 The Working Group on arbitrary detention “is aware that 
COVID-19 mostly affects persons older than 60 years of 
age, pregnant women and women who are breastfeeding, 
persons with underlying health conditions, and persons 
with disabilities” and has therefore recommended “that 
States treat all such individuals as vulnerable” and “refrain 
from holding such individuals in places of deprivation of 
liberty where the risk to their physical and mental integrity 
and life is heightened.”; WHO has also issued specific 
guidance with regard to the situation of older people.

442 In France, according to a study on long-term care facili-
ties, elderly people may have died of confinement disease 
(hypervolemic shock), not Covid-19 due to reduced num-
bers of caregivers and quality of care and isolation; In the 
United Kingdom, a report stated that deaths of detained 
mental health patients double due to covid-19.

443 COVID-19 security measures no excuse for exces-
sive use of force, Statement by UN Special Rapporteurs.

444 ODIHR statement, 4 May 2020.
445 Examples have been documented by the Covid-19 Global 

Immigration Detention Platform of the Global Detention 
Project. For conditions in the United States, see also 
As COVID-19 spreads in ICE detention, oversight is 
more critical than ever, Brookings Institution, 14 May 

https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://rm.coe.int/16809cfa4b
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/canada-prison-conditions-covid-19-human-rights-1.5545303
https://www.nwemail.co.uk/news/national/18457521.prisoners-coronavirus-symptoms-not-shower-two-weeks---report/
https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmiprisons/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2020/05/YOIs-SSV-Web-2020.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/may/28/alarm-over-five-suicides-in-six-days-at-prisons-in-england-and-wales
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/may/28/alarm-over-five-suicides-in-six-days-at-prisons-in-england-and-wales
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/health-emergencies/coronavirus-covid-19/statements/statement-older-people-are-at-highest-risk-from-covid-19,-but-all-must-act-to-prevent-community-spread
https://www.jamda.com/article/S1525-8610(20)30354-6/pdf
https://www.hsj.co.uk/coronavirus/deaths-of-detained-mental-health-patients-double-due-to-covid-19/7027601.article
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25802&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25802&LangID=E
https://www.osce.org/odihr/451333
https://www.globaldetentionproject.org/covid-19-immigration-detention-platform
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2020/05/14/as-covid-19-spreads-in-ice-detention-oversight-is-more-critical-than-ever/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fixgov/2020/05/14/as-covid-19-spreads-in-ice-detention-oversight-is-more-critical-than-ever/
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New places where people are held in compul-

sory quarantine for reasons of public health 

protection are places of deprivation of liberty.

In response to the pandemic, many States have adopt-

ed restrictive measures such as enforced lockdowns 

or quarantine, often applicable to the entire population. 

According to the UN Subcommittee on the prevention 

of torture, these new places where people are held in 

compulsory quarantine for reasons of public health 

protection are places of deprivation of liberty446 and 

possible ill-treatment or even torture should be pre-

vented and addressed. Research on the situation of 

compulsory quarantine facilities in the OSCE region is 

limited, as is information available on the situation of the 

general population who have been under mandatory 

quarantine in their own residences and are thus de-

prived of their liberty. Whereas there is consensus on 

the requirements for mandatory quarantine in order for 

it not to be arbitrary,447 the question whether compulso-

ry quarantine and enforced lockdowns per se may con-

stitute cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is largely 

unexplored as of today. Reports of authorities welding 

2020. (For more on immigration detention, including prom-
ising practices see the section on migration, below.)

446 “Any place where a person is held in quarantine and from 
which they are not free to leave is a place of deprivation 
of liberty for the purposes of the OPCAT and so falls 
within the visiting mandate of an NPM.” Subcommittee 
on Prevention of Torture (SPT), Advice to the National 
Preventive Mechanism of the United Kingdom, regard-
ing compulsory quarantine (10–14 February 2020).

447 The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has 
clarified that “mandatory quarantine in a given premise, 
including in a person’s own residence that the quaran-
tined person may not leave for any reason, is a measure 
of de facto deprivation of liberty. When placing individuals 
under quarantine measures, States must ensure that such 
measures are not arbitrary. The time limit for placement 
in mandatory quarantine must be clearly specified in law 
and strictly adhered to in practice”. See also, Enhorn v. 
Sweden, para. 44: “The essential criteria when assess-
ing the “lawfulness” of the detention of a person “for the 
prevention of the spreading of infectious diseases” are: 
whether the spreading of the infectious disease is danger-
ous to public health or safety; and whether detention of 
the person infected is the last resort in order to prevent the 
spreading of the disease, because less severe measures 
have been considered and found to be insufficient to safe-
guard the public interest. When these criteria are no longer 
fulfilled, the basis for the deprivation of liberty ceases to 
exist.”

doors of apartment buildings shut in order to quar-

antine the inhabitants are highly worrying.448 Similarly, 

the changes some participating States have made to 

legislation to punish violations of quarantine through 

incarceration are a matter of concern.449

The need to monitor the situation of torture or other 

ill-treatment also in this context is clear. Many NPMs 

are starting to monitor such places (sometimes private 

homes, hotels, ships or other facilities), taking into con-

sideration quarantine conditions and the effect on more 

vulnerable groups.450 To prevent ill-treatment, all funda-

mental safeguards must be respected and individuals 

should not be treated as detainees, but free agents.451

The independent monitoring of all places of detention, 

a key safeguard against torture and other ill-treatment, 

plays a vital role in the context of the pandemic and re-

lated emergency measures. The pandemic raises new 

challenges for independent monitors such as NPMs, 

ombuds institutions, NHRIs and civil society with re-

spect to their monitoring functions, as access to de-

tention facilities has been severely restricted in almost 

all participating States. Likewise, the risk of infection to 

the monitors themselves, as well as individuals deprived 

of their liberty and staff, has reached unprecedented 

levels.452 The restriction of access for monitors has also 

reduced the access to an important complaint mecha-

nism for victims of torture or ill-treatment as onsite visits 

play a crucial role in collecting complaints from inmates 

and submitting allegations of torture to the judiciary.

Any person has the right to judicial review of his or her 

deprivation of liberty under international law.453 Courts 

assume a particularly important role with regard to 

the protection of non-derogable rights, such as the 

448 According to a report by Amnesty International, Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia: Human rights must be 
protected during COVID-19 pandemic of 29 April 2020, 
in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, authorities welded shut 
the doors of apartment blocks to enforce quarantines.

449 For example, Albania, United Kingdom and Bulgaria.
450 Georgia, Italy, and Montenegro.
451 See SPT advice on “Measures to be taken by 

authorities in respect of those in official places of 
Quarantine”, para. 10

452 Reference to APT/ODIHR Guidance on Monitoring Places 
of Detention through the COVID-19 pandemic.

453 Art. 9(3) and (4) ICCPR

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/NPM/2020.03.03-Advice_UK_NPM.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/NPM/2020.03.03-Advice_UK_NPM.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf; see also ECHR
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_5_ENG.pdf
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_5_ENG.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/eastern-europe-and-central-asia-human-rights-must-be-protected-during-covid19-pandemic/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/eastern-europe-and-central-asia-human-rights-must-be-protected-during-covid19-pandemic/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/eastern-europe-and-central-asia-human-rights-must-be-protected-during-covid19-pandemic/
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/OPCAT/AdviceStatePartiesCoronavirusPandemic2020.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/7/5/453543.pdf
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absolute prohibition of torture. The pandemic has creat-

ed considerable challenges for the functioning of courts, 

and lawyers have faced obstacles in accessing clients 

in detention and in representing clients effectively, in 

particular in cases where court hearings are held re-

motely.454 Those and additional issues pose a significant 

challenge to the fight against impunity and the prompt, 

independent and impartial investigation into allega-

tions of torture or ill-treatment, including allegations 

made about conditions of detention that may amount 

to ill-treatment.455 (See also the section on access to 

justice and the functioning of courts, above.)

Cases of excessive use of force by law enforcement, 

such as beatings, the use of truncheons, threats of 

use of pepper spray and death threats, for violations 

such as not wearing face masks or not complying with 

restrictions of movement were reported in a number 

of participating States.456 Any unnecessary, excessive 

or otherwise arbitrary use of force by law enforcement 

454 See Fair Trials Commentary: Impact assessment of re-
mote justice on fair trial rights, see also Coronavirus: 
Defendants more likely to be jailed in video hearings, 
research warns amid rise of remote justice, The 
Independent, 5 May 2020 and an evaluation of video 
enabled justice.

455 For more information see also Fair Trials, COVID-19 
Justice Project.

456 See, for instance, a report from France, an account 
from Romania; several country examples from Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia, an example from Slovakia, an 

officials is incompatible with the absolute prohibition 

of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. Where such 

force intentionally and purposefully inflicts pain or suf-

fering on powerless individuals who are unable to es-

cape or resist, it is always conclusively unlawful and 

may amount to torture. In this context, developments 

regarding new legislation enacted in some participating 

States that could heighten the risk of ill-treatment or 

obstruct accountability for acts of ill-treatment were 

observed.457

GOOD PRACTICES

Promisingly, many states have taken action to reduce 

the number of prisoners during the Covid-19 crisis in-

cluding the early release of certain categories of pris-

oners, increasing use of house arrest and delaying the 

start of prison sentences, leading to reduced prison 

populations by thousands.458

incident in the United Kingdom; and a report from the 
United States.

457 See, for instance, a report on new police powers in the 
Russian Federation

458 This includes practices regarding the early release of cer-
tain categories of prisoners in the Netherlands, Ireland 
and France; the increasing use of house arrest in Spain 
and Italy; and the delaying of the commencement of pris-
on sentences in Germany and Czech Republic. Steps 
like these have contributed to reducing prison populations 
by thousands (e.g. Italy 7,000 and France 10,000). See 
e.g. EU Observer

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Reduce prison populations by considering alternatives to detention and by releasing prisoners and other 

persons deprived of liberty with no discrimination, taking into account the principle of do no harm, time 

already served, the vulnerability of certain groups of prisoners, including to a Covid-19 infection, and 

categories such as those convicted of non-violent acts.

• Release all people detained arbitrarily, without sufficient legal basis or for crimes that are incompatible with 

international law, as well as all those incarcerated for exercising their human rights, including expression 

of dissenting opinions. This covers, but is not limited to, human rights defenders, journalists, political 

prisoners and dissenting voices.

• Reduce the number of new arrests during the pandemic and consider the risk to prisoners’ health during 

such an emergency in assessing appropriateness of detaining someone.

• Provide compensatory measures for the limited contact with the outside world for those in detention and 

thereby enhance preventive monitoring and access to complaint mechanisms for persons deprived of 

liberty during the pandemic.

https://www.fairtrials.org/news/commentary-impact-assessment-remote-justice-fair-trial-rights
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/commentary-impact-assessment-remote-justice-fair-trial-rights
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coronavirus-court-hearings-jail-sentence-remote-lockdown-a9500101.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coronavirus-court-hearings-jail-sentence-remote-lockdown-a9500101.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coronavirus-court-hearings-jail-sentence-remote-lockdown-a9500101.html
http://spccweb.thco.co.uk/media/4807/university-of-surrey-video-enabled-justice-final-report-ver-11.pdf
http://spccweb.thco.co.uk/media/4807/university-of-surrey-video-enabled-justice-final-report-ver-11.pdf
https://www.fairtrials.org/covid19justice
https://www.fairtrials.org/covid19justice
https://www.franceinter.fr/confinement-plusieurs-personnes-affirment-avoir-ete-brutalisees-et-insultees-lors-de-controles-de-police
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/24/video-of-romanian-police-beating-roma-causes-outrage/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/04/eastern-europe-and-central-asia-human-rights-must-be-protected-during-covid19-pandemic/
http://www.romea.cz/en/news/world/slovak-police-officer-said-to-have-beaten-five-romani-children-in-krompachy-settlement-and-threatened-to-shoot-them
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/apr/11/uk-lockdown-police-apologise-after-man-threatened-with-pepper-spray
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/short-update-new-york-police-accused-racist-social-distancing-policing
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2020/04/23/85063-agent-002
https://euobserver.com/opinion/148385
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• Enable the independent monitoring and oversight of places of detention. Where not possible through 

onsite visits, remote monitoring options for independent monitoring bodies, such as remote access to 

detention registers, files and data should be considered.

• Ensure that law enforcement agents are trained, equipped and instructed to avoid any unnecessary, 

excessive or otherwise arbitrary use of force, and to give priority to non-violent means of carrying out 

their duty in particular in the context of pandemic-related measures that they are supposed to implement, 

facing not only individuals in conflict with the law but entire populations affected by those measures.459

• Provide for a safe environment and inclusion of civil society organizations and human rights defenders 

working to fight torture, other ill-treatment and impunity.

• Ensure effective oversight and monitoring of all places of detention, including the first hours of police 

custody, through the development and strengthening of independent NPMs, as well as through ongoing 

dialogue and the implementation of NPM and other independent monitoring bodies’ recommendations 

to address key issues in places of detention.

• Establish effective and independent mechanisms to ensure that all allegations of torture and other ill-treat-

ment are promptly, thoroughly and impartially investigated and prosecuted.

• Ensure that the fight against torture and the zero-tolerance policy adopted by states remains high on the 

OSCE agenda also during emergency situations.

• Ensure that the zero-tolerance policy translates into a safe and conducive environment to report cases 

of torture and other ill-treatment for professionals within the security sector and the penitentiary system, 

victims, medical staff, lawyers, human rights defenders and other actors.

• Improve sanitary conditions and healthcare in prisons to prevent inhumane treatment and improve health 

and safety for all.

• Enhance capacity building for penitentiary staff and others working in places of detention on human 

rights standards and the humane treatment of prisoners such as the Nelson Mandela Rules and the 

Bangkok Rules.

II.2.C FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY459

The freedom of peaceful assembly is one of the founda-

tions of a democratic society and should not be inter-

preted restrictively.460 This right is instrumental in ena-

bling the full and effective exercise of other civil, political, 

economic, social and cultural rights. A robust body of 

international documents and regional standards gov-

erns the right to freedom of peaceful assembly, includ-

ing of the UDHR,461 the ICCPR,462 the Convention on 

459 For more information see e.g. report of the UN Special 
Rapporteur on torture (July 2017)

460 See, for example, European Court of Human Rights 
(ECtHR), Kudrevičius and Others v. Lithuania [GC], 
Application no.37553/05, 15 October 2015, par 91, 
Nemtsov v Russia, Application no. 1774/11, 15 December 
2014, par 72, ;see also UN Human Rights Committee: 
Belgium CCPR/C/79/Add.99, 19 November 1998, par 23.

461 Art. 20 (1), Universal Declaration on Human Rights 
(General Assembly resolution 217 A)

462 Art. 19 and Art. 21, International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR)

the Rights of the Child (CRC)463 and the ECHR.464 OSCE 

Commitments to respect the right to freedom of assem-

bly are stated inter alia in the Copenhagen Document,465 

the Charter of Paris for a New Europe (1990)466 and 

the Helsinki Ministerial Council (2008).467 On the basis 

of these standards and commitments, ODIHR, jointly 

with the Venice Commission of the Council of Europe, 

has also developed the Guidelines on the Freedom of 

Peaceful Assembly.468

463 Art. 15 para. 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(CRC)

464 Art.10 and 11, European Convention for the Protection of 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR)

465 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 9.2.
466 Charter of Paris (1990), preamble.
467 Statement adopted by the 16th Ministerial Meeting in 

Helsinki on 4 and 5 December 2008 (p. 5).
468 ODIHR/Venice Commission, Guidelines on Freedom of 

Peaceful Assembly, 2nd edition (2010) and a forethcomin-
g3rd edition (2020).

http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/217(III)
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2019)017-e
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2019)017-e
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The right to freedom of assembly covers a wide range 

of different public gatherings, including planned and 

organized assemblies, unplanned and spontaneous 

assemblies, static assemblies (such as public meetings, 

“flash mobs”, sit-ins and pickets) and moving assemblies 

(including parades, processions and convoys).469 There 

should be a presumption in favour of (peaceful) assem-

blies, without regulation to the extent possible. States 

have a positive duty to facilitate and protect the exer-

cise of the right to peaceful assembly, which should be 

reflected in the legislative framework and relevant law 

enforcement regulations and practices.470 Pursuant to 

Art. 21 (2) of the ICCPR, this right may only be restricted 

in conformity with the law, and only if necessary in a 

democratic society, in the interests of national securi-

ty, public safety, public order, the protection of health 

or morals or the protection of rights and freedoms of 

others. This means that the legal provisions covering 

the freedom of assembly must be sufficiently clear and 

that imposed restrictions should be the least intrusive 

means of achieving a legitimate aim.471 In order to be 

warranted, such limitations must neither be more re-

strictive nor last longer than needed.472

In times of public emergency, states can take measures 

derogating from obligations as prescribed by Articles 

19 and 21 the ICCPR and Articles 10 and 11 of the 

ECHR. However, such measures must be of an excep-

tional and temporary nature.473 In case of the right to 

peaceful assembly, restrictions of the right in certain 

situations might be justifiable and sufficient, not requir-

ing the declaration of the overall state of emergency474 

(for a detailed discussion on the state of emergency and 

related restrictions, see Part I.1).

The pandemic poses particular challenges to states in 

this regard, as large gatherings and crowds had been 

identified by the WHO as particularly prone to facilitat-

ing Covid-19 transmission. This overview is not to judge 

469 Ibid.
470 Ibid. paras 31 and 33.
471 Ibid. paras 35 and 39.
472 See, for example, UN Human Rights Office of the High 

Commissioner paper on Emergency measures and 
Covid 10: Guidance

473 CCPR General Comment No. 29: Article 4: Derogations 
during a State of Emergency, para 1.

474 Ibid., para 5.

whether particular restrictions were in fact legitimate 

or proportionate, as that has to be determined within 

each specific context. In most cases, it appears that 

restrictions on public gatherings have been lawful and 

necessary, but it would require a far deeper analysis to 

assess whether and to what extent they were propor-

tionate. In many cases, public assemblies were treated 

in the same way as other forms of social gatherings 

and public events, such as concerts or sport matches, 

school attendance, religious and private gatherings. 

The question whether restrictions experienced across 

the region were justifiable due to health concerns and 

whether they were within the limits of proportionali-

ty and legality needs to be determined case by case 

and with specific considerations of the local context 

in light of international standards. In April, UN Special 

Rapporteur on the rights to freedoms of peaceful as-

sembly and of association outlined the main principles 

that states should consider when designing their re-

sponse to Covid-19 threats, while respecting the right 

to freedom of assembly.475

According to information collected by ODIHR, in the pe-

riod between March and May, the freedom of peaceful 

assembly was restricted in most participating States 

due to the pandemic. In some states, all public as-

semblies were banned. In others, assemblies were re-

stricted to a certain number of participants,476 or by an 

obligation for participants to adhere to epidemiological 

measures, such as maintaining physical distance from 

others, or wearing personal protective equipment or 

facemasks. Some participating States that introduced 

a state of emergency or equivalent regime, transferred 

powers from the legislative to the executive branch, 

which then restricted the right to the freedom of assem-

bly through governmental decisions.477 Other countries 

475 See UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedoms 
of peaceful assembly and of association, Guidelines 
on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and COVID-19 
restrictions

476 During the pandemic some countries banned all public as-
semblies (Mongolia), and some even in private gatherings 
(Azerbaijan). Others banned those of more than a very 
few people, two (Montenegro) or three (Georgia). Most 
countries introduced bans on assemblies, especially larger 
events (Switzerland and the United Kingdom).

477 Examples include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belgium, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia, Hungary, 
Kazakhstan, and Serbia.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Events/EmergencyMeasures_COVID19.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
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introduced restrictions on assemblies through tempo-

rary legislation and/or legislation linked to health and 

natural disaster emergencies, for instance disease pre-

vention acts.478 The degree of parliamentary oversight of 

the transfer of powers and the possibility to challenge 

regulations on the freedom of assembly in court varied 

from strong to complete suspension.479 The duration of 

the restrictions also varied from indefinite to clearly lim-

ited in time. During the course of the pandemic, several 

countries gradually lifted restrictions.

Early in the pandemic across the OSCE region, organ-

izers cancelled or postponed many planned public as-

semblies, even before restrictions or bans had been in-

troduced. According to information received by ODIHR, 

in the first half of April, despite the bans and in the face 

of restrictions, public assemblies re-emerged, and by 

May around 80 per cent of the participating States 

were seeing some form of public assembly during the 

pandemic, most of them multiple times.

Some of the assemblies typical to the context of the 

pandemic included assemblies held in protest against 

the introduction, expansion or extension of restrictive 

measures adopted by authorities. Assemblies over per-

ceived abuse of power by state and non-state actors 

seeking to pass controversial legislation or lacking of 

transparency in the development of plans amid the cri-

sis were also seen. Other assemblies were organized to 

call for improved access to personal protective equip-

ment and to protest increased economic challenges 

for citizens.

Before and during the pandemic numerous examples 

of assemblies, such as meetings or protests, took place 

online, including climate strikes, petitions and webinars. 

Online assemblies are still an emerging subject480 and 

a clear definition of such assemblies does not yet exist. 

It is crucial that “new or alternative” ways to gather are 

respected both during times of crisis and other times 

to allow for (political) debate and joint expression of 

opinions. Keeping the Internet accessible is essential, 

478 Examples include France (“health emergency”) and 
Norway (Temporary legislation and the Disease prevention 
act”).

479 Examples include Serbia (suspension) and Bulgaria 
(oversight).

480 Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly, para. 45.

and Internet shutdowns or restrictions must not take 

place to avoid debate and criticism.481 Online forms of 

mobilization and protest can, however, not be consid-

ered a full substitute to the freedom of assembly as it 

is guaranteed by human rights norms and standards.

The monitoring of the right to freedom of assembly has 

a crucial role in ensuring stronger respect for this fun-

damental right. Independent assembly monitoring activ-

ities are mostly exercised by civil society, NHRIs and in-

ternational human rights bodies, missions or institutions, 

including ODIHR. Across the region, all major actors in 

this regard have faced difficulties and limitations to their 

monitoring activities during the Covid-19 crisis, except 

for assemblies that were happening online. At the same 

time, civil society organizations, NHRIs and interna-

tional bodies, such as ODIHR, have remained active in 

monitoring developments in the region related to the 

freedom of assembly and raised some of the concerns 

and issues with respective governments.

AREAS OF CONCERN

Restrictions on the freedom of movement indirectly af-

fected public assemblies, such as excluding by law and 

regulations certain groups (for example, older people 

or pregnant women) from participating in protests, pre-

venting people from traveling to demonstrations outside 

of their usual place of residence, or by limiting the time 

of day when public assemblies may take place. Persons 

with disabilities faced particular challenges due to im-

posed physical distancing rules and a lack of flexible 

mechanisms allowing them to safely leave their homes 

during mandatory quarantine; unavailability of accessi-

ble information; limited access health care services; and 

disruption of services and support.482 These challenges 

contributed to the limited participation of persons with 

disabilities in many public gatherings or assemblies.

481 Internet shutdowns or restrictions have been reported in 
some countries, both prior and during the pandemic. See 
also Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion 
and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and ex-
pression, A/HRC/17/27, 26 May 2011, para. 30.

482 European Disability Forum, Open letter to leaders at the 
EU and in EU countries: COVID-19, disability inclu-
sive response.

https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2019)017-e
http://edf-feph.org/newsroom/news/open-letter-leaders-eu-and-eu-countries-covid-19-disability-inclusive-response
http://edf-feph.org/newsroom/news/open-letter-leaders-eu-and-eu-countries-covid-19-disability-inclusive-response
http://edf-feph.org/newsroom/news/open-letter-leaders-eu-and-eu-countries-covid-19-disability-inclusive-response
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The right to effective remedy to challenge bans or re-

strictions on assemblies, and especially blanket bans, 

is an important safeguard against unjustified restric-

tions. This right should be in place even in times of 

public health emergencies when the judiciary may itself 

operate in a reduced mode for the same reasons. On 

several occasions, courts in effect upheld the right to 

peaceful assembly, striking down emergency regula-

tions or individual orders, reinforcing the approach of 

a case-by-case assessment of public assemblies.483

Despite the pandemic, the basic principles 

for the use of force of the law enforcement 

remain unchanged: all representatives of law 

enforcement agencies must adhere to princi-

ples of legality, necessity and proportionality 

in the use of force, and officers who employ 

force contrary to these principles must be held 

accountable.

In some cases, law enforcement authorities used force 

to disperse assemblies that were not held in compli-

ance with regulations, approaching participants with 

physical force and batons, or deploying pepper spray, 

tear gas and other special means. ODIHR has noted 

instances of unnecessary or excessive use of force 

in several participating States during the pandemic. 

Despite the pandemic, the basic principles for the use 

483 The Federal Constitutional Court in Germany decided on 
freedom of assembly related issues on several occasions 
during the pandemic when organizers sought preliminary 
injunctions In the case of a prohibition of assemblies 
planned in the city of Gießen, state of Hesse, the Court 
found that local authorities violated the petitioner’s right 
to freedom of peaceful assembly by failing to recognize 
that there was no general prohibition on public assemblies 
of more than two people who do not belong to the same 
household in Hesse, and that the city had discretion to 
decide in this particular case. BVerfG, Order of the 1st 
Chamber of the First Senate of 15 April 2020 – 1 BvR 
828/20-, paras. (1–19). In the instance of another planned 
assembly, in Stuttgart, Baden Württemberg, the Court 
ruled that authorities failed to take the freedom of peaceful 
assembly into account as an exception to the general 
rules on protection measures, and that they did not decide 
based on specificities of the organizer’s case and possi-
bilities to minimize infection risks. BVerfG, Order of the 
1st Chamber of the First Senate of 17 April 2020 – 1 BvQ 
37/20-, paras. (1–29).

of force of the law enforcement remain unchanged; 

all representatives of law enforcement agencies must 

adhere to principles of legality, necessity and propor-

tionality in use of force, and officers who employ force 

contrary to these principles must be held accountable.

While authorities did not always attempt to end an 

assembly that was organized without respecting the 

health crisis regulations, in numerous instances partic-

ipants were identified, fined, charged with infractions 

and felonies linked to their participation in assemblies, 

including non-compliance with lockdown rules and/or 

breach of curfew.484 ODIHR has received information 

about countries adopting legislation and development 

plans that require extensive public consultation or are 

known to have triggered public protests and demon-

strations in the past.485 Some participating States al-

ready had strict legislation on the freedom of peaceful 

assembly in place prior to the pandemic, which have 

been further exacerbated during the crisis. It is impor-

tant to emphasize that times of crisis should not be 

used as an opportunity to introduce restrictive legisla-

tion on the freedom of assembly.486

GOOD PRACTICES

State responses to public assemblies that did not follow 

the laws and regulations during the pandemic varied, 

but, in many states, authorities allowed the assem-

blies to continue for at least a certain period of time. In 

some cases, authorities urged participants to maintain 

484 Peaceful activists in Poland were administratively fined 
10,000 Polish Zloty (approx. 2,205 EUR) each for violating 
physical distancing rules at a small protest, 10 tysięcy zło-
tych za list artystów do Sejmu. ‚Karę doręczył mi do 
rąk własnych zamaskowany oddział policji”’ [10,000 
złoty for the artists’ letter to the Sejm. ‘Masked police unit 
gave me the fine’], TOK FM, 19 May 2020; Other examples 
of harsh penal reactions include: In Greece, the penalty 
for violating physical distancing rules was 1,000 Euro, while 
in Georgia the violation of state of emergency rules could 
amount to a fine up to 5,000 Euro and imprisonment of up 
to 3 years for repeated violations.

485 For instance, ongoing legislative processes to pass stricter 
legislation on abortion in Poland, where similar proposals 
had previously caused large-scale protests.

486 This has been the case in Kazakhstan, although there 
have also been some improvements in the newly adopted 
law.

http://www.bverfg.de/e/rk20200415_1bvr082820.html.
http://www.bverfg.de/e/qk20200417_1bvq003720.html
https://www.tokfm.pl/Tokfm/7,103085,25956711,10-tysiecy-zlotych-za-list-artystow-do-sejmu-kare-doreczyl.html
https://www.tokfm.pl/Tokfm/7,103085,25956711,10-tysiecy-zlotych-za-list-artystow-do-sejmu-kare-doreczyl.html
https://www.tokfm.pl/Tokfm/7,103085,25956711,10-tysiecy-zlotych-za-list-artystow-do-sejmu-kare-doreczyl.html
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physical distance from each other.487 In some cases, 

police engaged with protesters and followed flexible, 

‘do-no-harm’ approaches, thus avoiding greater health 

risks and provocations.488 During assembly, police of-

ten enforced social distancing rules and issued fines 

to those who were not complying with the required 

487 In Romania, General Directorate of the Gendarmerie in 
Bucharest urged people not to participate in a planned as-
sembly and cautioned them that organizing and conduct-
ing an assembly was prohibited, but in the same message 
published an infographic with instructions how to behave 
during an assembly. See: “A doua zi de protest al 
celor care neagă existența coronavirusului în Piața 
Victoriei din București” [The second day of coronavirus 
deniers protest at Victory Square in Bucharest], Radio 
Europa Liberă România, 16 May 2020

488 The State Police of Latvia engaged with the organizers/
participants and the civil society organizations and tried to 
dissuade them from publicly commemorating 9 May at the 
Riga monument. The police subsequently decided not to 
block the access to the monument to ensure the short-
est possible stay of people who eventually came to the 
monument “Piespriež pirmos sodus par pārkāpumiem 
9.maijā; policija noliedz labvēlību pret pārkāpējiem” 
[First penalties imposed for 9 May violations; police deny 
favouring offenders], TVNet.lv, 13 May 2020.

measures. Law enforcement services in various states 

also allowed people to hold assemblies for some time 

before urging them to disperse. Anti-conflict and similar 

units of law enforcement specifically deployed to com-

municate with organizers and participants were present 

and active at several assemblies during the pandemic.

ODIHR observed that some assemblies were organ-

ized in motor vehicles or on bicycles, as a largely safe 

(and physical distancing compliant) manner of publicly 

expressing views during a health emergency. ODIHR 

noted that in most cases these assemblies were not 

viewed by the authorities as problematic from a public 

health perspective.489 
490

489 However, the Constitutional Court of Spain decided 
against holding one such assembly, with a single partici-
pant planned per vehicle, ruling that without safety guaran-
tees in the situation of the highest risk of infection, the right 
to life outweighs the right to freedom of assembly.

490 Guidance can be found in ODIHR/Venice Commission, 
Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly; 2nd edition 
and 3rd edition

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ensure, also in times of emergency, that restrictions on the freedom of peaceful assembly are clearly 

prescribed and easily accessible to the public, and that they are based on law, proportionate, time-bound 

and non-discriminatory.490

• Avoid introducing blanket bans on holding assemblies and facilitate the freedom of assembly through reg-

ulations, proportionate to the existing public health threat; authorities should engage in dialogue with 

organizers and/or participants on ways to decrease the risk of infections or on alternative ways to gather, 

and not impose unnecessary bans.

• Ensure, to the extent possible, meaningful public consultations when designing and implementing any 

public emergency related restrictions, reviewing restrictive temporary special measures from a gender 

perspective, evaluating impact on persons with disabilities, minorities, etc.

• Consider delaying legislation and development plans while restrictions on the freedom of assembly, 

freedom of expression and other rights remain in place; restrictions on the freedom of assembly that 

are inhibiting public debate is not an opportunity to pass controversial legislation or development plans.

• Ensure respect for freedom of expression, including through unhindered access to Internet and online 

space.

• Ensure consistent and non-discriminatory enforcement of the freedom of assembly-related restrictions. 

Clear instructions should be issued to law enforcement authorities, who should practice consistent and 

easily understandable communication with the public and apply a “no-surprise approach” to policing 

any public gatherings.

https://romania.europalibera.org/a/a-doua-zi-de-protest-al-celor-care-neaga-existenta-coronavirusului-%C3%AEn-pia%C8%9Ba-victoriei-/30615986.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/a-doua-zi-de-protest-al-celor-care-neaga-existenta-coronavirusului-%C3%AEn-pia%C8%9Ba-victoriei-/30615986.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/a-doua-zi-de-protest-al-celor-care-neaga-existenta-coronavirusului-%C3%AEn-pia%C8%9Ba-victoriei-/30615986.html
https://www.tvnet.lv/6972504/piespriez-pirmos-sodus-par-parkapumiem-9-maija-policija-noliedz-labvelibu-pret-parkapejiem
https://www.tvnet.lv/6972504/piespriez-pirmos-sodus-par-parkapumiem-9-maija-policija-noliedz-labvelibu-pret-parkapejiem
https://www.tribunalconstitucional.es/NotasDePrensaDocumentos/NP_2020_047/2020-2056ATC.pdf
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• Ensure that despite the health crisis, any instances of use of force by law enforcement must be in line 

with basic principles on the use of force.

• Ensure that fines and penalties for violating restrictions and non-compliance with epidemiological rules 

are applied in a proportionate way and are not excessively harsh; ensure that penalties that are equally 

applicable to participants in different public assemblies are applied in a non-discriminatory manner and 

not based on the assembly’s message.

• Support and encourage civil society organizations and NHRIs’ in monitoring the freedom of assembly, to 

the extent possible during public health crises, recognizing the positive contribution it brings to strength-

ening the respect for this fundamental right.

II.2.D FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION

OSCE commitments and international human rights 

standards recognize that restrictions of the right to 

freedom of association are only permissible in strict-

ly limited circumstances, including in the interests of 

public safety491 or to protect public health.492 Any such 

restriction shall be prescribed by law in a precise, cer-

tain and foreseeable manner, must be necessary in 

a democratic society and, thus, proportional to their 

legitimate aim. A restriction shall always be narrowly 

construed and applied, the least intrusive option cho-

sen, and shall never completely extinguish the right nor 

encroach on its essence.493 In that respect, the ten key 

principles developed by the UN Special Rapporteur 

on the right to peaceful assembly and association in 

the context of the current health emergency is useful 

guidance to ensure respect for the right to freedom of 

association.494

491 Public safety is a broad notion involving the protection 
of the population at large from varied kinds of significant 
damage, harm, or danger, including emergencies, see 
ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines on Freedom of 
Association (2015), p. 121.

492 Art. 22 of the ICCPR and Article 11 of the ECHR. For a 
more detailed discussion, see PART I.

493 ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines on Freedom of 
Association (2015), Principles 9 and 10.

494 The UN Special Rapporteur’s statement of 14 April 
2020; see further ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines 
on Freedom of Association (2015); ODIHR-Venice 
Commission Guidelines on Political Party Regulation 
(2010); ODHR Guidelines on the Protection of 
Human Rights Defenders (2014); Council of Europe, 
Legal Status of Non-Governmental Organisations, 
Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 and explanatory mem-
orandum; further the jurisprudence of the ECtHR which 
on numerous occasions affirmed the direct relationship 
between democracy, pluralism and freedom of association; 

Through a number of documents, most significantly the 

Copenhagen Document (1990), participating States 

have reiterated that all forms of associations, interest 

groups, trade unions and political parties are crucial to 

a vibrant democracy.495

It is crucial to see restrictions on freedom of association 

in the context of the shrinking space for civil society 

in a number of countries of the OSCE region, which 

has been observed in recent years.496 Prior to the start 

of the current crisis, existing constraints included le-

gal and administrative barriers that hindered certain 

types of NGOs to receive funds, both domestic and 

foreign, blanket restrictions on foreign funding or the 

introduction of new stringent reporting and disclosure 

obligations. Further, in some countries, negative stig-

matization and discrediting of civil society groups and 

organizations may have hampered their operational 

capacity and the physical safety of their representatives. 

Already before the pandemic, a growing number of 

e.g., ECtHR Gorzelik and Others v. Poland [GC], para. 88; 
Sidiropoulos and Others v. Greece para. 40.

495 Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 26.
496 See e.g., UN Special Rapporteur on the rights to free-

dom of peaceful assembly and of association, Thematic 
Report on Civil Society Space, Poverty and National 
Policy (11 September 2019), especially paras 21–27; 
and Report on Trends in relation to the Exercise 
of the Rights to Freedom of Peaceful Assembly 
and of Association (26 July 2018), Section III; UN 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, Report on 
Practical Recommendations for the Creation and 
Maintenance of a Safe and Enabling Environment for 
Civil Society (2016), paras. 4 and 9; 2019 Report of the 
Secretary General of the Council of Europe, pages 17–19; 
EU Fundamental Rights Agency, Report on Challenges 
Facing Civil Society Organisations Working on 
Human Rights in the EU (2018); European Parliament 
Policy Department’s Study on Shrinking Space for Civil 
Society: the EU response (2017), pp. 9–12.

https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25788&LangID=E
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/77812?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders?download=true
https://rm.coe.int/16807096b7
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-61637
http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/eng?i=001-58205
https://undocs.org/A/74/349
https://undocs.org/A/74/349
https://undocs.org/A/74/349
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/38/34
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/38/34
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/38/34
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/32/20
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/32/20
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/32/20
https://undocs.org/A/HRC/32/20
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168093af03
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2018-challenges-facing-civil-society_en.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2018-challenges-facing-civil-society_en.pdf
https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2018-challenges-facing-civil-society_en.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/578039/EXPO_STU(2017)578039_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2017/578039/EXPO_STU(2017)578039_EN.pdf
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human rights defenders have been subjected to intim-

idation and harassment (for the impacts of the crisis 

on the activities of human rights defenders, see the 

specific section above).497

This challenging environment for NGOs to operate in 

some participating States has been aggravated by the 

emergency measures introduced as a response to the 

Covid-19 pandemic. For example, restrictions on the 

freedom of expression and access to information im-

posed by number of States undermine the watchdog 

function of civil society, sideline critical voices and limit 

their capacity to reach the decision-making level and 

have some impact on policies and legislation.

In this context, there is a danger that more constraints 

may be imposed impeding the operation of some types 

of associations under the pretext of responding to the 

pandemic. There is a serious risk that some govern-

ments will use emergency measures in order to justify 

the imposition of further restrictions on civic space. This 

might entail consequences in the long-term perspective 

that may unduly and disproportionately restrict rights to 

freedom of expression and association.

Associations, and civil society more broadly, should be 

regarded as essential partners for governments when 

addressing the Covid-19 pandemic, especially when 

developing emergency policy and legislative responses, 

disseminating information accessible to all, and pro-

viding support and services to marginalized commu-

nities. Associations providing support or services to 

marginalized communities are traditionally considered 

particularly vulnerable and, hence, in need of enhanced 

protection. A state of emergency should not be used 

“as a basis to target particular groups, minorities, or indi-

viduals. It should not function as a cover for repressive 

action under the guise of protecting health nor should 

497 ODIHR, 2019 HDIM Report from Working Session 6 
on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and Association. 
See further, ODIHR, Report on “The Responsibility 
of States”: Protection of Human Rights Defenders 
in the OSCE Region (2014–2016), 14 September 2017; 
UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights 
Defenders, World Report on the Situation of Human 
Rights Defenders (December 2018); Council of Europe 
Commissioner for Human Rights, Human Rights 
Defenders in the Council of Europe Area: Current 
Challenges and Possible Solutions (December 2018).

it be used to silence the work of human rights defend-

ers.”498 (see also the sections on NHRIs and human 

rights defenders).

Associations, and civil society more broadly, 

should be regarded as essential partners for 

governments when addressing the Covid-19 

pandemic, especially when developing emer-

gency policy and legislative responses, dis-

seminating information accessible to all, and 

providing support and services to marginalized 

communities.

AREAS OF CONCERN

Overall, many measures adopted in the context of the 

pandemic do not sufficiently reflect the crucial role of 

the freedom of association for the functioning of de-

mocracy, and the fact that it constitutes an essential 

prerequisite to the exercise of other fundamental free-

doms.499 The restrictions on civil society during the 

pandemic have been significant across the OSCE re-

gion, especially the impact on their regular activities, 

participation in public decision-making processes, the 

ability to register and manage them, and their access 

to resources.

Restrictive laws providing for lockdown measures and 

containment have generally prevented associations 

from continuing regular operations, because in many 

countries their activities were generally not covered by 

exceptions concerning businesses and/or organizations 

carrying out “essential services”. Many associations 

have had to put planned activities on hold and tried to 

shift some of their work online. Associations that gen-

erally provide support to vulnerable communities have 

been especially limited when their activities involved 

physical proximity or contact, whereas civil society has 

a key role to play for providing support and services to 

the most vulnerable and marginalized people, such as 

498 See UN OHCHR COVID-19: States should not abuse 
emergency measures to suppress human rights – UN 
experts.

499 ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines on Freedom of 
Association (2015), para. 8.

https://www.osce.org/odihr/433937?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/433937?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/341366
https://www.osce.org/odihr/341366
https://www.osce.org/odihr/341366
https://www.protecting-defenders.org/sites/protecting-defenders.org/files/UNSR HRDs- World report 2018.pdf
https://www.protecting-defenders.org/sites/protecting-defenders.org/files/UNSR HRDs- World report 2018.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/hr-defenders-in-the-coe-area-current-challenges-and-possible-solutions/168093aabf
https://rm.coe.int/hr-defenders-in-the-coe-area-current-challenges-and-possible-solutions/168093aabf
https://rm.coe.int/hr-defenders-in-the-coe-area-current-challenges-and-possible-solutions/168093aabf
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25722&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25722&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25722&LangID=E
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
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homeless people, people in poverty, victims of domes-

tic violence, victims of hate crimes, victims of trafficking, 

refugees or migrants.

At least two participating States specifically derogated 

from Article 22 of the ICCPR on the right to freedom 

of association, including San Marino that explicitly in-

formed ODIHR of such derogation.500 Some states have 

also considered tightening legislation regulating asso-

ciations in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic.501 In 

others, Covid-19 pandemic related restrictions further 

exacerbated already stringent legislation and practices 

pertinent to the work of associations.502

While the participation of associations in policy and 

law-making is a key principle of democratic law-mak-

ing,503 associations and civil society have generally not 

500 For example, see the notification by Estonia and the 
notification by San Marino.

501 On 4 March, in Kyrgyzstan, deputies of the Jogorku 
Kenesh approved the draft amendments to the law on 
associations in the first reading. The draft obliges NGOs to 
additionally report on sources of funding, as well as provide 
more information about their official activities. Belarus has 
prepared further legislation on volunteering and foreign 
grants for associations.

502 For example, in 2018, two Joint Opinions of ODIHR and 
the Venice Commission criticized the so called “Stop Soros” 
Legislative Package targeting NGOs working in the field 
of migration; in 2017, legislation in Hungary enhancing 
reporting and disclosure obligations for non-governmental 
organizations receiving foreign funding were also criticised 
by the Venice Commission; in 2018, Ukraine intro-
duced new disclosure and reporting obligations for NGOs, 
which was criticized in a ODIHR and Venice Commission 
Joint Opinion; also in 2018, Romania introduced new 
regulatory requirements for NGOs which was criticized 
in a ODIHR and Venice Commission Joint Opinion; the 
Law on Amendments to Legislative Acts of the Russian 
Federation regarding the Regulation of the Activities 
of Non-profit Organisations Performing the Functions 
of a Foreign Agent of 2012, which requires civil society 
organizations receiving funding from abroad to register 
as “foreign agents” has been criticized by the Venice 
Commission and the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly; 
Article 193-1 of the Criminal Code of Belarus on the right 
of non-registered associations has been assessed by the 
Venice Commission in 2011.

503 See Moscow Document (1991), para. 18.1 according to 
which participating States committed to have legislation 
adopted “as the result of an open process reflecting the 
will of the people, either directly or through their elected 
representatives”; see also Copenhagen Document (1990), 
para. 5.8; see also ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines 
on Freedom of Association (2015) paras. 186, 207.

been involved nor consulted in the process of develop-

ing, implementing or reviewing emergency measures 

(see the section on democratic law-making above). At 

times, certain emergency decrees or laws expressly 

excluded the participation of associations in, or social 

dialogue during, the law-making process.504

This is especially worrisome since associations are of-

ten at the forefront of representing the interests of mar-

ginalized communities and under-represented groups in 

public decision-making processes. The right to public 

participation should be ensured in times of emergency 

as well, especially as this allows the specific needs and 

expectations of under-represented persons or groups 

to be taken into account, thus enhancing the effective-

ness of the response to the pandemic. Some coun-

tries have also introduced provisions allegedly linked 

to the pandemic, which impact the independence and 

autonomy of associations or render the participation 

of associations in public decision-making even more 

cumbersome.505

504 In Portugal, the Emergency Decree of 3 April explicitly 
suspended the right to participate in the drafting of new 
labour legislation, which is enshrined in the Constitution 
for trade unions and in the Labour Code for trade unions 
and employers associations, insofar as the exercise of such 
right may delay the entry into force of urgent legislative 
measures for the purposes provided for in the Decree. In 
Romania, Article 33(1) of the Emergency Ordinance no. 
34 of March 26, 2020 amending and completing of the 
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 1/1999 on the 
state of siege and the state of emergency, provides that: 

“During the state of siege or the state of emergency, the 
legal norms regarding decisional transparency and social 
dialogue do not apply in the case of draft normative acts 
establishing measures applicable during the state of siege 
or state of emergency or which are a consequence of the 
establishment of these states”.

505 In Poland, the new legislation on combating Covid-19, 
which entered into force on 31 March 2020, contains a 
provision authorizing the Prime Minister during the period 
of the state of epidemiological emergency to dismiss mem-
bers of the Social Dialogue Council, which is a statutory 
forum for dialogue between employers, employees and 
the government, whose members are designated by trade 
unions and employers organizations. In Slovenia, Art. 42 
of the Anti-Corona Act introduces new stringent conditions 
for public interest NGOs in the field of environmental pro-
tection to participate in procedures for obtaining a building 
permit, which was supposed to allow public scrutiny of the 
legality and environmental adequacy of the projects.

https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/CN/2020/CN.113.2020-Eng.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/CN/2020/CN.146.2020-Eng.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/8139/file/336_NGO_HUN_17Dec2018_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/7989/file/326_NGO_HUN_25Jun2018_en.pdf
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/7836/file/322_NGO_ROU_16March2018_en.pdf
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=cdl-ad(2014)025-e
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=cdl-ad(2014)025-e
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2011)036-e
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
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Limitations to freedom of peaceful assembly, 

access to information and freedom of expres-

sion have especially impacted associations.

The limitations to freedom of peaceful assembly, ac-

cess to information and freedom of expression have 

especially impacted associations. Several participating 

States have adopted or amended legal provisions, or 

used existing ones, to criminalize the dissemination 

of “false information” about the pandemic.506 As men-

tioned above, although there may well be a legitimate 

concern about the deliberate and malicious spread of 

disinformation, such criminal provisions are unlikely to 

comply with the principle of specificity of criminal law 

enshrined in Article 15 of the ICCPR and Article 7 of 

the ECHR due to the inherent vagueness and ambigu-

ity of the term “false information”. Moreover, the very 

existence of such provisions has a chilling effect on 

associations and civil society in general, especially in 

contexts where state authorities are prone to abuse 

such powers to curb criticism or limit the freedom of 

expression (see also sections on access to informa-

tion and human rights defenders above). Further, such 

prohibitions of “false information” are incompatible with 

normally applicable international standards for restric-

tions on freedom of expression and may unreasonably 

restrict the ability of civil society to monitor, analyse and 

report on issues of public importance.507

506 For instance, the Azerbaijan, Hungary, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Romania, Russian Federation, Spain, 
Turkey, Uzbekistan. In Bulgaria, the President partially 
vetoed a controversial law on emergency measures that 
would have introduced prison sentences for spreading 
false information about infectious diseases. In Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, the government of the Republika 
Srpska had issued a decree on 18 March that prohibited 
causing “panic and disorder” by publishing or transmitting 
false news during a state of emergency, which has been 
withdrawn since then; see also Press Releases by the 
OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media on several 
legislative initiatives trying to stem the dissemination of 

“false information”.
507 See para. 2 (a) of the Joint declaration on Freedom 

of Expression and “Fake News”, Disinformation and 
Propaganda (3 March 2017) by the OSCE Representative 
on Freedom of the Media, UN Special Rapporteur on 
Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the Organization 
of American States’ Special Rapporteur on Freedom 
of Expression and the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 

While public authorities need to combat information 

that may contribute to damaging public health during a 

health emergency, such a goal is best achieved by en-

suring access to independent and pluralistic sources of 

information, the disclosure of detailed data and statis-

tics that form the basis of government decision-making 

and a pro-active and transparent information policy by 

the authorities.508 Despite the importance of civil society 

actors, including associations, journalists and human 

rights defenders, freely exercising their right to seek, 

receive and impart ideas and information, whether con-

cerning the crisis and its management or other subjects, 

several states have also limited in law or in practice 

the rules regulating access to public information (see 

access to information section in Part I).509

In many countries, the registration of associations is 

not possible online, and the lockdown and closure of 

public offices have impeded the establishment of new 

associations. Regulations should remain flexible so that 

any registration or reporting requirements can be con-

ducted online and public administration should have in 

place the necessary infrastructure to facilitate this, thus 

simplifying the establishment and conduct of business 

and operations of associations.510 The legislation of 

some States also requires that associations hold their 

annual general or other meetings in person.

Expression and Access to Information, that calls for the 
abolishment of such provisions.

508 See also the Press Release of the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media on 
Occasion of World Press Day 2020.

509 For instance, the government in the Netherlands an-
nounced at the end of April that dealing with requests 
under access to information legislation about Covid-19-
related policies would be put on hold until at least 1 June. 
In Slovenia, the government passed a law suspending 
most deadlines in administrative proceedings, including 
those under the Public Information Access Act, thus de 
facto suspending all freedom of information requests. 
In the United States of America, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) announced in March that they would 
only accept freedom of information requests sent by mail 
not through its online portal, though this has changed 
since then. Other countries such as Moldova, Poland, 
Serbia and the United Kingdom have adopted measures 
or have made announcements concerning the extension of 
the times that public officials have to respond to freedom of 
information requests or may in practice delay the obtention 
of public information.

510 ODIHR-Venice Commission Guidelines on Freedom of 
Association (2015), para. 262.

https://www.osce.org/press-releases?filters=+im_taxonomy_vid_1:(27)
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
https://www.osce.org/odihr/132371
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In addition to existing legislation in some participating 

States already unduly limiting access to international 

funding and resources, the pandemic may pose ad-

ditional challenges for associations to access financial 

and other resources. This is of particular concern with 

declines in donations and potential additional costs 

associated with the crisis, including costs associated 

with equipping staff to work remotely and/or to be pro-

vided with necessary personal protective equipment. 

Also, the rules imposed by their donors may not allow 

enough flexibility to re-allocate funds to address new 

priorities or extend deadlines for expenditures until af-

ter lockdown measures have been eased. This affects 

the ability of associations to provide support and ser-

vices, especially to the most marginalized persons or 

communities.

Political parties are a specific form of associations. 

Pursuant to the Copenhagen Document (1990), partic-

ipating States “recognize the importance of pluralism 

with regard to political organizations.”511 While in many 

countries, political parties are regulated by separate 

legislation that supplements the regulations applicable 

to all associations, groups of individuals choosing to 

associate themselves as political parties, as well as 

political parties themselves, have the full protection of 

freedom of association and the interconnected rights 

of freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of ex-

pression. Thus, many of the limitations outlined above 

are applicable to political parties during an emergency 

situation. Additionally, when election campaigns have 

continued during the pandemic, due to generalized, 

strict limitations on public gatherings and assemblies, 

political parties have not been able to organize public 

511 Copenhagen Document (1990) para 3.

rallies and campaigning in traditional forms.512 (see the 

section above on elections).

GOOD PRACTICES

Positive trends have been observed in a number of 

participating States, where charitable and social or-

ganizations were specifically considered to constitute 

“essential services” and were authorized to continue 

operating during the crisis.513 Some states also pro-

vided for specific exceptions from restrictions or bans 

on movement or travel when providing support to vul-

nerable or marginalized people. In certain countries, 

measures for mitigating the impact of the pandemic on 

businesses are also made applicable to associations.514 

Rules have been adopted to facilitate the management 

of associations online and to extend the time-limits for 

the completion of reporting requirements and other 

administrative formalities.515

512 See ODIHR Director’s statement of 7 April 2020 on genu-
ine campaigning and public debate during the pandemic.

513 For instance, several states in the United States have 
specifically exempted organizations carrying charitable and 
social services from the order to stay home and prohibition 
to travel. Spain and Portugal listed the provision of pro-
tection and assistance services to victims of gender-based 
violence as an essential activity to remain operational 
during the lockdown.

514 In Slovenia, the Act Determining the Intervention 
Measures to Contain the COVID-19 Epidemic and Mitigate 
its Consequences for Citizens and the Economy, also 
regulates the possibility of state reimbursement of wage 
compensation to employees of NGOs. In France, the 
support measures for businesses are also applicable to 
associations. In Latvia, crisis-affected employers and 
crisis-affected taxpayers, including those working in the 
NGO sector, are eligible to apply for a downtime allowance. 
Georgia currently is considering draft legislation that 
would wave income tax for certain groups of employees, 
specifically including the NGO sector.

515 For instance, this has been the case in France.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• States should ensure that the ability of associations to operate during a public health emergency is not 

unduly limited and may consider providing specific exceptions to allow them to continue operating and 

ensure access to the communities they serve.

• States should refrain from introducing blanket bans preventing associations from monitoring the police, 

prisons, migrant detention centres or accessing these facilities for that purpose.

https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/449695
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• Consideration should be given to providing opportunities for associations, especially women’s groups 

and organizations representing the interests of under-represented persons or groups to participate in 

the proposal, design, approval, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of responses to public health 

emergencies, including policy- and law-making.

• States should refrain from introducing and should repeal any criminal offenses pertaining to the dissem-

ination of “false information” or other similar provisions and instead ensure access to independent and 

pluralistic sources of high-quality information.

• Authorities should provide clear, accurate, timely and accessible information to associations, civil society 

and the public about public health issues, extraordinary measures adopted and the management of the 

public health emergency.

• Seek to introduce regulations on association that are flexible so that any registration, reporting or other 

accounting and administrative requirements can be conducted online, including annual general meetings, 

while putting in place the necessary infrastructure to facilitate this, thus simplifying the establishment and 

conduct of business and operations of associations.

• To ensure the continued functioning of key civil society, states should extend the time-limits for the com-

pletion of reporting requirements and other administrative formalities.

• Recognize the key role many associations play in responding to a health emergency by allowing NGOs 

to access funds designed for legal persons to mitigate the impact of the pandemic and provide both 

financial and other forms of support to associations, together with the support and incentives offered to 

commercial entities.

• Where election campaigns continue during through the pandemic, ensure that restrictions do not have 

a discriminatory effect on certain political parties or candidates or contravene the principle of equal 

treatment.

II.2.E FREEDOM OF RELIGION OR BELIEF

Since religious activities typically involve the 

gathering of larger groups of people, and since 

public gatherings of any type are particularly 

prone to spread the viral infection, the imposi-

tion of preventive measures related to Covid-19 

has had a profound impact on the ability of in-

dividuals and communities to manifest their 

religion or belief across the OSCE region.

The freedom of religion or belief is a multi-faceted hu-

man right, embracing individual, collective, institution-

al, educative and communicative dimensions, and is 

expressly recognized in OSCE commitments516 and 

international and regional standards. The right to 

the freedom of thought, conscience and religion is 

516 For OSCE commitments and international standards see 
ODIHR Freedom of Religion or Belief and Security Policy 
Guidance, p. 12

non-derogable – according to Art. 4(2) of the ICCPR. 

States cannot derogate from their obligations under Art. 

18(2) of ICCPR even in a state of emergency, declared 

as a result of a threat to the life of the nation.

Moreover, the inner dimension of the right to freedom 

of religion or belief (forum internum) – to have or adopt 

a religion or belief of one’s choice and to change one’s 

religion or belief – is afforded absolute protection. This 

dimension cannot be subject to the limitation clauses 

enshrined in Article 18 of the ICCPR and Article 9 of the 

ECHR. The external component of freedom to manifest 

a religion or belief (forum externum) – as elaborated in 

detail in the OSCE’s Vienna Document (1989) – protects 

a wide range of acts such as the freedom to worship, 

teach, practice and observe one’s religion or belief.517

This external dimension can be limited, but only if the 

limitation is prescribed by law; pursues the purpose of 

protecting public safety, public order, public health or 

517 Vienna Document (1989) para. 16.

https://www.osce.org/odihr/429389
https://www.osce.org/odihr/429389
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morals, or the fundamental rights and freedom of oth-

ers; is necessary for the achievement of one of these 

purposes and proportionate to the intended aim; and 

is not imposed for discriminatory purposes or applied 

in a discriminatory manner.

Because religious activities typically involve the gath-

ering of larger groups of people who do not share a 

household, and public gatherings of any type have 

been identified as particularly likely to spread the viral 

infection, the imposition of preventive measures related 

to Covid-19 has had a profound impact on the ability 

of  individuals and communities to manifest their reli-

gion or belief across the OSCE region. The pandemic 

has also put the interrelationship between the right 

to freedom of religion or belief and the right to health, 

specifically in the public health context, into sharp focus.

The health crisis has posed a challenge for individuals 

and communities to manifest their religion or belief and 

has greatly affected their ability to access places of 

worship, observe religious holidays and participate  in 

rituals associated with certain stages of life, such as re-

ligious funeral services. It has also impacted the ability 

of people to gather in homes for worship, to conduct 

community activities and religious processions and to 

teach religion or belief. Moreover, physical distancing 

has hampered the efforts of religious or belief commu-

nities  to undertake charitable and humanitarian work 

and to reach out to and assist the most vulnerable 

people.

In response to the virus, depending on the spread of 

Covid-19 in different national or local contexts, certain 

states518 chose to impose very high-level restrictions, 

effectively banning private prayers in public places of 

worship, as well as public religious gatherings. Others519 

imposed highly restrictive measures by banning pub-

lic gatherings but allowing for private prayer to be ac-

commodated in public places of worship. Yet others520 

adopted a moderate approach, allowing public 

518 For example, Cyprus, Denmark, Germany, Romania, 
Tajikistan, Turkey and the United Kingdom.

519 For example, Croatia, Estonia, Finland, France, Italy, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania and 
Uzbekistan.

520 For example, Czech Republic, the Netherlands, Poland 
and Sweden.

gatherings to take place, so long as they did not exceed 

a maximum number of participants (ranging from five to 

50 participants). Certain states521 opted for lower-level 

restrictions, allowing public religious celebrations sub-

ject to physical distancing or without any limitations. 

In this category, some religious or belief communities 

elected to impose stricter restrictions than those mini-

mally required by law.522

AREAS OF CONCERN

Most religious or belief communities have complied 

with the public health directives from their governments 

or have adopted voluntary restrictions on their activi-

ties following public health recommendations. However, 

some have refused, challenging the existing guidelines 

on social distancing or insisting that religious servic-

es and activities continue in person. Some of these 

incidents have been met with wide publicity.523 In a 

few cases, religious leaders have been arrested and 

detained by the authorities, following their defiance of 

national and regional orders. Such arrests have resulted 

in social tensions and unrest.

Toxic narratives espoused by state and non-state actors 

in certain participating States have emerged, blaming 

Jews and Muslims,524 in particular, for the spread of 

the virus. The pandemic has also exacerbated existing 

discrimination and  intolerance on grounds of religion 

or belief, fuelling an upsurge in incitement to hostility or 

violence, conspiracy theories and scapegoating. Such 

negative stereotyping, stigmatization, discrimination 

and incitement to violence and violence based on re-

ligion or belief has particularly affected the ability of 

individuals and communities to manifest their freedom 

of religion or belief (e.g., wearing distinctive religious 

521 For example, Bulgaria, Hungary, Spain and 
Turkmenistan.

522 For a good overview, see, for example, Alexis Artaud de 
La Ferrière, Coronavirus: how new restrictions on 
religious liberty vary across Europe, The Conversation.

523 See, for instance, Kyiv Pechersk Lavra Closes for 
Quarantine: Over 90 Coronavirus Cases Found, hro-
madske.ua, 13 April 2020. The Lavra’s clergy had previous-
ly called on believers to ignore state-imposed quarantine 
restrictions.

524 For example, shaming Muslims for allegedly failing 
to adhere to lockdown measures and a report about 
global conspiracy theories about Jews.

https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-how-new-restrictions-on-religious-liberty-vary-across-europe-135879
https://theconversation.com/coronavirus-how-new-restrictions-on-religious-liberty-vary-across-europe-135879
https://en.hromadske.ua/posts/kyiv-pechersk-lavra-closes-for-quarantine-over-90-coronavirus-cases-found
https://en.hromadske.ua/posts/kyiv-pechersk-lavra-closes-for-quarantine-over-90-coronavirus-cases-found
https://fullfact.org/online/coronavirus-mosque-shut-lockdown/
https://fullfact.org/online/coronavirus-mosque-shut-lockdown/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rainerzitelmann/2020/03/23/the-corona-crisis-the-rothschilds-bill-gates-the-search-for-a-scapegoat-has-begun/#4b36d1e72283
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rainerzitelmann/2020/03/23/the-corona-crisis-the-rothschilds-bill-gates-the-search-for-a-scapegoat-has-begun/#4b36d1e72283
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clothing or symbols).525 (See also the section on Hate 

Crimes and Discrimination, below.)

As a result of the pandemic, many individuals and com-

munities have moved their activities online. In light of 

this, there is a growing concern that state authorities 

might utilize this trend for surveillance, monitoring and 

the collection of digital footprints for profiling purpos-

es. In some cases, the availability of online religious 

services has made it possible for women and girls to 

participate in collective religious practice for the first 

time, if they were previously not allowed to leave the 

house to go to places of worship by their male relatives 

or spouses. However, engaging in private worship or 

online religious activities may be very difficult or impos-

sible for those living in oppressive households; women 

and girls belonging to religions or beliefs different from 

the male members are particularly at risk in this regard.

Religious leaders have shared and reinforced 

the advice of credible health authorities and 

helped to counteract misinformation about the 

pandemic. Religious or belief communities re-

sponded to needs by supporting health servic-

es and reaching out to and assisting the most 

vulnerable members of societies.

The widespread use of online religious services has also 

enabled “converts” to participate in collective religious 

practice, as previously they were fearful of their public 

participation in such activities. However, there are also 

cases where converts were reluctant to participate in 

online activities for fear of being identified.526

During the lockdown in a few participating States, there 

were incidents of law enforcement raiding the homes 

of individuals belonging to non-registered religious or 

belief communities. These raids were considered by 

525 See, for instance, a report on how a religious community 
in France was scapegoated by politicians and media.

526 ODIHR received information that despite the lockdown, 
law enforcement officials in certain participating States 
have continued to harass and raid the homes of individuals 
belonging to non-registered religious or belief communities 
in disregard of the existing health and safety measures to 
combat the virus.

some as rising to the level of harassment.527 Concerns 

were also raised about the health and safety conditions 

of those currently in detention.528

GOOD PRACTICES

As the pandemic has progressed, a number of good 

practices, such as careful legal assessment of initial 

bans on public worship and increased co-operation 

between state authorities and religious or belief com-

munities could be observed. Blanket bans on meetings 

in places of worship were considered excessive as they 

did not allow for exceptions529 or as disproportionate to 

the objective of preserving public health.530

Religious or belief communities, organizations, leaders 

and actors have played a key role in responding to the 

pandemic across the OSCE region, often working in 

collaboration with public authorities and civil society or-

ganizations to make a direct and important contribution 

to societal resilience, cohesion and security. In many 

instances, religious leaders have shared and reinforced 

the advice of credible health authorities and helped to 

counteract misinformation about the virus. Religious 

or belief communities respond to need by supporting 

health services and reaching out to and assisting the 

527 See for example, in Kazakhstan “Warned for violating 
coronavirus regulations, but fined for leading wor-
ship,” 
in Uzbekistan “Despite coronavirus lockdown officials 
continue literature raids,” and in Russia “Mass raids, 
new arrests on “extremism” charges.”

528 For example see statement from Forum 18 from 18 May, 
2020.

529 For example, following the initial imposition of blanket bans 
on meetings in places of worship, the highest courts in 
France and Germany ruled to lift such bans. The German 
Federal Constitutional Court argued that “the prohibition 
of meetings in churches, mosques and synagogues as well 
as prohibition of meetings of other religious communities 
for the common practice of religion” has to be “provision-
ally suspended, as it is then impossible to allow exceptions 
to the ban on request in individual cases”. The Court also 
stated that “the competent authority – if necessary in 
coordination with the responsible health authority – has to 
deal with individual cases after a corresponding application 
to check whether church services can exceptionally take 
place with appropriate conditions and restrictions, provid-
ed that a relevant increase in the risk of infection can be 
reliably denied.”

530 The French Council of State found that the blanket ban 
was “disproportionate to the objective of preserving public 
health.”

https://hrwf.eu/france-covid-19-scapegoating-an-evangelical-church-in-mulhouse/
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2574
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2574
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2574
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2574
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2564
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2564
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2564
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2563
http://www.forum18.org/archive.php?article_id=2563
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/EN/2001/05/qk20010501_1bvq002201en.html
https://www.conseil-etat.fr/actualites/actualites/dernieres-decisions-referes-en-lien-avec-l-epidemie-de-covid-19
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most vulnerable members of societies. Many leaders 

also promote a much-needed sense of solidarity and 

hope, especially against the backdrop of great stress 

and anxiety, as well as rising nationalist tendencies, 

xenophobia and division.

In some states, governments have engaged in con-

structive dialogue and collaboration with religious 

leaders and actors to ensure an evidence- and 

science-based and gender-sensitive policy response 

to the pandemic.531

531 As a recent example of effective co-operation between 
authorities and civil society related to the easing of 
lockdown restrictions, religious leaders and the United 
Kingdom government have established a taskforce 
to develop a plan to enable the phased, safe and evi-
dence-based reopening of places of worship.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ensure that any limitations imposed on the right to manifest freedom of religion or belief are prescribed 

by law, necessary for the achievement of the legitimate aim of protecting public health, are proportionate 

and non-discriminatory and framed in a gender-sensitive manner.

• Ensure that such limitations are accompanied by guidance for the authorities responsible for implement-

ing them and those affected, in order to minimize the potential misuse or lack of implementation of such 

measures.

• Ensure that individuals and communities have effective recourse to appeal or review measures in question 

and/or decisions taken regarding their implementation.

• Make sure that in the process of imposing limitations newly established religious or belief communities 

and those more recently established or numerically smaller religious or belief communities are afforded 

equal protection.

• In consultation with all religious or belief communities and taking gender considerations into account, 

periodically review the restrictions imposed, monitor their impact and adjust the level of restrictions in 

accordance with the evolving health and risk considerations.

• In cases when religious or belief communities resist implementing measures, avoid sensationalizing or 

misrepresenting such developments. They should not attribute blame to the community as a whole and 

should sanction only the individuals concerned, as appropriate.

• Ensure that the competent authorities that monitor places of worship for compliance with preventive 

measures are trained in both religious literacy and in freedom of religion or belief, deal with those attending 

places of worship with due sensitivity and are aware of and trained to deal with potential issues specific 

to men and women, including the different ways in which they might exercise their freedom of religion or 

belief in those spaces.

• Take steps to understand how the right to freedom of religion or belief of women and girls and young 

people is affected in oppressive homes and develop appropriate responses to address these concerns.

• Government leaders should speak out strongly and quickly against any forms of incitement to discrimi-

nation, hostility or violence on grounds of religion or belief; they should also proactively promote a coun-

ter-narrative of solidarity, hope and inclusion.

• Ensure that privacy and personal data are adequately protected in light of increased use of online media 

and technology by religious or belief communities.

• Establish permanent channels of communication and/or focal points at national, regional and local levels 

to build trust with representatives of different religious or belief communities.

• Proactively and systematically engage with all religious or belief communities within their jurisdiction to 

enable the phased, safe and evidence-based reopening of places of worship.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-taskforce-developing-plan-to-reopen-places-of-worship
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• Hold regular meetings with the focal points from religious or belief communities at national, regional and 

local levels. Such meetings should be used to set up crisis management systems, to ensure the best 

possible joint planning and response to emergency situations.

II.2.F THE RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL AND 
MONITORING OF TRIALS

All participating States have made significant commit-

ments to respecting and protecting the right to a fair 

trial.532 This includes commitments to elements of such 

as the right to a fair and public hearing by a competent, 

independent and impartial tribunal established by law,533 

and the right to a hearing within a reasonable time.534 

These commitments are reiterated in several interna-

tional human rights conventions.535

Specifically in criminal cases, states are obligated to 

respect the right to be presumed innocent until proven 

guilty,536 the right to defend oneself in person, and the 

right to legal assistance.537 These rights are applicable 

regardless of whether an action is classified as criminal 

offence or an administrative offence or other offence 

under domestic law.538 It is rather the nature of the 

offence and the severity of the penalty applied that are 

decisive.539

532 For instance, the Copenhagen Document (1990) and 
Moscow Document (1991).

533 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 5.15.
534 Vienna Document (1989) para. 13.9.
535 For instance, ECHR, Art. 6 and the ICCPR, Art. 14. In these 

conventions, several features of the right to a fair trial are 
established, such as 1) a fair and public hearing by a com-
petent, independent and impartial tribunal established by 
law, 2) to be presumed innocent until proved guilty, 3) to be 
informed promptly and in detail in a language which he un-
derstands of the nature and cause of the charge or accu-
sation, 4) to examine or have examined witnesses against 
him or her and to obtain the attendance and examination 
of witnesses on his or her behalf under the same condi-
tions as witnesses against him or her, 5) to have adequate 
time and facilities for the preparation of the defence and 
to communicate with counsel of one’s own choosing, 6) to 
not be compelled to testify against oneself, 7) to have one’s 
conviction and sentence reviewed by a higher tribunal.

536 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 5.19.
537 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 5.17.
538 See for instance Deweer v Belgium, no. 6903/75, ECtHR 

1980.
539 See for instance Engel and Others v the Netherlands, no 

5100/71; 5101/71; 5102/71; 5354/72; 5370/72, ECHR 1976.

While the fundamental principles of fair trial, including 

the presumption of innocence shall not be deviated 

from, states can limit certain aspects of the right to 

a fair trial.540 For example, courts may restrict public 

access to the entirety or parts of a trial to protect the 

privacy of the parties or other participants in the pro-

cess. Such limitations must be provided for by law and 

be necessary and proportionate. Limitations must not 

be applied in such a way or to such an extent that the 

very essence of the right to a fair trial is impaired.541

Under no circumstances can states invoke Article 4 of 

the ICCPR as justification for acting in violation of per-

emptory norms of international law by deviating from 

fundamental principles of fair trial,542 and states always 

have an obligation to ensure that the legal guarantees 

necessary to uphold the rule of law remain in force.543 

States are not allowed to derogate from certain fair trial 

related rights, such as the prohibition of retroactive 

criminalization,544 the right of detained persons to be 

brought promptly before an (independent and impartial) 

judicial authority to decide without delay on the lawful-

ness of detention,545 the presumption of innocence and 

540 CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 11.
541 See for instance Siracusa Principles on the Limitation 

and Derogation Provisions in the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, (1985) (Siracusa 
Principles), Art, I. Limitation Clauses.

542 CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and General 
Comment no. 32 (2007), para. 6. These would include the 
right to be tried by an independent and impartial tribunal 
(CCPR General Comment no. 32 (2007), para. 19); the 
presumption of innocence (CCPR General Comment no. 
32 (2007), para. 6); the right to access to a lawyer; and 
the right of arrested or detained persons to be brought 
promptly before an (independent and impartial) judicial 
authority to decide without delay on the lawfulness of 
detention and order release if unlawful/right to habeas 
corpus (CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and 
General Comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and security 
of person), para. 67).

543 Moscow Document (1990) para. 28(2).
544 ICCPR, Art. 4(2) and 15(1).
545 CCPR, General Comment no. 29, para. 16; and General 

Comment no. 35, Art. 9 (Liberty and security of per-
son), para. 67.

https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/1985/4
https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/1985/4
https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/1985/4
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
https://undocs.org/CCPR/C/GC/35
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the independence of the judiciary.546 ODIHR noted that 

even in countries that formally derogated from human 

rights instruments, their notifications lacked details on 

concrete limitations of fair trial rights.547

Prior to the pandemic, multiple issues regarding par-

ticipating States respecting the right to a fair trial were 

reported, including persecution of defence attorneys 

in sensitive cases.548 Further, ODIHR’s previous work 

showed that fair trial rights were often negatively im-

pacted when participating States declared states of 

public emergency to combat security threats.549

AREAS OF CONCERN

In response to the pandemic, most participating States 

(partially) closed their courts and examined only urgent 

matters (for more on prioritization of cases see Section 

on the functioning of courts, above). In many of these 

cases, courts limited the physical access of the public 

and media to court hearings and held hearings remotely 

by using information and communication technologies 

(ICT). The increased use of ICT by courts raised serious 

challenges to respect the right to a fair trial and ac-

cess of the public to hearings, in particular, in criminal 

cases.550 Further, the use of remote hearings was not 

546 See for instance Human Rights Committee, General 
Comment 29, para. 16. Guarantees of fair trial, includ-
ing judicial independence may never be made subject 
to measures of derogation that would circumvent the 
protection of non-derogable rights such the prohibition of 
torture, prohibition of slavery, right to life, the presumption 
of innocence in criminal proceedings, the prohibition of ret-
rospective criminal law and the availability of a remedy. See 
also ODIHR expert meeting report Fair trial rights during 
state of conflict and emergency, October 2016.

547 Participating States that made formal derogations from hu-
man rights treaties, often made no mention of any intention 
to limit the right to a fair trial. See for instance the notifi-
cations to the Council of Europe by Albania, Armenia, 
Georgia and Romania.

548 See, for example, an NGO report to the OSCE Human 
Dimension Implementation Meeting 2018 on Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Ukraine.

549 Fair Trial Rights during States of Conflict and 
Emergency: OSCE/ODIHR Expert Meeting Report 
(2016).

550 In Sweden, the use of video conference in court increased 
by 101 per cent in May 2020 compared to the previous 
year, according to a report. See also statistics from the 
United Kingdom. In many jurisdictions, the use of ICT 
was approved in a haphazard manner, sometimes without 
proper consideration of safeguards, such as consent of the 

sufficiently regulated and therefore questioned by some 

judges.551

Existing and emergency legislation generally lacked suf-

ficient guidance for court officials to ensure the obser-

vance of the right to a fair trial during the pandemic. In 

some cases, judicial self-governing bodies and courts 

issued guidance and advice,552 however, such recom-

mendations or instructions does not substitute a firm 

legal basis for conducting trials in such circumstances.

An important feature of the right to a fair trial is that 

trials should be public.553 It builds trust in the judiciary 

and allows the public, including media, to attend all 

stages of trials and understand their nature. Publicity 

discourages possible abuses, such as false charges 

or excessive judicial sanctions and contributes to the 

overall fairness of trials.554 It further contributes to the 

perception of impartiality of those adjudicating. 555 For 

accused. MEDEL Institute E-Book, Justice and Challenges 
in Times of Pandemic in Europe, 1 June 2020.

 For instance, in Serbia. See Commentary: Preserving 
procedural safeguards during the COVID-19 crisis – 
a Serbian perspective Vladimir Hrle, Fair Trials, 29 April 
2020.

551 In some countries, the criminal procedure code and 
other legislation only foresee trials where the accused is 
physically present. In such jurisdictions, it is questionable 
to hold a trial where the accused is present only via video 
link or other remote technology. A court or tribunal is not 
considered established by law if it does not have authority 
to try a case established in domestic law, see for instance 
Richert v. Poland, no. 54809/07, ECtHR 2011.

552 In the United Kingdom, judicial self-governing bodies 
and the Lord Chief Justice issued guidance continuously 
throughout the pandemic. See for instance Practice 
Direction 51y – Video or Audio Hearings During 
Coronavirus Pandemic. In Romania, the Superior 
Council of Magistrates issued instruction on which cases 
to prioritize. In Ukraine, the High Council of Justice 
introduced recommendations for courts on en-
suring stable operation under quarantine condi-
tions. In Georgia, the High Council of Justice adopted 
Recommendations to prevent the transmission of 
Coronavirus.

553 See UDHR Art. 10 and 11(1); ICCPR Art. 14(1); ECHR Art. 
6(1) and the Copenhagen Document (1990).

554 See Chapter IV of the OSCE/ODIHR Legal Digest of 
International fair Trial Rights (2012).

555 The essence of the right to a fair trial is to have an inde-
pendent and impartial tribunal established by law. It is 
not enough that judges and courts are free from political 
interference, they should also be perceived as such, see 
for instance Ergin v. Turkey, no. 47533/99 ECHR or Bochan 

https://www.osce.org/odihr/317766?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/317766?download=true
https://freedomhouse.org/article/systematic-repression-lawyers-central-asia-and-eastern-europe
https://www.osce.org/odihr/317766?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/317766?download=true
https://www.domstol.se/nyheter/2020/05/anvandning-av-videokonferens-i-forhandlingssal-fortsatter-oka/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/courts-and-tribunals-data-on-audio-and-video-technology-use-during-coronavirus-outbreak
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/commentary-preserving-procedural-safeguards-during-covid-19-crisis-serbian-perspective
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/commentary-preserving-procedural-safeguards-during-covid-19-crisis-serbian-perspective
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/commentary-preserving-procedural-safeguards-during-covid-19-crisis-serbian-perspective
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CPR-116th-PD-Update-video-or-audio-hearings-for-coronavirus-period.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CPR-116th-PD-Update-video-or-audio-hearings-for-coronavirus-period.pdf
https://www.judiciary.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/CPR-116th-PD-Update-video-or-audio-hearings-for-coronavirus-period.pdf
https://hcj.gov.ua/news/vrp-nadala-sudam-rekomendaciyi-shchodo-zabezpechennya-stabilnoyi-roboty-v-umovah-karantynu
https://hcj.gov.ua/news/vrp-nadala-sudam-rekomendaciyi-shchodo-zabezpechennya-stabilnoyi-roboty-v-umovah-karantynu
https://hcj.gov.ua/news/vrp-nadala-sudam-rekomendaciyi-shchodo-zabezpechennya-stabilnoyi-roboty-v-umovah-karantynu
http://hcoj.gov.ge/files/news/Recommendations for preventing the spread of Coronavirus.pdf
http://hcoj.gov.ge/files/news/Recommendations for preventing the spread of Coronavirus.pdf
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94214
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94214
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these reasons, states should take all possible measures 

to ensure that the trial is held in public.556 Judges can 

restrict the publicity of trials only in very limited cases,557 

and should provide a reasoned court decision in such 

case.558

The pandemic has led to substantial limitations 

on the right to a public hearing, impacting 

transparency and the ability of trial monitors 

and the media to observe the process.

One valuable tool to reinforce publicity of trials is trial 

monitoring. Specialized trial monitors can attend hear-

ings and assess the performance of professional trial 

participants, such as judges, prosecutors and attor-

neys, and the observance of the right to a fair trial.559 

Reports that elaborate on the findings from trial mon-

itoring activities may result in judicial reforms, which 

consequently may lead to a more fair and transparent 

justice system. Monitoring trials is particularly impor-

tant in situations where the judiciary is under pressure 

for various reasons, including during a public health 

v. Ukraine, no.7577/02 ECHR (2007), para 65 and 66. See 
more about this in the Section of the report on functioning 
of courts.

556 States have a positive obligation to ensure publicity through 
targeted actions. Such measures may include providing 
adequate venue for the court, which is accessible to the 
public, having a court room which can accommodate 
some persons in addition to parties.

557 Art.6 (1) of ECHR envisages that: “[…] the press and public 
may be excluded from all or part of the trial in the interests 
of morals, public order or national security in a democratic 
society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection 
of the private life of the parties so require, or to the extent 
strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special cir-
cumstances where publicity would prejudice the interests 
of justice […]”.

558 Although states can restrict the publicity of trials as an 
exception, see ICCPR, Art. 14(1) and ECHR Art. 6(1), the 
issue of public health is not expressly mentioned under 
such exceptions. Some interlocutors suggested that during 
the pandemic states should formally derogate from fair 
trial obligations under national and international law before 
effectively limiting publicity of trials, at least in the absence 
of a substitute such as video broadcasting of proceedings, 
see Guidance Note of International Commission of 
Jurists (ICJ), The Courts and COVID-19, 6 April 2020.

559 In Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 12, participating 
States committed to allow observation of hearings as a 
measure to build public trust in the judiciary.

emergency. ODIHR (and OSCE field operations) have 

conducted trial monitoring on many occasions,560 and 

developed important tools to enable monitors from civil 

society to effectively observe the respect of fair trial 

rights in courts.561

During the height of the pandemic, ODIHR received 

reports about substantial limitations of the right to a 

public hearing, impacting transparency and the ability 

of trial monitors and the media to observe the process. 

Although some courts held in-person hearings with the 

physical participation of parties, trial monitors and the 

public were often not allowed to attend.562 Other courts 

used ICT to hold remote hearings, but they failed to 

provide effective access to the public and trial moni-

tors to such hearings. Further, the transparency of the 

process was limited by the lack of schedules for re-

mote hearings or information on how to connect to ICT 

platform, Internet connectivity issues and incidents of 

trial participants being disconnected were reported.563 

Some courts sought to compensate in part for the lack 

of public access by broadcasting hearings, however, 

shortcomings remained. Further, as violations of quar-

antine and lockdown measures began being prose-

cuted there was public interest in transparent court 

processes for these cases.564

560 Information about OSCE/ODIHR’s previous trial monitoring 
projects can be found in the following country specific trial 
monitoring reports: Georgia in 2014, Belarus in 2011 and 
Armenia in 2010.

561 See OSCE/ODIHR’s Reference Manual on Trial Monitoring 
for Practitioners and OSCE/ODIHR Legal Digest of 
International fair Trial Rights (2012).

562 For example, in Georgia, trial monitors initial faced 
difficulties accessing remote hearings but this was later 
resolved with some courts facilitating access. Further, 
during the Annual Trial Monitoring Meeting of May 
2020, ODIHR was informed by a civil society organization 
that in Armenia the public was not being granted access 
to remote court hearings and trial monitoring activities had 
to be temporarily suspended.

563 For example, it was reported that during a remote hearing 
in Kazakhstan, the court secretary disconnected one of 
the defence lawyers from the hearing for a short period 
based on instructions from the judge. This reportedly 
happened after the lawyer had made allegations about the 
judge being bias.

564 In Serbia, a person was sentenced to three years impris-
onment for violating the obligatory quarantine after return-
ing from abroad. The trial was conducted remotely via 
Skype. Detailed information about the situation in Serbia 
can be found in the report “Human Rights and Covid-19 

– Analysis of the changes in legal framework during 

https://www.icj.org/icj-guidance-on-the-courts-and-covid-19/
https://www.icj.org/icj-guidance-on-the-courts-and-covid-19/
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/6/a/130676.pdf
https://www.osce.org/odihr/84873
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/3/d/41695.pdf
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94216
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94216
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94214
https://www.osce.org/odihr/94214
https://www.osce.org/odihr/452704
https://www.osce.org/odihr/452704
http://en.yucom.org.rs/human-rights-and-covid-19-the-right-to-a-fair-trial/
http://en.yucom.org.rs/human-rights-and-covid-19-the-right-to-a-fair-trial/
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OSCE participating States have referred to the right to 

a fair hearing as being part of those elements of justice 

that are essential to the full expression of the inherent 

dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 

human beings.565 Further, the principle of equality of 

arms means that the procedural conditions at trial and 

sentencing must be the same for all parties. It calls 

for a “fair balance” between the parties, requiring that 

each party should be afforded a reasonable opportu-

nity to present the case under conditions that do not 

place her/him at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis 

the opponent.566

Among the minimum guarantees for a fair trial are:

• The right to be informed of the charges promptly, 

in detail and in a language understood by the 

defendant;

• The right to have adequate time and facilities 

to prepare the defence, including the right to 

communication confidentially with legal counsel;

• The right to a lawyer of one’s choice, with free 

legal assistance if the defendant does not have 

the means to pay for it;

• The right to be present at the trial; and

• The right to obtain the attendance and 

examination of defence witnesses.567

Remote hearings may seriously limit the ability of states 

to ensure these minimum guarantees and therefore, in 

many participating States, procedural legislation al-

lows the use of ICT rather as an exception in certain 

situations when trial participants cannot attend some 

hearings or for reasons of protecting certain trial par-

ticipants.568 Still, the use of remote hearings during the 

a state of emergency and impact on enjoying human 
rights” published on 7 May 2020 by the Serbian NGO 
Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights (YUCOM).

565 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 5.
566 Article 14 of the ICCPR states that “All persons shall be 

equal before the courts and tribunals… In the determina-
tion of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be 
entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equali-
ty:”. See also ODIHR Legal Digest of International Fair 
Trial Standards, citing Werner v Austria [1997] ECHR 92, 
para 63; Coëme and Others v Belgium [2000] ECHR 250, 
para 102; G. B. v France [2001] ECHR 564, para 58.

567 See for instance Copenhagen Document (1990), para. 5.12. 
and 5.17, ECHR, Art. 6(3c) and ICCPR, Art. 14(3d).

568 For instance, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of 
Moldova, Law No.122 from 12 June 2003, envisages that 

pandemic should not automatically amount to a fair 

trial violation if the courts took all possible efforts to 

prevent it, i.e., the restrictions should be proportionate 

and necessary.569

The rights to adequate time and facilities to prepare a 

defence and to confidential communication with legal 

counsel was particularly difficult for states to ensure 

when strict quarantine and lockdown measures were 

in place. In some participating States, defence law-

yers could not obtain special permissions to travel to 

or to enter detention facilities and communicate with 

their clients.570 Further, when communication between 

defendant and counsel is confined to video communi-

cation, this must remain private.571 Privacy is difficult to 

ensure through ICT communication particularly when 

the defendant is in a place of detention.

all trials are held with the physical participation of partici-
pants in front of judges. Nevertheless, some parts of the 
proceedings can be held remotely as an exception. For ex-
ample, art.110 stipulates that some in cases when there are 
serious reasons to believe that the life and physical integrity 
of witnesses or of their relatives is endangered; courts 
may allow remote interrogation of such witnesses with the 
use of ICT. The legislation establishes a list of guarantees 
against possible abuses. In particular, judges need to issue 
a formal decision in this sense and to provide reasoning 
on the need to undertake remote interrogation of witness-
es. Moreover, judges should ensure that defendants and 
their lawyers have all possibilities to address questions. 
Although the witnesses interrogated through such remote 
procedure may be physically outside the court building, 
they should provide the statements only in the presence of 
an instruction judge. The statements of such witnesses 
should be considered by the court as evidence only to the 
extent their validity is confirmed by other evidence.

569 See International Commission of Jurists paper, op.cit., 
page 5, “[…] If they (the use of ICT) are based in law, 
time-limited and demonstrably necessary and proportion-
ate in the local circumstances of the present outbreak, and 
do not for instance prevent confidential communication of 
a person with their lawyer, in principle such adaptations of 
modalities can be a proportionate response, at least in civil 
matters and criminal appeals…]”.

570 For example, in Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan, special trav-
el permits had to be issued by the authorities in order to 
move around during the lockdown; however, such permits 
were not issued to private advocates and defense lawyers. 
For that reason, some lawyers’ ability to operate during the 
state of emergency was significantly hampered and this 
also affected the defendants’ right to effectively select a 
lawyer of his/her own choice.

571 See for instance Gorbunov and Gorbachev v. Russia, no 
43183/06 and 27412/07, ECtHR 2016.

http://en.yucom.org.rs/human-rights-and-covid-19-the-right-to-a-fair-trial/
http://en.yucom.org.rs/human-rights-and-covid-19-the-right-to-a-fair-trial/
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/1/f/94214.pdf
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/1/f/94214.pdf
http://lex.justice.md/index.php?action=view&view=doc&lang=1&id=326970
http://opiniojuris.org/2020/04/03/covid-19-symposium-the-courts-and-coronavirus-part-ii/
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Recognizing this, some courts consulted the lawyers 

on whether hearings could take place or need to be 

postponed. Still courts need to balance the need to 

hold a hearing with the necessity to guarantee defend-

ant’s rights, including the right to examine witnesses 

and evidence, which some judges argue is not possible 

in all cases through the use of ICT.572 Further, while the 

increased use of ICT for transferring electronic files and 

correspondence may increase the efficiency of trials, it 

also raises concerns in respect of the privacy of such 

communication.

The impact of other fair trial rights must also be bal-

anced with the right to trial without undue delay.573 

States faced challenges not only in ensuring that every-

one deprived of his or her liberty had the possibility 

to bring proceedings before a court to challenge the 

legality of the detention,574 but also in ensure the right 

to be tried without undue delay.575 In a number of states, 

courts had to postpone hearings as the presence of the 

necessary trial participants could not be facilitated.576

572 During ODIHR Webinar on Functioning of Courts during 
Covid-19 Pandemic, 4 June 2020, some judges participat-
ing stressed that cases where the main facts are disputed 
and where live evidence has to be examined are unsuitable 
for remote adjudication.

573 Anyone involved in court proceedings has a legitimate in-
terest in having the trial take place within a reasonable time. 
Excessively lengthy investigations and proceedings may 
violate the right to a fair trial, see for instance Dobbertin v. 
France, no. 13089/87, ECHR 1993. However, such a right 
cannot be observed at the detriment of the right to effec-
tive defence.

574 See Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, Deliberation 
No. 11 on prevention of arbitrary deprivation of 
liberty in the context of public health emergencies 
(8 May 2020), para. 5; Report of the Working Group on 
Arbitrary Detention to the UN Human Rights Council, 
A/HRC/22/44, 24 December 2012, paras. 42–51; General 
Comment no. 35 on Art. 9 of the ICCPR (Liberty and 
security of person), para. 67.

575 Article 14(c) of the ICCPR.
576 For instance in the European Union, there was difficulties 

executing the surrender of persons under the auspices of 
European Arrest Warrant, EUJUST Report the impact 
of COVID-19 on judicial cooperation in criminal 
matters, p3. In the Netherlands, due to the lack of video 
technology in detention facilities the time each suspect 
could only use the connection was restricted to 45–60 
minutes per hearing, https://www.fairtrials.org/news/
short-update-challenges-right-fair-trial-netherlands.

Where remote hearings were held, participants were 

dependent on their ability to use ICT, the quality of com-

munication platforms and quality of the Internet connec-

tion. Not all trial participants have the necessary knowl-

edge, skills and material possibilities to access hearings 

trough ICT and therefore, remote hearings may restrict 

their rights to effectively participate in hearings and to 

defend their legitimate interests. Further, consideration 

must be given for the specific needs of persons with 

disabilities to have equal access to participate fully in 

hearings.

GOOD PRACTICE

As a good practice, some states introduced regulations 

or recommendations to provide a clear framework for 

the increased use of remote hearings and ICT equip-

ment by the courts in times of emergency,577 and clarity 

on judicial discretion on holding remote hearings or 

not.578 Some individual courts facilitated the partici-

pation of trial monitors through connection to online 

hearings.579 As a good practice, some courts made 

preparations well in advance which allowed online hear-

ings to be held as smoothly as possible from a technical 

point of view,580 and for some courts a certain level of 

formality was maintained despite the hearing being 

577 For example in France, Ordinance n°2020-303 adapts the 
rules applicable to courts’ ruling on criminal matters and 
makes it possible for Judges to use IT technologies (elec-
tronic or audio), even without the consent of the accused, 
see MEDEL Institute E-Book, Justice and Challenges in 
Times of Pandemic in Europe, 1 June 2020, page 18.

578 For example in Croatia and Georgia, general recommen-
dations and guidelines were provided, but in the end it is 
up to the individual judge to decide if a case is considered 
as urgent and suitable for online hearing, as discussed in 
the ODIHR webinar on the Functioning of Courts in the 
aftermath of COVID-19 pandemic, 9 June 2020.

579 For example in Georgia; while general access to trial moni-
tors to observe criminal court proceedings was not granted 
by the High Council of Justice due to technical difficulties, 
trial monitors from civil society were still permitted by Tbilisi 
City Court to connect to some hearings.

580 For example, in North Macedonia, the court had pre-
pared and shared in advanced a set of detailed instruc-
tions on how to connect to a video hearings and how to 
behave during the hearing (e.g., that trial monitors were 
encouraged to keep their microphone muted and connect 
well in advance). A technician was present throughout the 
hearing and was ready to assist in case of any technical 
difficulties.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Detention/DeliberationNo11.pdf
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/22/44
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/Download.aspx?symbolno=CCPR%2fC%2fGC%2f35&Lang=en
http://eurojust.europa.eu/press/Documents/2020-05-15_Council-document-7693-1-20_EN.pdf
http://eurojust.europa.eu/press/Documents/2020-05-15_Council-document-7693-1-20_EN.pdf
http://eurojust.europa.eu/press/Documents/2020-05-15_Council-document-7693-1-20_EN.pdf
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/short-update-challenges-right-fair-trial-netherlands
https://www.fairtrials.org/news/short-update-challenges-right-fair-trial-netherlands
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held online.581 Although there was no unified practice 

on what platform to use for online hearings and much 

effort is still needed to ensure confidential communi-

cation between lawyer and client, most platforms did 

provide for some level of private communication be-

tween clients and lawyers either in via the chat function 

581 For example, in North Macedonia the judges wore their 
robes and the attendees stood up when the verdict was 
delivered.

or in separate breakout rooms.582 Finally, some courts 

broadcasted hearings live to ensure transparency.583

582 Online hearings in North Macedonia were conducted 
via Microsoft Teams, while the Zoom platform was used in 
Kazakhstan. Although the platforms provided an option 
for communication, there were concerns raised on whether 
communication could happen in a secure manner.

583 For instance, in the United States, the Supreme Court 
allowed lived broadcasting of hearings. Also the 
Supreme Courts in Bulgaria and in the United Kingdom 
livestreamed court sessions via YouTube during the 
pandemic.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Develop in co-operation and consultation with civil society and legal professionals a solid legal framework 

for the conduct of remote proceedings and use of ICT during a state of emergency. Such legislation should 

be fully compliant with fair trial standards and provide the relevant fair-trial guarantees.

• Ensure that all hearings are held in person where fair-trial rights cannot otherwise be guaranteed and that 

the physical presence of parties in court hearings remains the rule and the recourse to remote proceed-

ings should be made only as an exception.

• Develop standards or protocols to be used by courts for the conduct of remote proceedings with concern 

for privacy and data protection, which should cover the following issues: how to identify the parties, how 

the parties should certify their statements, what ICT should be used, what personnel should be in charge 

of ICT, what should be their professional qualification, etc.

• Provide the necessary financial resources to courts to conduct remote proceedings that should cover: 

the necessary technical equipment, connection to the Internet, training for the staff in charge with the 

use of this equipment, etc.

• Develop the legal basis and allocate sufficient financial resources to guarantee the access of vulnerable 

defendants, injured parties, and witnesses to remote hearings through the use of ICT. Such resources 

could cover the necessary ICT equipment, access to the Internet, training on the use of ICT, etc. Adequate 

solutions should be provided for the access to remote hearing of vulnerable trial participants, including 

persons with disabilities.

• Judges should respect the right to publicity of trials and the right to a fair hearing of defendants during 

the pandemic. Any restrictions should be necessary, proportionate and based on law.

• Judges should issue reasoned decisions on the conduct of remote hearings which should be available to 

trial participants and the public. Such decisions should clarify what fair trial restrictions will be imposed 

due to state of emergency/health reasons and what possible compensatory actions will be undertaken 

by courts to balance such restrictions.

• Judges should take steps to compensate and balance possible fair-trial restrictions triggered by the 

conduct of a remote hearing.

• With a view to guaranteeing the right to a fair trial in the future, judges in co-operation with governments, 

civil society and professional trial participants assess recent practices, existing procedures, guidelines 

and legislation for the managing of cases in emergency situations to identify gaps in legislation and build 

on emerging good practices.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/04/politics/supreme-court-live-audio-historic-trademark/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/04/politics/supreme-court-live-audio-historic-trademark/index.html
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II.3. INEQUALITY, DISCRIMINATION AND 
MARGINALIZATION

Whereas the rights described above in general are en-

joyed by all individuals in a given jurisdiction equally, it 

is important to emphasize that the pandemic and the 

resulting emergency measures have affected groups 

and individuals differently, depending on their gender, 

status, age, or belonging to a particular community. 

Although all humans are more or less equally suscepti-

ble to getting infected, the likelihood of falling ill or dying 

from Covid-19 starkly differ between certain segments 

of society. Moreover, access to health care and quality 

of healthcare is uneven. Emergency restrictions such as 

lockdowns or stay-at-home orders affect different peo-

ple differently, and the impact on the socio-economic 

dimension further exacerbates inequalities.

The pandemic has aggravated societal problems such 

as hate crime, domestic violence and discriminatory 

measures against certain communities. People already 

in difficult situations, such as Roma in informal settle-

ments, migrants and victims of trafficking, found them-

selves in particularly dire circumstances as a result of 

the pandemic. Often, states failed to live up to their legal 

and political obligations concerning non-discrimination 

and in doing so often exacerbated existing inequalities.

While the following analysis is not exhaustive, it aims at 

highlighting the particular impact the pandemic has had 

on vulnerable groups and those otherwise marginal-

ized and references are made to particular participating 

States to illustrate this. They are only meant to serve 

as examples, and should not be read as indicating 

that similar incidents have not occurred in other states. 

Further, the mere fact that a country has multiple men-

tions is not necessarily indicative of a problem but may 

be a consequence of more and better reporting, ac-

cess to independent media, stronger civil society, and/

or the presence of OSCE field operations.

II.3.A HATE CRIMES AND DISCRIMINATION

Addressing all forms of discrimination and intoler-

ance, including hate crime, is an integral aspect of the 

OSCE’s concept of comprehensive security, and is cen-

tral to its human dimension. OSCE participating States 

have committed to strongly condemn racial and ethnic 

hatred, xenophobia, discrimination, anti-Semitism and 

intolerance against Muslims, Christians and other reli-

gions, and have committed to address these phenom-

ena in all their forms.584 States have also committed 

to the equality of all before the law and to prohibiting 

discrimination as essential elements of justice.585

Numerous Ministerial Council declarations and com-

mitments acknowledge the need to address manifes-

tations of intolerance, including hate crime, especial-

ly as they may give rise to conflict and violence on a 

wider scale.586 This includes a comprehensive set of 

commitments to prevent and counter hate crimes, by 

strengthening legislation, collecting reliable data, build-

ing the capacity of actors in criminal justice systems, 

and considering drawing on resources developed by 

ODIHR in relevant areas.587 In addition to participating 

States, civil society also has an indispensable role in the 

process of addressing intolerance and discrimination.588

584 Copenhagen Document (1990).
585 Copenhagen Document (1990).
586 Since 2003, participating States have established a 

normative framework of Ministerial Council decisions to 
reflect their commitments to address these phenomena: 
MC Decision 4/03, further reinforced with subsequent MC 
Decisions 12/04, 10/05, 13/06, 10/07 and 9/09.

587 MC Decision No. 9/09.
588 In numerous Ministerial Council Decisions, participating 

States have committed to establishing and intensifying 
co-operation with civil society to promote tolerance 
and non-discrimination, including at Maastricht (2003); 
Ljubljana (2005); Brussels (2006); and Athens (2009). At 
the 2006 Brussels Ministerial Council, States identified the 
need for “effective partnerships and strengthened dialogue 
and co-operation between civil society and State authori-
ties in the sphere of promoting mutual respect and under-
standing, equal opportunities and inclusion of all within so-
ciety and combating intolerance.” Furthermore, civil society 
organizations have the potential to play an essential role in 
combating intolerance and discrimination and promoting 
mutual respect and understanding, including through hate 
crime data collection and the provision of victim support 
(Brussels 13/06; Maastricht 4/03).
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Finally, a number of OSCE human dimension commit-

ments recognize the vital importance of participating 

States’ realization of their binding human rights obliga-

tions under international treaties,589 in order to ensure 

lasting peace and security in the OSCE region.590 In 

the context of public emergencies, the ICCPR specifies 

that emergency measures taken by states, inter alia, 

cannot involve discrimination solely on the ground of 

race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin.591 

Additionally, states must guarantee non-discrimination 

in the exercise of economic, social and cultural rights 

guaranteed by the International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).592

Across the OSCE area, the pandemic has added new 

layers of complexity to an already difficult task of ad-

dressing discrimination and hate crime, exacerbating 

it by intolerant discourse and racist scapegoating of 

minorities. In general, victims of hate crime often belong 

to groups facing discrimination and marginalization on 

a daily basis. In times of crisis, such as the current pan-

demic, the threat posed by hate crimes only intensifies, 

heightening the sense of fear and uncertainty. Reports 

have proliferated of hate-motivated attacks across the 

OSCE region, especially against people perceived to 

be of Asian backgrounds, as well as other minority 

communities. The pandemic and its physical distanc-

ing restrictions also fuelled the proliferation of various 

forms of online intolerance and discrimination, which 

can lead to acts of violence and hate crimes.593 Jewish, 

Muslim and minority Christian communities were also 

589 By the means of ratifying international human rights treaties, 
states commit to render their policies and legislation in 
line with their treaty obligations and duties. In this manner, 
human rights guaranteed under international law are pro-
tected under domestic legal systems.

590 Budapest Summit Declaration (1994), para. 14; Madrid 
Document (1983).

591 ICCPR, Art. 4(1).
592 CESCR, General Comment No. 20 on Non-

Discrimination in economic, social and cultural 
rights, article 2(2), 2009; General Comment No. 16.

593 Participating States have long recognized the inherent 
challenges and dangers connected to hate speech that 
manifests itself as hate on the internet – “Cyberhate.” (MC 
Decision 9/09). At the same time, States need to both 
ensure the freedom of expression and fulfil their obligation 
to renounce hate speech by public officials and ensure 
robust interventions whenever comments expressed 
on the Internet pose a threat to targeted individuals and 
communities.

targeted in incidents. Refugees and migrants have also 

found themselves singled out for abuse and hatred. 

Meanwhile, discrimination and hate crimes affect men 

and women in different ways in the context of the pan-

demic. While some political leaders condemned hate 

crime during the pandemic, others fuelled intolerance 

with their statements.

The pandemic has deepened existing inequalities and 

exposed vulnerabilities in all spheres of society, which 

as a result amplifies the impact of the pandemic on 

women simply by virtue of their sex.594 This is especially 

concerning in the case of migrant and minority women, 

who are affected by multiple forms of discrimination 

and incidents of hate, including discrimination based 

on intersectionality of gender with race/ethnicity and 

religion.595

In the light of related OSCE commitments, at the start 

of the pandemic, the OSCE leadership called on par-

ticipating States to ensure that “national minorities and 

vulnerable groups are adequately protected, and that 

it is made clear that discrimination and hatred will not 

be tolerated.”596 ODIHR sent out a reminder that in the 

current situation, intolerance and discrimination are par-

ticularly damaging,597 and publicly condemned racist 

slogans and attacks.598 A number of other intergovern-

mental organizations and their experts, including the 

UN and Council of Europe, condemned various aspects 

of intolerance and discrimination in the course of the 

pandemic. With regards to human rights during the 

594 See for example, Titan Alon, Matthias Doepke, Jane 
Olmstead-Rumsey, Michèle Tertilt, “The impact of 
COVID-19 on gender equality,” 19 April 2020.

595 For example, in the United States, Asian-American 
women reported incidents of harassment 2.4 times more 
than men while in Canada, a number of verbal attacks and 
physical assaults against women of Asian descent were 
reported in Toronto and Vancouver. In Germany, reports 
showed physical attacks on women of Asian descent. 
In Greece, a cartoon published in a daily newspaper 
showed Muslim women as virus carriers.

596 See, A message to the OSCE Community: We need 
solidarity and co-operation, OSCE core values, 
to work together to stop the pandemic, OSCE 
Chairmanship, OSCE HCNM, OSCE ODIHR, OSCE RFoM, 
OSCE Secretariat, 26 March 2020.

597 See, Societies that stand together are more resilient 
in times of crisis, ODIHR, 20 March 2020.

598 See, Inclusion and not hatred needed to overcome 
the common crisis we face, ODIHR, 17 April 2020.

https://www.refworld.org/docid/4a60961f2.htm
https://www.refworld.org/docid/4a60961f2.htm
https://www.refworld.org/docid/4a60961f2.htm
https://faculty.wcas.northwestern.edu/~mdo738/research/COVID19_Gender_March_2020.pdf
https://faculty.wcas.northwestern.edu/~mdo738/research/COVID19_Gender_March_2020.pdf
https://www.ekathimerini.com/250895/sketch/ekathimerini/cartoon/cartoon
https://www.osce.org/chairmanship/449206
https://www.osce.org/chairmanship/449206
https://www.osce.org/chairmanship/449206
https://www.osce.org/odihr/448903
https://www.osce.org/odihr/448903
https://www.osce.org/odihr/450295
https://www.osce.org/odihr/450295
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pandemic, UN human rights experts emphasized the 

importance of non-discrimination in all pandemic-re-

lated policies.599 They also called on states to provide 

support to special groups, including (but not limited to) 

minorities, migrants and women.

AREAS OF CONCERN

While people around the world are affected by the pan-

demic, it is important to note that some groups were 

already in a position of vulnerability before the pandem-

ic started. Evidence gathered during the compilation of 

ODIHR’s annual hate crime data indicates that violent 

acts against particular groups and communities contin-

ue to be a concern across the OSCE region.600Already 

existing types of racism, xenophobia and other types of 

intolerance now also emerge as acts of intolerance and 

discrimination related to the pandemic. Some minority 

communities were negatively portrayed by the general 

public, ranging from ordinary citizens to high-level pol-

iticians and policymakers and in the media. Numerous 

virus-related hate incidents have been reported since 

the beginning of the pandemic in many participating 

States.601

599 No exceptions with COVID-19: “Everyone has the 
right to life-saving interventions – UN experts say, 
OHCHR, 2020.

600 Hate crimes are criminal acts motivated by bias or preju-
dice towards particular groups of people. To be considered 
a hate crime, the offence must meet two criteria. The 
first is that the act constitutes an offence under criminal 
law. Secondly, the act must have been motivated by bias. 
ODIHR maintains a website that presents information from 
participating States, civil society and inter-governmental or-
ganizations about hate crime. Information is categorized by 
the bias motivations ODIHR has been mandated to report 
on by participating States.

601 Such cases were reported from Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Croatia, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, 
the United Kingdom and the United States. With 
regards to all references to particular participating States 
in this chapter, it is important to emphasize that they are 
presented to illustrate the manifestations of the phenom-
ena described, and that these lists are by no means to be 
considered exhaustive. They are only meant to serve as 
examples, and not definite conclusions on where certain 
phenomena manifested themselves. In a similar vein, more 
information available publicly about a State may also be a 
consequence of more and better reporting, stronger civil 
society, and/or the presence of OSCE field operations. 
This entails the possibility that some of the described 
phenomena could also apply to other countries, which 

As the coronavirus is widely considered to have spread 

from China to other countries, intolerance and discrim-

ination was significantly directed towards people per-

ceived to be of Asian descent in the early phase of the 

pandemic.602 Individuals perceived to be of Asian de-

scent also appear to have been particularly and highly 

disproportionately targeted in hate incidents.603 The 

scale of the reported incidents of this type was consid-

erably wider in several States, compared to others.604 

This may be a reflection of the numerical presence of the 

particular community in a country, their representation 

are not mentioned here. ODIHR’s capacities and ensuing 
methodology in collecting information on hate crime and 
discrimination in the light of the Covid-19 pandemic did 
not allow for a comprehensive and uniform data collection 
across participating States.

602 For example, in Austria, Canada, Croatia, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, France, Estonia, Finland, 
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, the Netherlands, 
Poland, the Russian Federation, Serbia and the 
United States.

603 Incidents have been reported in Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Croatia, France, Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Poland, Russian Federation, Spain, 
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. 
In terms of types of incidents, hate incidents targeting 
people included threats (Austria, Canada, Sweden, 
Kyrgyzstan) and physical assault (Belgium, Canada, 
Italy, Poland, Spain, Sweden), including cases of serious 
bodily harm. Attacks against property consisted of arson 
(Italy and United Kingdom) and vandalism (France, the 
Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States) or 
racist graffiti (Canada). In Canada and the United States, 
various types of property connected to or associated with 
East Asia were attacked, targeting cultural institutions, 
businesses and restaurants. Through association, mem-
bers of Japanese, Korean, Singaporean and Vietnamese 
communities were also physically assaulted, and their busi-
nesses and property vandalised (Canada, France, United 
Kingdom, United States). In some cases, members 
of the Hindu community were victims of anti-East Asian 
hate crime, due to their facial features (United Kingdom). 
Nationals of Central Asian States living abroad were also 
sometime treated in a discriminatory anti-East Asian 
manner. In the Russian Federation, there were reports of 
its own citizens from the far east of the country, who have 
East Asian facial features, were mistaken for Chinese and 
harassed.

604 In particular, Canada, the United Kingdom and the 
United States stand out, most likely in relation to the avail-
ability of data and the considerable size of Asian communi-
ties in these countries. More serious attacks against Asians 
also happened in Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Poland, Spain and Sweden. Activists 
also emphasized that racism directed at Chinese people 
is not a new phenomenon, yet the pandemic caused it to 
come to the surface and propagate.

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25746&LangID=E
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25746&LangID=E
https://hatecrime.osce.org/
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and social position, the states’ policy and practice on 

recording hate crime, as well as the level of reporting by 

media and civil society.605 It was also reported that the 

usage of face masks by persons of East Asian appear-

ance was sometimes interpreted as a sign of danger 

and provoked hate incidents.606

Organized hate groups whose activities consistently 

display hostility towards protected groups, in particular, 

appeared to exploit the public emergency by spreading 

intolerant discourse and conspiracy theories, assigning 

blame to different minority communities, often at the 

same time.607 For instance, Jewish communities were 

targeted by anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, scapego-

ating related to Covid-19, and various other expressions 

of anti-Semitism, including hate crime.608 In a similar 

vein, predominantly Muslim minority communities, such 

as ethnic Turkish minorities in Western Europe, as well 

as Muslim migrants and foreign Muslim students, were 

blamed for the spread of the virus in some participat-

ing States with majority non-Muslim populations.609 At 

605 In addition to widely spread intolerant and discriminatory 
discourse, sometimes by politicians and mainstream media 
(Italy, United States, Russian Federation), examples 
include discrimination of persons of East Asian descent in 
access to shops, restaurants, hotels and public transpor-
tation, or obstacles in access to healthcare, education 
and housing (Estonia, Germany, Poland, Romania, 
Russian Federation and Sweden).

606 Such incidents have been reported from, for instance, 
Poland and the United States. Virus-related anti-Asian 
conspiracy theories further negatively contributed to the 
intolerant atmosphere, as well as numerous smaller acts 
contributing to a hostile atmosphere (Canada, Poland, 
United States).

607 This has been the case in, for example, Austria, Canada, 
the Netherlands, the Russian Federation and the 
United Kingdom.

608 Such reports have been received from Austria, Canada, 
France, Poland, the Russian Federation and the 
United States, where politicians singled out Jewish com-
munities as alleged violators of physical distancing restric-
tions. In Canada, as Jewish communities turned to online 
Holocaust memorial commemorations, online religious 
services when synagogues closed down, or online classes 
and other events, these were aggressively disrupted in 
various ways, including through displays of Nazi symbolism 
and anti-Semitic slurs. “Zoom bombing” emerged as a new 
phenomenon of deliberate intrusions characterized by the 
use of hateful and pornographic messages and images, 
and originated and flourished during the first months of the 
pandemic.

609 This has been reported from Austria, Belgium, Georgia, 
Greece, Hungary, Poland, the United Kingdom and 

the same time, the spread of hate online affects com-

munities across state borders. In some states where 

tensions between Christian Orthodox denominations 

exist simultaneously on religious and ethnic grounds, 

the minority communities in questions reported con-

cerns about more intensive surveillance regarding the 

respect for regulations limiting religious services during 

the pandemic, including arrests of clergy for lockdown 

violations.610 Sikh communities reported difficulties of 

living in mainly multigenerational households under 

lockdown, while trying to keep older members safe. At 

the same time, the closure of gurdwaras which provide 

meals for the needy left vulnerable community mem-

bers without access to food.611 Roma communities 

were also frequently accused of violating public order 

and pandemic-related measures, as well as spreading 

Covid-19.612 (See also the section on Roma and Sinti 

below.) Refugees and migrants were also blamed for 

the spread of Covid-19 in many participating States.613 

Inflammatory rhetoric by local political figures was also 

reported, and it may have provided legitimacy and 

the United States. In Serbia and the United Kingdom, 
untruthful claims and old video clips were circulated claim-
ing that Muslim communities violated physical distancing 
measures to attend prayer and communally break the fast 
during the holy month of Ramadan.

610 Montenegro.
611 United Kingdom.
612 Incidents have been reported from numerous states, 

including Bulgaria, North Macedonia, Romania, 
Slovakia and Spain.

613 For example, in Austria, Croatia, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Ireland, Malta, Portugal, Serbia and 
Slovenia. In Poland, this belief built on already existing 
prejudice against migrants as “spreading disease.” In 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the local population opposed 
the construction of makeshift camps intended to accom-
modate transiting migrants (because of the applicable re-
strictions of movement for all, as well as to stop the spread 
of the pandemic) and a high-level political representative 
demonized migrants in the context of the pandemic and 
threatened them with deportation. Hungary expelled a 
group of foreign university students for alleged violations of 
hospital quarantine, severely affecting their personal and 
professional lives. In Poland, activists expressed concern 
about the lack of local information about the pandemic in 
the languages asylum seekers speak. In Ireland, con-
cerns were expressed that asylum seekers have to share 
bedrooms and attend joint canteens in state-supported 
centres, which placed them at higher risk of contracting the 
virus than the majority population.
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encouraged hate crimes and discriminatory acts.614 

(See also the section on migrants and refugees, below.)

Old age represented grounds for marginalization and 

discrimination in the pandemic, particularly among 

women and under-represented groups. One such ex-

ample was the consideration of age as the criterion in 

making decisions on the allocation of medical treatment 

for Covid-19, without differentiating between various 

health conditions of older people. Older citizens also 

faced restrictions on freedom of movement, as some 

participating States requested older people not to leave 

their homes, for days or even weeks, including those 

living alone and without assistance.615 Ageist discourse 

also appeared, which referred to older people as less 

deserving of societal solidarity and state protection.616

Women were also victims of pandemic-related gen-

der-based hate crimes, with single and multiple bias 

motivations in which gender intersects with race/eth-

nicity and religion; women are also affected by hate 

crime in different ways than men.617 Members of some 

minority groups, such as LGBTI, were in a particular sit-

uation of vulnerability in the context of the pandemic.618 

614 For instance, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a high-level 
political representative demonized migrants in the context 
of the pandemic and threatened them with deportation. 
In Sweden, a high-level public health official blamed 
nursing-home staff of mainly migrant background for the 
high number of COVID-19 cases in their country’s nursing 
homes. The staff allegedly did not adequately apply in-
structions due to lack of skills in the country’s language.

615 Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia.
616 In Ukraine, a minister of health referred to the people over 

65 years of age as “corpses” who should not be in the fo-
cus of Covid-19 efforts; in the United States, a high-level 
official suggested that older people should sacrifice them-
selves for the sake of the economy of the country.

617 For instance, in the United States, women of East Asian 
descent were physically assaulted and insulted with racist 
and sexist slurs. Moreover, in Canada and the United 
States, a notable majority of hate incidents targeting 
persons of East Asian descent targeted women. According 
to UN Women, female health workers were also frequently 
targeted in hate incidents. With regards to women from 
Muslim communities, in Austria, France and Canada, 
that ban the face coverings typically used by Muslim wom-
en, the mandatory use of face masks created a paradoxical 
situation where the type of behaviour that was banned for 
them now became obligatory for all.

618 See Victor Madrigal-Borloz, UN Independent Expert on 
Protection against violence and discrimination based on 
sexual orientation and gender identity, webinar “COVID-19 

For example, self-isolation and quarantine can render 

them vulnerable from discrimination and hate crime 

at the hands of their own family members. In some 

participating States, the state of emergency was seen 

as an opportunity to amend legislation that adversely 

impacted the LGBTI community in those states.619

The pandemic had a disproportionate impact on per-

sons with disabilities, who in addition to concerns 

about contracting the virus also may have had con-

cerns about how they would be treated if they get ill. 

Some disabilities make individuals more susceptible to 

falling seriously ill from the disease and can therefore 

be considered particularly vulnerable. Persons with 

disabilities have faced a long history of discrimination 

in accessing healthcare and have often been excluded, 

largely because of out-dated attitudes about the value 

and the Human Rights of LGBTI People” organized 
by Columbia Law School, 19 May 2020. For example, in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Hungary, LGBTI commu-
nity members reported that self-isolation and quarantine 
rendered them vulnerable to discrimination and hate crime 
at the hands of their own family members (Emina Bošnjak, 
Executive Director, Sarajevo Open Centre, webinar 

“Digital Presentation of LGBTI Human Rights: Pink 
Report 2020” organized by Sarajevo Open Centre, 18 
May 2020. Tamás Dombos, Board Member, Háttér Society, 
webinar “Minorities and Disadvantaged Groups 
during the Pandemic” organized by Hungarian Helsinki 
Committee, 12 June 2020). In several participating States, 
such as Bosnia and Herzegovina and Germany, there 
were reports of LGBTI migrants quarantined in collective 
centres suffering abuse from other migrants and they 
could not access either safe shelter or legal aid (Amnesty 
International, “Refugees and Migrants Forgotten 
in Covid-19 Crisis Response,” 12 May 2020; Darko 
Pandurević, Programme Co-ordinator, Sarajevo Open 
Centre, webinar “Digital presentation of LGBTI Human 
Rights: Pink Report 2020” organized by Sarajevo Open 
Centre, 18 May 2020; Mengia Tschalaer and Nina Held, 

“Coronavirus exacerbates LGBTQI refugees’ isolation 
and trauma,” Al Jazeera, 22 April 2020). In , Kosovo see, 
Dafina Halili, “LGBTQ Life Under Quarantine,” Kosovo 
2.0, 12 May 2020. Please see OSCE disclaimer on page 26..

619 For example, in North Macedonia anti-discrimination 
legislation was repealed leaving particularly vulnerable and 
marginalized communities of society unprotected against 
any form of discrimination; and in Hungary, a provision in 
an omnibus legislation passed on 18 May 2020, made it 
impossible for transgender persons to legally change their 
gender. The law will make it impossible for transgender and 
gender diverse persons to legally change their sex and/or 
gender marker since Art. 33 provides that all references to 

“sex” will now instead refer to “sex assigned at birth” in the 
national registry and on identity documents.

https://www.klix.ba/vijesti/bih/radoncic-o-protjerivanju-migranata-ako-treba-i-ambasador-pakistana-ce-biti-persona-non-grata/200423137
https://www.theguardian.com/world/commentisfree/2020/may/01/sweden-coronavirus-strategy-nationalists-britain
https://www.theguardian.com/world/commentisfree/2020/may/01/sweden-coronavirus-strategy-nationalists-britain
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9nicIq3GTs&list=PL0xWoLxZcz8TOueg6uQXVSzefJuKC0LIS&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9nicIq3GTs&list=PL0xWoLxZcz8TOueg6uQXVSzefJuKC0LIS&index=15
https://www.facebook.com/events/606919973243797/
https://www.facebook.com/events/606919973243797/
https://www.facebook.com/events/2745246839028473/
https://www.facebook.com/events/2745246839028473/
https://www.facebook.com/events/606919973243797/
https://www.facebook.com/events/606919973243797/
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/coronavirus-exacerbates-lgbtqi-refugees-isolation-trauma-200421112957417.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/coronavirus-exacerbates-lgbtqi-refugees-isolation-trauma-200421112957417.html
https://kosovotwopointzero.com/en/lgbtq-life-under-quarantine/
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and quality of their lives that are present in many par-

ticipating States. As life-saving health care resources 

were stretched to capacity in some countries, persons 

with disabilities were concerned whether they would 

be discriminated against or their needs brushed aside. 

Additionally, persons with disabilities who require as-

sistance from others have been particularly affected 

by the restrictions in freedom of movement.620 Persons 

with disabilities were also targeted by pandemic-related 

hate crime in some participating States.621

The process of “othering” in order to condemn extend-

ed to national and even regional identity. Individuals 

assumed to be nationals of states with a high number 

of Covid-19 cases at the time faced discrimination.622 

In some places, this was also the case with the coun-

tries’ own citizens returning from abroad during the 

pandemic.623 Medical status, as well as profession, also 

became grounds for intolerance and discrimination. 

People infected or suspected to be infected with the 

virus, in general, were targeted by intolerance and dis-

crimination in some participating States and threatened 

and/or physically assaulted. This included social work-

ers and medical professionals, due to their presumed 

contact with infected people.624 In some participating 

620 See, Protect Rights of People with Disabilities During 
COVID-19, Human Rights Watch, 26 March 2020.

621 For instance, in the United Kingdom. In Finland, intol-
erant discourse targeting persons with disabilities blamed 
them for allegedly using healthcare resources that could 
alternatively be used to fight Covid-19. Mandatory face 
covering also created communication difficulties both 
for persons who rely on lip reading, as well as medical 
staff working with them, as reported for instance from the 
United States.

622 For instance, in Bulgaria. In Austria and France, Italian 
nationals were exposed to intolerance and discrimina-
tion, in the light of the early expansion of the Covid-19 in 
Italy. Similarly, some French individuals were treated in a 
discriminatory manner in neighbouring countries’ areas 
bordering France. Anti-German pandemic-related con-
spiracy theories spread in some neighbouring countries. 
In Portugal, people coming from particular areas of the 
same country, including capital cities, known for a high 
number of Covid-19 infections, also faced discrimination 
and intolerance outside of their region.

623 For example, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, 
Romania and Ukraine.

624 Such incidents were reported in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Montenegro, Russian Federation, 
Ukraine and the United Kingdom. This was particularly 
an issue for medical professionals from minority commu-
nities: in the United Kingdom, a survey among minority 

States, minorities and persons of migrant background 

are overrepresented among essential workers, many 

of them women. 625 Especially in the health care sector, 

concerns were expressed about their public invisibil-

ity, and dangerously inadequate personal protective 

equipment that appeared to be designed for the size of 

an average white man.626 Furthermore, discrimination, 

often structural in nature, in economic and social rights 

can create poor public health conditions in affected 

minority communities, which places them at special 

risk of contracting the virus and falling sick.

In some minority communities, such as Roma, peo-

ple of African descent and/or of migrant background, 

discrimination in access to adequate housing, charac-

terized by high density of housing units or entire neigh-

bourhoods and settlements sometimes without access 

to clean water, exposed them to the virus and made 

them more likely to fall seriously ill.627 Access to clean 

water has also been reported as an issue for indigenous 

communities living on reservations.628 Discrimination in 

access to adequate health, especially if in combination 

health care workers in state medical institutions showed 
that one in five of them experienced discriminatory 
behaviour. In Poland and Spain, medical staff received 
messages of hate because of their assumed exposure to 
infection. In Canada and the United Kingdom, for exam-
ple, individuals and minority communities were threatened 
with being intentionally infected with the virus, including 
Jewish communities, people of East Asian descent and 
indigenous peoples.

625 For example, in the United Kingdom, statistics show 
that BAME (Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic) professionals 
make up about 20 per cent of the National Health Service 
(NHS); in the United States, Black and Latino people are 
overrepresented among essential workers, according to 
JoAnn Yoo of the Asian American Federation (Reimagining 
Racial Justice webinar, 9 June 2020). In Canada, many 
migrant workers and other non-permanent residents have 
been working on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic.

626 For example, reports show in the United Kingdom, of 
the 53 NHS staff known to have died in the pandemic 
thus far 68 per cent were BAME. In Canada, many female 
Filipino nurses working in the health sector without person-
al protective equipment due to the lack of work safety, were 
blamed for allegedly carrying the Covid-19 virus (Jeffrey 
Andrion, PhD, University of Toronto (Resisting Anti-Asian 
Racism in Canada webinar, 27 May 2020). Already in 2017, 
a report established that “most PPE is based on the sizes 
and characteristics of male populations from certain coun-
tries in Europe and the United States”.

627 For example, in Bulgaria and Sweden.
628 See, the United States, Covid-19 Disparities Reflect 

Structural Racism, Abuses, Human Rights Watch 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/03/26/protect-rights-people-disabilities-during-covid-19
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/03/26/protect-rights-people-disabilities-during-covid-19
https://www.ethnicity-facts-figures.service.gov.uk/workforce-and-business/workforce-diversity/nhs-workforce/latest#by-ethnicity
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/16/data-on-bame-deaths-from-covid-19-must-be-published-politicians-warn
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/24/sexism-on-the-covid-19-frontline-ppe-is-made-for-a-6ft-3in-rugby-player
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/06/10/us-covid-19-disparities-reflect-structural-racism-abuses
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/06/10/us-covid-19-disparities-reflect-structural-racism-abuses
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with undocumented status and limited health insurance, 

put many migrant workers at risk. Many were forced 

to leave their jobs and return to their home countries, 

out of concern that they may not receive equal treat-

ment in healthcare institutions. In some states, migrant 

workers were also made vulnerable through their high 

representation in specific high-risk workplaces, such 

as the meat industry.629

Furthermore, against the backdrop of the pandemic, 

the killings of African Americans in the United States630 

sparked massive anti-racist protests inspired by the 

Black Lives Matter movement in the United States as 

well as a number of other participating States. A num-

ber of hate crimes targeting people of African descent, 

or those supporting the anti-racist movement, were 

recorded in some participating States since the be-

ginning of protests and directly relating to the protests, 

without explicit connection to the pandemic.631 At the 

same time, in some States concerns were expressed 

about the possibility of virus propagation during public 

protests.632

Furthermore, the emergency measures introduced 

by authorities across the OSCE region to contain the 

spread of the pandemic appeared to frequently affect 

minority communities in a disproportionate manner. In 

terms of monitoring and ensuring the application of 

measures, media and civil society made allegations of 

disproportionate securitization of minority communities. 

Testimony to US House of Representatives Ways and 
Means Committee.

629 For example, the United States; and in Germany  a signif-
icant number of clusters of Covid-19 infections have been 
linked to meat processing plants employing predominantly 
Eastern European workers.

630 Including Breonna Taylor and George Floyd, both killed at 
the hands of police, as well as the racist murder of Ahmaud 
Arbery.

631 These included physical assaults, threats, vehicle rammed 
into them, activists’ signs and vehicles damaged, and 
churches vandalized (United States).

632 For example, Belgium, Denmark and the United States. 
Fears over the spread of the virus during the protests arose, 
with some participating States (e.g., Norway) discouraging 
their citizens from the participation in protests. In some 
States (e.g., Germany), the protesters made efforts to 
respect physical distancing recommendations as much as 
possible. Some scientists also suggested that use of tear 
gas by the police against the protesters (United States) 
may contribute to propagation of the disease.

This reportedly included minority groups, including pre-

dominantly migrant or Roma communities, being threat-

ened with, or actually selectively placed under enforced 

lockdown, monitored by police, without a medical or 

other legitimate justification or in a discriminatory or 

disproportionate manner.633 According to some reports, 

only a small number of states provided pandemic-relat-

ed information in minority languages.634

There is a general continued trend of gaps in reported 

official data, indicating that under-reporting and un-

der-recording of hate crimes is prevalent throughout the 

OSCE region.635 The state of public health emergency, 

including the involvement of police and military in en-

forcing related measures, as well as the closure of many 

judicial institutions, can only be assumed to have further 

hindered access of victims of hate crimes to justice and/

or deterred them from reporting hate crimes to state 

authorities. Lack of appropriate support to victims of 

hate crime, characteristic for many states before the 

pandemic, may likely deteriorate due to a potential shift 

of resources, or adoption of austerity measures, includ-

ing cuts in funding of civil society organizations.636 Civil 

society organizations often bear the brunt of supporting 

the victims of hate crime and have, therefore, often 

633 For example, in Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, the 
Russian Federation, Slovakia and Spain. In Belgium, 
France, the Russian Federation and Slovakia, 
heavy-handed law enforcement raids, meant to monitor 
the implementation of restrictive pandemic-related policies, 
disproportionately affected minority communities, includ-
ing instances of police violence. In Romania, Slovakia, 
Spain, Greece, France and Turkey, this was particularly 
the case with Roma communities, persons of African 
descent or those of migrant background. In Canada, 

“random checks” and profiling that police conducted in the 
streets, in the context of ensuring lockdown, sometimes 
appeared to disproportionately affect racialized minority 
groups. In the United States, an overrepresentation of 
people of African or Latin American descent were fined 
for apparent violations of physical distancing restrictions, 
indicating the possibility that these groups may have been 
disproportionately profiled and fined. In Canada, concerns 
were raised around “carding”, racial and social profiling in 
the context of police checks on potential violations of lock-
down regulations, leading to mass collection of data about 
marginalized people.

634 See also statements and reports by the HCNM.
635 For details, see ODIHR’s annual Hate Crime Reporting.
636 In Poland, for instance, the funding of development civil 

society organizations was abruptly cancelled because of 
the pandemic.

https://hatecrime.osce.org/
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developed expertise, good practice and standards in 

dealing with these victims.

The work of civil society organizations addressing hate 

crime and discrimination has been further hampered 

by physical distancing and other state-imposed restric-

tions due to the pandemic. Concerns were expressed 

that hate crimes not related to the pandemic continue 

to take place, for example against Roma or African-

Americans,637 yet civil society’s limited resources do 

not allow for adequate research and advocacy work. 

Unveiling phenomena such as intolerance and discrim-

ination in a developing crisis situation is heavily reliant 

on the strength and capacity of civil society and on 

how much media focuses on and reports such issues, 

which also underlines the need for heightened state at-

tention on these issues during times of crisis. Provided 

that they had such capacity in terms of human and 

technical resources, some organizations moved their 

related advocacy work online. Yet, virtual space can 

also be unsafe for human rights defenders.638

GOOD PRACTICES

Despite the enormous challenges with regard to con-

fronting discriminatory practices, attitudes and structur-

al obstacles, and facing an upsurge in expressions of 

intolerance and even hate crimes, many participating 

States, civil society actors and international organiza-

tions acted with determination to halt and reverse these 

trends. The long-term effects on social cohesion across 

the OSCE region are yet to be assessed, but some of 

the positive examples observed in many states may 

help to inspire others to follow suit.

Several participating States addressed hate crime 

in different forms and applied various approaches.639 

637 This was reported from Ukraine and the United States.
638 Online events focusing on addressing intolerance and dis-

crimination were frequently interrupted by “Zoom bombing.” 
At the same time, an intensified online presence may also 
make civil society organizations vulnerable to state sur-
veillance. In addition, their work cannot reach those who 
cannot afford adequate technical equipment and access to 
the Internet.

639 For example, with regards to addressing hate crime, police 
services including the Vancouver police in Canada or other 
public authorities in the United Kingdom and the United 
States publicized data on recorded pandemic-related hate 

These actions not only raised public awareness of hate 

crime, and emphasized the dangers of hate crime for 

the security of entire societies, but also sent a strong 

message that hate crime is recorded and adequately 

dealt with. High-ranking, regional and local politicians 

of several participating States, including presidents and 

prime ministers, condemned hate crime against their 

nationals of Asian descent.640

In the area of addressing intolerance and discrimina-

tion in the context of the pandemic, some participat-

ing States recognized the need for special support to 

minority communities by announcing new health-care 

support for, inter alia, indigenous communities amid the 

pandemic641 or carried out other symbolically important 

acts to signal inclusiveness and tolerance.642 Special 

commissions were created to monitor the impact of the 

pandemic on vulnerable groups.643 Some States pro-

vided information on Covid-19 in the languages of na-

tional minorities, and/or languages of the main migrant 

groups in their countries.644 Information on Covid-19 

specifically for persons with disabilities was also pro-

vided in some participating States.645

crime and highlighted a sharp increase compared to 2019. 
Special task forces on hate crime were created, as well as 
special funds allocated to address them. In Canada and 
the United Kingdom, police services also created Sign 
Language videos on hate crime, representing a positive 
example of reaching out to persons with disabilities.

640 For example, in Canada, the United States and the 
European Union.

641 For example, in Canada.
642 For instance, national or local authorities in Canada, 

France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United 
States temporarily allowed public playing on loudspeakers 
of the Muslim call for prayer from local mosques or prayer 
facilities as a sign of support for Muslim communities dur-
ing the pandemic.

643 For example, in Belgium and in Canada. In terms of ad-
dressing the disproportionate impact of the pandemic on 
minority communities, some participating States provided 
a good practice of publishing detailed reports, including 
the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, COVID-19 
in Racial and Ethnic Minority Groups in the United 
States, where a number of lawmakers declared racism 
a public health emergency, and the governor of a state 
provided its population of African descent with free medical 
insurance.

644 For example, in Sweden, Austria, Czech Republic and 
Georgia.

645 For example in France, where a dedicated and Universal 
Design-compatible website on Covid-19 was created for 
people with disabilities. Similar examples were reported in 
Czech Republic and Finland.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/racial-ethnic-minorities.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/racial-ethnic-minorities.html
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/jun/12/racism-public-health-black-brown-coronavirus
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/jun/12/racism-public-health-black-brown-coronavirus
https://www.gouvernement.fr/info-coronavirus/espace-handicap
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The engagement of national human rights institutions 

also brought some inspiring examples calling on na-

tional governments and local authorities to safeguard 

the rights of minorities and marginalized groups or 

intervened in the interest of particularly vulnerable 

communities.646

There have been numerous examples of civil society 

organizations quickly adapting to changed circum-

stances, and providing material or psychological as-

sistance, whether online or in a manner adapted to 

local circumstances, and filling gaps left by government 

bodies.647 This assistance was sometimes provided 

by minority organizations to marginalized communi-

ties, however in practice the assistance was frequently 

provided to any individual in need, regardless of their 

background. In this manner, civil society compensated 

for overburdened state services in a number of partici-

pating States.648 In some cases, such work on behalf of 

marginalized communities, otherwise frequently vilified 

646 For example, in Ireland, the NHRI called political parties in-
volved in government formation to safeguard human rights 
and equality measures amid the emergency responses to 
the pandemic. In Serbia, the NHRI called the authorities to 
provide particular support to Roma communities, including 
access to clean water.

647 For example, in Romania, the United Kingdom and 
Poland.

648 See, for instance Inclusion Europe Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) pandemic, which provided easy-to-read 
information on COVID-19 in four major European lan-
guages, for persons with intellectual disabilities. In some 
participating States, Roma civil society organizations 
mobilized networks of volunteers who shared information 
and distributed face masks and humanitarian assistance 
in Roma settlements. Migrant associations organized 
hostel accommodation for stranded migrant workers in the 
Russian Federation.

in public discourse, also served to counter negative 

prejudice and stereotypes.649

In a number of participating States, civil society or-

ganizations engaged in monitoring how the pandemic 

directly and indirectly affected minority communities.650 

They also invested considerable effort into raising 

public awareness of instances of intolerance and dis-

crimination, as well as hate crime, through webinars, 

reports, campaigns and public statements.651 All this 

advocacy work is extremely important in the current 

crisis situation, with the state authorities mainly focus-

ing their efforts on public health aspects of the pan-

demic. Civil society organizations, including faith-based 

ones, also created virtual bridge-building and dialogue 

between communities, countering the flourishing of 

prejudice, stereotypes, assigning blame and conspiracy 

theories.652

649 For example, in Poland, Chechen women refugees were 
sewing face masks, and in the United States, Chinese-
American and Vietnamese-American communities pur-
chased personal protective equipment.

650 For example, in Canada, the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Germany, Ireland, and through the European 
Network Against Racism (ENAR), a network of member 
organizations across Europe.

651 Some minority organizations, such as ENAR in Europe, 
as well as examples in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Canada and Spain, actively debunked 
dangerous narratives presenting their communities as not 
respecting pandemic-related regulations. In Hungary, 
they also provided legal defence to individuals affected by 
discriminatory state policies in the light of the pandemic.

652 For instance, some organized webinars where repre-
sentatives of different communities spoke of the rise of 
discrimination and hate crime during the pandemic and 
about the importance of inclusion and working together 
to address these negative phenomena. See, for instance 
in the United Kingdom Dialogue & Debate: Faith 
Responses to COVID-19, Cumberland Lodge webinar.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• States should uphold existing commitments and international obligations on tolerance and 

non-discrimination.

• Condemn any form of discrimination and hate crime and abstain from any statement or action that ex-

acerbates vulnerabilities.

• Respond swiftly to hate crimes, including those motivated by gender or sex, to record and investigate 

them so that the perpetrators can be brought to justice and adequate penalties imposed. Support victims 

https://www.inclusion-europe.eu/coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.inclusion-europe.eu/coronavirus-pandemic/
https://www.cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/read-watch-listen/dialogue-debate-faith-responses-covid-19
https://www.cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/read-watch-listen/dialogue-debate-faith-responses-covid-19
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as they report their experiences, and ensure the availability of all necessary psychological, social and legal 

support for victims, including through close co-operation with civil society. Relevant authorities should 

also publicly condemn any such acts and ensure that perpetrators are brought to justice.

• Consider, where states have not done so, providing the possibility to report hate crimes online and allow-

ing third-party reporting to police by civil society groups and equality bodies.

• Ensure that any measures and restrictions imposed due to the emergency situation are created and ap-

plied in a non-discriminatory manner, as prescribed by relevant international standards. Working together 

with civil society organizations and minority communities in this process is crucial.

• Ensure meaningful public participation of minority communities’ representatives, in both the assessment 

of the situation as well as in designing and implementing the adequate remedial policies and actions, 

while taking into account the different needs of women and men. In the process, women and men should 

be equally included.

• Promote policies focusing on equality of opportunity by making the collection of equality data in the 

context of the pandemic a norm across the public sectors in participating States, assess how health and 

emergency measures have disproportionately affected minority and/or marginalized communities, adopt 

mitigating measures, as well as ensuring that further disadvantages are not created. Participating States 

should support and co-operate with civil society in the collection and analysis of equality data.

• Make sure adequate guidance is widely provided on measures taken by the state in the languages of 

minority communities and distributed in a manner socially and culturally appropriate for these groups.

• Stop and further prevent discrimination through disproportionate securitization and profiling of minority 

communities and their members in the context of the pandemic.

• Base criteria for prioritization in providing medical assistance in the context of Covid-19 on clinical appro-

priateness and proportionality of the treatments, and not on criteria related to protected characteristics, 

such as age or disability.

• States should implement the WHO guidelines for persons with disabilities.653

• Assess and improve relevant mechanisms for hate crime recording and data collection, including gender 

disaggregated data and assess the existing current victim support systems.

• Ensure that the consequences of the current pandemic, including the economic crisis, do not affect states’ 

capacities to provide support to victims of hate including through appropriate funding to non-state actors 

and civil society organizations.

• Build law enforcement and justice sector capacities to recognize and effectively investigate hate crimes 

and to ensure that specialized training, focused on hate crime victims and their needs, is provided for 

officials and civil society organizations within the victim support structures. Enact policies, through in-

ter-agency co-operation, to address hate crimes in a comprehensive manner.

• Prevent new outbursts of hate crime against racialized minorities by undertaking pre-emptive and pro-

active steps when easing physical distancing restrictions.

• For countries banning face covering typically used by Muslim women, banning or restricting the Muslim 

call to prayer, or requiring mandatory handshakes in some formal contexts, to consider repealing such 

policies and legislation, in the light of the changes brought about by the pandemic that proved these 

bans and obligations unfounded.

653 These include: “Captioning and, where possible, sign language for all live and recorded events and communications. This in-
cludes national addresses, press briefings, and live social media; Convert public materials into ‘Easy Read’ format so that they are 
accessible for people with intellectual disability or cognitive impairment; Develop accessible written information products by using 
appropriate document formats, (such as “Word”), with structured headings, large print, braille versions and formats for people who 
are deafblind; Include captions for images used within documents or on social media. Use images that are inclusive and do not stig-
matise disability; Work with disability organizations, including advocacy bodies and disability service providers to disseminate public 
health information.” World Health Organization “Disability considerations during the COVID-19 outbreak”.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjHz8ae2PfpAhXBrIsKHWNbA_QQFjABegQIAxAB&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.who.int%2Fdocs%2Fdefault-source%2Finaugural-who-partners-forum%2Fenglish-covid-19-disability-briefing.pdf%3Fsfvrsn%3D8a1aa727_1%26download%3Dtrue&usg=AOvVaw1BAlolAP24QiPdmbuVrqa6
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• Promote policies focusing on equality of opportunity by making equality data collection and disaggre-

gated statistics a norm across the public sector and co-operating with civil society in the collection and 

analysis of equality data.

• Design and implement recovery assistance in a non-discriminatory manner, with the participation of 

underrepresented groups affected by discrimination.

• Celebrate and harness the strength of diversity within participating States, as a means of overcoming 

current and forthcoming social and economic challenges of the pandemic.

II.3.B GENDER INEQUALITY AND DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE

There is an extensive acquis of OSCE commitments 

covering gender equality and domestic violence. 

Participating States have called for more equal partic-

ipation of women and women’s organizations in leg-

islative, programmatic and policy development, and 

enhanced measures to address violence against wom-

en, including through effective investigation, prosecu-

tion and service provision.654 The importance of these 

commitments as essential elements of comprehensive 

security and the human dimension has been underlined 

on numerous occasions. In the Moscow Document 

(1991), participating States recognized gender equali-

ty as a cornerstone of security and democracy in the 

OSCE region. In 2003, states committed to “pay special 

attention to the health of women and girls, inter alia, 

by: Improving access to gynaecological health care, 

654 2009 MC Decision 7/09 on Women’s Participation in 
Political and Public Life; and the 2005, 2014 and 2018 
MC Decisions on Violence Against Women (15/05; 7/14 
and 4/18). Reaffirming the earlier two Ministerial Council 
Decisions (15/05 and 7/14) on Preventing and Combatting 
Violence Against Women, Decision 4/18 called on par-
ticipating States to “ensure access to justice, effective 
investigation, prosecution of perpetrators, as well as 
provide, while respecting their rights and privacy, adequate 
protection, rehabilitation and reintegration support for 
victims of all forms of violence against women and girls” (Cf. 
OSCE MC.DEC/4/18 para 1;) The earlier MC Decision 7/14 
called also on States to “Give consideration to the signa-
ture and ratification of relevant regional and international 
instruments, such as the Council of Europe Convention on 
preventing and combating violence against women and 
domestic violence, where applicable”. OSCE pS have also 
committed to “adhere to and fully implement the interna-
tional standards and commitments they have undertaken 
concerning equality, non-discrimination and women’s 
and girls’ rights”, in particular the UN Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW). (MC.DEC/14/04 - 2004 OSCE Action Plan for the 
Promotion of Gender Equality)

including prenatal, delivery and postnatal health care 

services”.655 The Covid-19 pandemic and related emer-

gency measures have presented an unprecedented 

challenge to live up to these standards and ensure 

these commitments are reality across the OSCE region.

The public health emergency responses to the pandem-

ic have had a significantly negative impact on women’s 

human rights, exacerbating existing gender inequalities 

and discrimination, and raising concerns regarding the 

implementation of gender equality commitments across 

the OSCE region. The economic impact on women is 

likely to be greater, as they face a higher risk than men 

of losing their job in the private sector. At the same time, 

they make up the majority of staff in the medical or care 

services, as well as caring for children, older people 

and the sick at home.656 However, ODIHR monitoring 

has revealed low numbers of women in Covid-19 deci-

sion-making bodies such as commissions or taskforces 

in most participating States; limited gender analysis 

within crisis response and recovery planning; and an 

inability of many states to tackle the increased levels 

of economic vulnerabilities and employment discrimi-

nation against women. Quarantines, curfews, and clo-

sures of schools and other public services have inten-

sified women’s time constraints as their unpaid care 

work has increased. Confined living conditions due 

to lockdowns and self-isolation regimes, coupled with 

increased financial stress, unemployment and strained 

community resources, have compounded existing 

forms of gender-based discrimination. This includes 

violence against women, as their exposure to abuse at 

the hands of an intimate partner or family member has 

655 MC.DEC/3/03 - OSCE Action Plan on Improving the 
Situation of Roma and Sinti within the OSCE Area

656 OECD Policy Responses to Coronavirus (COVID-19): 
Women at the core of the fight against COVID-19 
crisis

https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/en/policy-responses
https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/women-at-the-core-of-the-fight-against-covid-19-crisis-553a8269/#section-d1e418
https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/women-at-the-core-of-the-fight-against-covid-19-crisis-553a8269/#section-d1e418
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increased, while opportunities to seek and receive vital 

support have diminished.657

Public services normally available to women victims of 

violence, including gynaecological health services, po-

lice interventions, judicial remedies and sheltering ser-

vices have all been disrupted, while the risk of violence 

has increased. In some cases, pressure on referral 

mechanisms available to victims of violence, in addition 

to restrictions of movement, has been lethal for women, 

with a documented rise in femicides.658

Diversity in public and political life, policy making, ad-

visory and decision-making bodies, as well as a gen-

der-sensitive legislative process, translate into more 

representative and effective laws and policies, which 

benefits everyone.659 An analysis of the composition of 

Covid-19 taskforces reveals significant gaps in terms 

of gender balance in many participating States. While 

women’s representation is higher in public health coun-

cils and vaccination advisory groups, it has been low 

in roles with stronger links to political decision-mak-

ing.660 The limited integration of gender perspectives 

into pandemic-related crisis planning and response is 

likely to exacerbate existing gender inequalities. In this 

context, it is of concern that few participating States 

657 Covid-19 and Ending Violence Against Women and 
Girls, UN Women

658 Statement by the UN Working Group on discrim-
ination against women and girls - Responses to 
the COVID-19 pandemic must not discount women 
and girls. The UN called domestic violence “the shadow 
pandemic” alarming over its spread and extent. Many inter-
national and national governmental and non-governmental 
organizations have joined their voices to calls for action. 
Joint calls on participating States to step up measures to 
protect women and children were made by heads of OSCE 
Executive Structures, ODIHR and the Parliamentary 
Assembly as well as by forty-three OSCE participat-
ing States. WHO warned of a surge of domestic violence 
as COVID-19 cases decrease in Europe, UN Regional 
Information Centre for Western Europe, COVID-19 
Pandemic: Tackling the Dramatic Increase in Cases 
of Violence Against Women, Council of Europe

659 ODIHR, Making Laws Work for Women and Men: A 
Practical Guide to Gender-Sensitive Legislation, 
Warsaw, 2017.

660 For instance, the Covid-19 taskforce of the United 
States and Italy did not initially include any women. 
Hungary’s taskforce included one woman out of 15 
task force members. For an overview of different coun-
tries’ task forces see here.

are reported to be conducting gender impact assess-

ments to guide more gender-sensitive Covid-19 recov-

ery policies.661

Although gender statistics such as sex- and age-dis-

aggregated data on the socio-economic impact of 

Covid-19 are not systematically collected across the 

OSCE region, such data is important to address the dif-

ferential impact that emergency responses and meas-

ures have had on women and men, including those 

in different situations of vulnerability and risk, such as 

older women, adolescent girls, migrant and refugee 

women, women with disabilities, women deprived of 

liberty, and women from minority backgrounds, includ-

ing Roma and Sinti, as well as indigenous women.662

The impact of the pandemic response measures on 

women’s economic rights has been significant. Women 

are globally over-represented in less protected and low-

paid jobs and in most hard-hit sectors, such as tourism, 

retail and manufacturing, and are therefore at a disad-

vantage as the economic situation deteriorates.663 In 

many participating States women, particularly those 

who are pregnant, have been disproportionately affect-

ed by pandemic-related lay-offs.664

661 Based on the information published by the Council of 
Europe only Serbia and Sweden initially reported to be 
conducting gender impact assessments.

662 See also: MC.DEC/04/13, para. 2.12 on Enhancing OSCE 
Efforts to Implement the Action Plan On Improving The 
Situation Of Roma And Sinti Within the OSCE Area, With 
A Particular Focus On Roma And Sinti Women, Youth And 
Children. For the intersecting forms of discrimination and 
impact of pandemic-related responses and measures with 
relation to access to rights, see the Section on Roma and 
Sinti Issues. Disaggregating data on a variety of charac-
teristics, including disability, migrant and refugee status is 
recommended to facilitate more inclusive decision making.

663 The economic and labour crisis created by the pandemic 
could increase global unemployment by almost 25 million, 
according to a new assessment by the International 
Labour Organization (ILO).

664 For example, an analysis by the state bodies in Finland 
has revealed that while the proportion of those laid off has 
increased overall, this has disproportionately impacted 
women, particularly in the age cohort of 35–45 years. In 
the United States, 60 percent of those who lost jobs 
during the first two months of the epidemic were women, 
according to some reports. The United Kingdom’s 
Equality and Human Rights Commission has noted 
increased employment discrimination against pregnant 
women. According to a study by the Institute for women’s 
policy research, women lost more jobs than men in almost 

https://www.unwomen.org/-/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/library/publications/2020/issue-brief-covid-19-and-ending-violence-against-women-and-girls-en.pdf?la=en&vs=5006
https://www.unwomen.org/-/media/headquarters/attachments/sections/library/publications/2020/issue-brief-covid-19-and-ending-violence-against-women-and-girls-en.pdf?la=en&vs=5006
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/statement-un-working-group-discrimination-against-women-and-girls-responses-cov
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/statement-un-working-group-discrimination-against-women-and-girls-responses-cov
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/statement-un-working-group-discrimination-against-women-and-girls-responses-cov
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/statement-un-working-group-discrimination-against-women-and-girls-responses-cov
https://www.osce.org/secretariat/449515
https://www.osce.org/secretariat/449515
https://www.osce.org/secretariat/449515
https://www.osce.org/permanent-council/451714?download=true
https://www.osce.org/permanent-council/451714?download=true
https://unric.org/en/who-warns-of-surge-of-domestic-violence-as-covid-19-cases-decrease-in-europe/
https://unric.org/en/who-warns-of-surge-of-domestic-violence-as-covid-19-cases-decrease-in-europe/
https://www.coe.int/de/web/portal/full-news/-/asset_publisher/5X8kX9ePN6CH/content/covid-19-pandemic-tackling-the-dramatic-increase-in-cases-of-violence-against-women?_101_INSTANCE_5X8kX9ePN6CH_languageId=en_GB
https://www.coe.int/de/web/portal/full-news/-/asset_publisher/5X8kX9ePN6CH/content/covid-19-pandemic-tackling-the-dramatic-increase-in-cases-of-violence-against-women?_101_INSTANCE_5X8kX9ePN6CH_languageId=en_GB
https://www.coe.int/de/web/portal/full-news/-/asset_publisher/5X8kX9ePN6CH/content/covid-19-pandemic-tackling-the-dramatic-increase-in-cases-of-violence-against-women?_101_INSTANCE_5X8kX9ePN6CH_languageId=en_GB
https://www.osce.org/odihr/327836
https://www.osce.org/odihr/327836
https://gh.bmj.com/content/bmjgh/5/5/e002655.full.pdf
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/newsroom/news/WCMS_738742/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.helsinkigse.fi/corona/koronakriisin-aiheuttaman-tyottomyyden-kohdistuminen/
https://iwpr.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/QF-Jobs-Day-April-FINAL.pdf
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/coronavirus-pregnant-women-mothers-redundancy-lockdown-a9516871.html
https://iwpr.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/QF-Jobs-Day-April-FINAL.pdf
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Throughout the health crisis, women appeared slightly 

more likely than men to be diagnosed with Covid-19, 

possibly partly due to the fact that women account for 

the majority of healthcare workers. Globally, women 

constitute a majority of employees in healthcare and 

frontline services sectors665, which makes them more 

susceptible to infection.666 A large majority of healthcare 

workers infected with Covid-19 have been women.667

Available evidence has shown that across the OSCE 

region, states experienced a dramatic surge of do-

mestic violence cases reported to national helplines 

and support services,668 with women and girls forming 

the overwhelming majority of victims in search of emer-

gency shelter. According to women’s rights experts and 

media sources, different forms of online violence have 

also been on the rise including stalking, bullying, sexual 

harassment, and sex trolling during the pandemic, in 

particular during strict lockdown periods.669

The sudden introduction of lockdown measures in many 

countries and the lack of or inadequate level of prepar-

edness by national governments and local authorities 

for this extraordinary situation has affected protection 

all sectors of the economy. Amnesty International has not-
ed increased discrimination and job insecurity in Hungary, 
particularly impacting pregnant women.

665 For example, in Czech Republic and Ukraine, the 
proportion of women in health services is 78 percent and 
82 percent, respectively, which is higher than the global 
average of 70 percent, according to a Council of Europe 
study.

666 Furthermore, according to media reports, the stand-
ard-sized personal protective equipment is often designed 
for male bodies and facial features, which exposes 
women in frontline health care work to further evitable 
and unnecessary risks, which indicates gender bias in the 
decision-making process and insufficient consideration of 
the needs of women.

667 Early figures from Spain, Italy and the United States 
indicates that 75.5 percent, 69 percent and 73 percent 
respectively of the total health-care workers infected with 
Covid-19 were women, which is significantly higher than 
the percentage of women infected amongst the general 
population. Source: UN Women calculations

668 For instance, in the United Kingdom, this was reported 
to range from 15 percent to 120 percent, UK domestic 
abuse helplines report surge in calls during lock-
down, The Guardian

669 Examples include unsolicited pornographic videos appear-
ing in virtual chat rooms. See, for instance, Risk of online 
sex trolling rises as coronavirus prompts home 
working. Reuters

and response measures to tackle the increase in do-

mestic violence. In some cases, first responders from 

the police and judicial and health services have found 

themselves overwhelmed; in other cases, resources 

have been diverted away from the criminal justice sys-

tem towards more immediate public health measures to 

deal with the pandemic. This has resulted in the scaling 

back of helplines, crisis centres, legal aid and social 

services in some states, in particular in the initial phase 

of the crisis.670 Examples of gaps in protection also in-

cluded the replacement of walk-in free legal aid servic-

es with remote counselling because of social distancing 

requirements, which de facto often hindered access to 

justice for victims of domestic violence as they were 

unable to speak in the presence of their abuser.671 The 

crisis has also disrupted the work of courts in many 

states,672 leading to delays in issuing injunctions for pro-

tection or restraining orders as well as in adjudicating 

divorce and child custody proceedings. In many cases, 

the severity of quarantine regimes and the enactment 

of curfews have affected the opportunity of women to 

escape from the household, fearing fines, reprisals by 

their abuser and a lack of protection by the state.673

In shelters, lengthy admittance procedures linked to vi-

rus-testing or confirmation of medical certification have 

often exposed victims to further harm in the home.674 In 

some countries, equitable access to sexual and repro-

ductive health care has been severely reduced, with rel-

evant health services classified as non-essential during 

the course of the pandemic.675

670 Justice for Women Amidst COVID-19, UN Women, 
IDLO, UNDP, UNODC, World Bank and The Pathfinders.

671 Eastern Europe and Central Asia Confronted with 
COVID-19: Responses and Responsibilities, Amnesty 
International

672 See the section on the judiciary and access to justice 
above for more detail.

673 COVID-19 and Domestic Abuse: When Home is not 
the Safest Place, Balkan Insight

674 Eastern Europe and Central Asia Confronted with 
COVID-19: Responses and Responsibilities, Amnesty 
International

675 Reports include examples from Poland, the Russian 
Federation or in some states in the United States. See 
Abortion Access Worsens Amid Pandemic, Foreign 
Policy, How COVID-19 affects Women’s Sexual and 
Reproductive Health, Medical News Today; Denying 
Women Abortion Access in Moscow, Human Rights 
Watch.

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/06/hungary-women-face-stark-increase-in-discrimination-and-job-insecurity-in-the-workplace-due-to-covid19-crisis/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/06/hungary-women-face-stark-increase-in-discrimination-and-job-insecurity-in-the-workplace-due-to-covid19-crisis/
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-52454741
https://data.unwomen.org/resources/covid-19-emerging-gender-data-and-why-it-matters
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/apr/09/uk-domestic-abuse-helplines-report-surge-in-calls-during-lockdown
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/apr/09/uk-domestic-abuse-helplines-report-surge-in-calls-during-lockdown
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/apr/09/uk-domestic-abuse-helplines-report-surge-in-calls-during-lockdown
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-women-rights-cyberflashing-trfn-idUSKBN2153HG
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-women-rights-cyberflashing-trfn-idUSKBN2153HG
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-women-rights-cyberflashing-trfn-idUSKBN2153HG
https://www.idlo.int/sites/default/files/pdfs/publications/idlo-justice-for-women-amidst-covid19_0.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0122152020ENGLISH.PDF
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0122152020ENGLISH.PDF
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/21/covid-19-and-domestic-abuse-when-home-is-not-the-safest-place/
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/21/covid-19-and-domestic-abuse-when-home-is-not-the-safest-place/
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0122152020ENGLISH.PDF
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0122152020ENGLISH.PDF
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/05/01/poland-abortion-access-worsens-coronavirus-pandemic.
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/05/01/poland-abortion-access-worsens-coronavirus-pandemic.
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/how-covid-19-affects-womens-sexual-and-reproductive-health
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/how-covid-19-affects-womens-sexual-and-reproductive-health
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/28/denying-women-abortion-access-moscow
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/04/28/denying-women-abortion-access-moscow
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Emergency measures have had extremely negative 

consequences on women with less access to security, 

justice and health services such as women with disa-

bilities, women from ethnic and other minority or indig-

enous backgrounds, and women from at-risk groups 

such as migrants, asylum seekers or refugee women 

in camps, all of whom have found themselves in situ-

ations of increased vulnerability to violence.676 During 

lockdowns, these groups of women have had to cope 

with numerous accumulated challenges. For example, 

women with disabilities have also faced poor access 

to health and social services.677 Women from minority, 

marginalized or migrant backgrounds have faced a lack 

of access to life-saving information through a lack of 

internet access or due to the unavailability of informa-

tion in minority languages or in remote or rural areas.678

Alongside increased reports of domestic violence, 

risks for women also increased in institutional settings. 

Disruption to the work of many external oversight bod-

ies and mechanisms has meant that women detained in 

criminal justice facilities, or in need of mental and other 

healthcare services including in nursing homes and oth-

er institutions, may have been exposed to heightened 

risk of violence.679

GOOD PRACTICES

This brief overview of the negative impact of pandemic 

and related emergency measures on women and how 

they have exacerbated gender inequalities can only be 

considered as indicative. A thorough analysis is still 

needed at all levels and in all sectors, based on disag-

gregated data and gender-sensitive research. As the 

pandemic continues and some emergency measures 

are still in place, and as in particular the social and 

economic consequences will be felt for years to come, 

676 Covid-19 and violence against women and girls: 
Addressing the shadow pandemic. UN Women, https://
www.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/publications/2020/06/
policy-brief-covid-19-and-violence-against-women-and-
girls-addressing-the-shadow-pandemic

677 Rapid gender assessment of the situation and needs 
of women in the context of COVID-19 in Ukraine, 
Reliefweb.

678 COVID-19 compounds isolation of rural women fac-
ing violence, Canada’s National Observer

679 Justice for Women Amidst COVID-19, UN Women, 
IDLO, UNDP, UNODC, World Bank and The Pathfinders.

it is too early to present a comprehensive analysis at 

this point. It has, however, already become clear that a 

number of states have acknowledged the importance 

of the gender dimension of the pandemic and response 

measures, and some positive examples of policy ad-

justments, dedicated services and communication 

initiatives have emerged. Several such examples are 

presented below, with the aim of feeding into recom-

mendations to participating States and encouraging a 

positive learning exchange between countries.

Some participating States have made concerted efforts 

to integrate gender considerations into their Covid-19 

policy responses680, or have established mechanisms 

to capture and analyse the available documentation 

and provide lessons learned.681 Some countries have 

developed targeted guidance on maternal health.682 

Emergency sexual and reproductive health servic-

es and treatment have remained available in many 

states.683 The rise in domestic violence has prompted 

some participating States to make emergency support 

programmes part of their emergency response.684

680 For example, in Belgium, the Institute for the Equality of 
Women and Men is represented in the taskforce conduct-
ing analysis, monitoring and proposing policy measures. 
In Serbia, the co-ordination body for gender equality 
is conducting a gender analysis of the situation to set 
measures to remedy the adverse effects of Covid-19 on 
women and men, and on gender equality in the country. In 
Sweden, a government decision has made gender impact 
assessments mandatory regarding all policies related to 
Covid-19. Similar mechanisms and practices are in place 
in Ireland and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Promoting and 
protecting women’s rights at national level, Council of 
Europe. Belgium, Serbia, Sweden, Ireland, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina

681 In Finland, the National Institute of Health and Welfare has 
created an online repository of resources that capture the 
effects of coronavirus and its impact on men and women 
as well as on gender equality in Finland.

682 For instance, Spain, Slovenia and the United States 
(New York State). In Ireland, the Department of Justice 
and Equality produced a videoclip on “Pregnancy and 
COVID-19” targeting travellers and Roma and Sinti. See 
Promoting and protecting women’s rights at national 
level, Council of Europe. Spain, Slovenia, Ireland.

683 Including in Slovenia and Finland, as well as in Belgium 
where access to regular and emergency contraception 
has been facilitated via e-prescription. Promoting and 
protecting women’s rights at national level, Council 
of Europe. Slovenia, Finland, Belgium

684 In Spain, the Ministry of Equality has promoted a con-
tingency plan against gender-based violence during the 
Covid-19 crisis, which includes declaring as essential all 

https://reliefweb.int/report/ukraine/rapid-gender-assessment-situation-and-needs-women-context-covid-19-ukraine-enuk
https://reliefweb.int/report/ukraine/rapid-gender-assessment-situation-and-needs-women-context-covid-19-ukraine-enuk
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2020/04/22/news/covid-19-compounds-isolation-rural-women-facing-violence
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2020/04/22/news/covid-19-compounds-isolation-rural-women-facing-violence
https://www.idlo.int/sites/default/files/pdfs/publications/idlo-justice-for-women-amidst-covid19_0.pdf
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/secretary-governor-melissa-derosa-issues-report-governor-cuomo-outlining-covid-19-maternity
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
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https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/promoting-and-protecting-women-s-rights
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Some states have set up detection and protection 

measures focused on expanding access to counsel-

ling and sheltering services to victims of domestic vi-

olence through early warning mechanisms, including 

through the use of radio and TV, social media, mobile 

applications, dedicated 24-hour helplines and web-

pages685 or established email-based services686 for do-

mestic violence cases. Some states have introduced 

new helplines to provide free legal and psychological 

advice in collaboration with international organizations 

and civil society.687 To tackle the digital divide, efforts 

have also been made to expand internet access688 or 

make mobile services affordable or free.689 Some par-

ticipating States have enabled pharmacies to initiate 

referral pathways through code words.690 Others have 

trained personnel from postal services to identify and 

comprehensive assistance services for victims of such 
violence. Promoting and protecting women’s rights at 
national level, Council of Europe. Spain

685 In Italy, police have expanded the usage of an app called 
“YouPol”, originally designed to report bullying and drug 
dealing, to give victims of violence an opportunity to alert 
the police without the partner’s knowledge. European 
Countries Develop New Ways to Tackle Domestic 
Violence During Coronavirus Lockdowns, NBC News.

686 In Portugal, the Commission for Citizenship and Gender 
Equality has activated an email service to request support 
in domestic violence cases.

687 The Gender Equality Commission of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan, with the support of the UNFPA and Civic 
Initiative Support Centres, launched a helpline for the 
prevention of domestic violence during the quarantine. 
Senate of the Oliy Majlis of the Republic of Uzbekistan: 

“Establishment of telephone helpline of the Gender 
Commission”.

688 Modems have been delivered to families without internet in 
Malta, Promoting and protecting women’s rights at 
national level, Council of Europe. Malta

689 The government of Belarus has partnered with a mobile 
operator to make the national help-line toll free to sub-
scribers. Eastern Europe and Central Asia Region. 
COVID-19 Situation Report. UNFPA.

690 This innovative practice has been reported from Belgium, 
Uzbekistan, Spain, the United Kingdom and France.

respond to cases of domestic and gender-based vi-

olence.691 Additional sheltering accommodation has 

been put in place in some states, including the use of 

hotels or holiday apartments as shelters for victims of 

domestic violence.692 Special crisis teams have been 

created on the basis of law-enforcement and civil soci-

ety co-operation.693

In some states, national human rights bodies and in-

stitutions have taken a leading role in developing ap-

propriate responses in this area.694 Several countries 

have begun prioritizing court cases for violence hear-

ings.695 Additional funding sources have been allocated 

to deal with the increased needs in several participating 

States.696

691 For example Czech Republic.
692 Examples include Belgium, Germany, Italy, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and France, Charities look for crea-
tive ways to protect women trapped in their homes 
with violent partners during COVID-19 shutdown, 
Thomson Reuters Foundation News

693 For instance, in Bulgaria and in Kyrgyzstan.
694 In Armenia, the Human Rights Defender’s Office has es-

tablished a working group on domestic violence prevention 
during the pandemic. In the Russian Federation, the 
Human Rights Commissioner has called on the authorities 
to allow domestic violence victims to leave their homes 
without obtaining special digital permits that several cities 
have introduced to monitor the lockdown measures, while 
members of the parliament have asked the government to 
exempt victims from punishments for violating quarantine 
rules. Domestic Abuse in Russia Doubles Amid Virus 
Lockdown: Official. The Moscow Times

695 E.g. in Malta and in the Netherlands. Promoting and 
protecting women’s rights at national level, Council of 
Europe

696 In Canada, for instance, the federal government has 
earmarked funding for the immediate needs of shelters 
and sexual assault centres including an existing network 
of emergency shelters to support Indigenous women and 
children fleeing violence. Violence Against Indigenous 
Women During COVID-19 Sparks Calls for MMIWG 
plan, CTV News

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Involve state bodies responsible for gender equality, as well as women’s civil society, in emergency re-

sponse and post-emergency planning and explicitly incorporate gender considerations into any recovery 

strategies and plans;
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https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/european-countries-develop-new-ways-tackle-domestic-violence-during-coronavirus-n1174301
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/european-countries-develop-new-ways-tackle-domestic-violence-during-coronavirus-n1174301
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• Take into account the gendered impact of the crisis in state budgeting to ensure adequate resource 

allocation for social protection and safety nets for those who have been laid off due to the emergency 

and to ensure sectors with so-called essential workers are adequately resourced and individuals in these 

sectors are adequately compensated;

• Prioritize proceedings to investigate and prosecute cases of domestic violence and other forms of gen-

der-based violence and provide judicial remedies in all cases;

• Pay particular attention to ensure information dissemination campaigns reach marginalized women, wom-

en from minority backgrounds and women with disabilities to step up the accessibility of violence reporting 

mechanisms and ensure alternative accommodation for victims, even after quarantine measures are lifted;

• Classify shelters and crisis centres as essential during all stages of emergencies and increase support 

to civil society organizations assisting victims of domestic violence;

• Ensure the delivery and accessibility of health services of immediate need, including health services 

covering gynaecological health, making these available to all women experiencing violence by an inti-

mate partner, and consider targeted delivery of health services to women subject to intersecting forms 

of discrimination, such as Roma and Sinti women and women with disabilities;

• Collect sex-disaggregated data to understand the social, economic and legal impacts of the public health 

crisis on women and girls, and the implications of restrictions to fundamental freedoms brought about 

by government responses;

• Integrate gender considerations into laws, policies, budgets and other measures related to emergency 

planning, preparedness and response, so they efficiently address inequalities and deliver adequate ser-

vices, protection and equitable recovery to all, women and men, in all their diversity;

• Ensure greater representation of women in any future emergency taskforces, efficiently address women’s 

needs, and reflect a diversity of women’s perspectives in decision-making;

• Promote inclusive approaches to addressing public crises, with the participation of civil society organi-

zations catering to different population segments, including the most marginalized;

• Increase women’s participation in the delivery of security and justice services and continue enabling 

special crisis teams to function beyond the termination of quarantine measures;

• Set up effective legal protection and guarantees to prevent and combat domestic violence and other forms 

of gender-based violence through national legislation; and thoroughly revise enforcement mechanisms 

where gaps have been reported during the pandemic.

II.3.C ROMA AND SINTI

As early as 1990, participating States recognized the 

specific human-dimension challenges faced by Roma 

and Sinti communities throughout the region.697 Since 

then, Roma and Sinti issues have continued to figure 

prominently on the OSCE agenda, exemplified by the 

establishment of the Contact Point for Roma and Sinti 

Issues (CPRSI) within ODIHR in 1994 by the Budapest 

Summit, which tasked ODIHR, among other things, to 

act as a clearing house for the exchange of information 

on Roma and Sinti issues, including information on the 

697 Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 40

implementation of commitments pertaining to Roma 

and Sinti.698

Recognizing the particular difficulties faced by Roma 

and Sinti people and the need to undertake effective 

measures in order to eradicate racism and discrimi-

nation against them, in 2003 in Maastricht participat-

ing States adopted the Action Plan on Improving the 

698 The Roma are Europe’s largest ethnic minority. Out of an 
estimated 10–12 million in total in Europe, some 6 million 
live in the EU, and most of them hold the citizenship of an 
EU country. The term Roma encompasses diverse groups, 
including Roma, Gypsies, Travellers, Manouches, Ashkali, 
Sinti and Boyash. See, Roma and the EU, European 
Commission

https://ec.europa.eu/info/policies/justice-and-fundamental-rights/combatting-discrimination/roma-and-eu/roma-integration-eu_en
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Situation of Roma and Sinti within the OSCE area.699 

Subsequently, three more Roma-focused Ministerial 

Council Decisions700 were adopted, expanding the 

OSCE commitments on Roma while placing further 

emphasis on aspects such as access to early educa-

tion, addressing the rise of violent manifestations of 

intolerance against Roma and Sinti, and challenges 

faced by Roma women, youth and children.

Since the outbreak of the pandemic, the CPRSI has 

engaged with civil society organizations from which it 

has received reports of a number of measures adopted 

by States that can be considered as targeting Roma 

communities in a discriminatory manner.

Due to the nature of the pandemic, the poorer and 

more vulnerable groups and categories of populations 

are hit harder than the rest of the population. Against 

a backdrop of widespread fear caused by the health 

crisis, there has been a surge in manifestations of prej-

udice and racism coupled with some (local) authorities 

undertaking hasty and biased measures against such 

groups, including Roma and Sinti. At times, they were 

abusively labelled as ‘a hazard to public safety’, ‘undis-

ciplined’ and ‘spreading the virus’.701 At the same time, 

the authorities often failed to raise awareness among 

these communities of the emergency measures and 

their necessity, and to help them understand how to 

prevent contamination and its spreading.

Many Roma live in informal settlements, in overcrowd-

ed and substandard conditions, lacking proper infra-

structure for running water, sanitation and sewage. 

Widespread poverty and linguistic challenges make 

this population ‘hard-to-reach’ in public health terms. 

As a consequence, such areas and their inhabitants 

are more prone to the risks of contamination. The pan-

demic poses particular challenges to the Roma popu-

lation as it is compounded by a long history of neglect 

and marginalization of these communities, with many 

699 Maastricht Ministerial Council 2003 (MC.DEC/3/03) - OSCE 
Action Plan on Improving the Situation of Roma and Sinti 
within the OSCE Area

700 Helsinki Ministerial Council, 6/2008, Athens Ministerial 
Council 8/2009, and Kyiv Ministerial Council 4/2013

701 The CPRSI has collected reports of such incidents and 
documented abusive statements by officials and political 
leaders.

people already suffering from poor health.702 Due to 

these hardships, as documented through various anal-

yses in the past decade, the life expectancy of Roma 

people from such communities is 10–15 years below 

that of the majority population. Any health crisis there-

fore has the potential to deepen an already adverse 

situation.

Due to the differences in the health status of the Roma 

communities compared to the majority population, 

states need to pay more careful attention to the former, 

in line with the principle of leaving no one behind.703 

Therefore, states have an obligation to assess the spe-

cifics of the situation of Roma communities to ensure 

that the standard measures taken to contain the ep-

idemic consider all the risk factors. This will ensure 

that interventions are tailored to address those specific 

challenges and at the same time avoid infringing on 

people’s rights and their further stigmatization and mar-

ginalization. It is in the best interest of states to be mind-

ful of the principle of the weakest link in the chain, and 

therefore act proactively to ensure that Roma commu-

nities have adequate access to health services and care 

and can fully enjoy their social and economic rights.

A number of restrictive and quarantine measures were 

imposed in the absence of solid evidence that those 

communities had been affected by the pandemic, 

while full lockdowns were enforced in large communi-

ties where only a handful of individuals were infected. 

Arguing concern for public safety, some authorities un-

dertook strict measures that amounted to limiting the 

702 Also, indicators such as child mortality, malnutrition and 
mental health are generally worse among Roma communi-
ties in poverty and living in informal settlements.

703 Numerous OSCE commitments refer to equal access to 
human rights and social justice for all. In 2015, UN Member 
States resolved, in the UN summit outcome document 

‘Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development’, “between now and 2030, to end poverty 
and hunger everywhere; to combat inequalities within 
and among countries; to build peaceful, just and inclusive 
societies; to protect human rights and promote gender 
equality and the empowerment of women and girls; and to 
ensure the lasting protection of the planet and its natural 
resources.” Recognizing “that the dignity of the human 
person is fundamental” and wishing to see the Sustainable 
Development Goals and targets “met for all nations 
and peoples and for all segments of society”, they also 

“pledged that no one will be left behind” and endeavoured 
“to reach the furthest behind first.”
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movement of people, restricting access to and outside 

of their communities, curfew, checkpoints with barri-

ers manned by police and the military, and full lock-

downs of communities. Such measures were clearly 

discriminatory in nature as they were only imposed on 

the Roma, while other districts and areas inhabited by 

non-Roma were not targeted in the same way. These 

discriminatory lockdown measures have had a severe-

ly negative impact on the economic opportunities of 

Roma, which often depended on informal and tempo-

rary work, pushing many further into poverty.

Unfortunately, some of these early patterns of nega-

tive attitudes and biased measures targeting Roma 

that occurred soon after the outbreak have intensified 

and been replicated in numerous places. Only a few 

authorities have introduced positive measures to try 

and identify ways to help vulnerable communities, for 

example small-scale campaigns to provide them with 

social and humanitarian support, or raising awareness 

about the prevention of contamination. The overall sit-

uation of Roma communities across the OSCE region 

remains critical.

AREAS OF CONCERN

OSCE participating States have placed combating rac-

ism and discrimination against Roma and Sinti at the 

core of efforts to improve their situation.704 Nevertheless, 

racism and discrimination against Roma and Sinti con-

tinue to manifest themselves across the OSCE area.

Adding to already existent social and economic vulnera-

bility, manifestations of racism and discrimination, often 

violent, have been reported in a number of participating 

States since the outbreak of the pandemic. Many such 

incidents stemmed from restriction measures imposed 

by the authorities, as well as by increased anti-Roma 

rhetoric in the public arena, including online, and not 

infrequently by public officials, media and opinion lead-

ers.705 Some measures to subject Roma communities 

to quarantine or other limitations and restrictions are 

704 See, for instance Copenhagen Document (1990) para. 40
705 See also the section on Hate Crimes and Discrimination, 

above.

thought to be connected to allegations made against 

Roma and spread through the mass media.706

There have been reports of Roma communities sub-

jected to Covid-19 testing by the authorities that was 

administered with the involvement of the military.707 

While testing is in principle a necessary and welcome 

public health measure, civil society groups expressed 

concern over such practices without the provision of 

necessary protection and support, thus contributing to 

further stigmatization of the communities concerned.708 

The anti-Roma rhetoric in the public arena further con-

tributed to fuelling hate and intolerance. Unabated 

hate speech709 inciting people against Roma have the 

potential to lead to hate crime and racially motivated 

violence.710 There have been cases of harassment,711 

damage to property,712 physical assault713 and violent 

706 See, for instance, Amnesty International, Stigmatizing 
quarantines of Roma settlements in Slovakia and 
Bulgaria

707 Cases have been reported in Bulgaria, Slovakia (see pre-
vious footnote), Romania (Deutsche Welle, Coronavirus: 
Europe’s forgotten Roma at risk), North Macedonia 
(European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC), Roma quaran-
tined at the border to North Macedonia), or Spain (El 
Diario, Coronavirus: el racismo que la pandemia deja 
al descubierto)

708 Amnesty International, Roma must not be further stig-
matized during COVID-19

709 See, National Equality Bodies report Impacts on 
Equality of Coronavirus Pandemic.

710 This can be illustrated by reports from Bulgaria (ERRC, 
Anti-Roma hate speech by MEP Angel Dzhambazki), 
Romania (Ziare.com, The National Agency for Roma 
asks Prime Minister Orban to take measures after 
the statement of the prefect of Timis county, Liliana 
Onet; Libertatea.ro, Traian Băsescu, Racist statements 
against the Roma: “Gypsy groups must understand 
that they cannot be tolerated with their way of life”), 
Ukraine (NGO “Human Rights Roma Center” alleged that 
the head of the Odesa regional health department, used 

“hate speech” against Roma in describing the epidemio-
logical situation in the region; ERGO Network statement 
on the eviction of Roma by the mayor of Ivano-Frankivsk), 
Slovakia (EU Observer reported on a racist statement of 
the mayor of Kosice on social media), or Spain (El Diario 
reporting on a widespread message spreading false and 
racist accusation against Roma.

711 Young Roma Student harassed and discriminated in 
a bus in North Macedonia, 24vakti portal

712 Demolished office and stolen inventory of Roma 
CSO in North Macedonia, Setaliste news portal

713 Driver runs into Romani boy in crosswalk, shouts 
racist abuse at him and drives off, in Czech Republic, 
Romea news portal
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https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0121562020ENGLISH.PDF
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http://www.errc.org/news/anti-roma-hate-speech-by-mep-angel-dzhambazki
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https://ziare.com/stiri-timisoara/stiri-business/agentia-nationala-pentru-romi-ii-cere-premierului-orban-sa-ia-masuri-dupa-declaratia-prefectului-judetului-timis-liliana-onet-8014362
https://ziare.com/stiri-timisoara/stiri-business/agentia-nationala-pentru-romi-ii-cere-premierului-orban-sa-ia-masuri-dupa-declaratia-prefectului-judetului-timis-liliana-onet-8014362
https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/traian-basescu-declaratii-rasiste-la-adresa-romilor-aceasta-minoritate-a-facut-o-imagine-deplorabila-poporului-roman-ei-sunt-tigani-2980629
https://www.libertatea.ro/stiri/traian-basescu-declaratii-rasiste-la-adresa-romilor-aceasta-minoritate-a-facut-o-imagine-deplorabila-poporului-roman-ei-sunt-tigani-2980629
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=2998194746905570&id=1038856576172740
http://ergonetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ERGO-input_impact-section-in-specific-MS.pdf
https://euobserver.com/coronavirus/147759?fbclid=IwAR2xUj9JxlYCjiCRuClgGxruohgutIc-eQ5UgI7N1uztG3AD6dDLajXd-40
https://24vakti.mk/насилнички-ме-симнаа-од-автобус-и-се-из/?fbclid=IwAR1ECl7nsR1Ts2Dmjch0im1qkOfgnuF9elk2-cs7GElgLJjWhCtet-KTTnA
https://24vakti.mk/насилнички-ме-симнаа-од-автобус-и-се-из/?fbclid=IwAR1ECl7nsR1Ts2Dmjch0im1qkOfgnuF9elk2-cs7GElgLJjWhCtet-KTTnA
https://setaliste.com.mk/vesti/binfo/Фото-Демолирана-канцеларијата-и-укра/?fbclid=IwAR2nk3dFsybxOy34CixurXTFh6d5z243sfQmsVpjQXYKxztzeKJdoiy9hws
https://setaliste.com.mk/vesti/binfo/Фото-Демолирана-канцеларијата-и-укра/?fbclid=IwAR2nk3dFsybxOy34CixurXTFh6d5z243sfQmsVpjQXYKxztzeKJdoiy9hws
http://www.romea.cz/en/news/czech/czech-republic-driver-runs-into-romani-boy-in-crosswalk-shouts-racist-abuse-at-him-and-drives-off
http://www.romea.cz/en/news/czech/czech-republic-driver-runs-into-romani-boy-in-crosswalk-shouts-racist-abuse-at-him-and-drives-off
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attacks714 against Roma that were reported and docu-

mented by media or civil society.715

Amidst restrictions to movement, quarantines and lock-

downs imposed by the authorities as part of their de-

clared status of emergency, there have been a number 

of cases of police or law enforcement intervention in 

relation to Roma communities, involving the unjusti-

fied and disproportionate use or abuse of force.716 In 

a number of participating States, police and security 

forces, while carrying out checks on the compliance 

by Roma with quarantine or other safety measures, 

have displayed conduct that is disproportionate and 

unjustified, including hitting children with truncheons, 

extensive hitting of handcuffed Roma lying face down 

on the ground, the use of tear gas, including against 

women and children, and entering private houses and 

physically abusing Roma residents.717 Such interven-

tions have been posted and praised on the Facebook 

page of a police union with thousands of subscribers, 

and accompanied by openly racist remarks by their 

administrators, demonstrating a widespread718 racial 

bias behind police action in some places.719

Long before the outbreak of the pandemic,  Roma 

and Sinti pupils and students already suffered from 

inequality in education, including through their routine 

714 Roma camp attacked and tents burned down by 
unknown assailants in Ukraine, ERRC

715 See additional information in the preceding section on Hate 
crime and Discrimination.

716 Bulgaria military allowed to use force amid coronavi-
rus curbs.

717 Such cases were reported in Germany (Central Council of 
German Sinti and Roma, Central Council of German Sinti 
and Roma demands complete clarification of police vio-
lence against a Roma family in Freiburg); Slovakia (Romea 
news portal, Slovak police officer said to have beaten five 
Romani children in Krompachy settlement and threatened 
to shoot them); Romania (Center for Legal Resources, 
Roma minority – scapegoated during the pandemic, 
Letter to the President, Prime-Minister and other relevant 
institutions)

718 In the past month in Romania alone, The European 
Roma Rights Center recorded at least eight incidents 
where police officers used disproportionate force against 
the Roma.

Amnesty International’s Evidence Lab verified 34 videos from 
across Europe showing police used force unlawfully, and in 
many instances when it was not required at all.

719 Facebook page of Romanian police union “Sindicatul 
Europol.”

placement in segregated schools and “special schools” 

designated for children with intellectual disabilities and 

learning difficulties, meaning they are educated accord-

ing to a substandard school curriculum by poorly quali-

fied teachers. Throughout their quest to access educa-

tion, they have been often subjected to a hostile school 

environment, discrimination and bullying both from 

teachers as well as from their peers, leading to high 

dropout rates and poor learning outcomes. Segregation 

deprive Roma and Sinti students of a quality education 

and opportunities to obtain the qualifications necessary 

to secure jobs in the future.720

Due to the pandemic and emergency school closures 

to be found in most participating States at some point 

during the outbreak, education moved online, with 

students expected to study and participate in classes 

from home. While pupils and students quickly adapted 

to this home-learning environment in many countries, 

these measures excluded tens of thousands of Roma 

students from educational processes as they generally 

lack the minimum requirements (e.g. quiet rooms, com-

puter access, or internet connections) for such learning.

Furthermore, the crisis and movement restriction meas-

ures have exerted a higher toll on such poor communi-

ties as their capacity to secure their daily subsistence 

has diminished drastically. The lack of proper equip-

ment to attend online classes is therefore compounded 

by the burden of poverty, including a lack of regular 

and decent nutrition. Extended school closures, which 

are expected to persist in several states, and potential-

ly new waves of the pandemic, is likely to widen and 

deepen the educational gap for Roma students, result-

ing in even higher dropout rates and loss in employment 

opportunities over the long term.

The outbreak of the pandemic was accompanied by a 

surge in inflammatory articles in the European media 

that portrayed Roma in a biased and negative manner.721 

720 See Education: the situation of Roma in 11 EU 
Member States, EU FRA, 30 October 2014, p 43.

721 News outlets in 9 countries: Spain: Diari16, Coronavirus 
and gypsies, 19 March; Slovakia-Czech Republic: 
Novinky, Headlines “It exploded in Roma settlements, 
the prime minister said. Coronavirus is spread-
ing uncontrollably”,16 April; Romania: MEDIAFAX, 
Traian Basescu was also reported to CNCD for his 

http://www.errc.org/news/roma-camp-attacked-and-tents-burned-down-by-unknown-assailants-in-ukraine?fbclid=IwAR1q09IOce3lIN0MfIBVgFbxsx3F3d9ly3g3amQ_NV1ATHLH9Ig4dxfcroA
http://www.errc.org/news/roma-camp-attacked-and-tents-burned-down-by-unknown-assailants-in-ukraine?fbclid=IwAR1q09IOce3lIN0MfIBVgFbxsx3F3d9ly3g3amQ_NV1ATHLH9Ig4dxfcroA
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/bulgaria-military-allowed-force-coronavirus-curbs-200320160712198.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/bulgaria-military-allowed-force-coronavirus-curbs-200320160712198.html
https://zentralrat.sintiundroma.de/zentralrat-deutscher-sinti-und-roma-fordert-lueckenlose-aufklaerung-von-polizeigewalt-gegen-eine-roma-familie-in-freiburg/?fbclid=IwAR0_xubaKYdsZh9mj7n9H_C3S9uj0WqFRxK1umArWsnTHQ320yeaYgVYTYU
http://www.romea.cz/en/news/world/slovak-police-officer-said-to-have-beaten-five-romani-children-in-krompachy-settlement-and-threatened-to-shoot-them
http://www.crj.ro/minoritatea-roma-tap-ispasitor-in-vremea-pandemiei/?fbclid=IwAR2FxsQx864vPtpL19F9gslH8IuImZ_-c6Af5RH_WQkhzIBGGHiXxY8FaDo
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/police-covid-19-pandemic-excuse-abuse-roma-200511134616420.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/police-covid-19-pandemic-excuse-abuse-roma-200511134616420.html
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/06/europe-covid19-lockdowns-expose-racial-bias-and-discrimination-within-police/
https://www.facebook.com/europolromania/
https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
https://fra.europa.eu/en/publication/2014/education-situation-roma-11-eu-member-states
https://diario16.com/el-coronavirus-y-los-gitanos/?fbclid=IwAR0j2wHzAAGzTg2COOhhKiA15unuW1QnO2dZZ8CP1COjzlwt6vjHiOKDe1E;
https://diario16.com/el-coronavirus-y-los-gitanos/?fbclid=IwAR0j2wHzAAGzTg2COOhhKiA15unuW1QnO2dZZ8CP1COjzlwt6vjHiOKDe1E;
https://www.novinky.cz/zahranicni/evropa/clanek/v-romske-osade-na-slovensku-potvrdili-nekontrolovatelne-sireni-koronaviru-40320773
https://www.novinky.cz/zahranicni/evropa/clanek/v-romske-osade-na-slovensku-potvrdili-nekontrolovatelne-sireni-koronaviru-40320773
https://www.novinky.cz/zahranicni/evropa/clanek/v-romske-osade-na-slovensku-potvrdili-nekontrolovatelne-sireni-koronaviru-40320773
https://www.mediafax.ro/politic/traian-basescu-reclamat-si-el-la-cncd-pentru-afirmatii-incitatoare-la-ura-ce-a-spus-fostul-presedinte-despre-etnicii-romi-19112378
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In these, Roma are often scapegoated and blamed for 

the spread of the disease, for irresponsible and negli-

gent behaviour, and for disregarding social distancing 

measures. Even though non-compliance with the im-

posed measures was common and widespread, the 

cases of Roma were highly publicised and presented 

as a risk to the majority population.

A number of media outlets resorted to the use of an-

ti-Roma and Sinti discourse. Racist and discriminatory 

articles and TV broadcasts722 were prominent and am-

plified further through their extensive dissemination on 

social media platforms. Civil society organizations and 

human rights defenders in a number of countries have 

sent open letters to governments with a request for 

such incidents and crimes to be promptly and properly 

investigated.723

Throughout the OSCE region, many Roma and Sinti 

communities live in poverty, characterized by informal 

settlements and improvised housing, often without ac-

cess to running water and sanitation infrastructure.724 

During the pandemic, these communities have faced 

increased risks and further exclusion, affecting their 

ability to follow basic hygiene measures such as hand 

washing that were recommended to stem the spread of 

Covid-19.725Along with the higher exposure to potential 

declarations. Was it incitement to hatred? What the 
former president said about ethnic Roma, 3 May; 
Hungary: HirKlikk, The coronavirus can be devastat-
ing among Roma, 9 April; United Kingdom: Glasgow 
Times, Claims 50% of Roma group have fled 
Govanhill after false Covid-19 rumours, 11 April; North 
Macedonia: KANAL5TV, The number of infected is 
growing and in Topansko Pole a wedding was held 
today despite the ban, 22 March; Bulgaria: Your News, 
Bulgaria’s Roma say some coronavirus measures 
are discriminatory, 24 March; Greece: Keep talking 
Greece, Tsiodras visits Roma settlement in quaran-
tine, gives anti-racism lesson, 10 April; Ukraine: Zaxid 
net, The mayor of Ivano-Frankivsk apologized to the 
Roma for the discrimination, 23 April.

722 In Bulgaria, see: Btnovinite, Residents of Sliven’s 
Nadezhda in an attempt to fight with a BTV team, 25 
April.

723 See Centre for Legal Resources (Bucharest), Roma mi-
nority: scapegoat during the pandemic, 12 May 2020.

724 European Roma Rights Centre, Thirsting for Justice: A 
Report by the European Roma Rights Centre, March 2017.

725 Council of Europe, Governments must ensure equal 
protection and care for Roma and Travellers, 7 April 
2020.

contamination, Roma and Sinti faced significant barri-

ers in accessing healthcare services.726 Taken together, 

all these circumstances have placed Roma and Sinti 

communities in a very vulnerable situation, which, if 

not addressed properly, will leave these communities 

unable to keep the pandemic at bay.727

As the economic situation has declined in many coun-

tries, many Roma and Sinti have lost their sole sources 

of daily income due to the movement restrictions and 

lockdown measures.728 People living from collecting 

scrap metal and recyclable materials, as well as those 

who are self-employed, or work in markets or as daily 

labourers without a contract, were unable to benefit 

from the unemployment measures provided during the 

pandemic, and were thus left alone to survive as best 

they could.729 In some instances, due to pre-existing 

barriers such as a lack of personal documentation or 

statelessness, Roma were unable to benefit from meas-

ures designed to help the population during the pan-

demic.730 Without an economic safety net to compen-

sate for their loss of daily income, the socio-economic 

situation of Roma and Sinti may become significantly 

worse than before the pandemic, making it still more 

difficult to escape from the cycle of poverty.731

726 In France, No money, no water, no food: Covid-19 
lockdown in a Paris Roma slum, France 24, 16 April 
2020.

727 With a focus on the situation of Ireland’s Roma A 
Marginalized People Facing A New Crisis With 
Coronavirus Pandemic, International Business Times, 27 
April 2020; EU Observer, Inequality, anti-Roma racism, 
and the coronavirus, 21 May 2020

728 EurActive, The Roma are among most threatened by 
coronavirus in Europe, 8 April 2020

729 Exit News, Roma Community Suffering Due to 
Coronavirus Crackdown, reporting on the situation in 
Albania, 20 March 2020; Reporting Democracy, Roma: 
Europe’s Neglected Coronavirus Victims, 1 April 2020; 
Reuters, reporting a story on Hungary’s Roma facing 
economic disaster as COVID restrictions lifted, 4 May 
2020

730 The Institute for Research and Policy Analysis (Romalitico) 
documented this situation in North Macedonia in People 
without Personal Documents in Macedonia are Still 
Invisible for the Institutions, 14 May 2020.

731 Open Society Foundations, Roma in the COVID-19 
Crisis: An Early Warning from Six EU Member States 
(Spain, Italy, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and 
Bulgaria).
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GOOD PRACTICES

In the course of the pandemic, a few notable initia-

tives have been implemented by some participating 

States to support Roma communities. In Greece, the 

Ministry of Interior announced allocations of 2.25 mil-

lion EUR to help Roma during the pandemic.732 At the 

same time, 34 municipalities from seven participating 

States have co-operated with the Council of Europe 

to mobilize small-scale funding and human resources 

in order to respond to the pandemic and help Roma 

communities.733

732 This example from Greece is reported in RomeaCZ, 
Greece approves crisis fund for Romani settlements, 
21 April 2020

733 Council of Europe, ROMACTED Contribution to 
COVID-19 Action, 30 April 2020

However, the majority of good practices related to the 

Roma have come from civil society organizations, pri-

marily through the provision of humanitarian aid in the 

form of food packages, disinfectants and masks.734 

Self-mobilization by Roma and Sinti communities has 

also been important throughout the pandemic.

734 Activists, civil society organizations, and Roma from 
Albania, Czech Republic, Montenegro, North 
Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Ukraine and other par-
ticipating States have mobilized through various causes to 
help alleviate the pandemic effects for the most margin-
alized Roma and Sinti. See for example: Roma Women 
Rights Center - Albania, 5 May 2020; Agentia “Impreuna” 
video report, 18 April 2020; or Blog Hate Free, A pair of 
Roma Women from Tanvald Sewed over 1,000 Veils 
for Seniors and People in Financial Distress per 
week. Also see Kosovo, Please see OSCE disclaimer on 
page 26.

RECOMMENDATIONS

• Utilize existing national social and poverty maps and databases from social protection services to identify 

people in need, on the threshold of poverty or below, who need to be supported through the establish-

ment of food banks and delivery of food support based on assessment of their basic needs per month;

• Ensure that Roma and Sinti communities have equal access to basic medical services, such as doctors 

or pharmacies during lockdown; ensure that healthcare is guaranteed for everyone, including for those 

without health insurance or personal documents;

• Guarantee access to clean drinking water for Roma and Sinti communities living in marginalized settle-

ments that are lacking water infrastructure and basic sanitation;

• Together with local authorities, bridge the digital divide affecting Roma settlements by providing them 

with internet hotspots free of charge, as these are essential for accessing public information as well as 

online education and learning;

• Assist Roma and Sinti children in accessing remote learning and materials, by providing the necessary 

electronic equipment and support by social and education workers;

• Ensure that the upcoming recovery plans being developed for the post-pandemic period are inclusive 

and take the challenges and vulnerabilities of Roma and Sinti communities and their needs fully into 

account; ensure the full participation of Roma in the consultations, design and development of such 

recovery plans and strategies;

• Strongly and unequivocally condemn racial and ethnic hatred, anti-Roma sentiment, xenophobia and 

discrimination against Roma and Sinti, and ensure that violations of human rights do not enjoy impunity;

• Share information and experience about the provision of large-scale humanitarian aid and emergency 

support, and match efforts with state funding to establish and implement such plans, ensuring that Roma 

and Sinti communities are among the prioritized and targeted beneficiaries;

• Develop measures to promote and protect human rights while actively countering racism and discrimi-

nation against Roma and Sinti.

http://www.romea.cz/en/news/world/greece-approves-crisis-fund-for-romani-settlements-during-covid-19?fbclid=IwAR1TVM1kvHF30GhtILo4gcw69Fb54i_DWQX6OiywYv8YRIXFYgg3zv7yiFs
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II.3.D MIGRATION

Since the Helsinki Final Act, OSCE participating States 

have expressed concern for the protection of the 

rights of migrant workers and refugee populations. 

Subsequently, in Madrid in 1983, they reiterated the 

application of existing human rights standards in the 

field of civil and political rights, as well as the econom-

ic, social and cultural rights to migrants and refugees. 

Participating States have made specific commitments 

related to migration, such as border security and man-

agement,735 as well as detention and other situations of 

deprivation of liberty.736

Although the legal framework and practical needs of 

a specific category of migrant may differ and require 

specific analysis, for the purposes of this overview, all 

people affected by migration share similar vulnerabili-

ties and it is in this context that the human rights impact 

on this population are described here. The focus is 

therefore on the common effect that the pandemic and 

related emergency measures have had on migrants 

overall, such as border restrictions, detention practices 

or difficulties in accessing legal procedures.

ODIHR’s mandate on the protection of the human 

rights of migrants stems from the commitments made 

by participating States as long ago as 1990 in the 

Copenhagen Document and at the Helsinki Summit 

(1992). Later, these commitments were further devel-

oped to incorporate concerns such as enabling mi-

grants to participate in public life,737 creating the condi-

tions that foster harmonious relations between migrants 

and the rest of the society,738 combatting discrimination 

and violence,739 and developing or reinforcing national 

plans for migrant integration.740

735 Ljubljana Ministerial Council (2005).
736 Copenhagen Document (1990).
737 Moscow Document (1991), Maastricht Ministerial Council 

(2003).
738 Ljubljana Ministerial Council (2005), Athens Ministerial 

Council (2009), Hamburg Ministerial Council (2016).
739 Maastricht Ministerial Council (2003).
740 Helsinki Summit (1992), Budapest Summit (1994), 

Maastricht Ministerial Council (2003), Ljubljana Ministerial 
Council (2005), Athens Ministerial Council (2009), Hamburg 
Ministerial Council (2016). The rights of migrants and 
refugees are enshrined in international law, in particular in 
UN conventions such as the 1951 Refugee Convention, 

AREAS OF CONCERN

The closure of international borders was one of the 

first measures taken by participating States at the onset 

of the crisis. In many countries of the Schengen area, 

which comprises 26 OSCE participating States that 

have agreed to freedom of movement, internal border 

controls were reinstated.741 Border restrictions brought 

international travel to a standstill, by suspending inter-

national air and rail links, closing airports, imposing 

strict conditions on who could cross borders and in 

exceptional cases, even limiting the ability of nationals 

to leave their own country.742

Across the OSCE region, border restrictions impacted 

international mobility and, as such, migrants’ ability to 

return home or to take up employment, including of a 

recurrent seasonal nature. As a result, many migrants 

were left stranded and availed of repatriation efforts 

put in place by their countries of origins.743 Uncertainty 

regarding international travel and reopening of borders 

poses great threats for migrants whose physical safety 

and economic well-being may be dependent on cross-

ing borders.744

the International Convention on the Protection of the 
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their 
Families, adopted by General Assembly resolution 45/158 
of 18 December 1990, as well as within the framework of 
the Council of Europe or through consensus-led process-
es such as the Global Compact on Migration or the 
Global Compact on Refugees. In adopting the New 
York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, the 193 
UN Member States recognized the need for a comprehen-
sive approach to human mobility and enhanced co-opera-
tion at the global level.

741 The Schengen Borders Code provides Member States with 
the capability of temporarily reintroducing border control 
at the internal borders in the event that a serious threat to 
public policy or internal security has been established. See, 
European Commission, Temporary Reintroduction of 
Border Control.

742 This has been reported from Czech Republic, Belgium 
and Ukraine, among others. See, for instance, Only 
Czechs and Belgians Banned From Travel Abroad in 
Europe Over Coronavirus, by Prague Morning, 22 April 
2020

743 See, for example, Coronavirus Exposes Central Asian 
Migrants’ Vulnerability, The Diplomat, 10 April 2020.

744 See, The coronavirus pandemic could be devastating 
for the world’s migrants, World Economic Forum, 6 
April.
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/the-coronavirus-pandemic-could-be-devastating-for-the-worlds-refugees/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/the-coronavirus-pandemic-could-be-devastating-for-the-worlds-refugees/
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Border crossing points are already risk areas for mi-

grants in normal times but emerged as particularly vul-

nerable flashpoints for many migrants during the pan-

demic. Despite pandemic-related restrictions increasing 

the obstacles to carrying out border monitoring work,745 

several incidents at international borders were reported 

by civil society. For instance, reports from civil society 

working at the external borders of the European Union 

highlighted the continued use of illegal pushbacks, in-

cidents of violence and health risks posed by border 

officials continuing to carry-out controls despite testing 

positive for Covid-19.746 Pushbacks, or arbitrary and 

collective expulsions, are illegal under international law. 

These principles are applicable to all migrants and not 

just refugees. Refugee law emphasizes the principle of 

non-refoulement, which cannot be guaranteed when 

undergoing a collective expulsion as no individual as-

sessment can be carried out.

Following the onset of the pandemic and the ensuing 

border closures, access to the asylum procedures was 

de-facto or de-jure impacted in many countries across 

the OSCE region. Some States were able to maintain 

the pre-registration or registration of asylum-seekers.747 

However, in many other countries, restrictions on ac-

cess to the territory were applied to those seeking asy-

lum and in others due to the physical closure of asylum 

745 Border monitoring is a common activity carried out by 
CSOs but also national institutions such as NHRIs. Border 
monitoring, including the role of CSOs and human rights 
defenders in border monitoring, are enshrined in the 
OHCHR Recommended Principles and Guidelines on 
Human Rights at International Borders.

746 Before the start of the pandemic in Europe, an increase 
in the number of migrants trying to enter the EU through 
Turkey was reported (see media report from 1 March) 
which contributed to pressures at the border before and 
during the pandemic (see media report from 2 May). In late 
March, Turkey reportedly relocated some 6,000 migrants 
from the border (see media report from 30 March). During 
the pandemic, the illegal use of pushbacks was reported 
in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Greece. See 
the report of the Border Violence Monitoring Network of 5 
May 2020. See the report by the same group on incidents 
of violence along the “Balkan Route” in Slovenia, Croatia, 
Serbia and Greece.

747 This included Austria, Georgia, Germany, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Moldova, Slovakia, 
Slovenia and Switzerland.

offices, new asylum claims could not be filed, and ex-

isting claims could not be further processed.748

The pandemic has brought to light the challenges in 

terms of physical distancing and hygienic measures 

present at collective centres, such as reception cen-

tres and transit centres, which are often subject to 

overcrowding. Not only is this an issue of concern for 

migrants living in such centres, but it also impacts au-

thorities’ efforts to protect the wider population from 

transmission. Unfortunately, in a few countries, entire 

reception centres were locked down and the move-

ments of residents curtailed, without any evidence of 

cases being diagnosed.749 In some cases, the lock-

downs were enforced by armed forces and violent inci-

dents were reported.750 These indiscriminate lockdowns 

may have contributed to an increased perception of 

migrants as vectors of disease, resulting in reported 

incidents of vigilantism and anti-migrant sentiment.751

Expert guidance emphasized that people in immi-

gration detention are at particular risk of contracting 

coronavirus.752 Detention facilities are not walled off 

from society and even with increased restrictions and 

screening, there is a constant flow of people. Thus, not 

only is it very difficult to preclude the virus from entering 

a detention facility and spreading rapidly, its spread 

may pose risks of amplifying and spreading the virus 

to communities in its vicinity and at large. Due to travel 

and health restrictions in response to the pandemic, 

the implementation of many return orders has been 

suspended; as it becomes impossible to determine the 

duration of pre-return detention, such detention is ren-

dered arbitrary and thus, unlawful. There is a general 

growing consensus on the importance of increasing 

the use of alternative means to custodial detention for 

748 See, for instance, statement from UNHCR, 19 March 
2020.

749 This included Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cyprus and 
Serbia.

750 See, for example a report of the situation in Serbia and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

751 See, for example, a report from Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Bosnian minister proposes deportation and incar-
ceration of migrants by Sertan Sanderson, 24 April 2020.

752 Guidance provided by the WHO, the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the Council of Europe 
and the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC).

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/Pages/InternationalBorders.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Migration/Pages/InternationalBorders.aspx
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/02/greece-defensive-turkey-opens-border-refugees-200229091808379.html
https://www.dw.com/en/refugees-pushed-from-both-sides-of-the-turkey-eu-border/av-52645081
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/23756/turkey-removes-some-6-000-migrants-from-greek-border-interior-minister
https://www.borderviolence.eu/press-release-documented-pushbacks-from-centres-on-the-greek-mainland/
https://www.borderviolence.eu/wp-content/uploads/COVID-19-Report.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/en-ie/news/press/2020/3/5e7395f84/statement-filippo-grandi-un-high-commissioner-refugees-covid-19-crisis.html
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/09/movement-ban-worsens-migrants-plight-in-serbia-bosnia/
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24333/bosnian-minister-proposes-deportation-and-incarceration-of-migrants
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24333/bosnian-minister-proposes-deportation-and-incarceration-of-migrants
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/covid-19-immigration-detention-what-can-governments-and-other-stakeholders-do
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the purposes of immigration,753 to ensure that deten-

tion remains legal, not arbitrary and that human rights 

violations can be prevented. Similarly, the issues of 

alternative and child detention are interconnected. For 

states to be able to eliminate the practice of child and 

family detention, non-custodial alternatives must be in 

place (both for families and unaccompanied children). 

(For more on issues related to the deprivation of liberty 

and detention in the context of the pandemic in general, 

see the previous section.)

In the first months of this year, the number of people 

reaching Europe from North Africa and Asia was ex-

pected to be slightly higher than in the previous year, 

but following the escalating Covid-19 crisis, departures 

of boats carrying asylum seekers were reduced dras-

tically.754 However, this pause was only temporary. As 

weather conditions improved in April, departures began 

again but only one search and rescue vessel continued 

to operate in the Mediterranean Sea.755 In an unprece-

dented move, several states declared their ports unsafe 

for asylum seekers and closed them,756 citing sanitary 

safety as the reason.757

The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has 

expressed concern over reports of failure to assist, 

753 Administrative detention (such as immigration detention) 
needs to be distinguished from criminal detention (impris-
onment) and preventive detention (e.g., health-related). The 
framework for immigration detention is substantially differ-
ent from other forms of detention (irregular stay/entry is not 
generally a criminal offence but rather administrative in na-
ture) and the purpose of immigration detention also varies 
from that of criminal detention (rather than a punishment, 
it is there for the purpose of ensuring return to country of 
origin). As such, detention is considered a pre-return tool. 
These elements are specific to migration frameworks and 
policies. In this regard, ODIHR focuses on the promotion of 
alternatives to detention and the end of the practice of child 
and family detention.

754 See, UNHCR’s Sea Arrivals Dashboard for Italy.
755 The Alan Kurdi, operated by the German NGO Sea Eye.
756 For example, see a report on Italy’s port closures, or a 

similar report from Malta. In the past rescue ships had 
been refused docking on multiple grounds, including 
security-related issues, while in this case states decided to 
close the ports, as they were deemed ‘unsafe’ because of 
risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission.

757 Unable to disembark in Malta, several boats carrying 
migrants in distress were left adrift for long periods of time 
while awaiting disembarkation. Up to 85 migrants were 
feared dead as a result. See 85 migrants feared dead in 
Mediterranean, InfoMigrants, 13 April 2020.

co-ordinated pushbacks of migrant boats in the central 

Mediterranean, and potential violations of the principle 

of non-refoulement.758 These reports included allega-

tions of requests from authorities for commercial ships 

to push back boats carrying migrants back into the sea, 

and to escort boats back to Libyan territorial waters a 

violation of the principle of non-refoulement.759

GOOD PRACTICES

It is important to emphasize that following an initial 

period of suspension and halting of asylum procedures, 

many countries found ways to resume them despite 

existing restrictions. These include states that intro-

duced innovative approaches,760 including the use of 

online procedures to continue processing some or all 

asylum cases.761

On May 14, the Court of Justice of the European Union 

declared that Hungary’s use of transit zones along the 

Hungarian-Serbian border amounts to unlawful de-

tention. Following the judgment, Hungarian authorities 

released approximately 280 people who had been de-

tained on average for eight months.762

Health concerns helped advance existing plans for re-

location of asylum seekers. In early May, Greece made 

a commendable effort to move almost 400 asylum 

seekers from the island of Lesbos to mainland Greece 

758 See UN rights office concerned over migrant boat 
pushbacks in the Mediterranean, 8 May 2020.

759 See, for instance, 12 die as Malta uses private ships 
to push migrants back to Libya, The Guardian, 12 May 
2020.

760 For example, in Malta, registration of new asylum appli-
cations was done by phone and/or email and all follow-up 
communications were carried out by phone and/or email; 
and in Germany, the Federal Government updated its pro-
cedures to allow for asylum applications in writing, written 
follow-ups are also permissible.

761 See Practical Recommendations and Good Practice 
to Address Protection Concerns in the Context of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic, UNHCR.

762 See for instance, Hungary: Abolishment of Transit 
Zone Following CJEU Ruling, ECRE, 22 May 2020. 
Since then, however, new problematic restrictions have 
been introduced and the European Commission is likely 
to launch an infringement action over this non-compliance 
with the Court’s judgement. UNHCR has found these 
measures to be against international law.

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/74838
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/08/italy-declares-own-ports-unsafe-to-stop-migrants-disembarking
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/101610/malta_cabinet_declares_island_is_no_longer_safe_port_for_asylum_seekers#.Xsf6k0T7TIU
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24053/85-migrants-feared-dead-in-mediterranean
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24053/85-migrants-feared-dead-in-mediterranean
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063592
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063592
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/may/19/exclusive-12-die-as-malta-uses-private-ships-to-push-migrants-back-to-libya
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/may/19/exclusive-12-die-as-malta-uses-private-ships-to-push-migrants-back-to-libya
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/75453#_ga=2.218163353.1801948408.1590142368-818433545.1584990632
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/75453#_ga=2.218163353.1801948408.1590142368-818433545.1584990632
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/75453#_ga=2.218163353.1801948408.1590142368-818433545.1584990632
https://www.ecre.org/hungary-abolishment-of-transit-zone-following-cjeu-ruling/
https://www.ecre.org/hungary-abolishment-of-transit-zone-following-cjeu-ruling/
https://www.unhcr.org/news/press/2020/6/5efa0f914/access-asylum-further-stake-hungary-unhcr.html
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in order to address overcrowding in the hotspots.763 

The first relocations of unaccompanied children from 

Greece to Luxembourg took place in mid-April. This is 

a part of a commitment by ten EU member states to 

relocate 1,600 children.764

Many countries issued guidance and put in place 

measures to address the risk of transmission in col-

lective centre settings, such as reception centres and 

transit centres.765 Such measures included reducing 

the occupancy of centres to allow for physical distanc-

ing, introducing shifts and additional hygiene proce-

dures in refectories, bathrooms and common areas, 

allocating designated areas for those self-isolating and 

transferring vulnerable residents to more appropriate 

accommodation settings. In order to prevent further 

spread of the virus and maintain the legality of immi-

gration detention, many countries opted for the release 

of detainees.766

The pandemic has shed light on the contribution that 

migrants provide to essential sectors of the economy, 

and the key role they play in society.767 This has be-

come evident in the role that migrants played in the 

763 The definition of hotspots as per the European Border 
and Coast Guard regulation is “an area in which the host 
Member State, the Commission, relevant union agencies 
and participating Member State co-operate with the aim 
of managing an existing or potential disproportionate 
migratory challenge characterised by a significant increase 
in the number of migrants arriving at the external border”. 
See also, Almost 400 migrants moved from Lesbos to 
Greek mainland, Emma Wallis, 4 May 2020.

764 Relocations to Finland and Germany followed in the 
month of April, to be followed by Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Croatia France, Ireland, Lithuania and Portugal.

765 This included Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, 
Germany, Greece. Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Serbia, Spain, 
Sweden and Turkey

766 Spain halted all immigration detention and released all 
detainees during the pandemic. In Slovenia, those in im-
migration detention were released and granted temporary 
permission to stay. Other countries which have released 
at least some immigration detainees include Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Norway, Romania, and the United 
Kingdom. In order to facilitate the release of detainees, 
authorities have teamed up with civil society organizations 
and municipalities to ensure safe accommodation for 
those who cannot reside in the community or with family 
members.

767 See, for example, a note from the European Commission 
Immigrant Key Workers: Their Contribution to 
Europe’s COVID-19 Response, 24 April 2020

provision of care in medical facilities and nursing homes. 

Their work in agriculture and meat processing has also 

been essential to society during the lockdown. While 

this period has highlighted the contribution of migrants, 

it has also exposed the poor conditions under which 

many of them are employed.

Several countries automatically extended the residence 

permits of migrants in their territory for the duration of 

the health emergency.768 This included regularisation for 

migrants working in the agriculture and domestic work 

sectors,769 or relaxations of employment restrictions in 

the health care sector.770 Some states also changed 

labour laws for some categories of workers.771 Several 

countries put in place measures to ensure access to 

healthcare, accommodation and other services for mi-

grants.772 Some of the most successful and progres-

sive practices during the pandemic relate to extend-

ing access to rights, services and care for all or some 

768 Including Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Poland, the Russian 
Federation and Uzbekistan. In Portugal, all pending im-
migration-related applications, including those of irregular 
migrants, were approved for the duration of the emergency 
to ensure equal access to services as Portuguese citizens.

769 In May, the government of Italy approved a targeted regu-
larisation for migrant workers. The regularisation concerns 
migrants working in the agriculture and domestic work 
sectors and offers six-month renewable residence permits 
to those meeting a certain criterion. See, Italian gov-
ernment adopts targeted regularisation for migrant 
workers, European Commission, 18 May 2020.

770 Calls for regularisation have also been made in Ireland, 
and the measure has been included in the Programme for 
Government of the newly-formed coalition. A number of mi-
grants and asylum seekers benefited from some relaxation 
of employment restrictions in the health care sector as an 
exceptional measure.

771 Germany changed some of its labour laws to allow for the 
employment of certain categories of migrants, including 
asylum seekers and some irregular migrants in the agricul-
ture sector until October.

772 This includes the example of Portugal as previously 
mentioned, where migrants were granted equal access to 
services as Portuguese citizens until July, and also Ireland 
where all migrants who lost their employment as a result of 
the pandemic, irrespective of their legal status, can access 
the newly introduced Covid-19 Pandemic Unemployment 
Payment. The Irish government also announced that no 
data will be shared with immigration authorities regarding 
an applicant’s status and that accessing this payment will 
not have an implication on future residence or citizenship 
applications.

https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24501/almost-400-migrants-moved-from-lesbos-to-greek-mainland
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24501/almost-400-migrants-moved-from-lesbos-to-greek-mainland
https://ec.europa.eu/knowledge4policy/publication/immigrant-key-workers-their-contribution-europes-covid-19-response_en
https://ec.europa.eu/knowledge4policy/publication/immigrant-key-workers-their-contribution-europes-covid-19-response_en
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/italian-government-adopts-targeted-regularisation-for-migrant-workers
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/italian-government-adopts-targeted-regularisation-for-migrant-workers
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/italian-government-adopts-targeted-regularisation-for-migrant-workers
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24276/germany-to-allow-asylum-seekers-to-work-in-agriculture-until-october
https://www.newsweek.com/portugal-citizenship-rights-migrants-asylum-seekers-health-care-coronavirus-1503178
https://www.gov.ie/en/service/be74d3-covid-19-pandemic-unemployment-payment/
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migrants to ensure equal access to services irrespec-

tive of legal status.773

In some countries specific measures were put in place 

to address homelessness among migrants in order to 

avoid the spread of infections774 or set up special pro-

grammes to assist migrants.775 Many countries776 made 

exceptions to allow seasonal workers to travel despite 

restrictions raising questions regarding the prioritisa-

tion of economic activity over the health and safety of 

workers in sectors such as agriculture.777 Inadequate 

773 For example, the decision of Ireland to extend welfare 
payments to all migrants, or the decision by Portugal 
to extend residence rights to all migrants with pending 
applications, or the United Kingdom decision to extend 
healthcare rights to all migrants irrespective of status.

774 For example, in Belgium, Bulgaria and Italy.
775 In the United States, California set up a $75 million 

Disaster Relief Fund that will support undocumented 
Californians impacted by the pandemic who are ineligible 
for unemployment insurance benefits and disaster relief 
due to their migration status. In Chicago, the mayor signed 
an executive order to ensure that refugee and migrant 
communities have equal access to benefits and services 
provided by the city, including the pandemic disaster relief.

776 This includes Germany, Ireland and the United 
Kingdom.

777 Agricultural and farm workers have been included in the list 
of essential workers of most countries that applied such 
exceptions. A number of reports and studies have shown 
the essential nature of this work in order to ensure a contin-
ued supply of food during lockdown. One example is Italy, 

employment and accommodation conditions for these 

essential workers was part of the rationale to implement 

the regularisation of workers.778 The inability to keep 

social distancing in workplaces, for example in meat 

processing plants, resulted in infectious outbreaks and 

led to a broad realization of inadequate working condi-

tions in such facilities.779

780

where virtually all food and vegetable harvesting is carried 
out by migrants. The proportion of migrants in health care 
or other service sectors is also significant.

778 This was the case, for example, in Italy, as described 
above.

779 The large majority of workers in meat processing plants 
across Western Europe are migrant workers. Furthermore, 
due to lockdown measures, the essential contribution of 
workers in both meat processing and agriculture became 
apparent and the requirement of migrant labour was 
further exacerbated. See, for instance, reports from such 
outbreaks in Germany and Ireland.

780 Firewalls are designed to ensure, in particular, that immigra-
tion enforcement authorities are not able to access infor-
mation concerning the immigration status of individuals 
who seek assistance or services at, for example, medical 
facilities, schools, and other social service institutions. 
Relatedly, firewalls ensure that such institutions do not 
have an obligation to inquire or share information about 
their clients’ immigration status. Access to service and 
care are part of guaranteed rights and state obligations as 
per a number of international conventions (e.g., access to 
healthcare for children, access to maternity care, access 
to minimum standards of social protection that ensure the 
right to life).

RECOMMENDATIONS

• States should consider introducing explicit exemptions to guarantee access to the territory for asy-

lum-seekers when imposing border restrictions, as well as simplifying the registration process at borders. 

States may also consider allowing, where possible, the submission and continuation of asylum proce-

dures via written or electronic means. States should also introduce automatic extensions of residence 

permissions of all those present in the state for the duration of exceptional measures.

• In an emergency situation such as the Covid-19 pandemic, states should consider the regularisation of 

pending applicants, both in the asylum and migration frameworks to ensure equal access to services 

and care.

• Introduce ‘firewalls’780 between immigration control and access to services and care in order to reach the 

broadest number of migrants at risk of Covid-19 or similar diseases.

• Whenever possible, shift reception facilities to independent, individual accommodations or smaller 

collective centres, particularly for older people and those deemed vulnerable. Implement decongestion 

measures in communal areas to lower the risk of transmission.

https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/24857/germany-s-meat-industry-under-fire-after-covid-19-outbreaks?preview=1589957808334&fbclid=IwAR3alX82tMDwdckOpcd-5DD-96a0-sy-UJAs6npEpZsTyY573C8XlnYJHBM
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• Implement systematic health checks for new arrivals and isolation rooms for suspected or confirmed 

cases of Covid-19.

• Address the specific vulnerabilities of migrant homeless groups, including through the provision of tem-

porary housing.

• Implement a moratorium on the use of immigration detention and consider the release of detainees into 

alternative community-based facilities.

• Reinstate search and rescue operations781 and ensure they are maintained during emergency situations 

based on principles of solidarity and responsibility-sharing.

• Ensure that human rights defenders can continue to safely carry out border monitoring activities.

• Address legislation and other regulations that may prevent the population from assisting migrants in need.

• Consider facilitating the employment of temporary migrants and asylum seekers in sectors deemed 

essential during the crisis.

• Ensure appropriate health measures are implemented in vulnerable sectors of employment with high 

concentrations of migrant workers.

II.3.E VICTIMS AND SURVIVORS OF 
TRAFFICKING IN HUMAN BEINGS781

OSCE commitments call on participating States to im-

plement anti-trafficking measures in the areas of preven-

tion, prosecution and protection, including the develop-

ment of National Referral Mechanisms (NRMs), National 

Anti-Trafficking Plans of Action, legislative and other 

measures aimed at effective prevention and combating 

trafficking in human beings and protection of victims 

of trafficking.782 In addition, participating States have 

recognized the importance of international instruments, 

in particular the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 

Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 

Children (the Palermo Protocol) (2000), which includes 

the first internationally agreed definition of the crime 

of trafficking in persons and provides a framework to 

effectively prevent and combat trafficking in human 

781 The obligation of states to implement search and rescue 
operations derives from obligations to protect the right to 
life. Additionally, the Ljubljana Ministerial Council (2005) 
goes into more detail in relation to border management, 
including the respect for migrants’ human rights, including 
the right to life.

782 OSCE participating States have made a series of com-
mitments in various areas of combating trafficking in 
human beings. See, in particular, the OSCE Action Plan on 
Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, adopted at the 
Maastricht Ministerial Council (2003) as well as Ministerial 
Council Decisions and Declarations in Vienna (2000), Porto 
(2002), Sofia (2004), Ljubljana (2005), Brussels (2006); 
Madrid (2007); Helsinki (2008); Vilnius (2011); Kyiv (2013); 
Vienna (2017) and Milan (2018).

beings. Other international and regional instruments783 

have inspired and impacted work in this area in many 

participating States. Furthermore, with regard to emer-

gency situations, the UN General Assembly called upon 

Governments and the international community “…to 

address the heightened vulnerability of women and 

girls to trafficking and exploitation, and associated gen-

der-based violence.”784

The outbreak of the pandemic across the OSCE region 

increased the vulnerability of at-risk groups to trafficking 

in human beings785 and impacted the ability of states to 

783 The Council of Europe Convention on Action against 
Trafficking in Human Beings (2005), the UN Convention on 
the Rights of the Child (1989) and its optional protocols, the 
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention No. 182 (1999), 
the Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and 
of the Council on preventing and combating trafficking 
in human beings and protecting its victims (2011), he 
Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration 
(2018), and the CEDAW Draft General Recommendation 
on Trafficking of Women and Girls in the Context of 
Global Migration (2020). See also the Agenda 2030 for 
Sustainable Development in particular the Sustainable 
Development Goals 5, 8 and 16.

784 UN General Assembly Resolution, Trafficking in women 
and girls, 30 January 2009, A/RES/63/156, paragraph 4.

785 The UN Special Rapporteur on Trafficking in Persons, 
emphasized that while the full impact of the pandemic on 
trafficking in human beings is not yet fully possible to as-
sess, “it is sure that its socio-economic consequences are 
already making precarious and marginalized people more 
vulnerable to trafficking and exploitation.” See OHCHR 
(2020) COVID-19 Position paper: The impact and con-
sequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on trafficked 
and exploited persons.

https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/generalassembly/docs/globalcompact/A_RES_63_156.pdf
https://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/generalassembly/docs/globalcompact/A_RES_63_156.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
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address the crime of trafficking in human beings. The 

pandemic poses significant concerns for the effective 

response to trafficking, including the identification of 

victims, their access to services, protection, redress, 

and prevention. Although many governments have pri-

oritized resources for pandemic-related measures, it 

is essential that NRMs and equivalent systems con-

tinue to function effectively based on a human-rights, 

victim-centred, trauma-informed and gender-sensitive 

approach.

In order to assess the impact of pandemic-related 

measures on victims and survivors of trafficking and 

on combating trafficking in human beings and devel-

op appropriate responses, ODIHR and UN Women 

conducted a survey [hereinafter survey] of non-gov-

ernmental anti-trafficking stakeholders and survivors 

of trafficking.786 The survey results have informed the 

findings and conclusions below.

AREAS OF CONCERN

The outbreak of the pandemic has exacerbated vulner-

abilities to trafficking in human beings.787 According to 

the World Bank, the pandemic will push approximately 

40 to 60 million people into extreme poverty. People 

working in the informal economy are even more at risk 

of falling victim to different forms of exploitation.788 The 

pandemic has decreased the transfer of remittances by 

at least 20 percent, further increasing the vulnerability 

of at-risk groups dependent on these funds for surviv-

al.789 Moreover, it has had a detrimental impact on the 

access to employment or rights of migrant workers, 

786 Responses of non-governmental anti-trafficking stakehold-
ers were collected from over 100 countries (45 countries 
from the OSCE region) and of survivors of trafficking from 
over 40 countries (13 countries from the OSCE region). 
Selected quotes from key respondents are included in the 
box below.

787 COVID-19 Position paper: The impact and conse-
quences of the COVID-19 pandemic on trafficked 
and exploited persons, OHCHR (2020)

788 World Bank, “The impact of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) 
on global poverty: Why Sub-Saharan Africa might be 
the region hardest hit”, 20 April 2020

789 See Coronavirus a challenge, and opportunity, to fix 
remittances system than funnels billions home from 
abroad, UN News, 2 June 2020

especially young women.790 As many countries partially 

or fully closed their borders for a lengthy period, these 

travel restrictions led many migrants or asylum-seek-

ers to look for alternative, more dangerous migration 

routes, exposing them to trafficking in both transit and 

destination countries.791

Prior to the pandemic, women and girls already made 

up the majority of detected victims of trafficking in hu-

man beings and it is likely that they will also be the 

most affected during and in the aftermath of the pan-

demic,792 especially those from marginalized commu-

nities. Emerging trends are affected by pre-existing 

gender inequality, as the surge of domestic violence 

during the pandemic is a well-documented push factor 

for trafficking in human beings.793 The pandemic has 

also increased the vulnerability of children to traffick-

ing,794 especially online. Law enforcement agencies 

in the OSCE region have reported increased groom-

ing and exploitation of children through the internet, 

as well as an exponential growth of child sexual ex-

ploitation material shared online.795 Concerns have also 

been raised about convicted traffickers who use the 

pandemic to claim that they are no longer generating 

income and therefore cannot afford to pay the court-or-

dered compensation.

790 Fraser, E. (2020) Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic on 
Violence against Women and Girls, VAWG Helpdesk 
Research Report No. 284. London, UK: VAWG Helpdesk.

791 COVID-19 Position paper: The impact and conse-
quences of the COVID-19 pandemic on trafficked 
and exploited persons, OHCHR (2020)

792 Aggravating circumstances: How coronavirus im-
pacts human trafficking, Wagner L., Hoang T. (2020)

793 The Intersections of Domestic Violence and Human 
Trafficking, NNEDV (2017)

794 Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on children, 
United Nations (2020)

795 See Exploiting Isolation: Offenders and victims of 
online child sexual abuse during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, EUROPOL, 19 June 2020.

https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf
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https://www.europol.europa.eu/publications-documents/exploiting-isolation-offenders-and-victims-of-online-child-sexual-abuse-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.europol.europa.eu/publications-documents/exploiting-isolation-offenders-and-victims-of-online-child-sexual-abuse-during-covid-19-pandemic
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ODIHR/UN Women Survey of Victims and Survivors of Trafficking in Human Beings (2020)

“Survivors are suffering – mental health is suffering – we are having flashbacks of being trapped, of nearly 

dying, suffocating, of not having food, etc. We need to know that we won’t lose our homes, will have food 

and will not have to choose between life and income. Do I really have to die? Do I have to feel like I’m being 

suffocated every time I go out or have to stay in a tiny apartment. No one speaks to me...” 

Woman survivor from the United States

“[Victims are] being forced to interact with others who may be infected, as traffickers find new ways to exploit 

victims.” 

Woman survivor from the United Kingdom

“Better knowledge of escape plans for women, they feel they have nowhere to go, shelters are full of Covid-19. 

Apartments won’t rent, girls can’t access social workers or social services to escape.” 

Woman survivor from Canada

“[Provide] financial support from the state to cope with the difficulties even after the Covid-19 pandemic.” 

Woman survivor from Albania

“Yes, frontline services should get in touch with those affected and make exit offers. Hotels affected by the 

closure due to Corona could be rented cheaply by responsible authorities in the cities and made available to 

victims of human trafficking during the Corona pandemic.”

Women survivor from Germany

The emergency measures during the pandemic have 

led to a number of increased risks for victims of traf-

ficking, including intensification of control, violence and 

isolation at the hands of exploiters and reduced access 

to assistance. There are concerns that victims of traf-

ficking will not seek medical assistance for Covid-19 

due to fears of administrative detention because of their 

irregular migration status. Victims of trafficking in immi-

gration detention or other detention settings may not be 

identified due to lack of access for NGOs conducting 

monitoring. Other identified victims of trafficking were 

sometimes left in limbo and unable to return to their 

countries of origin due to border closures, lack of docu-

mentation and resources for return or absence of coor-

dination between countries’ authorities. Some survivors 

of trafficking reported an increase in domestic violence, 

economic insecurity, and a fear of traffickers released 

from prison during the pandemic.796 Furthermore, there 

796 See Safety Planning During COVID-19: Tips From 
Survivors For Survivors, Sanctuary for Families, 17 
March 2020.

are indicators that victims of trafficking who have debts 

to repay to traffickers may be forced to engage in high 

risk activities, such as informal labour, prostitution or 

the production of pornography online797.

According to the survey results, the pandemic has im-

pacted the effective functioning of NRMs and national 

child protection systems, and particularly access to 

identification procedures, sheltered accommodation, 

and social services. Other obstacles included access-

ing referral to NRMs or equivalent mechanisms, regu-

larization of migration status, non-sheltered accommo-

dation, psychological, medical, interpretation and legal 

services. In addition, civil society frontline responders 

indicated a lack of funding to continue addressing the 

needs resulting from the pandemic.

797 See OHCHR (2020), COVID-19 Position paper: The 
impact and consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
trafficked and exploited persons. https://www.ohchr.org/
Documents/Issues/Trafficking/COVID-19-Impact-trafficking.pdf

https://sanctuaryforfamilies.org/safety-planning-covid19/
https://sanctuaryforfamilies.org/safety-planning-covid19/
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Due to the impact of the pandemic on law enforcement 

operations and capacity, detecting trafficking cases 

has become more challenging. Victims in the process 

of receiving the statutory ‘victim of trafficking’ status 

have experienced delays, resulting in a lack of access 

to services and thus a greater vulnerability to further 

exploitation. Victims have also experienced difficul-

ties in accessing sheltered accommodation and other 

assistance, as many shelters and service providers 

were only partially functional, closed or did not accept 

new clients. For child victims of trafficking, significant 

changes in procedure, delays and postponements in 

the appointment of legal guardians have had a negative 

impact on access to appropriate protection and legal 

procedures798.

Besides limited access to accommodation, victims and 

survivors of trafficking had difficulty in accessing health-

care, including access to primary doctors, psycholog-

ical services, hospitals, pharmacies, Covid-19 testing, 

and personal protective equipment (PPE). Particularly 

significant is the increase of PTSD symptoms and other 

psychological issues among victims and survivors of 

trafficking.

There have been changes in procedure, delays and 

postponements in administrative, criminal and civil cas-

es due to the implementation of emergency measures, 

which negatively impacts victims’ and survivors’ access 

to protection, justice and redress. Administrative pro-

cedures are central to the processing of asylum appli-

cations, temporary and permanent residence permits, 

work permits and the regularization of residence during 

the pandemic.799

The pandemic has led to a loss of employment, re-

sulting in a lack of financial means to cover basic 

necessities, such as food, housing and childcare. In 

this context, effective remedial action in the form of 

financial assistance has been identified by survivors 

as one of the most urgent needs, as it is necessary for 

their reintegration and social inclusion and for reducing 

798 OSCE/ODIHR and UN Women (2020), Addressing 
Emerging Human Trafficking Trends and Consequences 
of the COVID-19 Pandemic: Survey of Non-Governmental 
Frontline Service Providers. Summary Report

799 Ibid.

vulnerability to exploitation and re-trafficking during and 

post-pandemic800. In some states, survivors still living in 

sheltered accommodation have been prevented from 

moving out as emergency measures make it difficult 

to visit housing and sign rental contracts. Furthermore, 

victims of trafficking are often unable to return to their 

country of origin or experience delays due to closed 

borders, interrupted long-distance transport and un-

availability of assistance from governmental agencies 

and service providers in the country of return801.

Since the pandemic began, the dynamics of traffick-

ing for sexual exploitation, particularly of women and 

children, are currently shifting from the more traditional 

formats of exploitation to various forms of trafficking 

online. Some evidence of production and proliferation 

of pornography of victims of trafficking, especially child 

pornography, has been reported in the media.802 For 

instance, the largest pornography website in the world, 

which is under investigation for hosting videos of victims 

of trafficking, children and rape,803 has been providing 

free access to all its content during the Covid-19 out-

break worldwide, which is expected to generate further 

demand for trafficking in women and children for the 

purpose of pornography production and other forms of 

trafficking for sexual exploitation online. Although the 

evidence is anecdotal, webcam sex trafficking also ap-

pears to be increasing.804 Additionally, remote working 

amid the pandemic gives abusers new ways to target 

people online, both to generate demand and to groom 

vulnerable women and children for trafficking for sexual 

exploitation.805

800 OSCE/ODIHR (2020), Addressing Emerging Human 
Trafficking Trends and Consequences of the COVID-19 
Pandemic: Survey of Survivors of Trafficking. Summary 
Report.

801 Ibid.
802 See How traffickers exploit the covid-19 pandemic, 

Siddharth Kara
803 Pornhub Under Fire After Videos of Rapes, Sex 

Trafficking Victims Posted to Site, The Dailywire, 
12 February 2020.

804 ‘Traffickers Are Not Shut Down’: Congressman 
Warns of Risk to Children & Other Victims, CBN 
NEWS, 28 April 2020.

805 Risk of online sex trolling rises as coronavirus 
prompts home working, Thomson Reuters Foundation, 
18 March 2020.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/340428231_How_traffickers_exploit_the_COVID-19_pandemic
https://www.dailywire.com/news/pornhub-under-fire-after-videos-of-rapes-sex-trafficking-victims-posted-to-site
https://www.dailywire.com/news/pornhub-under-fire-after-videos-of-rapes-sex-trafficking-victims-posted-to-site
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2020/april/traffickers-are-not-shut-down-congressman-warns-of-risk-to-children-and-other-victims
https://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2020/april/traffickers-are-not-shut-down-congressman-warns-of-risk-to-children-and-other-victims
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School closures, increase in domestic violence and 

economic insecurity, as well as increased time spent 

online are all exacerbating the potential vulnerabilities 

of children to trafficking in human beings. Children who 

are victims of abuse, homeless, stateless, internally 

displaced or undocumented or unaccompanied are 

particularly exposed to trafficking. Isolation with po-

tential perpetrators can lead to additional risk factors 

for children to become victims of trafficking, especial-

ly for the purpose of sexual exploitation. During the 

period of emergency measures, there has been an 

increased number of reports of child abuse, including 

new ways to sexually exploit and abuse children, such 

as live-streaming child sexual abuse or the establish-

ment of “delivery” or “drive-thru services”.806

Moreover, there are reports of increased grooming and 

exploitation of children online through gaming sites 

and social media platforms by sexual predators during 

the emergency measures, as children have to stay at 

home and are spending more time online, and at the 

same time the demand for pornography has risen.807 

International and national law enforcement agencies, 

including EUROPOL and the FBI, are warning about 

the increasing risk of sexual exploitation on the internet 

and signs of child abuse or child trafficking.808 Available 

information indicates a growth of demand for child sex-

ual abuse materials and growth of such materials and 

online exploitation, especially through the use of lives-

treams during the pandemic.809 Distributors of child 

sexual abuse materials are constantly developing so-

phisticated, cross-platform strategies to evade detec-

tion by the technology companies’ automated tools to 

detect child abuse.810

806 UN News, COVID-19 crisis putting human trafficking 
victims at risk of further exploitation, experts warn, 
6 May 2020.

807 See, Video Games and Online Chats Are ‘Hunting 
Grounds’ for Sexual Predators, New York Times, 7 
December 2019.

808 See Exploiting Isolation: Offenders and victims of on-
line child sexual abuse during the COVID-19 pandem-
ic, EUROPOL, 19 June 2020, and Pandemic Profiteering: 
How Criminals Exploit the COVID-19 Crisis, EUROPOL, 
27 March 2020; See also School Closings Due to 
COVID-19 Present Potential for Increased Risk of 
Child Exploitation, FBI, 23 March 2020

809 Ibid.
810 See, for instance, Child sexual abuse images and on-

line exploitation surge during pandemic, NBC NEWS, 
23 April 2020.

GOOD PRACTICES

Many states recognize the emerging trends and dy-

namics in trafficking in human beings. In some coun-

tries, measures to ease the situation of migrants has 

been positive for victims and survivors of trafficking. 

However, very few states have taken dedicated ac-

tion focused on trafficking in human beings specifically, 

such as developing special protocols to ensure that 

NRMs can continue to function.811 Granting temporary 

residence and access to services has reduced vulner-

ability to trafficking in some countries.812 Others have 

extended the ‘move-on’ policy,813 which is granted to 

individuals not recognized as victims of trafficking or 

who do not require accommodation. Some states have 

also begun to look into ways to address the growing 

exploitation online.814

811 Kyrgyzstan is in the process of developing a State of 
Emergency Protocol on Combating trafficking in human 
beings to ensure the functionality of NRMs in any state of 
emergency.

812 In March 2020, the government of Portugal announced 
that migrants and asylum seekers with pending residence 
permit applications would be granted permission for tem-
porary residence, reducing their vulnerability to trafficking, 
as this at-risk group then has access to the same rights as 
citizens. See Portuguese government gives temporary 
residence to immigrants with pending applications, 
European Commission, 28 March 2020.

813 The United Kingdom extended it for three months, see 
Modern Slavery Act 2015: statutory guidance for England 
and Wales.

814 The Eliminating Abusive and Rampant Neglect of 
Interactive Technologies Act of 2020 in the United States 
proposes revising the framework governing the prevention 
of online sexual exploitation of children. See EARN IT Act 
of 2020

https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063342
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/05/1063342
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/07/us/video-games-child-sex-abuse.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/07/us/video-games-child-sex-abuse.html
https://www.europol.europa.eu/publications-documents/exploiting-isolation-offenders-and-victims-of-online-child-sexual-abuse-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.europol.europa.eu/publications-documents/exploiting-isolation-offenders-and-victims-of-online-child-sexual-abuse-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.europol.europa.eu/publications-documents/exploiting-isolation-offenders-and-victims-of-online-child-sexual-abuse-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/school-closings-due-to-covid-19-present-potential-for-increased-risk-of-child-exploitation
https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/school-closings-due-to-covid-19-present-potential-for-increased-risk-of-child-exploitation
https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/school-closings-due-to-covid-19-present-potential-for-increased-risk-of-child-exploitation
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/child-sexual-abuse-images-online-exploitation-surge-during-pandemic-n1190506
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/child-sexual-abuse-images-online-exploitation-surge-during-pandemic-n1190506
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/portuguese-government-gives-temporary-residence-to-immigrants-with-pending-applications
https://ec.europa.eu/migrant-integration/news/portuguese-government-gives-temporary-residence-to-immigrants-with-pending-applications
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/3398/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/3398/text
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ensure that participating States are better equipped to create, strengthen and implement effective an-

ti-trafficking legislation, National Referral Mechanisms (NRMs), National Action Plans (NAP) and Standard 

Operating Procedures by developing a protocol for combating trafficking in human beings for emergency 

situations;

• Strengthen existing NRMs to ensure effective implementation after the pandemic. Develop NRMs in 

states that are currently lacking them. Ensure that specific emergency-related vulnerabilities and needs 

of women and girls are addressed in NRMs and NAPs;

• Provide funding for frontline responders to ensure availability of all necessary services to victims and sur-

vivors of trafficking during and after the pandemic. Alert and provide protection for victims and survivors 

at risk from the early release of convicted traffickers from prison;

• Ensure availability of exit services from the sex industry to increase identification of victims of traffick-

ing and reduce vulnerability to trafficking in human beings for sexual exploitation during and after the 

pandemic;

• Introduce identification protocols in healthcare institutions, as healthcare workers may be the only people 

in contact with victims of trafficking during states of emergency;

• Develop, strengthen and implement policy on supply chain management practices as businesses resume 

operations to ensure that trafficking in human beings or forced labour do not take place. This should 

include campaigns to promote ethical recruitment practices in the private sector and raise awareness 

among at-risk groups of the dangers of trafficking in human beings during and post-pandemic;

• Commit to developing and implementing public procurement regulations that ensure public funds are not 

used for labour exploitation of trafficking victims;

• Work with internet service providers, credit-card companies, banks, etc. to prevent the use of the internet 

for sexual exploitation of children and to disrupt traditional payment methods to reduce profitability.815

815 Pursuant to OSCE MC.DEC 7.17.
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS  
AND ODIHR’S OFFER OF ASSISTANCE

At the time of writing, the Covid-19 pandemic may have 

receded in a number of participating States, allowing 

some to relax stringent emergency measures, but with 

others still struggling to contain the spread of infection. 

Most are only beginning to come to terms with the so-

cio-economic consequences of the disruption and this 

unprecedented challenges will remain for years to come. 

At the same time, the UN is warning that the pandem-

ic may only be in the early phases in many countries 

around the globe, and in an interconnected world, we 

know that while the coronavirus persists, it may affect 

the security and safety of societies everywhere. 

Covid-19 has been a test to our democracies. Nationally, 

health systems and social services, local governments 

and security agencies have been stretched, some to 

their limits. Many have innovated and often improvised 

to protect their societies. The infringements on funda-

mental rights and freedoms have been unprecedent-

ed both in extent and scale. In some states, govern-

ments met this challenge well, while others used the 

pandemic and ensuing states of emergency, unjusti-

fiably, as a pretext to roll back democratic standards, 

erode fundamental freedoms and curtail the rule of law. 

Internationally, the pandemic has shown the fragility 

of organizations and multilateral co-operation in times 

of crisis, demonstrating that no country can face this 

challenge alone, and that only by living up to com-

mitments on joint responsibility and collective security 

will this global enemy be defeated. The crisis has also 

reconfirmed the centrality of responsible and engaged 

citizenship and empowered communities to cope with 

such an enormous destabilizer, and it has made us 

realize how important trust and communication are for 

effective governance and crisis management. 

In the OSCE context, participating States have agreed 

on the centrality of the human dimension for co-oper-

ative security and the lasting stability of our societies. 

The respect for human rights and fundamental free-

doms, democracy and the rule of law remain at the 

core of the OSCE’s comprehensive concept of security, 

especially in times of crisis. States are accountable to 

their citizens and responsible to each other for their 

implementation of the OSCE commitments.816 States 

have also agreed that all OSCE commitments, without 

exception, apply equally to each participating State, 

and that they cannot use emergencies to dismantle 

them. Their implementation, in good faith, is essential 

for relations between states, between governments and 

their citizens, as well as for the continued effectiveness 

of the organizations of which they are members.817

When the coronavirus first spread in the OSCE region, 

many states were caught off guard and societies were 

unprepared. Now, many lessons have been learned, 

about how to contain the spread of the disease effec-

tively – essentially by testing, identifying, tracing, and 

isolating infected individuals, and maintaining a high 

degree of hygienic discipline. But equally important 

is the lesson only to use lockdowns and other more 

drastic measures only when the necessity arises, not 

infringing upon the basic norms and principles demo-

cratic societies are built upon – democratic accounta-

bility, the rule of law and access to justice for all and 

the full enjoyment of universal human rights. This report 

contains many such lessons and offers good practice 

in the hope that states will be inspired and learn from 

each other.  

Among the major lessons from the Covid-19 pandemic, 

so far, are the reinforced need for international collab-

oration and collective responses to a collective health 

and human security crisis. It has underscored the need 

for a transparent and informed partnership between 

responsible citizens and accountable state institutions 

and political leaders. Likewise, it has highlighted the 

importance of social justice and inclusion as corner-

stones of the human dimension – to ensure that no one 

is left behind. Inclusion and equality are not only basic 

values emanating from the ideas of fundamental and 

816 Istanbul, 1999
817 Ibid.
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universal human rights, they are also essential for the 

social cohesion of our societies. This report has pro-

vided details about how various groups and segments 

of society have fared differently during the pandemic, 

and the unjust accumulation of negative consequences 

faced by some. Discrimination has exacerbated the 

impacts of both the virus and the adverse implications 

of emergency measures. 

States could have foreseen that vulnerable groups and 

communities would suffer multi-layered consequences. 

Many human rights groups and international organi-

zations warned of such adverse effects. A number of 

states have avoided some of these consequences and 

offered targeted help promptly. Others struggled or 

failed to do so, which further worsened the situation of 

certain communities, some even suffering scapegoat-

ing and stigmatization. 

These important lessons must be studied implemented 

and built upon. Measures should be put in place to 

ensure that states are prepared to adequately handle 

future crises, while respecting human rights and mak-

ing sure that the principle of ‘leaving no one behind’ 

is reality. Unfortunately, all predictions are that similar 

crises, including pandemics and the increasing threat 

of the consequences of climate change, will put our es-

tablished institutions, structures and systems to the test. 

The principle of ‘do no harm’ must be at the forefront 

when ordering emergency measures. Authorities can 

learn lessons from short-sighted, drastic emergency 

lockdowns, especially those that isolated entire com-

munities without support, including access to means 

for basic hygiene or  subsistence. At the same time, 

lessons must be learned from public health measures 

that inadequately reflected the equal value of human 

life and the inviolability of the dignity of every human. 

ODIHR has made every effort to serve participating 

States from the beginning of the pandemic by offering 

advice and recommendations on integrating human 

rights into their public health and emergency respons-

es. The Office has worked in the rapidly changing en-

vironment to document and collect information to be 

able to provide concrete support to states. Operating 

under unprecedented restrictions and reduced mobility 

of its own staff, ODIHR has exercised its mandate to 

collect and share information on states of emergen-

cies and related derogations limiting human rights, and 

has maintained close contact with all those who can 

provide information on how human dimension commit-

ments are implemented in practice and how vulnerable 

people have been affected. Due to travel restrictions, 

ODIHR was forced to postpone a number of training 

events and monitoring activities, but in many cases 

innovative solutions have been found, albeit without 

fully substituting the ability be present in person. In the 

coming months, together with other OSCE structures 

and institutions, ODIHR stands ready to help to collect 

more lessons learned; to assist states in the restoration 

and protection of all fundamental rights and freedoms 

as soon as the situation allows; to provide assistance to 

those who have been hit the hardest; to design and im-

plement recovery measures in an inclusive manner; and 

to prepare for future emergencies. ODIHR’s experts 

look forward to further discussions and exchanges with 

participating States in this regard.

ODIHR therefore invites participating States to make 

use of its numerous applicable tools and resources. 

ODIHR will work with states to help parliaments and 

judicial institutions to begin fully functioning again and, 

as states consider the legislative changes needed to be 

better prepared for future emergency situations, ODIHR 

offers its legislative assistance in reviewing draft or 

existing legislation and advising on the development of 

legislation impacting the state’s human dimension com-

mitments. ODIHR looks forward to co-operating with 

states to protect human rights defenders, based on 

the Guidelines on the Protection of Human Rights 

Defenders. The Office is prepared to offer capacity 

building training to state actors and NHRIs, as well 

as legislative support or other types of expert advice. 

States should consider inviting ODIHR to monitor as-

semblies once health concerns subside and they can 

be held, and draw on the work of the Office in the area 

of the freedom of peaceful assembly.818 ODIHR also 

wishes to refer to all other available tools and past rec-

ommendations, such as the recent ODIHR Guidance: 

Monitoring Places of Detention through the 

COVID-19 Pandemic. 

818 Including ODIHR Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful 
Assembly, and ODIHR Human Rights Handbook on 
Policing Assemblies

https://www.legislationline.org/
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
https://www.osce.org/odihr/guidelines-on-the-protection-of-human-rights-defenders
https://www.osce.org/odihr/COVID19-guidance-monitoring-detention
https://www.osce.org/odihr/COVID19-guidance-monitoring-detention
https://www.osce.org/odihr/COVID19-guidance-monitoring-detention
https://www.osce.org/odihr/73405
https://www.osce.org/odihr/73405
https://www.osce.org/odihr/226981?download=true
https://www.osce.org/odihr/226981?download=true
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ODIHR has been working for many years to address 

discrimination and hate crime to build more tolerant 

societies and remains at the disposal of participating 

States to support them in implementing their commit-

ments in the area of tolerance and non-discrimination, 

including building related capacity of law enforce-

ment.819 ODIHR’s work collecting data to address hate 

crime, as well as intolerance and discrimination in gen-

eral, has been slowed by the Covid-19 pandemic, but 

remains a core priority of the Office.820 

819 See, the resources and tools on tolerance and 
non-discrimination.

820 For instance, ODIHR’s annual 2019 Hate Crime Reporting 
process, which coincided with lockdowns across the 
OSCE region in early 2020, has been affected, as civil so-
ciety organizations faced an unexpected change and were 
forced by circumstance to modify their priorities.

Finally, it is expected that all participating States will fully 

account for how they have responded to the Covid-19 

crisis while living up to their human dimension commit-

ments in the course of the regular human dimension 

mechanisms designed for mutual accountability within 

the OSCE. It is also anticipated that they will duly report 

on how human rights and fundamental freedoms were 

upheld in the various treaty-based frameworks and 

mechanisms, such as within the Council of Europe and 

the United Nations. For instance, states should include 

an analysis of the impact of pandemic response into 

state reports to ICCPR, IESCR, CEDAW, the CRC and 

others of which participating States may be signato-

ries, and they should consult with relevant civil society 

and affected groups and communities in preparation 

of these reports. ODIHR remains at the disposal of 

participating States to assist them in this endeavour.

https://www.osce.org/odihr/tolerance-and-non-discrimination
https://www.osce.org/odihr/tolerance-and-non-discrimination
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ANNEXES

1.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON STATES OF EMERGENCY OR EQUIVALENT STATUS, WITHOUT 
SEEKING DEROGATIONS*

PARTICIPATING STATE DESCRIPTION DURATION

Bulgaria State of Emergency declared by the National Assembly as per Art. 84(12) of the 
Constitution on 13 March until 13 May, and a one-month “nationwide epidemic 
situation” started on 14 May, which was extended.

2 months

Czech Republic State of Emergency declared by resolution of the Czech Government, based on 
Art. 5 of the Constitution and the Crisis Act No. 240/2000 Coll. and Constitutional 
Act No. 110/1998 Coll. on the Security of Czech Republic, starting on 13 March for 
an initial period of 30 days, and ended on 17 May.

Slightly more 
than 2 months

Finland State of Emergency declared on 16 March by the government in co-operation with 
the President as per the Emergency Powers Act and in accordance with Section 
23 of the Constitution, initially until 13 April, then extended until 13 May and was 
lifted on 16 June.

3 months

Hungary “State of Danger” declared by decree on 11 March for 15 days, on the basis of Art. 
53 of the Fundamental Law of Hungary, with extension possible only upon author-
ization by the Parliament, which was provided with the adoption of the Act on the 
Protection Against the Coronavirus on 30 March, for as long as the “state of dan-
ger” persists, which is to be determined by the government. A Bill to end the "state 
of danger" was adopted on 16 June, and the “state of danger” ended on 18 June, 
when Hungary transitioned to an open-ended state of healthcare emergency.

3 months 
and one week

Italy State of Emergency declared by government on 31 January for a period of six 
months in accordance with Law 225 of 24 February 1992 on the Italian Civic 
Protection.

Planned 
6 months 

Kazakhstan State of Emergency declared by presidential decree, based on Art. 44 (1) (16) of 
the Constitution, from 16 March to 15 April initially, and then extended twice until 
11 May.

Nearly 
2 months

Luxembourg “State of Crisis” declared on 18 March by regulation of the Grand-Duc pursuant to 
Art. 32 (4) of the Constitution, for a duration of 3 months until 24 June, and con-
firmed unanimously by the Parliament.

3 months

Portugal 15-day State of Emergency declared on 18 March by Presidential Decree after 
mandatory consultation of the Council of State and government and the authoriza-
tion of the Parliament, as per Art.s 134 and 138 of the Constitution, and renewed 
twice until 2 May after hearing the government and authorization of the Parliament, 
as per the Constitution. On 4 May, Portugal transitioned to a “state of calamity”.

1.5 months

Slovakia “Emergency Situation” declared as of 16 March by the government, on the basis of 
Art. 5 of the Constitutional and Law No. 227/2002 on the State Security in Times of 
War and State of Emergency, which is distinct from a “state of emergency” provid-
ed in Art. 4 of the same Law, for a maximum of 90 days, and was lifted on 13 June.

90 days

Spain 15-day “State of Alarm” – lowest level of state of emergency – declared by govern-
mental decree, from 14 March to 29 March, in accordance with Art. 116.2 of the 
Constitution, and extended six times following authorization by the Congress of 
Deputies, until 21 June when it ended.

90 days

* This overview does not include the subnational level in federal states.
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2.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON STATES OF EMERGENCY OR EQUIVALENT STATUS, WITH 
DEROGATIONS NOTIFIED TO THE UNITED NATIONS OR/AND THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE

PARTICIPATING STATE DESCRIPTION DURATION

Albania State of Natural Disaster, different from a “state of emergency”, declared by the 
Council of Minister on 24 March, later extended upon the consent of the Assembly 
of the Republic of Albania, as per Art.s 170-175 of the Constitution, and ended on 
23 June.

3 months

Armenia 30-day State of Emergency declared by decision of the government on 16 March, 
on the basis of Art. 120 of the Constitution, and extended three times by govern-
mental decrees until 13 July, and expected to be further extended.

TBC 

Estonia  “Emergency Situation” declared on 12 March, on the basis of Art. 87 of the 
Constitution and the 2017 Emergency Act, and terminated as of 18 May.

Slightly more 
than 2 months

Georgia 30-day State of Emergency declared by the President on 21 March, further ap-
proved by the Resolution N5864 of the Parliament of Georgia on the same day, in 
accordance with Art. 71 par 2 of the Constitution and Art. 2 par 1 of the Law of 
Georgia on State of Emergency, later extended twice and ended on 22 May. On 
22 May, the Parliament of Georgia adopted and the President promulgated special 
emergency legislation amending the “Law on Public Health’' and the Criminal 
Procedure Code of Georgia, which introduced special restrictive measures until 15 
July, and Georgia notified the Council of Europe about the extension of deroga-
tions until that date.

2 months

Kyrgyzstan  “Emergency Situation” declared on 22 March on the whole territory, for one month, 
which has been renewed, while a State of Emergency was declared on 25 March, 
based on Art. 64 (9) (2) of the Constitution, in certain specific cities and districts, 
as approved by the Jogorku Kenesh, and later extended to 10 May for certain of 
these cities and districts, while a nationwide “emergency situation” remains).

1.5 months

Latvia “Emergency Situation” declared by the government, as per Art. 10 of the Law on 
Emergency Situation and State of Exception, from 13 March, as approved by the 
Parliament on 13 March, initially until 14 April  and extended twice until 9 June 
when it ended, with a partial lifting of derogations in the meantime.

Nearly 
3 months

Moldova State of Emergency declared by Parliament’s Decision no. 55 on 17 March for a 
period of 60 days, on the basis of Art. 66 sub-para. (m) of the Constitution of the 
Republic of Moldova, and terminated on 15 May.

60 days

North Macedonia 30-day State of Emergency established by President’s Decision on 18 March on 
the basis of Art.s 125-126 of the Constitution, further extended four times until 22 
June, when it ended.

3 months

Romania 30-day State of Emergency decreed by the President on 16 March and endorsed 
by the Parliament of Romania, in accordance with Art. 93 of the Constitution, ex-
tended for 30 days according to the same procedure and ended on 14 May.

60 days

San Marino Since the Constitution has no provisions on “state of emergency”, urgent meas-
ures were adopted by the government through a series of decree-laws i.e., regu-
latory instruments adopted in case of necessity and urgency by the government 
and which, within 3 months and under penalty of forfeiture, have to be submitted 
to the Parliament for ratification as per Art. 3 of the Law no. 59 of 8 July 1974 
on Declaration of Citizens' Rights and of the Fundamental Principles of the San 
Marinese Legal Order, initially extended until 31 May but new Decree Law no. 96 
of 31 May provides restrictive measures that will last “until the end of the health 
emergency”.

Undetermined

Serbia State of Emergency declared on 15 March by the President of the Republic togeth-
er with the President of the National Assembly and the Prime Minister, pursuant to 
Art. 200 of the Constitution, and lifted on 6 May 2020 by the National Assembly.

7 weeks
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3.  STATES OF EMERGENCY AND OTHER EMERGENCY MEASURES IN FEDERAL STATES

PARTICIPATING STATE DESCRIPTION

Austria Several Federal Acts on Covid-19 were adopted, authorizing federal ministers to adopt regula-
tions to deal with the pandemic, with most of the measures being based on the 1950 Federal 
Epidemics Act.

Belgium A federal phase of crisis management was declared on 13 March by the Federal Minister of 
Interior, to allow for greater co-ordination between the federal state and federated entities. 
The legal basis for the special powers at the federal Level was promulgated by two laws 
that entered into force on 30 March, with a retroactive effect from 1 March, and conferred 
special powers on the King until 30 June. In parallel, several legislators from the Regions, 
Communities and Community Commissions also granted special powers to respond to the 
Covid-19 pandemic to the governments or colleges of the entities concerned.

Bosnia and Herzegovina The Republika Srpska declared a state of emergency on the basis of Art. 70 of the Constitution 
as of 3 April, which ended on 21 May, while the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
declared a state of natural or other disaster on 17 March, on the basis of the Framework Law 
on Protection and Rescue of People and Material Property from Natural and Other Disasters 
in BiH, which ended on 31 May.

Canada All Canada’s provinces and territories have declared, in one form or another, states of emer-
gency (eight) or other public health emergency status (five).

Germany Several Laender declared a state of emergency, while the German Bundestag has deter-
mined “an epidemic situation of national importance” in the country in accordance with the 
2001 Protection against Infectious Diseases Act, which was amended in March 2020 to confer 
additional competencies to the Federal Ministry of Health.

Russian Federation Restrictive measures were imposed by regional and local decrees on high alert regimes 
based on the Federal Law No. 68-FZ “On Protection of the Population and Territories against 
Emergency Situations of Natural and Technogenic Nature”; by 19 March, all the federated 
entities had announced high alert regimes; the Federal law No. 98-FZ dated 1 April 2020 

“On amendments to certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation for the prevention and 
elimination of emergency situations” introduced amendments to several federal laws to clarify 
the powers of the Regions when dealing with natural disasters, introduce tightened penalties 
for breaking quarantine or self-isolation requirements and toughened liability for spreading fake 
news about the Covid-19 outbreak.

Switzerland In cases of “extraordinary situations” as per Art. 7 of the Law on Epidemics, the Cantons must 
abide by the Confederation’s legal prescriptions, meaning that the Cantons’ ability to act is 
limited to those areas falling within their jurisdiction and not covered by the Federal Order.

United States of America A “National Emergency” was declared by the President on 13 March on the basis of the 
Constitution and national legislation of the United States of America, including the National 
Emergencies Act and the Social Security Act. In parallel, about two-thirds of the states de-
clared a state of emergency, while less than a third declared a public health, disaster or other 
emergency status and only a few states adopted other restrictive measures without declaring 
such special legal regime.
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